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Abstract. We consider categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives, where
equivariant is understood in the sense of Borel. We give the two usual defi-
nitions of equivariant motives, via the simplicial Borel construction and via
algebraic approximations of it. The definitions turn out to be equivalent and
give rise to a full six-functor formalism. For rational e´tale motives over a finite
field or the homotopical stable algebraic derivator arising from semisimplified
Hodge realization, the equivariant mixed Tate motives provide a graded ver-
sion of the equivariant derived category. We show that, in sufficiently nice and
clean cases, these categories admit weight structures; moreover, a tilting result
holds which identifies the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives with the
bounded homotopy category of the heart of its weight structure. This can be
seen as a formality result for equivariant derived categories. We also discuss
convolution functors on equivariant mixed Tate motives, and consequences for
the categorification of the Hecke algebras and modules.
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Introduction
1.1. An important part of geometric representation theory consists of apply-
ing Grothendieck’s function-sheaf correspondence to understand various function
spaces occurring in representation theory. In this way one obtains natural categori-
fications of the function spaces in question by derived categories of Weil sheaves.
Geometric tools available for Weil sheaves, such as the decomposition theorem and
the weight filtration, can then be applied to solve representation-theoretic problems.
Recent progress in the theory of motives allows to replace Weil sheaves by suit-
able motivic sheaves in the above contexts. This setting has the advantage that it
is possible to construct variants of triangulated categories of motivic sheaves with
the property that the Tate motivic sheaves on a point do not admit any extensions
amongst themselves. Using such motivic sheaves, one obtains direct geometric con-
structions of graded versions of categories of representations, which up to now were
constructed, if at all, in ways which to us seem rather artificial.
1.2. In [SW15], this philosophy was exemplified in the case of varieties with
affine Whitney–Tate stratifications and applied to the construction of graded ver-
sions of category O. In the present article, we discuss how to construct equivariant
versions of motivic triangulated categories in the spirit of [BL94]. We also discuss
versions of equivariant mixed Tate motives and explain how these lead to a graded
categorification of the Hecke algebra and more generally graded categorifications of
the Hecke modules appearing in the representation theory of real reductive groups.
As another direct consequence of the behaviour of the weight structures on
equivariant mixed Tate motives in suitably nice geometric situations, we obtain
streamlined proofs of formality theorems such as [Sch11a], see also the sketch in
[BF08, 5.6]. In our motivic framework, this can be seen as a special case of tilting
[Kel94], with tilting objects of explicitly geometric origin.
1.3. In the case of the Hecke algebra, a graded categorification has already
been constructed as the bounded homotopy category of the category of Soergel
bimodules, and this has been used by Khovanov [Kho07] to give an alternative
construction of his knot homology. This approach still presents some seemingly
artificial technical difficulties, e.g. in proving the braid relations among the tensor
products of so-called Rouquier complexes associated to links. In our motivic version
of the graded categorification, the Rouquier complexes in the homotopy category
of Soergel bimodules can now be understood as standard motivic sheaves on the
double cosets of a Borel subgroup in a reductive group. From this point of view, the
fact that the Rouquier complexes satisfy braid relations, which is not at all obvious
in the bimodule setting, becomes an immediate consequence of suitable geometric
isomorphisms.
The existence of graded categorifications in the generality of the Hecke mod-
ules mentioned above was a conjecture in [Soe01], more precisely Conjecture 4.2.2
and Conjecture 4.2.3. The other conjectures in [Soe01, Section 4] concerned the
existence of graded categorifications of the representation-theoretic side of the main
conjecture in [Soe01]. We think that this can be done via a suitable category of
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“monodromic motives”, but this will be discussed in a sequel. In this way we can,
building on [BL95] and unpublished work of Bernstein with one of the authors,
rewrite the Langlands correspondence for the field of real numbers as a (yet con-
jectural) equivalence of some (non-conjectural) motivic triangulated categories. As
these motivic categories have nice geometric constructions, we hope that this will
eventually lead to a geometric construction of the equivalence itself.
Equivariant motives and formalism of six functors. The technical foun-
dation for the representation-theoretic applications in this paper are suitable cate-
gories of equivariant mixed Tate motives. Through the recent advances in the theory
of motives (possibly with coefficients) [Ayo07a, Ayo07b, CD12b, Dre13], we
now have available categories of motives over fairly general base schemes and these
categories of motives are connected by a six-functor formalism. Actually, and this
is relevant for our present work, it is even possible to define motives over general
diagrams of schemes and develop a six-functor formalism for those.
Using these categories of motives, in the axiomatic form of a homotopical stable
algebraic derivator D, we can proceed along the way laid out by Bernstein and Lunts
[BL94] to define categories D+G(X) of G-equivariant motives over X for a G-variety
X . There are essentially two possibilities for a definition, one as cartesian motives
over the simplicial Borel construction EG×/GX and one as cartesian motives over
the category ResG(X) ofG-resolutions ofX . Both approaches have their advantages
and disadvantages, but fortunately yield equivalent categories of motives, at least
when restricted to motives which are bounded below for the homotopy t-structure.
When it comes to getting the full six-functor formalism off the ground, both
approaches as well as their equivalence are necessary. On the one hand, the functors
f∗ and f
! do not generally preserve cartesian objects over the Borel construction,
hence only the 2-functors f∗ and f! can be defined via the simplicial approach. On
the other hand, all the functors can be defined using the approach via resolutions,
but this involves choices and hence does not directly give rise to a 2-functor. Hav-
ing both equivalent approaches means that in each of the relevant pairs (f∗, f∗)
and (f!, f
!) the left adjoint is part of a 2-functor, which allows to rectify the right
adjoints. With the functors defined, all the usual formulas like base change, lo-
calization and Verdier duality can be deduced immediately. As a byproduct, the
motivic setup even allows to formulate “classical” objects like equivariant derived
categories of ℓ-adic sheaves in a much cleaner way.
Equivariant mixed Tate motives and weight structures. Having equi-
variant categories of motivic sheaves with six-functor formalism, we can ask which
motives should be considered “G-equivariant mixed Tate motives on X”. Since we
know mixed Tate motives in the non-equivariant situation, the only sensible answer
is to extend to the equivariant situation by requiring that equivariant mixed Tate
motives should be stable under the quotient equivalence – with a grain of salt, equi-
variant mixed Tate motives are equivariant motives whose restrictions to “points”
(or better orbits) are mixed Tate. As in [SW15] (or more classical references), this
notion is only well-behaved in the presence of an “equivariant Whitney–Tate” con-
dition which ensures that extension and restriction functors preserve equivariant
mixed Tate motives. If the equivariant Whitney–Tate condition is satisfied for a
variety X with G-action, we define in Definitions II.1.3 and II.1.11 the subcategory
MTDerG(X) ⊂ D+G(X) of equivariant mixed Tate motives on X by the condi-
tion that forgetting the G-action and (both ∗- and !-) restricting to any point yields
a (non-equivariant) mixed Tate motive.
At this point, we consider a suitable collection of “Bott–Samelson motives”, de-
fined inductively by starting from extensions of local systems on orbits and closed
under induction and restriction for the various inclusions of parabolic subgroups.
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These motives are the equivariant analogues of the motives of Bott–Samelson reso-
lutions of Schubert cells, cf. [SW15, Section 6]. Under suitable assumptions which
are in particular satisfied for the varieties of interest, cf. Section III.3, these motives
generate all equivariant mixed Tate motives, establishing the equivariant Whitney–
Tate condition. The changes necessary to go from [SW15] to the more general
equivariant setting mostly follow the approach outlined in [Vir14].
There is an additional payoff from the study of the explicit collection of Bott–
Samelson motives: the usual Springer-type argument using contracting slices implies
that the Bott–Samelson motives are in fact pointwise pure. Consequently, we obtain
two ways to establish the existence of a weight structure on equivariant mixed Tate
motives, cf. Section II.4. On the one hand, we can use the weight structures on
ordinary non-equivariant motives, use the quotient equivalence and suitable gluing
of weight structures. On the other hand, the Bott–Samelson motives provide a neg-
ative generating collection, giving rise to a weight structure whose heart consists of
the Bott–Samelson motives. These two constructions yield the same weight struc-
ture on equivariant mixed Tate motives. However, we can only show the existence of
these weight structures in special situations, when the approach via Bott–Samelson
motives works. It remains an interesting problem to construct a weight structure
on equivariant motives in general.
As in [SW15], the structure of mixed Tate motives is greatly simplified by
working in a more restrictive setting. We will usually assume that the homotopi-
cal stable algebraic derivator D from which we construct the equivariant motivic
categories D+G(X) satisfies the following two conditions, cf. Convention II.1.2 and
II.4.4:
(1) the grading condition requires the category MTDer(k) of mixed Tate
D-motives over the base field k to be equivalent to the derived category
of the category of Z-graded vector spaces,
(2) theweight condition requires the existence of suitably compatible weight
structures on the motivic categories.
These conditions are satisfied in two important cases: rational e´tale motives DAe´t
or Beilinson motives over a finite field Fq or its algebraic closure Fq, and motives
with coefficients in the semisimplified Hodge realization over C denoted by MDer.
They imply that the category of G-equivariant mixed Tate motives over a point,
with G a connected split reductive group, can be described completely in terms of
the Chow ring of BG, cf. Theorem II.3.1. This is relevant for the final application
to the categorification of modules over the Hecke algebra.
While all the results below are formulated over algebraically closed fields, some
of them actually hold over arbitrary fields. The reason is that the categories of
equivariant mixed Tate motives are sufficiently combinatorial so that algebraic field
extensions induce equivalences (in the situations we consider). This is also a conse-
quence of the simplifying conditions imposed on the underlying homotopical stable
algebraic derivators.
Tilting, formality and categorification. Using the weight structures on
equivariant mixed Tate motives described above together with the pointwise pu-
rity of Bott–Samelson motives, we can then prove tilting results in the following
cases of interest, cf. Sections III.3 and III.4, in particular Corollary III.4.6 and
Proposition III.4.16.
Theorem 1.4 (Tilting for equivariant mixed Tate motives). Assume either that
k = Fq and D = DA
e´t
Q , or that k = C and D = MDer.
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(1) Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group and let P,Q ⊆ G be para-
bolic subgroups. Then the tilting functor is an equivalence of categories
Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
≈−→ MTDerP×Q(G).
(2) Let G be a connected reductive algebraic group with a parabolic subgroup
P ⊂ G. Let σ be an involution of G and let K = Gσ be the subgroup of
its fixed points. Then the tilting functor is an equivalence of categories
Hotb(MTDerP×K(G)wt=0)
≈−→ MTDerP×K(G).
(3) Let G be a connected adjoint semisimple group and let B ⊆ G be a Borel
subgroup. Let X be the wonderful compactification of G. Then the tilting
functor is an equivalence of categories
Hotb(MTDerB×B(X)wt=0)
≈−→ MTDerB×B(X).
The tilting result for equivariant mixed Tate motives can be seen as a stronger
version of previously known formality results for equivariant derived categories, cf.
e.g. [Sch11a]. As before, the formality essentially follows from pointwise purity of
the generating objects, the Bott–Samelson motives.
For a better understanding of equivariant mixed Tate motives, it would be much
preferrable to have a combinatorial model for pure weight 0 equivariant mixed Tate
motives. In the case of P ×Q-equivariant motives over a reductive group G, combi-
natorial objects corresponding to weight 0 motives are given by Soergel bimodules.
The following result provides a motivic version of categorifications of the Schur
algebroid via Soergel bimodules, cf. Section III.6, in particular Proposition III.6.11
and Corollary III.6.12.
Theorem 1.5 (Graded categorification A). Assume either that k = Fq and
D = DAe´tQ or k = C and D = MDer. Let G be a reductive group over k, and
let P,Q ⊆ G be two parabolic subgroups. Denote by H the functor which computes
equivariant cohomology of the realization of a motive.
(1) Equivariant cohomology induces an equivalence of tensor triangulated cat-
egories
H : MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0
≈−→ AP -SMod-AQ
where (as usual) AX = H∗X(pt) denotes the cohomology ring of the clas-
sifying space of the group X.
(2) This in turn induces a zig-zag of equivalences of tensor triangulated cate-
gories
T : MTDerP×Q(G)
≈←− Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0) ≈−→ Hotb(AP -SMod-AQ).
As we already know that the category AP -SMod-AQ of Soergel bimodules
provides a graded categorification of the Hecke algebra, parabolic Hecke modules
or more generally the Schur algebroid, the above result shows that equivariant
mixed Tate motives provide an alternative way to categorify these structures. This
can be applied immediately to give a simple geometric proof of the braid relations
for Rouquier complexes, which is relevant for the construction of Khovanov’s knot
homology via Soergel bimodules, cf. Section III.6.5.
Corollary 1.6 (braid relations). Assume the situation of Theorem 1.5 with
G = GLn and P = Q = B a Borel subgroup of G. Denote by AB = H•B(pt).
For a simple reflection s ∈ Sn, denote T !s := is,!BsB and T ∗s := is,∗BsB, where
is : BsB →֒ G/B denotes the inclusion of the B-orbit corresponding to s. These
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are motivic lifts of the Rouquier complexes in the sense that there are isomorphisms
(in the category Hotb(AB -SMod-AB))
T(T !s)
∼= [AB ⊗AsB AB ։ AB]
T(T ∗s )
∼= [AB →֒ AB ⊗AsB AB] .
For two simple reflections s, t ∈ Sn with sts = tst, these satisfy braid relations
T !s ⋆B T
!
t ⋆B T
!
s
∼= T !t ⋆B T !s ⋆B T !s and T ∗s ⋆B T ∗t ⋆B T ∗s ∼= T ∗t ⋆B T ∗s ⋆B T ∗t
which follow immediately from the geometric isomorphisms
BsB ×B BtB ×B BsB ∼= BstsB = BtstB ∼= BtB ×B BsB ×B BtB.
Since equivariant cohomology is compatible with convolution, these braid relations
imply braid relations for the Rouquier complexes.
Graded version of equivariant derived categories and applications.
Finally, we can also apply realization functors to compare the categories of equi-
variant mixed Tate motives with the usual equivariant derived categories, for ℓ-adic
sheaves or Hodge modules. The following is proved in Theorem III.6.13.
Theorem 1.7. (1) Let k = Fq, let G be a reductive group over k, and let
P,Q ⊆ G be two parabolic subgroups. Then the ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerP×Q(G)→ DerbP×Q(G;Qℓ)
is fully faithful on weight 0 objects, with the essential image of the zero-
weight part consisting of shifted intersection complexes concentrated in
even degrees.
(2) Let k = C, let G be a reductive group over k, and let P,Q ⊆ G be two
parabolic subgroups. Then the Hodge realization functor
RealH : MTDerP×Q(G)→ DerbP×Q(G;C)
is fully faithful on weight 0 objects, with the essential image of the zero-
weight part consisting of shifted intersection complexes concentrated in
even degrees.
(3) Motivic (graded) lifts of the standard and costandard objects in the equi-
variant derived category are given by
iw,!(PwQ[l(w)]) and iw,∗(PwQ[l(w)]).
(4) The functors in points (1) and (2) are compatible with convolution and
Verdier duality.
(5) The functors in points (1) and (2) are degrading functors in the sense of
[BGS96].
In the case P = Q = B, this statement about the realization functor applied to
the tilting equivalence of Theorem 1.4 recovers the formality result of Schnu¨rer, cf.
[Sch11a, Theorem 1]. The result also provides a graded version of the equivariant
derived categories in the parabolic situations. On the level of Grothendieck groups,
this result implies a second version of motivic graded categorification of the Hecke
algebra and its parabolic modules, which is obtained by applying Grothendieck’s
function-sheaf correspondence to the ℓ-adic sheaves obtained from realization of
equivariant mixed Tate motives. The following is proved in Section III.6, more
precisely Theorem III.6.14.
Theorem 1.8 (Graded categorification B). Let k = Fq, let G be a connected
reductive group over k let B ⊂ G a Borel, and let P,Q ⊆ G be two parabolic
subgroups.
6 INTRODUCTION
(1) Combining the ℓ-adic realization functor with Grothendieck’s function-
sheaf correspondence induces an isomorphism from K0(MTDerB×B(G))
to the Iwahori–Hecke-algebra. Applying K0 to the Verdier duality functor
yields the Kazhdan–Lusztig involution.
(2) The function-sheaf correspondence of Grothendieck induces an isomor-
phism from the split Grothendieck group of MTDerB×B(G)wt=0 to the
Iwahori–Hecke algebra, and similarly from the split Grothendieck group of
MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 to the corresponding parabolic Hecke-bimodule.
Actually, Theorem III.6.14 provides a categorification of the full Schur algebroid
(whose definition is recalled in Section III.1). The two graded categorifications we
obtained in Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 1.8 actually agree in the sense that we get
a commutative diagram of isomorphisms of graded algebras with involution (resp.
modules over them). This essentially follows from various compatibility statements
proved throughout the text.
Now, finally, there is a similar statement for the case of symmetric varieties,
providing a motivic graded version of the Hecke module considered by Mars and
Springer in [MS98], cf. Theorems III.7.5 and III.7.7.
Theorem 1.9. Let k = Fq be the algebraic closure of a finite field of odd
characteristic, let G be a connected reductive group, let θ : G→ G be a non-trivial
algebraic involution, and let T ⊂ B ⊂ G be θ-stable maximal torus and Borel
subgroup. Denote by K the subgroup of G fixed by the involution θ. Assume all
these data are defined over the finite field Fq.
(1) The ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerB×K(G)→ DerbB×K(G;Qℓ)
is fully faithful on the heart of the weight structure. The essential image of
the heart consists of intersection complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(2) Motivic (graded) lifts of the standard and costandard objects are given by
!- and ∗-extensions of local systems on B-orbits of G/K.
(3) ℓ-adic realization is compatible with involution and Verdier duality.
(4) ℓ-adic realization is a degrading functor in the sense of [BGS96].
As a result, the ℓ-adic realization functor induces an isomorphism of Grothendieck
groups
K0(MTDerB×K(G))
∼=−→ K0(AG/K),
where K0(AG/K) denotes the Hecke module considered in [MS98].
There are similar results for wonderful compactifications of adjoint semisimple
groups, cf. Theorems III.8.2 and III.8.4. There is also a version of the above result
for the case where the base field is k = C which provides an approach to mixed
geometric representation theory without passing to finite fields.
The tilting results discussed above also imply strong formality results for the
P -equivariant derived categories of symmetric varieties G/K. As a particular conse-
quence, we can prove the Soergel–Lunts conjecture which allows to identify the
equivariant derived category as a derived category of modules over the geometric
extension algebra. See Theorem III.7.9 for a precise statement, and III.7.8 for the
relevant notation.
The above theorem provides graded versions of equivariant derived categories
in the case of symmetric varieties. In [Soe01, Section 4], the existence of such
graded versions is part of a series of conjectures formulating Langlands duality for
representations of real Lie groups in the context of Koszul duality patterns. The
following result establishes those conjectures which are related to the “geometric”
side of the expected Koszul duality, cf. Theorem III.7.12.
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Corollary 1.10 (Soergel conjectures). The category MTDerG(X) satisfies the
requirements for Dg in [Soe01, Conjecture 4.2.2 and 4.2.3].
What would still be missing now for a better understanding of MTDerB×K(G)
are combinatorial models for the heart of the weight structure, similar to the Soergel
bimodules for MTDerP×Q(G).
We also expect that the approach via suitable categories of mixed Tate mo-
tives should also provide a solution for the representation-theoretic side of Soergel’s
conjectures in [Soe01]. More precisely, there should be categories of motives with
suitable monodromy conditions which, via a motivic version of the localization
results of Bernstein and Lunts in [BL95], provide graded versions of derived cate-
gories of Harish-Chandra modules. Then we can hope for a motivic Koszul duality
modelling the Langlands duality in the representation theory of real Lie groups, as
envisioned [Soe01]. Details concerning the categories of monodromic motives will
be found elsewhere.
Where do we go from here. We outline a couple of future directions for
motives in geometric representation theory.
1.11. In this work, we have concentrated on the particular cases of parabolic
group actions on partial flag varieties, symmetric varieties and wonderful compact-
ifications. There are a couple of other possible situations where results similar to
ours could be achieved.
First, we actually have ignored completely the simplest and best-studied case
of group actions, namely toric varieties. It seems very likely that an application of
the motivic formalism to toric varieties is possible, and we believe it could be used
to recover and strengthen some of the formality results contained in [BL94, Section
15].
One of the very interesting representation-theoretic situations is the action of a
connected reductive group G on its nilpotent cone NG. Formality results based on
mixed geometry (based on ℓ-adic sheaves with Frobenius action) have been estab-
lished in [RR17]. The central result which would be required to make the motivic
formalism work would be “cuspidals are clean”; this would allow to generalize and
strengthen the results of [RR17] and provide a motivic version of the Springer
correspondence. We understand that Jens Eberhardt is working on this question.
More ambitious examples of group actions to which one could try to apply
motives would be the affine Grassmannian (for mixed geometry related to repre-
sentations of quantum groups as in [ABG04] or [MV07]) or the adjoint action
(for a motivic version of character sheaves). In particular for the latter, new ideas
would be needed because with infinitely many B-orbits it clearly falls outside the
scope of equivariant mixed Tate motives as discussed here.
1.12. Most of our work concentrates on homotopical stable algebraic derivators
D with rational coefficients, and in the representation-theoretic applications we
mostly specialize to D = DAe´t(−; Λ) or D = MDer. It is natural to ask if results
could be obtained with other coefficients.
One of the natural extension would be to ask questions for modular coefficients.
The work of Eberhardt and Kelly [EK16] sets up the framework to define perverse
mixed Tate motives with finite coefficients (characteristic of coefficients equal to
the characteristic of the base field). Very likely our framework could be modified to
work with the Milnor K-theory derivator considered in [EK16] and obtain results
for modular representation theory.
Another sort of coefficients to which we could apply the framework of equivari-
ant mixed Tate motives, much in the spirit of D = MDer, would be generalized
motivic cohomology theories. Given a ring spectrum E in the stable A1-homotopy
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category, one can consider the homotopical stable algebraic derivators given by
the categories E(X) ⊂ SH(X) of E-modules in SH(X). One particular example
of interest would be the Hecke algebras associated to elliptic cohomology studied
e.g. in [ZZ15] and [LZ15]. It seems likely that equivariant mixed Tate motives for
the derivator given by modules over elliptic cohomology provides a categorification
of the algebras and modules considered in loc.cit. Along this line, one could hope
that positivity conjectures formulated in these papers could be resolved by exhibit-
ing the relevant coefficients as dimensions of Bott–Samelson motives over elliptic
cohomology.
1.13. As a slightly more drastic change of setup, we can also consider six-
functor formalisms for spaces other than algebraic varieties. It seems very likely
that simply plugging in the six-functor for locally compact Hausdorff spaces would
recover most of the classical theory of equivariant sheaves and functors in [BL94]
(of course without the theory of weights present in the motivic setting).
A more interesting setting to look at would be the six-functor formalism for
rigid analytic varieties as set up in [Ayo15]. A formalism of equivariant motives
over rigid analytic varieties with action of a p-adic Lie group should be possible,
closely following the argumentation in the present work. This could be very useful
to study the representation theory of p-adic Lie groups using motivic and geometric
methods and establish results parallel to the ones for complex and real Lie groups.
Comparison to related work. There have been several approaches to defi-
nitions of categories of equivariant motives and the corresponding six functor for-
malism. Equivariant Chow motives for smooth projective varieties with action over
base fields were considered by Laterveer [Lat98] and more recently by Calme`s–
Neshitov–Zainoulline.
A definition of motivic homotopy for finite groups was already given by Voevod-
sky. Various more general definitions of equivariant motivic homotopy (applicable
to more general base schemes or actions of linear group schemes) have been given
by Herrmann, Heller–Krishna–Østvær, Carlsson–Joshua and Hoyois. However, only
Hoyois [Hoy15] discussed a six functor formalism for equivariant motivic stable ho-
motopy categories. It should also be noted that most of definitions of equivariant
motivic homotopy so far produce Bredon-style equivariant motivic cohomology. For
the representation-theoretic applications presented in the present work, we needed
categories of equivariant motives which are defined over general base varieties (over
some field k) and for arbitrary linear groups (over the field k) which produce a
Borel-style equivariant motivic cohomology. To the best of our knowledge, there is
no published work which discusses categories of equivariant motives and the cor-
responding six functor formalism from the perspective we need. The Borel-style
definition of equivariant motives makes sure that it ties in naturally with the def-
initions of equivariant higher Chow groups following Totaro [Tot99] and Edidin–
Graham [EG98] as well as the classical definition of equivariant derived categories
by Bernstein–Lunts [BL94]. This is why we include an extensive explanation how
to set up equivariant motives and the six functors.
In representation theory, mixed versions of the equivariant derived categories in
various geometric situations have been considered by many authors, cf. e.g. [RR17]
for a very recent work. However, the construction of these categories is not quite
natural; they are built to satisfy formality and the tilting results in Theorem 1.4
using the weight theory coming from eigenvalues of Frobenius. This leads to prob-
lems when trying to study functors between such categories as it usually involves
complicated conjectures on semisimplicity of Frobenius eigenvalues. In this work we
establish a fairly general framework to obtain such mixed versions of equivariant
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derived categories which has the advantages that it is more natural than the con-
structions that appeared in the literature so far, doesn’t use Frobenius eigenvalues
but weights from motives, even works intrinsically over C without passing to finite
fields, and also encompasses the case of K-orbits on flag varieties which to the best
of our knowledge hasn’t been satisfactorily solved before.
10 INTRODUCTION
Structure of the paper. The paper consists of three parts. Chapter I pro-
vides some recollections on categories of motives, describes constructions of cate-
gories of equivariant motives and sets up the basics of the six-functor formalism
in the equivariant situation. Chapter II provides a definition of equivariant mixed
Tate motives and weight structures on these. Chapter III establishes the formalism
of Bott–Samelson motives and its representation-theoretic applications to tilting
results, graded versions of equivariant derived categories and categorification of the
Hecke algebra. Two appendices deal with basic facts concerning motives of homo-
geneous spaces and a general tilting result for derivators. A short description of
contents is given at the beginning of the individual chapters.
There are two main background texts making the present work possible: on
the one hand, the classical setup of equivariant sheaves and functors as developed
in [BL94], and on the other hand the six-functor formalism of motivic sheaves as
developed in [Ayo07a, Ayo07b] or [CD12b]. We assume throughout that the
reader is familiar with these works or at least has them in reach for reference.
Conventions and notation.
1.14. All our schemes will be assumed to be quasi-projective separated schemes
of finite type over a field. We will call such objects varieties (although they don’t
necessarily need to be reduced). By [Ayo07a, Lemme 1.3.9], morphisms between
such schemes will automatically be quasi-projective. These conventions imply that
quasi-projectivity assumptions in [Ayo07a, Ayo07b] are always satisfied in our
applications. If the base field k is clear from the context, we will frequently denote
Spec k by pt.
We usually denote by finX : X → Spec k the structural morphism of a variety
over k.
For a variety X , the motive MX(X) which also is denoted by ΛX in the lit-
erature, will be denoted by X in most of our work (parallel to notation for the
constant sheaf Λ on X).
1.15. Given a graded ring A we denote by A -fModfgZ the category of finitely
generated graded free A-modules.
1.16. As a general rule of thumb, ∼= denotes isomorphisms, ≃ denotes quasi-
isomorphisms and ≈ denotes equivalences of categories or isotransformations be-
tween functors.
1.17. Most of the time, the set of morphisms f : X → Y in a category C will be
denoted by C(X,Y ). Exceptions will only be made in cases where the name of the
category C is already typographically complex and cannot be meaningfully abbrevi-
ated. Inner homs in a monoidal closed category C will be denoted by HomC(X,Y ).
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CHAPTER I
Equivariant motives and six functors
The first chapter sets up the formalism of equivariant motives. We recall the
basics concerning the construction of triangulated categories of motives and their
six functor formalism in Section I.1. After some preliminaries on group actions
in Section I.2 and the theory of acyclic resolutions in Section I.3, we discuss two
definitions of Borel-equivariant motives in Section I.4 via the simplicial Borel con-
struction and the category of algebraic resolutions. In Section I.5, we show that the
two approaches yield equivalent categories of equivariant motives, and establish the
quotient equivalence for these categories. The equivalence of the two approaches
is very relevant for establishing the full equivariant six-functor formalism in the
motivic setting, which is done in Section I.6. Then Section I.7 discusses further
consequences of the six-functor formalism, including refined quotient and induc-
tion equivalence, integration functors and various compatibility statements. Then
Section I.8 discusses basic facts concerning convolution functors and Section I.9
discusses realization functors on categories of equivariant motives.
I.1. Recollection on motives and six functors
In this section, we provide a short recollection of constructions and properties
of categories of motives. Following the work of Voevodsky, Ayoub, Cisinski–De´glise
and others, there are now triangulated categories of motives available, and these
categories are related by a full-fledged six functor formalism satisfying all the usual
properties.
On the one hand, there are axiomatic frameworks to encode all the relevant
properties of a six functor formalism, and to study the interdependence of various
properties of the six functors. One possible framework is given by homotopical stable
algebraic derivators of [Ayo07a], another framework by the motivic triangulated
categories of [CD12b].
On the other hand, there are concrete instances of these axiomatic frameworks
which provide triangulated categories of motives over fairly general base schemes.
The following diagram summarizes the instances of these frameworks which will be
of most interest to us:
DAe´t(−; Λ) Realℓ //
RealHodge

Der(−;Qℓ)
DH(−)
GrW

MDer(−;C)
RealBetti
// Der(−;C)
The upper part of the diagram is the one we can use in the case where we are work-
ing over a finite base field: DAe´t(X ; Λ) denotes e´tale motives with Λ-coefficients,
Der(−;Qℓ) denotes the ℓ-adic derived categories constructed as localization of the
e´tale motives, and these categories are related by the ℓ-adic realization functor
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Realℓ : DA
e´t(X ; Λ) → Der(X ;Qℓ). In the lower part of the diagram, which is the
part we will use when we are working over C, we have Drew’s version DH(X)
of mixed Hodge modules arising from the Hodge realization, the derived category
Der(X ;C) of sheaves of C-vector spaces arising from the Betti realization, and
an intermediate category MDer(−;C) arising from the semisimplification of the
Hodge realization. The functors relating these categories are all related by the for-
getful/realization functors: the Hodge realization RealHodge from motives to mixed
Hodge modules, the associated graded for the weight filtration GrW, and finally
the forgetful functor RealBetti from graded vector spaces to vector spaces. All the
categories in the diagram have a six functor formalism, and the functors in the
diagram are compatible with the six functor formalism.
The goal of this section is to provide a short recollection on constructions of
the categories of motives which are of interest for our application: e´tale motives
and motives with coefficients in enriched mixed Weil cohomology theories. We will
make heavy use of Ayoub’s framework of homotopical stable algebraic derivators
[Ayo07a] in the present paper. A couple of relevant definitions and properties are
recalled in Appendix B.1. Still, the reader not familiar with the definitions from
[Ayo07a] is strongly encouraged to have a copy handy when reading the first
part of the present paper. All the material can be found in the works of Ayoub
[Ayo07a, Ayo07b], Cisinski–De´glise [CD12b] and the thesis of Drew [Dre13].
I.1.1. Axiomatics for six functors. We first recall some of the axiomatics
and basic properties of the (non-equivariant) six functor formalism. One formulation
of an axiomatic approach is the notion of cross functors which was proposed by
Voevodsky and Deligne; for the definition of cross functors, cf. [Ayo07a, Section
1.2.4]. The formalism of cross functors was worked out in the thesis of Ayoub, along
with two resulting frameworks for dealing with the six functors:
• the notion of homotopical stable 2-functor H∗ : (Sch /S) → TR from
schemes over the base S to triangulated categories, cf. [Ayo07a, Section
1.4.1], and
• the notion of homotopical stable algebraic derivator D : DiaSch/S → TR,
cf. [Ayo07a, Section 2.4.2], which encodes the six functors in the more
general situation where each diagram of schemes is assigned a triangulated
category.
The relevant axioms are recalled in an appendix, cf. Section B.1. More infor-
mation on derivators and various extra properties they are required to satisfy are
also recalled there. In the following, we provide a list of useful properties of a ho-
motopical stable algebraic derivator D satisfying the conditions of B.1.6. These are
all established in [Ayo07a, Section 2], but we list them for ease of reference. The
list below is a variant of the dix lec¸ons in [He´b11] adapted to the present setting.
(1) Ordinary pullback and pushforward: By the definition of homotopi-
cal stable algebraic derivator, for every morphism (f, α) : (F , I)→ (G ,J )
in DiaSch, we have an adjunction
(f, α)∗ : D(G ,J )⇆ D(F , I) : (f, α)∗.
If (f, α) is smooth, we have an additional adjunction
(f, α)♯ : D(F , I)⇆ D(G ,J ) : (f, α)∗.
The above functors fit together to form 2-functors.
(2) Exceptional pullback and pushforward: For any cartesian mor-
phism (f, α) : (G ,J )→ (F , I) in DiaSch there is a further pair of adjoint
functors, the exceptional functors
(f, α)! : D(G ,J )⇆ D(F , I) : (f, α)!
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which fit together to form a covariant (resp. contravariant) 2-functor
(f, α) 7→ (f, α)! (resp. (f, α) 7→ (f, α)!). There exists a natural trans-
formation (f, α)! → (f, α)∗ which is a morphism of 2-functors and is an
isomorphism when (f, α) is proper. The existence and properties for the
special case of schemes are discussed in [Ayo07a, Sections 1.4–1.6], and
the extension to cartesian morphisms of diagrams is discussed in [Ayo07a,
p. 322–323].
(3) Monoidal structures: If D is a monoidal homotopical stable algebraic
derivator, there are closed symmetric monoidal structures on all the cate-
gories D(F , I), where we additionally require that f∗ is a strong monoidal
functor and that suitable projection formulas hold, cf. Section B.1.
From the axioms follow various compatibilities between the four func-
tors just discussed and these monoidal structures encoded in [Ayo07a,
Lemma 2.4.52]. We recall from [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.3.40, Propositions
2.3.51–55] some more explicit projection formulas: for a morphism f : Y →
X of schemes, we have natural isomorphisms
f!(f
∗M ⊗Y N)
∼=−→ M ⊗X f!(N)
HomY (M, f∗N)
∼=−→ f∗HomX(f∗M,N)
HomX(f♯M,N)
∼=−→ f∗HomY (M, f∗N) f smooth!
HomX(f!M,N)
∼=−→ f∗HomY (M, f !N)
f∗HomX(M,N)
∼=−→ HomY (f∗M, f∗N) f smooth!
f !HomX(M,N)
∼=−→ HomY (f∗M, f !N).
(4) Tate twist: There is a Tate twist functorM 7→M(1) which is compatible
with all the six functors.
(5) Base change: For any cartesian diagram of diagrams of schemes
(G ′,J ′) (g
′,β)
//
f ′

(G ,J )
f

(F ′,J ′)
(g,β)
// (F ,J ).
where f is a cartesian morphism of diagrams, there are base change for-
mulas
f ′! ◦ (g′, β)∗ ≈−→ (g, β)∗ ◦ f!
f ! ◦ (g, β)∗ ≈−→ (g′, β)∗ ◦ (f ′)!
These follow via the extension in [Ayo07a, Section 2.4] from the corre-
sponding base change formulas formulated in [Ayo07a, Scholie 1.4.2].
In the slightly different situation where the morphism f above is a
pointwise closed immersion and g is pointwise smooth, there is a base-
change formula
(g′, β)∗ ◦ f ! ≈−→ (f ′)! ◦ (g, β)∗,
cf. [Ayo07a, Lemma 2.4.26].
(6) Relative purity: The orientability of the derivator implies that for a
smooth morphism f : X → Y of relative dimension d, there are canonical
natural isomorphisms
pf : f♯
≈−→ f!(d)[2d], p′f : f∗ ≈−→ f !(−d)[−2d],
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cf. [Ayo07a, Scholie 1.4.2]. Combining this with the base change state-
ment above recovers several other base change statements such as [Ayo07a,
Theorem 2.4.22].
(7) Localization sequence: for i : Z → X a closed immersion with open
complement j : U → X , there are distinguished triangles of natural trans-
formations
j!j
! → 1→ i∗i∗ → j!j![1]
i!i
! → 1→ j∗j∗ → i∗i![1]
where the first and second maps are the counits and units of the respective
adjunctions, cf. [Ayo07a, Proposition 2.4.25]. This holds more generally
for cartesian closed immersions of diagrams of schemes and the pointwise
complementary open immersion.
(8) Absolute purity: For any closed immersion i : Z → S of pure codi-
mension n between regular schemes in S , the standard map MZ(Z) →
i!MS(S)(n)[2n] is an isomorphism, cf. [CD12b, Theorem 14.4.1].
(9) Constructible objects: For a scheme X , define the subcategory of con-
structible objects Dc(X) ⊂ D(X) to be the thick full subcategory gen-
erated by f♯Y (n) for n ∈ Z and f : Y → X smooth. This subcate-
gory coincides with the full subcategory of compact objects if motives of
smooth varieties are compact (which holds if we consider rational coeffi-
cients), cf. [Ayo07a, Section 2.3.10]. Moreover, the six functors preserve
constructible objects, cf. [Ayo07a, Section 2.2.2].
(10) Verdier duality: For a smooth variety X over the base S, the unit object
X is a dualizing object in D(X), i.e., setting DX(M) := Hom(M,X) the
natural map M → DX(DX(M)) is an isomorphism for all M ∈ Dc(X).
More generally, for every variety X over the base S the motive fin! S is a
dualizing object, cf. [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.3.73].
For all M,N ∈ Dc(X), there is a canonical duality isomorphism
DX(M ⊗X DX(N)) ∼= HomX(M,N).
Furthermore, for any morphism f : Y → X of varieties and any M ∈
Dc(X) and N ∈ Dc(Y ), there are natural isomorphisms
DY (f
∗(M)) ∼= f !(DX(M)), f∗(DX(M)) ∼= DY (f !(M))
DX(f!(N)) ∼= f∗(DY (M)), f!(DY (N)) ∼= DX(f∗(N)),
cf. [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.3.75].
(11) Idempotent completeness: If the triangulated categories D(X) or more
generally D(F , I) have all small sums, they are necessarily idempotent
complete. In this situation, the constructible subcategories Dc(X) are by
definition idempotent complete.
I.1.1. Motives of varieties can be defined in any homotopical stable algebraic
derivator, using the six functor formalism. If D is a monoidal homotopical stable al-
gebraic derivator, we usually denote by X ∈ D(X) the tensor unit of the symmetric
monoidal category D.
If S is a base variety and f : X → S is smooth, then the motive of X/S is
defind as MS(X) := f♯X ∈ D(S). In the general case of an arbitrary morphism of
varieties f : X → S, there are various notions of motive:
• The (homological) motive of X/S is defined to be MS(X) := f!f !S.
This agrees with the above definition for X/S smooth by relative purity.
• Its Verdier dual is the cohomological motive X/S, given by
DS(MS(X)) ∼= f∗f∗S.
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• The Borel–Moore motive is defined as MBMS (X) := f!f∗S. For X/S
smooth of relative dimension d, we have MBMS (X)(d)[2d]
∼= MS(X) by
relative purity.
• Its Verdier dual is the (cohomological)motive with compact support
McS(X) := D(M
BM
S (X))
∼= f∗f !S.
The Tate motive X(1) ∈ D(X) is given by
cone (1 : X → MX(Gm ×X)) [−1]
This motive is ⊗-invertible and induces the Tate twist viaM 7→M(1) = M⊗X(1).
I.1.2. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the condi-
tions of B.1.6. For a variety X/k, we define the motivic cohomology of X as
Hn,i(X,D) := D(Mk(X),Λ(i)[n]).
Motivic cohomology with compact supports is defined by
Hn,ic (X,D) := D(M
c(X),Λ(i)[n])
Dually, we define Borel–Moore homology
HBMn,i (X,D) := D(Λ(i)[n],M
c(X)) ∼= D(MBM(X),Λ(i)[n]).
If Λ is a field of characteristic zero and D = DAe´t(−; Λ) the above are the
(usual) motivic cohomology and motivic Borel–Moore homology with Λ-coefficients.
By results of Voevodsky, cf. [MVW06], these can be identified with higher Chow
groups:
• For X a smooth variety over a perfect field k, there are natural isomor-
phisms Hn(X,Λ(i)) ∼= CHi(X, 2i− n; Λ).
• With rational coefficients (or assuming the base field k admits resolution of
singularities), we have for any equi-dimensional variety X/k of dimension
d and any positive i ≤ d a canonical isomorphism
CHd−i(X,n; Λ) ∼= HBM2i+n(X,Λ(i)).
I.1.3. For a morphism f : X → Y , we have the relative dualizing object
Df := f
!(Y ). If f is smooth of relative dimension d, the relative dualizing object
f !(Y ) is isomorphic to X(d)[2d] (and then in particular ⊗-invertible). This follows
from the relative purity statements above because
f !(Y ) ∼= f∗(Y )(d)[2d] ∼= X(d)[2d].
This is stronger than the corresponding statement in [BL94, 1.8] because the mo-
tivic framework has orientability built in. More generally, it follows from relative
purity that for f smooth and M any motive we have f !(M) ∼= f∗(M) ⊗ f !(Y )
because f !(Y ) ∼= X(d)[2d].
I.1.4. In general, Verdier duality doesn’t commute with tensor products. Here
is the best one can do: if M ∈ D(X) is strongly dualizable for the ⊗-structure and
N ∈ D(X) is constructible, then we have
DX(M ⊗X N) ∼= HomX(M,DX(N)) ∼=M∨ ⊗X DX(N).
Here, M∨ = HomX(M,X) is the ⊗-dual of M , and this is in generally different
from DX(M) = HomX(M, fin
! pt) with fin! pt the dualizing object. However, if M
is smooth of dimension d, then X ∼= fin! pt(−d)[−2d]. In that case, we get
DX(M ⊗X N)(d)[2d] ∼= DX(M)⊗X DX(N).
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I.1.5. If we have varieties X and Y and motives M ∈ D(X) and N ∈ D(Y ),
then we define the exterior product
M ⊠N := pr∗1M ⊗X×Y pr∗2(N) ∈ D(X × Y ).
If X and Y are smooth, M ∈ D(X) is strongly dualizable for the ⊗-structure and
N ∈ D(X) is constructible, the above compatibility of Verdier duality with the
tensor product implies that Verdier duality commutes with exterior product; there
is no shift or twist because the one introduced by commuting Verdier duality with
⊗ is cancelled by the one commuting Verdier duality and f∗ via relative purity.
We now want to motivic versions of the statements in [BL94, 1.4.7].
I.1.6. Let f : X → Y be a smooth morphism, and let M,N ∈ D(Y ) be motives
which are both strongly dualizable and constructible.1 We start with the natural
isomorphism:
HomX(f
∗M, f∗N)
∼=−→ f∗HomY (M,N).
Recall from the lesson (10) on Verdier duality that we can compute inner Homs via
HomX(A,B)
∼= DX(A⊗XDX(B)). Combining this with the previous compatibility
of f∗ and Hom, then we get
DX(DX(f
∗N)⊗ f∗M) ∼= f∗DY (DY (N)⊗M)
DX(f
!DY (N)⊗ f∗M) ∼= DXf !(DY (N)⊗M)
f !DY (N)⊗ f∗M ∼= f !(DY (N)⊗M)
f !P ⊗ f∗M ∼= f !(P ⊗M)
Here the second line follows by commuting pullback functors with Verdier dual-
ity, the third follows since the dualizability assumptions allow to remove the outer
Verdier duality. The last line is then simply obtained by writing DY (N) as a con-
structible and strongly dualizable motive P .
It can be checked that the natural map in the last line corresponding to the
module structure f∗(−)⊗f !(−)→ f !(−⊗−) in [Ayo07a, Section 2.3] corresponds
to the exchange isomorphism for f∗ and Hom expressed via Verdier duality in the
first line.
This formula requires that P , M , f∗M and f !P are ⊗-invertible and con-
structible. This is satisfied for P a constant mixed Tate motive and the derivators
we consider, by arguments parallel to those in [CD12b, Section 4.4]. In particular,
this implies
f∗DY ⊗ f !(Y ) ∼= f !(DY ⊗ Y ) ∼= f !(DY ).
As a consequence, Verdier duality commutes with f∗ up to twist by a ⊗−invertible
constructible object.
I.1.7. We establish a version of absolute purity slightly more general than the
usual one. Recall that absolute purity means that for a closed immersion i : Z →֒ X
of pure codimension d between regular schemes, we have Z ∼= i!X(d)[2d].
A closed immersion i : Z →֒ X is called relatively smooth if there is an e´tale
neighbourhood Y of Z in X such that Y ∼= Z × Ad and i is the embedding of the
zero section. Essentially, we require the existence of a tubular neighbourhood. Note
that a closed immersion between regular schemes is relatively smooth.
For relatively smooth closed immersions, the relative dualizing object is ⊗-
invertible, cf. the arguments in [CD12b, Section 4.4].
For a relatively smooth closed immersion i : Z →֒ X , denote by p : Y ∼= Z ×
Ad → Z the projection. We call a motiveM onX smooth relative to i ifM |Y ∼= p∗N
1Note that strong dualizability concerns the duality related to the tensor structure ⊗, and
constructibility concerns Verdier dualizability.
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for some motive N on Z. For such motives we have i!M ∼= i∗M ⊗Df . This holds
in particular for the dualizing object, i.e., we have DX ∼= i!DY ∼= i∗DY ⊗Di.
I.1.8. Recall from lesson (5) on base change formulas above that for a cartesian
diagram
V
i′
//
f ′

X
f

W
i
// Y
with i a closed immersion and f a smooth morphism, there is a base-change formula
(f ′)∗ ◦ i! ≈−→ (i′)! ◦ f∗. Again there is a more general statement: this holds if f
is e´tale-locally a product projection but not necessarily with smooth fibers. To
see this, we can reduce to product projections by passing to a trivializing e´tale
cover and using conservativity. By base-change along a resolution of singularities
(resp. an alteration), we can also assume that the base Y is smooth (but the fiber
could still be singular). By assumption, the closed immersions i and i′ would be
relatively smooth. The base-change diagram can then be factored as composition
of two commutative diagrams, one for the normal bundle projection, the other for
the e´tale local inclusion of the normal bundle. For the diagram concerning the
restriction to the normal bundle, the claimed base-change formula is satisfied by
2-functoriality because ordinary and exceptional pullback agree by relative purity.
We can deal with the diagram containing the vector bundle projections by checking
after pullback to an alteration (where it holds by the smooth case mentioned earlier)
together with conservativity.
Remark I.1.9. One would like to interpret these statements as a natural part of
the six-functor formalism which is not usually included: for a morphism f , consider
the relatively smooth motives to be those which are ⊗-invertible and constructible
and remain so after pullback, both ordinary and exceptional. Then such motives
satisfy relative and absolute purity, a base-change for f∗ and p
∗, as well as an
exchange for i! and p∗.
I.1.2. E´tale motives. We recall the construction of the categoriesDAe´t(S; Λ)
of e´tale motives over a diagram of schemes over some base scheme S. The construc-
tion of the categories is carried out in detail in [Ayo07b, Section 4.5], and overviews
of the construction are given in [AZ12, Section 1.1] and [Ayo14a, Section 2.3]. All
the material in the following subsection is taken from these sources. E´tale motives
and ℓ-adic realization functors are also discussed in [CD16].
Denote by Λ a commutative unital ring of coefficients; in the present work, we
will mostly be interested in the case where Λ is a field of characteristic zero. Let
S be a separated noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension, and let (F , I) be a
diagram of S-schemes, where I is a small category (viz. the index category) and
F : I → Sch /S is a functor.
The category Sm /(F , I) of smooth schemes over the diagram (F , I) is
the category of pairs (U, i) where i is an object of I, and U is a smooth F (i)-
scheme. The category Sm /(F , I) is equipped with the e´tale topology (by ignoring
the diagram category component). Then She´t(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ)) denotes the
category of e´tale sheaves on Sm /(F , I) with values in complexes of Λ-modules.
For a smooth S-scheme X , denote by Λe´t(X) the e´tale sheaf represented by X , i.e.,
the e´tale sheaf associated to the presheaf
(U, i) 7→ Λ[HomF(i)(U, fin∗F(i)X)],
where finF(i) : F (i)→ S is the structural morphism.
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For a morphism of diagrams of schemes (f, α) : (G ,J ) → (F , I), there is an
associated functor
(f, α)∗ : Sh(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ))→ Sh(Sm /(G ,J ); Cplx(Λ))
such that Sh(Sm /(−,−); Cplx(Λ)) becomes a 2-functor. Tracing through [Ayo07b,
Def. 4.5.1, Lemma 4.5.2], the functor (f, α)∗ is eventually given by fiber product
of schemes. For (f, α) a smooth morphism there is a left adjoint (f, α)♯ of (f, α)
∗,
given by composition with (f, α).
There is a model structure on She´t(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ)) whose weak equiv-
alences are the stalkwise weak equivalences such that the associated homotopy
category is the derived category of e´tale sheaves of Λ-modules on Sm /(F , I). As a
next step, one defines a new model structure, the A1-local model structure, on
She´t(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ)) by applying Bousfield localization to the class of maps
(U, i)⊗K → (A1 ×S U, i)⊗K,
where i is an object of I, U is a smooth F (i)-scheme, and K a complex of Λ-
modules.
Definition I.1.10. The category of effective e´tale motives over (F , I), de-
noted by DAe´teff((F , I); Λ), is the homotopy category of the A1-local model struc-
ture on She´t(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ)).
There is a symmetric monoidal structure on She´t(Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ)) induced
from the tensor product of Λ-modules. The unit section 1 : S → Gm,S of the multi-
plicative group over S gives rise to a morphism Λe´t(S)→ Λe´t(Gm,S) of representable
e´tale sheaves. The Tate motive Λe´t(1) is defined to be
Λe´t(1) := Cone (Λe´t(S)→ Λe´t(Gm,S)) [−1].
The next step, also called P1-stabilization, is now to make the Tate motive Λe´t(1)
invertible with respect to the tensor product. One very convenient way to do this is
the formalism of symmetric spectra, cf. [Hov01] or [Ayo07b, Section 4.3]. Without
even touching definition or details, the result is a category of symmetric spectra
denoted by
SpectΣΛe´t(1)
(
ShA
1
e´t (Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ))
)
Now we can define e´tale motives over (F , I), as the result of A1-localization
and P1-stabilization on complexes of e´tale sheaves Λ-modules on Sm /(F , I):
Definition I.1.11. The categoryDAe´t((F , I); Λ) of e´tale motives (or e´tale
motivic sheaves) over (F , I) is the homotopy category of the A1-local model
structure on symmetric spectra
SpectΣΛe´t(1)
(
ShA
1
e´t (Sm /(F , I); Cplx(Λ))
)
For a smooth S-scheme X , the motive MS(X) is given by the suspension spectrum
of the e´tale sheaf Λe´t(X) represented by X .
The subcategory DAe´tc (S; Λ) of constructible motives is the smallest thick
triangulated subcategory of DAe´t(S; Λ) generated by motives MS(X) of smooth
S-schemes of finite presentation.
The following is essentially a homotopy version of the notion of cartesian objects
in a fibered category, cf. e.g. [BL94, 2.4.1]. For the study of equivariant motives,
we will mostly consider cartesian motives over the simplicial Borel construction or
over the category of resolutions.
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Definition I.1.12. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator and let
(F , I) be a diagram. A motive M ∈ D(F , I) over the diagram is called cartesian
if for each morphism f : F (i) → F (j) in the diagram, the associated morphism
f∗(M(F (j))) → M(F (i)) is an isomorphism. The full subcategory of cartesian
objects will be denoted by Dcart(F , I).
Remark I.1.13. Note that the isomorphism f∗(M(F (j))) → M(F (i)) above
has to be interpreted in the category DAe´t(F (i); Λ) which is a derived category of
spectra of complexes. The above definition provides a notion of “homotopy carte-
sian” rather than cartesian on the nose; it is rather similar to the condition of
cohomology being locally constant in the simplicial definition of the equivariant
derived category of [BL94]. We hope that this does not lead to confusion.
I.1.14. The functors (f, α)∗, (f, α)∗ and (f, α)♯ are compatible with the above
model category constructions and provide Quillen adjunctions on the model cate-
gories of spectra of chain complexes [Ayo07b, Theorem 4.5.23].
I.1.15 (Monoidal structure). The tensor product of sheaves of Λ-modules in-
duces a closed symmetric monoidal structure onDAe´t(−; Λ), cf. [Ayo07b, Theorem
4.5.24].
I.1.16. By [Ayo07b, Theorem 4.5.30, Corollary 4.5.47 and Section 4.5.4], the
axioms DerAlg 0-5 are satisfied for DAe´t(−; Λ), and then all the assertions of
[Ayo07a, Section 2.4] apply.
I.1.17. By [Ayo07b, Theorem 4.5.67] or [Ayo14b, Proposition 3.14], the cat-
egories DAe´t(X ; Λ) are compactly generated whenever X is a noetherian S-scheme
of finite Krull dimension. By [Ayo14b, Theorem 3.9], the derivator DAe´t(−; Λ) is
separated, and hence all the usual assertions about constructible objects apply, cf.
[Ayo14b, Theorem 8.10, 8.12].
Moreover, the categoriesDAe´t(−; Λ) have small sums since they arise as homo-
topy categories of symmetric spectra in unbounded chain complexes. Therefore, the
categories DAe´t(−; Λ) are idempotent complete. Consequently, the subcategories
DAe´tc (−; Λ) of constructible motives are also idempotent complete.
I.1.18. We finally recall a result explaining how to compute morphisms between
e´tale motives, cf. [Ayo14a, Theorem 4.12]: for X a smooth variety over the base
scheme S = Spec k, there is a canonical isomorphism
DAe´tSpec(k)(M(X),Λ(p)[q])
∼= Hq−2pe´t (X ; SingA
1
Λtr(P
1
k,∞k)∧p).
The group on the right-hand side is e´tale motivic cohomology with Λ-coefficients.
For Q ⊆ Λ, we can identify e´tale and Nisnevich motivic cohomology with Λ-
coefficients. In particular, forX = Spec k, this allows to identify morphisms between
mixed Tate motives over k with Adams eigenspaces of algebraic K-groups:
DAe´tSpec(k)(Q,Q(p)[q])
∼= grpγ K2p−q(k)Q.
I.1.3. Enriched mixed Weil cohomology theories. Another example of
triangulated categories equipped with a six functor formalism arises from mod-
ules over (enriched) mixed Weil cohomology theories. These were discussed first in
[CD12a], and extended to coefficients in arbitrary Tannakian categories in [Dre13].
We recall the axiomatics and the construction of the associated motivic triangu-
lated categories resp. homotopical stable algebraic derivator. Eventually, our main
interest is in the graded mixed Weil cohomology given by the graded pieces of the
Hodge realization for schemes over C.
Recall from [Dre13, Definition 2.1.1] the following definition of a mixed Weil
cohomology theory enriched in a Tannakian category.
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Definition I.1.19. Let S be a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension, and
let T0 be a Tannakian category of finite Ext-dimension, and denote T = Ind- T0. A
mixed Weil cohomology theory enriched in T is a presheaf ES of commuta-
tive differential graded algebras in T on the category of smooth affine S-schemes,
satisfying the following axioms:
(W1) descent for Nisnevich hypercoverings,
(W2) A1-invariance,
(W3) normalization, i.e., ES(S) is contractible,
(W4) for σ1 : S → Gm,S the unit section, the object QT (−1) := ker(ES(σ1)[1])
belongs to the heart of the natural t-structure of Der(T ) and induces an
autoequivalence QT (−1)⊗LT (−) of Der(T ).
(W5) Ku¨nneth formula, i.e., for any smooth affine schemes X,Y over S, the canon-
ical morphism ES(X)⊗LT ES(Y )→ ES(X ×S Y ) is a weak equivalence.
The special case where T is simply the category of finite-dimensional vector
spaces over a field Λ of characteristic 0 is the definition of mixed Weil cohomol-
ogy theory from [CD12a].
Example I.1.20 ([CD12a], Section 3). (1) ℓ-adic cohomology is a mixed
Weil cohomology theory whose associated commutative ring spectrum is
denoted by Eet,ℓ, cf. [CD12a, Section 3.3].
(2) Algebraic de Rham cohomology is a mixed Weil cohomology whose asso-
ciated commutative ring spectrum is denoted EdR, cf. [CD12a, Section
3.1].
In particular, the ℓ-adic realization functors will be relevant for our discussion.
The more important examples for our present work arise from the semisimpli-
fication of the Hodge realization, as discussed in [SW15, Section 2.4]:
Example I.1.21. Associating to a smoothC-schemeX the singular cohomology
of the associated complex manifold X(C), equipped with its polarizable mixed
Hodge structure, yields an enriched mixed Weil cohomology theory with coefficients
in MHSpolQ. This cohomology theory will be denoted by EHodge. Composing with
the functor taking the associated weight-graded pieces yields an enriched mixed
Weil cohomology theory EGrH with coefficients in graded pure Hodge structures.
The associated commutative ring spectrum is denoted by EGrH, and there is a
corresponding motivic triangulated category (alternatively, a homotopical stable
algebraic derivator) Der(EGrH) with full six-functor formalism.
By [Dre13, Theorem 2.2.7], for any perfect field k, there is an equivalence of
symmetric monoidal triangulated categories
Der(Spec k; E) ≈ Der(T )
between the E-modules over L and the derived category of the Tannakian category
T .
(1) In the special case of ordinary mixed Weil cohomology theories with val-
ues in finite dimensional K vector spaces, this equivalence restricts to an
equivalence Derc(k; E) ≈ Derb(K-modf) between the compact E-modules
over k and the bounded derived category of finite-dimensional K-vector
spaces.
(2) In the case of the associated graded of the Hodge realization, this equiv-
alence restricts to an equivalence
Derc(k; EGrH) ≈ Derb(K -modfZ)
between the compact EGrH-modules over k and the bounded derived cat-
egory of the category of graded finite-dimensional K-vector spaces.
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Remark I.1.22. Although the results of Cisinski–De´glise and Drew are formu-
lated using the notion of motivic triangulated categories, these constructions can
be translated to the language of homotopical stable algebraic derivators.
I.1.23. In most of this work, we will denote the derivator EGrH of motives with
coefficients in the semisimplification of the Hodge realization by MDer(−;C) or
simply MDer. We think of this as a natural mixed version of the usual derived
category of C-vector spaces on a complex variety.
I.1.24. As before, the categories of motives with coefficients in a ring spectrum
representing an enriched mixed Weil cohomology theory are compactly generated
whenever the base is a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. The correspond-
ing derivator is separated, so constructible objects are well-behaved as in I.1.17. The
derivators also have small sums and therefore the categories MDer(−;C) as well as
the corresponding subcategories MDerc(−;C) are idempotent complete.
I.1.4. Realization functors. Next, we recall the construction of ℓ-adic and
Hodge realization functors, as well as their compatibility with the six functor for-
malism.
We first discuss the ℓ-adic realization functors. There are several possible ways
to organize the ℓ-adic derived categories into homotopical stable algebraic deriva-
tors.
(1) One way is given in [Ayo14b, Corollary 4.15, Section 5, Section 9]. First,
for Λ a finite Z/NZ-algebra with N prime to the residue characteristics of
the base scheme S, the derived categories Dere´t(−; Λ) of e´tale sheaves of
Λ-modules can be identified withDAe´t(−; Λ), cf. [Ayo14b, Theorem 4.1].
For a ring Λ and an ideal J ⊆ Λ, [Ayo14b, Section 5] describes a homo-
topical stable 2-functor Dere´t(−; Λ/J∗) which takes values in the category
of Λ/J∗-modules of Ekedahl, together with a corresponding Λ/J∗-adic re-
alization functor induced essentially from change of coefficients. A further
change of coefficients, cf. [Ayo14b, Section 9], allows, in particular, to
define realization functors
Re´t : DAe´t(−; Λ)→ Dere´t(−;Qℓ)
as a morphism of homotopical stable 2-functors. This can be extended to
a morphism of homotopical stable algebraic derivators by extending all
the constructions of [Ayo14b] to diagrams of schemes essentially as in
[Ayo07a, Section 2.4].
(2) In [CD12b, 17.2.5], realization functors on the category of Beilinson mo-
tives are defined by considering the homotopy category of E-modules over
X and taking the realization functor to be
DAe´t(X)→ Der(X ; E) :M 7→ EX ⊗LX M.
In the above, the category Der(X ; E) is the homotopy category of a model
structure on the category of E-modules inDAe´t(X). The ℓ-adic realization
functors are obtained by plugging the ℓ-adic cohomology spectrum Ee´t,ℓ
into this construction.
(3) Another way to define ℓ-adic realization functors is given in [CD16, Sec-
tion 7.2]. If ℓ is a prime different from the residue characteristics of the
base scheme S, it is possible to identify the ℓ-completion of DAe´t(S;Z)
with the ℓ-adic derived category Dere´t(S;Zℓ).
In all of the above constructions, it turns out that the ℓ-adic realization func-
tors commute with the six functors, preserve constructible objects and hence also
preserve the Verdier duality formalism. In the first construction, this is [Ayo14b,
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Theorem 9.7], in the second construction, this is [CD12b, 17.2.18], and in the
third construction this is [CD16, Theorem 7.2.24]. For finite coefficients Λ away
from the residue characteristics of the base scheme, the e´tale realization functor
DAe´t(X ; Λ) → Dere´t(X ; Λ) is an equivalence, and this result remains true with
Λ-adic coefficients. Our notation for the ℓ-adic realization functors will be
Realℓ : DA
e´t(X ;Qℓ)→ Dere´t(X ;Qℓ).
Next we discuss the Betti and Hodge realization functors. If σ : k →֒ C is a
subfield of the complex numbers, then the Betti realization
DAe´t(X ; Λ)→ Der(Xan; Λ)
is defined in [Ayo10, Definition 2.1] as the composition of an analytification functor
followed by an equivalence of categories from analytic motives over Xan to com-
plexes of sheaves of Λ-modules over Xan. By [Ayo10, Theorem 3.19], Betti realiza-
tion is compatible with the six functor formalism (in the sense of being a morphism
of homotopical stable 2-functors resp. a fortiori a morphism of homotopical sta-
ble algebraic derivators). Moreover, by [Ayo10, Section 4], Betti realization is also
compatible with the vanishing cycles formalism.
Within the framework of motivic triangulated categories of Cisinski–De´glise, a
de Rham realization can be defined by M 7→ M ⊗ EdR mapping a motive to its
associated free EdR-motive, where EdR is the spectrum representing algebraic de
Rham cohomology, cf. [CD12b, Section 17].
These realization functors can be refined, taking into account the additional
information given by mixed Hodge structures. Such realization functors have been
defined by Ivorra [Ivo16] and Drew [Dre13, Theorem 3.3.9]. In Drew’s work, the
functor from e´tale motives over X takes values in the Ind-category of the bounded
derived category of holonomic quasi-coherent D-modules over X . Our notation for
the Hodge realization functor will be
RealH : MDer(X ;C)→ Der(X ;C).
I.2. Preliminaries on groups, actions and homogeneous spaces
In this section, we recall some preliminary statements and fix notation for
algebraic groups and varieties with group actions which will be used throughout
the paper. We also discuss the most relevant examples of group actions for the
paper.
In this paper, we only consider linear algebraic groups defined over fields, which
we assume reduced by definition. We freely use standard definitions and results from
the theory of linear algebraic groups, in particular the structure theory for reductive
groups; these can be found in the classical textbooks [Bor91, Hum75, Spr81] on
the subject.
The most important sequence of groups throughout the paper will be G ⊃ P ⊃
B ⊃ T , with G a split reductive group over the field k, T a choice of maximal split
torus, B a Borel defined over k containing the torus T and P a parabolic subgroup
defined over k containing the Borel. The Weyl group is denoted byW = W(G, T ) =
NG(T )/CG(T ).
I.2.1. Definitions and examples.
I.2.1. By a variety with action (G# X) or G-variety we henceforth mean
a triple (G,X, a) consisting of a linear algebraic group G and a variety X with
a G-action a : G × X → X . Recall that by our standing assumption 1.14, our
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varieties are always assumed to be quasi-projective. The varieties with action form
a category in which morphisms are pairs (φ, f) : (G # X)→ (H # Y ) consisting
of a homomorphism φ : G→ H of linear algebraic groups and a φ-equivariant map
f : X → Y of varieties, i.e., the following diagram commutes
G×X
(φ,f)

ρ
// X
f

H × Y σ // Y.
Remark I.2.2. Our generic notation will be using actions G# X on the left,
which leads to quotients being written as G\X .
Example I.2.3. Given an algebraic group G, a G-torsor X is a variety such
that there is a faithfully flat G-equivariant map X → Y , where G acts trivially
on Y , such that the canonical map G ×X → X ×Y X is an isomorphism. In this
situation, we will say that the quotient of the G-action on X exists.
Example I.2.4. Let G be a connected split reductive group over a field k, let
B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup and let P,Q be two parabolic subgroups containing B.
Then there is an action
(P ×Q)×G→ G : (p, q, g) 7→ p · g · q−1.
The (P ×Q)-equivariant motives over G (which should be viewed as motives over
the double quotient P\G/Q) will be relevant for the categorification of the parabolic
Hecke module.
Example I.2.5. Let G be a connected split reductive group G over a field k,
σ : G → G be a non-trivial algebraic involution, T be a σ-stable maximal torus,
B be a σ-stable Borel subgroup and P be a standard parabolic. Denote by K the
subgroup of G fixed by σ. As before, left and right multiplication provide a (P×K)-
action on G. The (P × K)-equivariant motives on G (which should be viewed as
motives over the double quotient P\G/K) will be relevant for the representation
theory of real Lie groups.
Example I.2.6. LetG be a connected adjoint semi-simple group, and let B ⊆ G
be a Borel subgroup. Let X be the wonderful compactification of G, in particular
there is a G×G-action on X and a morphism G→ X which is (G×G)-equivariant
for the natural action of G×G on G by left and right multiplication. The (G×G)-
equivariant motives over X will be relevant for the categorification of a module for
the Hecke algebra of G×G, cf. [Spr02].
Example I.2.7. Let G be a connected split reductive group and i : B ⊆ G be
the inclusion of a Borel subgroup. Then there is the adjoint action ad : G# G and
its restriction ad : B # G. We have morphisms of varieties with action
(i, idG) : (ad : B # G)→ (ad : G# G), and
(∆, idG) : (ad : B # G)→ (B ×B # G),
where (B×B # G) is the action from Example I.2.4. The above maps are relevant
for a motivic version of the horocycle correspondence and character sheaves. This,
however, is outside the scope of the present paper.
I.2.2. Freeness and separably defined orbits.
Definition I.2.8. Given a variety with action H # X , call the action free if
the fpqc-quotient H\X is represented by a variety and moreover the quotient map
X → H\X is an e´tale locally trivial H-torsor. Also note that in our conventions,
varieties are always assumed to be quasi-projective.
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Example I.2.9. Let G be a group, let H ⊆ G be a subgroup and let H # X
be a variety with action. We denote by G×/H X the balanced product
G×/H X := (G×X)/H
where the H-action on G ×X is given by the right action on G via the subgroup
inclusion and the left action on X via H # X .
Free actions will mainly be encountered in the following situation. Given a
variety with action G # X , and H = P a parabolic subgroup of G, we will be
interested in the space G×/P X . As G։ G/P is a Zariski-locally trivial P -torsor,
G×/P X exists as a variety if we ignore our requirement of quasi-projectivity. The
quasi-projectivity will be evident in all the actual situations encountered.
I.2.10. The assumption that X → X/H is locally trivial in the e´tale topology
will follow from local triviality in the fpqc-topology in the situations that we en-
counter by a result of Seshadri [SGA33, Cor. 4.1.6 of Exp. XXIV]: the morphism
X ։ X/H is locally trivial in the e´tale topology if H is smooth reductive and X/H
is locally noetherian and normal.
I.2.11. Fix a field k and let G # X be a variety with G-action, where the
variety X , the algebraic group G as well as the action morphism a : G ×X → X
are defined over k. We will make crucial use of quotient or induction equivalences
in the definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives and the corresponding weight
structures. For this to be well-behaved, we will usually need to assume the following:
(1) There are only finitely many G(k¯)-orbits on X(k¯).
(2) Each G(k¯)-orbit on X(k¯) contains a k-rational point x ∈ X(k) such that
the induced map G× {x} → X is a separable morphism onto its image.
A variety with action G # X satisfying the above conditions will be said to have
finitely many orbits separably defined over k.
Note that these conditions are satisfied in the examples I.2.4, I.2.6 and I.2.5
which are relevant for our intended applications. However, the conditions are not
satisfied in Example I.2.7, since the conjugation action of ad : G# G generally has
infinitely many orbits.
I.3. Acyclicity and resolutions of group actions
In this section, we discuss descriptions of the “homotopy quotient” of varieties
with action which will be used in the definition of equivariant motives. One very
natural description is the Borel construction, viewed as a simplicial scheme. Another
natural possibility exhibiting the “algebraic structure of the homotopy quotient” is
to use approximations by finite-dimensional smooth schemes, also called n-acyclic
resolutions of the action.
To define useful approximations to the homotopy quotient and to establish
results comparing the Borel construction to its approximations, it is necessary to
have a suitable notion of acyclic maps. In the definition of equivariant derived
categories using resolutions, cf. [BL94], the crucial property of n-acyclic maps is
that they induce equivalences of truncated derived categories of complexes of length
< n. The same now happens in the setting of motivic categories: to be able to define
equivariant motives via resolutions, we need a notion of acyclic maps which has the
property that they induce equivalences on categories of suitably truncated motives.
Moreover, we need enough resolutions of arbitrarily high acyclicity.
I.3.1. In the following, we consider a homotopical stable algebraic derivator D
satisfying the conditions from B.1.6. This in particular means that the homotopical
stable algebraic derivator D supports a t-structure, i.e., that for each scheme X
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over k there is a t-structure on D(X), compatible with the six functors in the way
specified in [Ayo07a, Scholie 2.2.95].
More specifically, some parts of the theory of acyclic maps will only be devel-
oped for the derivators DAe´t(−; Λ) (with Λ is a field of characteristic 0) and its
localizations such as MDer(−;C) which are most interesting for our applications.
These are constructed via localizations of categories of complexes of sheaves, hence
there is a t-structure coming from truncation of complexes. This is usually called
the homotopy t-structure (to distinguish it from the conjectural “motivic” t-
structure whose heart would be an abelian category of mixed motives).
The key point that makes the definition of equivariant motives via resolutions
work is that the usual construction of resolutions (via product with suitable rep-
resentations) produces maps whose acyclicity for the homotopy t-structure is con-
trolled by the codimension of the non-free locus.
I.3.1. A1-acyclic maps and truncations of motivic categories.
Definition I.3.2. Let k be a field and let D be a homotopical stable algebraic
derivator over k satisfying the conditions in B.1.6. We say that a morphism of
varieties f : X → Y is τ-n-acyclic if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) For any object M ∈ D(Y ) in the heart of τY , the natural morphism
M → τ≤nf∗f∗M is an isomorphism.
(2) For any morphism of varieties g : Y˜ → Y , the induced map f˜ : X×Y Y˜ →
Y˜ satisfies condition (1).
A morphism f : X → Y is called τ -∞-acyclic if it is τ -n-acyclic for all n.
Remark I.3.3. In the homotopy t-structures on motives we consider, a mor-
phism M → N is an isomorphism if and only if its truncations τ≤nM → τ≤nN
are isomorphisms for all n ∈ Z. In particular, a map is τ -∞-acyclic if and only if
M → f∗f∗M is an isomorphism. However, τ -∞-acyclic maps of schemes are very
rare.
Exactness properties of the functors f∗ and f∗ for the homotopy t-structure on
D(X) are discussed in [Ayo07a, Section 2.2.3]. The following is then an analogue
of [BL94, Proposition 1.9.2].
Definition I.3.4. For a morphism f : X → Y , denote by D(X | Y ) ⊆ D(X)
the strictly full subcategory of objects of the form f∗M with M ∈ D(Y ). We will
also employ the notation DI(X) = D≥a(X) ∩ D≤b(X), where I = [a, b] ⊆ Z is an
interval and the truncated subcategories are understood with respect to the given
t-structure τ .
Proposition I.3.5. Fix an interval I = [a, b] ⊆ Z, and let f : X → Y be a
τ-n-acyclic map with n ≥ b− a.
(1) The functor f∗ : DI(Y )→ DI(X | Y ) is an equivalence of categories. The
inverse functor is given by τ≤b ◦ f∗ : D(X)→ D(Y ).
(2) A sequence A → B → C → A[1] is a distinguished triangle in DI(Y ) if
and only if f∗A → f∗B → f∗C → f∗A[1] is a distinguished triangle in
DI(X).
(3) The subcategory DI(X | Y ) ⊆ D(X) is closed under extensions and taking
direct summands.
Proof. From the adjunction morphisms we obtain morphisms of functors α :
τ≤b → τ≤bf∗f∗ and β : f∗τ≤bf∗ → τ≤b. Here we use that f∗ is τ -exact.
The full subcategory C ⊆ D(Y ) of objects M for which α is an isomorphism is
closed under extensions. The acyclicity condition on f implies thatM → τ≤nf∗f∗M
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is an isomorphism for any M in the heart H of τY . Then, C contains H[−i] for
i ≥ a, and therefore, C contains D≥a(Y ). On the subcategory DI(Y ), τ≤bf∗ is then
a functorial left inverse to f∗.
From the properties of the adjunction, the composition f∗ → f∗f∗f∗ → f∗
is the identity. If M ∈ DI(Y ), applying the truncation τ≤b yields isomorphisms
τ≤bM → M and by τ -exactness of f∗ also τ≤bf∗M
∼=−→ f∗M . Therefore, the
composition f∗M → f∗τ≤bf∗f∗M → f∗M is an isomorphism. Combining this
with the above statement about τ≤bf∗ being a left inverse of f
∗ implies that an
object N ∈ DI(X) is isomorphic to f∗M for some M ∈ DI(Y ) if and only if
β : f∗τ≤bf∗N → N is an isomorphism.
The above criterion implies that f∗ and τ≤bf∗ are inverse equivalences of the
categories DI(Y ) and DI(X | Y ), hence proving (1). Claim (2) follows from the
τ -exactness of f∗ and τ≤bf∗. Closure under extensions and direct summands in (3)
follows from the criterion which is in terms of isomorphisms. 
Next, we establish a statement analogous to the descent result of [BL94,
Lemma 1.9.3].
Proposition I.3.6. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying
the conditions in B.1.6. Let g : Y˜ → Y be a morphism of varieties which locally
in the e´tale topology has sections. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of varieties and
denote f˜ : X˜ := X ×Y Y˜ → Y˜ . Then the following statements hold:
(1) The induced map f˜ is τ-n-acyclic if and only if f is τ-n-acyclic.
(2) Assume f and f˜ are τ-n-acyclic, and let M ∈ DI(X) with I = [a, b] and
n ≥ b− a. Then M ∈ DI(X | Y ) if and only if M˜ := g∗M ∈ DI(X˜ | Y˜ ).
Proof. (1) Since τ -n-acyclicity is by definition stable under base change, f˜ is
τ -n-acyclic if f is.
For the converse, we first show that the τ -n-acyclicity of f can be checked e´tale
locally on the base. So assume that there exists an e´tale covering {Ui → Y }i of
Y such that for each i, the morphism fi : X ×Y Ui → Ui is τ -n-acyclic. Then f
is τ -n-acyclic, since (by assumption of separatedness of D) the functors D(Y ) →
D(Ui) form a conservative family, hence we can check if M → τ≤nf∗f∗M is an
isomorphism by pullback to the Ui. The pullback of the morphismM → τ≤nf∗f∗M
to Ui is Mi → τ≤n(fi)∗f∗i Mi by smooth base change.
Now, by assumption, there exists an e´tale covering {Ui → Y }i such that each
morphism gi : Y˜ ×Y Ui → Ui has a section si. Then fi is the base change of
f˜ : X ×Y Y˜ → Y˜ along Ui si−→ Ui ×Y Y˜ → Y˜ . In particular, fi is τ -n-acyclic, and
by the previous arguments, f is τ -n-acyclic.
(2) If M ∈ DI(X | Y ), then M˜ ∈ DI(X˜ | Y˜ ) is clear from 2-functoriality of f∗.
We saw in the proof of Proposition I.3.5 that M ∈ DI(X | Y ) if and only if the
morphism β : f∗τ≤bf∗M →M is an isomorphism. This can again be checked e´tale
locally on Y , by the argument in Step (1). But then, locally in the e´tale topology
on Y , M is the pullback of M˜ along the local sections, hence M ∈ DI(X | Y ) if
M˜ ∈ DI(X˜ | Y˜ ). 
This result provides a criterion for n-acyclicity of maps similar to [BL94, 1.9.4].
Our result is much weaker in that we require local trivializations in the e´tale topol-
ogy, whereas Bernstein and Lunts only require acyclicity of fibers.
Definition I.3.7. A morphism f : X → Y of varieties is called an e´tale fiber
bundle with fiber a variety F if there exists an e´tale covering {Ui → Y }i such that
for each i the morphism Ui×Y X → Ui is isomorphic to the projection Ui×F → Ui
as an object over Ui.
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Corollary I.3.8. Let f : X → Y be an e´tale fiber bundle. If the fiber is
τ-n-acyclic, then f is τ-n-acyclic.
Proof. This is a direct application of Proposition I.3.6. 
Remark I.3.9. E´tale motives are the natural coefficient systems of the e´tale
version of Morel’s stable A1-homology. One would naturally expect that a morphism
f : X → Y is n-acyclic for the homotopy t-structure on DAe´t(−; Λ) if and only if
f induces isomorphisms HA
1
i (X, f
∗M)→ HA1i (Y,M) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n and all e´tale
motives M ∈ DAe´t(Y ; Λ). We do not know if such a characterization (or even an
integral version) holds in this generality. In any case, the above special case of e´tale
locally trivial maps with n-acyclic fibers will suffice for our purposes.
It remains to provide criteria for a variety to be sufficiently n-acyclic. The
following result, based on an excision argument of Asok and Doran in [AD09,
Corollary 4.7], provides such a criterion. This criterion will be applied to the usual
construction of resolutions for group actions. Note that the excision result makes
use of an identification of e´tale and Nisnevich cohomology and is therefore restricted
to DAe´t(−; Λ) with Λ a field of characteristic 0.
Proposition I.3.10. Let k be a field, and let Z ⊆ An be a closed subvariety
of codimension i. Then An \ Z is (i − 2)-acyclic for the homotopy t-structure on
DAe´t(−; Λ).
Proof. We prove that the structure morphism f : An \Z → Spec k is (i− 2)-
acyclic. To prove this, it suffices by Proposition I.3.6 to pass to an e´tale cover of
Spec k. In particular, we can assume that the base field is infinite, which is necessary
to apply the techniques of [Mor12] and [AD09].
By definition of n-acyclicity, cf. Definition I.3.2, we need to show that for each
M ∈ DAe´t(Spec k; Λ) in the heart of the homotopy t-structure, the induced map
M → τ≤(i−2)f∗f∗M is an isomorphism in DAe´t(Spec k; Λ), and that this is sta-
ble under pullbacks. By Voevodsky’s results, cf. [FSV00], the heart of the homo-
topy t-structure on DAe´teff(Spec k; Λ)
∼= DMeff(Spec k; Λ) is given by the homotopy-
invariant Nisnevich sheaves with transfers. More generally, for the non-effective mo-
tives, the heart is given by homotopy modules, i.e., sequences (Fn)n∈Z of homotopy-
invariant Nisnevich sheaves with transfers which are connected by isomorphisms
Fn
∼=−→ (Fn+1)−1, where the contraction A−1 of a homotopy-invariant Nisnevich
sheaf A is the sheaf
A−1(U) = ker (A(Gm × U)→ A(U)) .
This has been established in the thesis of De´glise, cf. [De´g11]. The relevant point for
our proof is that the cohomology of smooth schemes with coefficients in a homotopy
module can be computed using a Gersten-type complex.
Let now M ∈ DAe´t(Spec k; Λ) be in the heart of the homotopy t-structure.
To show that M → τ≤(i−2)f∗f∗M is an isomorphism, it suffices to show that
Hje´t(S;M) → Hje´t(S; f∗f∗M) is an isomorphism for all 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 2 and all
smooth k-schemes S. NowM has rational coefficients, so that e´tale cohomology and
Nisnevich cohomology of M resp. f∗f
∗M are isomorphic; it thus suffices to show
that HjNis(S;M) → HjNis(S; f∗f∗M) is an isomorphism for all 0 ≤ j ≤ i − 2 and
all smooth k-schemes S. The projection formula yields an isomorphism f∗f
∗M ∼=
f∗
(
An \ Z
)
⊗Speck M , hence we are reduced to show that
HjNis(S;M)→ HjNis(S;
(
An \ Z
)
⊗Speck M) ∼= HjNis(S × An \ Z;M)
is an isomorphism for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 2 and all smooth k-schemes S.
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This is the point where we can use the excision result. IfM ∈ DAe´t(Spec k; Λ) is
an e´tale motive in the heart of the homotopy t-structure, then it can be represented
by a homotopy module as discussed above. By an argument similar to [AD09,
Corollary 4.7], using the Gersten resolution to compute cohomology of homotopy
modules, it follows that the inclusion S×(An\Z) →֒ S×An induces an isomorphism
on Nisnevich cohomology
HjNis(S,M)
∼= HjNis(S × An,M)
∼=−→ HjNis(S × (An \ Z),M).
for 0 ≤ j ≤ i− 2 and any smooth k-scheme S.
To prove stability under pullback, we can restrict to pullback along smooth
schemes X → Spec k, by cdh-descent for rational motives. In particular, we can
again compute the relevant cohomology in terms of Gersten complexes, and the
base-change formulas imply that this argument is stable under pullback. Alterna-
tively, we can use the fact that isomorphisms in the Nisnevich cohomology of strictly
A1-invariant sheaves of abelian groups can be detected over fields, reducing every-
thing to the field case discussed above. Hence f is (i− 2)-acyclic for the homotopy
t-structure on DAe´t(−; Λ). 
This allows to easily construct resolutions which are highly acyclic for the ho-
motopy t-structure on DAe´t(−; Λ) as well as its localizations such as MDer(−;C).
From now on, acyclicity will always be understood to be with respect to the homo-
topy t-structure on one of these homotopical stable algebraic derivators.
I.3.2. Applications to resolutions of G-spaces. We can now apply the ba-
sic theory of n-acyclic maps developed above to finite-dimensional approximations
of classifying spaces resp. the Borel construction. This mainly follows [Tot99] and
[EG98].
Let k be a field, and let G be a linear algebraic group over k. We start with
the definition of resolutions as in [BL94, 2.1.1 and 2.1.2].
Proposition I.3.11. Let ν : P → X be a morphism of varieties with G-action,
and assume that X is G-free. Then P ∼= X ×G\X (G\P ) and P is G-free.
Proof. The argument is the same as in [BL94, 2.3.1]. 
Definition I.3.12. Let G# X be a variety with action. A resolution of X is
a G-equivariant morphism p : P → X where P is a variety with free G-action. Given
two resolutions of X , a morphism of resolutions is a morphism of G-varieties
over X . The category of all resolutions of X will be denoted by Res(G # X). A
resolution is said to be n-acyclic if p : P → X is n-acyclic.
Remark I.3.13. We hope that the notation Res(G # X) is not too close to
the restriction functors ResHG .
Remark I.3.14. Note that our definition I.2.8 of free G-action implies that
for a resolution p : P → X , the quotient G\P exists as a quasi-projective variety
and the quotient map P → G\P is a G-torsor which is locally trivial in the e´tale
topology.
Remark I.3.15. (1) As usual, one has the trivial resolution prX : G ×
X → X with diagonal G-action.
(2) The category of resolutions of G # X admits finite products, which are
fiber products of varieties over X .
(3) If f : X → Y is a morphism of G-varieties and p : P → X is a resolution
of X , then f◦(p) := f ◦ p is a resolution of Y . Conversely, if q : Q → Y
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is resolution of Y , then f◦(q) := pr2 : Q ×Y X → X is a resolution of X .
These are adjoint functors between the categories of resolutions
f◦ : Res(G# X)⇆ Res(G# Y ) : f
◦
Lemma I.3.16. For every variety with action (G# X) and every n ≥ 0, there
is a resolution of X which is τ-n-acyclic with respect to the homotopy t-structure τ
on the derivator DAe´t(−; Λ).
Proof. In [Tot99, Remark 1.4] Totaro constructs for each s ≥ 0 a represen-
tation V of G and a G-invariant closed subset Z ⊆ V of codimension ≥ s such
that for every variety X the quotient (X × (V \ Z))/G of the diagonal G-action
on X × (V \ Z) exists as a quasi-projective variety. We only need to show that
the quotient morphism is a G-torsor which is locally trivial in the e´tale topol-
ogy. This follows from [Sch08, Example 2.1.1.4 ii), Remark 2.1.1.6.i) and Remark
2.1.1.19]. Thus we can apply Proposition I.3.10 to see that the projection map
X × (V \ Z)→ X is (s− 2)-acyclic. 
Moreover, the double fibration construction, cf. [Tot99, proof of Theorem 1.1],
allows to compare different such representations:
Lemma I.3.17. Let V and W be two representations such that G acts freely
outside subsets ZV and ZW of codimension ≥ s, respectively. Then the two maps
(V \ ZV )× (W \ ZW ) →֒ (V \ ZV )×W → (V \ ZV ) and
(V \ ZV )× (W \ ZW ) →֒ V × (W \ ZW )→ (W \ ZW )
are both (s− 2)-acyclic.
There are further special resolutions which will be used later for the definition
of the six functors:
Definition I.3.18. A resolution p : P → X of a G-variety is called smooth
if the morphism p is smooth. The category of all smooth resolutions of (G # X)
with smooth morphisms is denoted by SmRes(G# X).
Remark I.3.19. (1) The resolutions provided by Lemma I.3.16 above are
smooth.
(2) For a morphism f : (G # X) → (G # Y ), the functor f◦ preserves
n-acyclic smooth resolutions. The functor f◦ does not generally preserve
n-acyclic smooth resolutions unless f itself is n-acyclic and smooth.
Finally, we recall the definition of compatibility of resolutions with respect to
morphisms of varieties with actions, cf. [BL94, Definitions 6.2, 6.3].
Definition I.3.20. Let (φ, f) : (G # X) → (H # Y ) be a morphism of
varieties with action. Let p : P → X and q : Q → Y be resolutions. Call these
resolutions compatible if there exists a map f˜ : (G # P ) → (H # Q) such that
the following diagram is commutative:
(G# P )
f˜
//

(H # Q)

(G# X)
f
// (H # Y ).
Let (φ, f) : (G# X)→ (H # Y ) be a morphism of varieties with action. Then
there is a bifunctor
−×f − : Res(G# X)× Res(H # Y )→ Res(G# X) : (S,R) 7→ S ×X f◦(R)
which sends pairs of smooth n-acyclic resolutions to smooth n-acyclic resolutions.
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Definition I.3.21. Let (φ, f) : (G # X) → (H # Y ) be a morphism of
varieties with action. A resolution P ∈ Res(G # X) is compatible with (φ, f)
if there is a resolution Q ∈ Res(H # Y ) and a morphism f˜ making P and Q
compatible resolutions in the sense of Definition I.3.20. A morphism of resolutions
P1 → P2 in Res(G# X) is called compatible with (φ, f) if it can be completed
to a commutative square of compatible resolutions in the sense of Definition I.3.20.
The category of resolutions compatible with (φ, f) (with compatible morphisms) is
denoted by
CRes((φ, f)) ⊂ Res(G# X).
Remark I.3.22. Let (φ, f) : (G# X)→ (H # Y ) be a morphism of varieties
with action, and let p : P → X and q : Q → Y be resolutions, compatible via
the morphism (φ, f˜) : (G # P ) → (H # Q). As before, the quotients P/G and
Q/H exist as quasi-projective varieties and the quotient morphisms P → P/G and
Q→ Q/H are locally trivial in the e´tale topology. Moreover, f˜ induces a morphism
of quotients f¯ : P/G→ Q/H .
I.3.3. The simplicial Borel construction. We recall the definitions for the
Borel construction, cf. also Appendix A.1 for background on two-sided bar con-
structions and their motives.
Definition I.3.23. Let G be a linear algebraic group over the field k. Then
there is the simplicial variety EG, also denoted by [GG] in the stacks literature,
whose scheme of n-simplices is EGn = G
×(n+1). As usual, the face maps are defined
using projections and the multiplication map µ : G×G→ G; the degeneracy maps
are defined using partial diagonals.
Another way to obtain the simplicial variety EG is to consider, for each k-
scheme S, the category EG(S) consisting of objects given by S-points of G, and
with a unique isomorphism between each pair of objects. Set
EG = nerve of EG.
Then EG is represented by a simplicial variety. As the category EG(S) is equivalent
to the terminal category (consisting of a unique object and a unique morphism),
EG is simplicially contractible.
Now suppose G acts on a variety X . Then we obtain a simplicial scheme
EG×/GX , also denoted by [XG] in the stacks literature or XhG in the equivariant
homotopy literature, whose scheme of n-simplices is (EG×/GX)n = Gn ×X . The
face maps use, as above, projections, multiplication of the group and additionally
the action map a : G×X → X .
Again, an alternative construction starts with the category XhG(S) whose ob-
jects are the S-points of X and morphisms consist of x
g−→ y for each g ∈ G(S)
with a(g, x) = y. Set
EG×/G X = nerve of XhG.
This is also represented by a simplicial variety. If X = pt, then we denote this
simplicial variety by BG, i.e.,
BG = nerve of pthG.
Note that pthG consists of a single object whose endomorphisms are given by G.
The evident functor EG → pthG yields a morphism EG → BG with fiber G.
The evident functor XhG → pthG, yields a morphism
EG×/G X → BG
with fiber X (viewed as a constant simplicial variety).
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Remark I.3.24. If we were working over the complex numbers (and using
the complex analytic topology), then the geometric realizations of EG and BG,
would yield the universal G-bundle: the geometric realization of EG is clearly a
contractible space endowed with a free action of G, with quotient the geometric
realization of BG.
With slight abuse of notation, we can view the projection morphism EG×X →
X as a resolution of X , by a simplicial scheme.
Proposition I.3.25. The natural projection f : EG×X → X is an ∞-acyclic
simplicial resolution for DAe´t(−; Λ) in the sense that the unit of the adjunction is
an isotransformation id
∼−→ f∗f∗, cf. also Remark I.3.3.
Proof. We can view X as a constant simplicial variety. The definition of f∗ for
motives over simplicial varieties is term-wise. Then we can interpret a motive over
the constant simplicial variety X as a simplicial motive over the variety X . This
way, the motive f∗f
∗M is going to be the colimit of the simplicial motive whose n-th
term is (fn)∗(fn)
∗M for fn : G
n+1×X → X . As mentioned above, the simplicial X-
scheme EG×X has an explicit simplicial contraction making it homotopy equivalent
to X . This contraction, by functoriality, also exists on the simplicial motive f∗f
∗M
showing that the natural map M → f∗f∗M is an isomorphism. 
I.4. Definitions of categories of equivariant motives
In this section, we will give, for a variety with action G # X , several defini-
tions of categories D
(b,+)
G (X) of G-equivariant D-motives over X . Mainly, the two
alternatives are to define motives via the simplicial Borel construction or to use
finite-dimensional approximations of it. Both will turn out to be equivalent (essen-
tially because they behave as expected under the quotient equivalence). Including
a discussion of both constructions is not just done for the sake of completeness;
indeed, both constructions are necessary to set up a suitably functorial six-functor
formalism.
I.4.1. As a word of warning for all the subsequent sections: the motives we
consider will only be weakly equivariant (in the sense of computing Borel-style
equivariant cohomology) and not strongly equivariant (in the sense of Bredon-style
equivariant cohomology). While categories of strongly equivariant motives are also
under current investigation, cf. [Hoy15], they are much more difficult to construct
and at present do not exist for arbitrary linear groups.
Notational convention I.4.2. From now on, D will be a homotopical sta-
ble algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions of B.1.6 which has an appropriate
theory of acyclic maps, i.e., such that all the statements in Section I.3 apply. This
is, in particular, satisfied for localizations of the derivator DAe´t(−; Λ) for Λ a field
of characteristic zero.
I.4.1. Motives over the simplicial Borel construction. This construc-
tion, in which equivariant motives are defined as locally constant motives over the
Borel construction, was suggested by Joseph Ayoub, cf. in particular his answer to
the MathOverflow question 171503 “Equivariant motivic sheaves”. It is a motivic
version of the viewpoint taken in [BL94, Section 2.7, Appendix B].
Definition I.4.3. Fix a homotopical stable algebraic derivator D satisfying
the conditions of I.4.2, and let (G # X) be a variety with action. Denote by ∆op
the simplicial category, used as index category for simplicial varieties. Following
Definition I.1.11, we have the triangulated category D(EG×/G X,∆op) of motives
on the Borel construction for (G # X). For an ordinal [m] ∈ ∆op, denote by ιm
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the corresponding embedding of the one-point-diagram of varieties (EG ×/G X)m
into the diagram EG×/GX . For M ∈ D(EG×/GX,∆op) and [m] ∈ ∆op, we define
the motive M〈m〉 ∈ D((EG ×/G X)m) as M〈m〉 = ι∗mM . With this notation, an
object M ∈ D(EG ×/G X,∆op) is cartesian in the sense of Definition I.1.12 if for
each morphism d : [m]→ [n] in ∆op the induced morphism d∗M〈m〉 →M〈n〉 is an
isomorphism.
Finally, we define the category
D∆G(X) := D
cart(EG×/G X,∆op)
of G-equivariant motives on X as the full subcategory of cartesian motives in
D(EG×/G X,∆op).
The superscript ∆ should signify that this is the category of equivariant motives
constructed via the simplicial approach.
Remark I.4.4. Note that the category D∆G(X) is in fact a triangulated subcat-
egory of the category D(EG×/GX,∆op): if we have a triangle A→ B → C → A[1]
in the latter category such that any two of the objects belong to D∆G(X), then the
five-lemma applied to the induced commutative diagram
d∗A〈m〉 //

d∗B〈m〉 //

d∗C〈m〉 //

d∗A〈m〉[1]

A〈n〉 // B〈n〉 // C〈n〉 // A〈n〉[1]
shows that the third object also belongs to D∆G(X). If the derivator D additionally
has small sums, then the categories D∆G(X) will be idempotent complete.
Remark I.4.5. Let G # X be a variety with action. Viewing X as constant
simplicial scheme, there is a natural morphism γ : X → EG ×/G X of simplicial
schemes. This morphism induces a natural restriction functor, the forgetful functor
For = γ∗ : D∆G(X)→ D(X).
Proposition I.4.6 (Quotient equivalence, simplicial). Let G # X be a
variety with a free action. Then the pullback functor along the projection p : EG×/G
X → G\X yields an equivalence
p∗ : D(G\X) ≈−→ D∆G(X).
A quasi-inverse is given by the adjoint functor p∗ ∼= p♯.
Proof. We view G\X as a constant simplicial scheme, then the projection
EG×/GX → G\X is given in degree n by the projection Gn ×X → G\X . Then a
smooth scheme U → Gn×X is also a smoothG\X-scheme via composition, and this
morphism of diagrams gives rise to a pullback functor p∗ : D(G\X)→ D∆G(X). As
in [Ayo07b, Section 4.5], this functor has two adjoints. These functors are obtained
by pointwise application of the functors (pn)♯ and (pn)∗ with pn : G
n ×X → G\X
and then taking the realization of the corresponding simplicial object in D(G\X).
If we can show that p∗ is an equivalence, both these adjoints have to be isomorphic.
So it suffices to show that the unit id→ p∗p∗ and counit p∗p∗ → id of the ad-
junction are isomorphisms. As the derivator D is assumed to be separated, pullbacks
along surjective maps are conservative. Consequently, by passing to a trivializing
e´tale cover of G\X , we may assume X = G × U with G acting by multiplication
on the first factor. In this case, G\X ≃ U , EG×/GX ≃ EG×U , and the quotient
map p : EG× U → U is simply the projection map.
As EG is simplicially contractible, this yields that the unit map id → p∗p∗ is
an isomorphism. To see that the counit is also an isomorphism, note that if M is
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a cartesian motive on EG × U , then looking at the 0-th degree simplicial piece of
EG×U , we see that M must be the pullback of some motive on U . More precisely,
this motive is given by the 0-th degree piece of M . Thus, the contractibility of EG
once again implies that the counit p∗p∗ → id is also an isomorphism. 
I.4.2. Motives over individual resolutions. Next, we show that equivari-
ant categories of motives can alternatively be defined using finite-dimensional ap-
proximations to the Borel-construction. This is one of the approaches used in the
construction of equivariant derived categories in [BL94], and it is necessary for
defining the six-functor formalism in full generality.
Definition I.4.7. Let (G # X) be a variety with action, and let p : P → X
be a resolution of the G-action. We will denote by WP the diagram
X
p←− P q−→ G\P
associated to the resolution P .
Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2. The following definition follows [BL94, Definition 2.1.3].
Definition I.4.8. Let G # X be a variety with action, let p : P → X be a
resolution of X and let WP : X
p← P q−→ G\P be the corresponding diagram. Define
the category DG(X,P ) as follows:
(1) an object M of DG(X,P ) is a triple M = (MX ,M, β) where MX ∈ D(X)
is a motive over X , M ∈ D(G\P ) is a motive over the quotient G\P , and
β : p∗MX ∼= q∗M is an isomorphism in D(P ).
(2) a morphism α : M → N of DG(X,P ) is a pair α = (αX , α) with αX :
MX → NX and α :M → N such that β ◦ p∗(αX) = q∗(α) ◦ β.
I.4.9. There is a natural forgetful functor
For : DG(X,P )→ D(X) : (MX ,M, β) 7→MX .
For a G-equivariant morphism f : X → Y , resolutions p : P → X and r : R → Y
and a morphism ν : P → R such that r ◦ν = f ◦p, there is an inverse image functor
f∗ : DG(Y,R)→ DG(X,P ) : (FY , F , β)→ (f∗FY , ν∗F , γ)
where ν : G\P → G\R is the morphism induced on the quotients and
γ = ν∗β : p∗f∗FY ∼= ν∗r∗FY → ν∗q∗F ∼= q∗ν∗F .
Actually, the definition above is only included for completeness and comparison
and will not be used in a substantial way. Via the theory of n-acyclic maps, we can
replace the above category of compatible motives by a category of cartesian motives
over a resolution diagram:
Lemma I.4.10. Let I = [a, b] ⊆ Z be an interval and let n ≥ b − a. Let D
be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, let
(G # X) be a variety with action and let p : P → X be an n-acyclic resolution.
For the diagram WP of Definition I.4.7, the obvious functor is an equivalence
Dcart,I(WP )
≈−→ DIG(X,P ).
Proof. Denote by D(W ) the category of motives over this diagram. There are
natural restriction functors evX : D(W ) → D(X) and evG\P : D(W ) → D(G\P )
and we can write down a natural functor
Dcart,I(W )→ DIG(X,P ) :M 7→ (evX(M), evG\P (M), β)
on the I-truncated categories. Here β is the isomorphism between p∗ evX(M) and
q∗ evG\P (M) which comes from the identification of both sides with evP (M) due
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to the requirement that M is cartesian. Note that the restriction functor DI(X)→
DI(P ) is fully faithful by Proposition I.3.5 and therefore the restriction DIG(X,P )→
D(G\P ) is also fully faithful. The composition of DI(W )→ DIG(X,P )→ DI(G\P )
of these functors is simply the restriction functor. As such, it admits a right adjoint
which is given by τ≤b-truncating the right adjoint to D(W )→ D(G\P ). The latter
right adjoint is given in terms of a right Kan extension, i.e., its value at any term
of the diagram is given as homotopy limit over the values at the terms in the
overcategory. It follows that, as in [BL94, 2.4.3], the adjoint applied to a motive
M ∈ D(G\P ) is given on P by q∗(M) and on X by p∗q∗(M). The composition
DIG(X,P ) →֒ DI(G\P )→ DI(W )
lands in the cartesian motives by Proposition I.3.5. Then Proposition I.3.5 also
implies that the two functors relating Dcart,I(W ) and DIG(X,P ) are mutually inverse
equivalences of triangulated categories. 
The following is an analogue of [BL94, Proposition 2.2.1], with a proof analo-
gous to [BL94, 2.3.3].
Proposition I.4.11. Fix an interval I = [a, b]. Let p : P → X be an n-acyclic
resolution, with n ≥ b− a. If X is a free G-variety, then the quotient functor is an
equivalence of categories
q∗ : DI(G\X)→ Dcart,I(WP ).
Proof. By Proposition I.3.11, P ∼= X ×G\X (G\P ), and by assumption X →
G\X is locally trivial in the e´tale topology. Then Proposition I.3.6 implies that
p : G\P → G\X is n-acyclic and therefore the restriction functor DI(G\X) →
DI(G\P ) is fully faithful. The essential image DI(G\P | G\X) can alternatively be
described, using Proposition I.3.6, as the full subcategory of DI(G\P ) of motives
M such that the restriction q∗ : DI(G\P )→ DI(P ) lands inside the essential image
of the restriction p∗ : D(X) → D(P ). The conclusion that the restriction functor
induces an equivalence Dcart,I(WP ) → DI(G\P | G\X) follows as in the proof of
Lemma I.4.10. 
Corollary I.4.12. Fix an interval I = [a, b]. Let p : P → X be an n-acyclic
resolution, with n ≥ b − a. Let r : R → X be another resolution of X, and denote
by s : S = P ×X R→ R the natural projection. Then the pullback
s∗ : Dcart,I(WR)→ Dcart,I(WS)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Having established Proposition I.4.11, the proof is the same as [BL94,
2.3.4]. 
Using that the categories Dcart,I(WR) are independent of the choice of n-acyclic
resolution when n ≥ b − a, we can take a 2-limit to define the equivariant motivic
sheaves via resolutions:
Definition I.4.13. Choosing a cofinal filtered category of resolutions, we can
now define
D
res,b
G (X) := 2-limP,I
Dcart,I(WP ).
A diagramM1 →M2 →M3 →M1[1] in Dres,bG (X) is a distinguished triangle if,
for any sufficiently acyclic resolution p : P → X , the application of the restriction
functor
D
res,b
G (X)→ Dcart,I(WP )→ D(G\P )
yields a distinguished triangleM1(P )→M2(P )→M3(P )→M1(P )[1] in D(G\P ).
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Define subcategories Dres,≤aG (X) and D
res,≥a
G (X) by similarly requiring that an
object M lies in the subcategory if its restriction to D(G\P ) for each surjective
resolution p : P → X lies in D≤a(G\P ) and D≥a(G\P ), respectively.
The following is then an immediate consequence of the results established above
and the standard statements on 2-limits of triangulated categories.
Proposition I.4.14. (1) Up to equivalence, the category is independent
of the choice of a filtered subcategory of resolutions of growing acyclicity.
(2) With the above data, Dres,bG (X) becomes a triangulated category.
(3) The forgetful and inverse image functors are exact for this triangulated
structure.
Again, the viewpoint of taking fibers of a fibered triangulated category is in-
cluded here for completeness and comparison with [BL94]. The better viewpoint
of considering motives over diagrams of resolutions will be discussed in the next
section.
I.4.3. Motives over categories of resolutions. Now we want to give a
motivic version of the definitions in [BL94, Section 2.4], which describes the equi-
variant derived category in terms of fibered categories. However, we prefer a slightly
modified approach: instead of having derived categories fibered over schemes, we
use Ayoub’s definition of motives over a diagram. In other words, we now define
a version of the equivariant derived category, denoted by DResG (X), which consists
of cartesian motives over the category of resolutions of the variety with action
(G # X). This will have the distinct advantage that a six-functor formalism is
available for the full category of motives over diagrams of resolutions, and all that
is required for a definition of the six functors will be to check that they preserve
cartesian motives under suitable conditions.
Remark I.4.15. Note that, as usual, the definition of motives over diagrams
of schemes requires the diagram category to be small. The category of resolutions
Res(G# X) is not small. This is one reason for introducing an additional functor
in the definition below. The other reason is that a great flexibility in the choice of
diagram categories is required for setting up the six functor formalism later on.
Definition I.4.16. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying
the conditions in I.4.2, and let (G# X) be a variety with action. Denote by
QX : Res(G# X)→ Var /k : (p : P → X) 7→ G\P
the functor from resolutions of (G # X) to k-varieties which associates to a reso-
lution the quotient of the total space modulo the G-action.
Let F : J → Res(G # X) be a diagram of resolutions indexed by the small
category J . There is an associated diagram of varieties QX ◦ F : J → Var /k.
Following Definition I.1.11, we have the triangulated category D(QX ◦ F ,J ) of
motives over the given diagram. For ease of notation, we will henceforth drop the
index category from the notation, writing D(QX ◦ F ) or even just D(F¯ ). There
is also the triangulated subcategory Dcart(QX ◦ F ) of cartesian motives over the
diagram (QX ◦F ,J ).
As in Remark I.4.4, the category Dcart(QX ◦ F ) of cartesian motives is an
idempotent complete triangulated subcategory of D(QX ◦F ,J ).
Remark I.4.17. In the end, the category DResG (X) of G-equivariant motives
over X will be defined as Dcart(QX ◦F ) where F : J → Res(G# X) is a choice
of skeleton of the category of resolutions, cf. Definition I.5.13. However, we need
to establish a couple of comparison statements before we can prove that this is
well-defined.
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The following general derivator statement will imply the appropriate version of
the quotient equivalence, analogous to [BL94, Proposition 2.2.5].
Proposition I.4.18. Let k be a field, and let D be a homotopical stable algebraic
derivator on k-varieties satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Let I be a small category
with a terminal object i ∈ I and let F : I → Var /k be a diagram. Then the
restriction functor
ι∗ : Dcart(F )→ D(F (i))
is an equivalence of triangulated categories.
Proof. This restriction functor has two adjoints, given by the left and right
Kan extensions, respectively. However, the colimits resp. limits defining the Kan
extension have the category with one object as index category. Therefore, the value
of the right adjoint i∗ over any object of I is obtained by pull-back from the value
over the terminal object. This implies the claim. 
Corollary I.4.19 (Quotient equivalence, resolutions). Let D be a homo-
topical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, and let (G# X)
be a variety with free action. Let F : J → Res(G # X) be a choice of skeleton
for the category of resolutions of X containing the trivial resolution id : X
∼−→ X.
Consider the following two morphisms of diagrams:
(1) the morphism q : (QX ◦F ,J )→ G\X associating to a resolution p : P →
X the morphism p¯ : G\P → G\X, and
(2) the morphism i : {G\X} → (QX ◦F ,J ) given by inclusion of the object
X in the diagram QX ◦F .
Then the corresponding restriction functors
q∗ : D(G\X)→ Dcart(QX ◦F ) and i∗ : Dcart(QX ◦F )→ D(G\X)
are inverse equivalences of triangulated categories.
Proof. By assumption, id : X → X is a resolution of X . In particular, the
category Res(G# X) has X as a final object. The claim then follows from Propo-
sition I.4.18. 
I.4.4. Extension to stable derivators.
I.4.20. We can extend the definitions of the equivariant derived categories as
follows. Fix a variety with actionG# X and consider the diagram (EG×/GX,∆op).
For an other small index category J we get another diagram
(EG×/G X ◦ pr1,∆op × J ).
Then we can define the category
D
∆,+
G (X,J ) := D+,cart1(EG×/G X ◦ pr1,∆op × J )
where the superscript cart1 means that we only enforce the cartesian isomorphism
requirement for morphisms in the first index category. A similar definition can be
done for the resolution definition of equivariant motives.
Proposition I.4.21. Let G# X be a variety with action. Then the 2-functors
J 7→ D∆,+G (X,J ) and J 7→ DRes,+G (X,J )
are stable derivators in the sense of Definition B.1.1.
Proof. This is basically a consequence of [Ayo07a, Remark 2.4.14] which
allows to replace axiom DerAlg 4 by the requirement that for any diagram of va-
rieties (F , I) the 2-functor D(F ,I)(−) : J 7→ D(F ◦ pr1, I × J ) is a triangulated
derivator. 
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I.5. Comparison results
In this section, we will compare the various versions of categories of equivariant
motives constructed in the previous section. We first construct the comparison
functors and then prove they are equivalences. In the subsequent sections we will
use all these versions to build up the equivariant six functor formalism.
I.5.1. Comparison functors.
I.5.1 (From resolutions to Borel construction). Let (G# X) be a variety
with action. The simplicial Borel resolution, considered as a functor EG×X : ∆op →
Sch /X , factors through a functor EG×X : ∆op → Res(G# X). Composition with
the functor
QX : Res(G# X)→ Var /k : (P → X) 7→ G\P
of Definition I.4.16 yields the simplicial Borel construction EG ×/G X . For any
choice of diagram F : I → Res(G # X) such that there is a lift L : ∆op → I
of the simplicial Borel resolution, we get a morphism of diagrams of varieties δ :
(EG ×/G X,∆op) → (QX ◦ F , I). Associated to this morphism of diagrams is a
natural restriction functor
δ∗ : Dcart(QX ◦F )→ D∆G(X).
I.5.2. Let (G # X) be a variety with action. For any resolution p : P → X ,
there is a diagram of resolutions
G×X id×p←− G× P pr2−→ P
Assume that F : I → Res(G# X) is a diagram of resolutions containing a lift W˜P
of this diagram. Then composition with the functor
QX : Res(G# X)→ Var /k : (Q→ X) 7→ G\Q
of Definition I.4.16 maps this lift to the diagram WP : X ← P → G\P of Defini-
tion I.4.7. The corresponding morphism of diagrams of varieties has an associated
natural restriction functor
ρ∗ : Dcart(QX ◦F )→ Dcart(WP ).
If we assume that F : I → Res(G# X) is a diagram which contains the trivial
resolution pr2 : G ×X → X and is stable under direct products with G, then the
above procedure can be applied to an arbitrary resolution, because F will admit
lifts for all diagrams G×X ← G× P → P .
Finally, we can also compare the motives over an individual resolution with the
motives over the simplicial Borel construction.
I.5.3. Let G# X be a variety with action, and let p : P → X be a resolution
of X . The resolution provides a morphism of simplicial schemes p : EG ×/G P →
EG×/G X , which induces a natural restriction functor
p∗ : D∆G(X)→ D∆G(P ).
On the other hand, the projection π : P → G\P provides an augmentation mor-
phism of simplicial schemes π : EG×/GP → G\P . This induces a natural restriction
functor
π∗ : Dcart(WP )→ D(G\P )→ D∆G(P ).
Remark I.5.4. Note that the functors considered above have left and right
adjoints. The functors in Proposition I.5.6 can be restricted to truncated categories
DI . This will be relevant in establishing comparison equivalences.
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Remark I.5.5. Since the different comparison functors are given by restriction
functors associated to morphisms of diagrams of schemes, compatibility with other
functors follows from commutativity of the corresponding morphisms of diagrams
and base-change or exchange formulas. This will be relevant for the compatibility
of the comparison functors with the six-functor formalism later on.
Proposition I.5.6 (Compatibility of comparison functors). Let G# X
be a variety with action, and let F : I → Res(G# X) be a diagram of resolutions.
(1) For a resolution p : P → X, assume that we are given lifts of the diagram
G × X ← G × P → P associated to the resolution p : P → X and of
the Borel construction EG × P along F . Then the following diagram is
commutative up to an isotransformation:
Dcart(WP )

Dcart(QX ◦F )ρ
∗
oo
δ∗P

D(G\P ) // D∆G(P ).
Here the top horizontal morphism is the restriction of I.5.2 associated
to the lift of the diagram G × X ← G × P → P , and the left vertical
morphism is the further restriction to G\P . The right vertical morphism
is the restriction functor from I.5.1, and the bottom horizontal map is the
simplicial quotient equivalence from Proposition I.4.6.
(2) For a resolution p : P → X, assume that there is a lift of the morphism
EG×P → EG×X of Borel constructions associated to p along F . Then
the diagram
Dcart(QX ◦F )
δ∗P

δ∗X
''◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
D∆G(P ) D
∆
G(X)p∗
oo
is commutative up to isotransformation.
Proof. (1) The functors exist because the conditions for I.5.1 and I.5.2 are
satisfied by assumption. The composition of top horizontal and left vertical is then
simply the evaluation of a motive in Dcart(QX ◦F ) on G\P . It suffices to show that
for a motive M ∈ Dcart(QX ◦F ), the pullback of the evaluation of M at G\P to
D∆G(P ) is isomorphic to the restriction δ
∗
PM to D
∆
G(P ). The fact thatM is cartesian
provides an explicit such isomorphism.
(2) The commutativity up to isotransformation follows again since we start
with a cartesian motive in Dcart(QX ◦ F ). This implies that there is a specific
isomorphism between p∗ ◦ δ∗XM and δ∗PM . 
I.5.2. Comparison statements, equivalence proofs. Now we want to es-
tablish comparison results. The main result is that the comparison functor
δ∗X : D
cart(QX ◦F )→ D∆G(X)
is an equivalence under fairly weak restrictions on the diagram (F , I). This will, in
particular, imply that Dcart(QX ◦F ) is, up to equivalence, independent of the choice
of diagram (F , I) of resolutions in favourable circumstances. These equivalences
will be established by showing that unit and counit of the comparison adjunction
are equivalences. The latter can be checked on I-truncated categories of motives
where it follows from the acyclicity results we proved earlier. This, however, does
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not provide a comparison for the full derived categories of motives, but only for the
bounded-below part D+. This will be sufficient for our purposes.
Proposition I.5.7. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying
the conditions of I.4.2, and let (G # X) be a variety with action. Let F : I →
Res(G# X) be a diagram containing a lift of the diagram G×X ← G×P → P for
an n-acyclic resolution p : P → X. Then for every interval I = [a, b] with n ≥ b−a,
the natural restriction functor induces an equivalence:
Dcart,I(QX ◦F )→ Dcart,I(WP ).
Proof. Recall that the restriction functor Dcart,I(QX ◦F ) → Dcart,I(WP ) is
given by restriction along inclusion of the diagram G×X ← G×P → P , which by
our assumptions is in the image of F . The restriction functor Dcart,I(QX ◦F ) →
Dcart,I(WP ) has an adjoint functor. As in [BL94, 2.4.3], this adjoint functor can be
described explicitly by describing its restriction to arbitrary resolutions r : R→ X
as follows. Consider the product s : S = P×XR→ X . The restriction of the adjoint
to r : R → X is given by M 7→ (pr∗R)−1 ◦ pr∗P M . This follows from the properties
of n-acyclic maps in Proposition I.4.11. From these descriptions it follows that the
unit and counit of the adjunction are isomorphisms, establishing the claim. 
Corollary I.5.8. If F : J → Res(G # X) is a skeleton of the category of
resolutions, there is an equivalence
Dcart,b(QX ◦F ) ≃−→ Dres,bG (X).
Proof. There exist n-acyclic resolutions for arbitrary n > 0, cf. Lemma I.3.16.

Now we will compare the definitions of equivariant motives via the simplicial
Borel construction and categories of resolutions. This comparison will be essentially
based on acyclicity statements in the following zig-zag of morphisms, where p : P →
X is an n-acyclic resolution:
G\P ← EG×/G P → EG×/G X
Proposition I.5.9. Let (G # X) be a G-variety, and let p : P → X be an
n-acyclic resolution. Then the map EG×/Gp : EG×/GP → EG×/GX is n-acyclic,
i.e., for any interval I = [a, b] with n ≥ b− a, the restriction functor
(EG×/G p)∗ : D∆,IG (X)→ D∆,IG (P )
is fully faithful.
Proof. Consider the functor For forgetting the G-action from Remark I.4.5.
By definition, we have the following commutative diagram of functors
D∆G(X)
p∗
//
ForX

D∆G(P )
ForP

D(X)
p∗
// D(P ).
Restricting to I-truncated categories for I = [a, b] with n ≥ b − a, the acyclicity
assumption implies that p∗ : DI(X)→ DI(P ) is fully faithful, cf. Proposition I.3.5.
Now we can consider the right adjoint τ≤bp∗ of p
∗ : D∆,IG (X)→ D∆,IG (P ). To prove
the claim, we want to show that the unit of the adjunction is an isotransformation
u : id
≈−→ τ≤bp∗p∗. Now using [Ayo07a, Lemma 2.4.17], the restriction functor
i∗ : D(EG×/G X)→
∏
[n]∈Ob∆
D(EGn ×/G X) ≈
∏
n∈N
D(Gn ×X)
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is conservative. The objects of D∆G(X)
∼= Dcart(EG ×/G X) are cartesian, hence
i∗M vanishes if and only if i∗0M = For(M) vanishes. Hence the forgetful functor
is conservative. Our unit u : id → τ≤bp∗p∗ gets mapped by the forgetful functor
to the corresponding transformation in the non-equivariant setting, and this is an
isomorphism by definition. 
Theorem I.5.10. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying
the conditions of I.4.2, and let (G # X) be a variety with action. Assume that
F : I → Res(G# X) is a diagram such that
(1) I has nonempty finite direct products and F preserves them,
(2) there is a lift EG×X : ∆op → I of the simplicial Borel resolution, and
(3) for each n > 0, the image of F : I → Res(G# X) contains an n-acyclic
resolution pn : Pn → X.
Then the natural restriction functor is an equivalence
δ∗ : Dcart,+(QX ◦F ) ≈−→ D∆,+G (X)
Proof. First, we note that the restriction functor δ∗ has both left and right ad-
joint, cf. [Ayo07b, Proposition 4.5.4]. Considering the adjunction δ∗ ⊣ δ∗, it suffices
to show that the unit id → δ∗δ∗ and counit δ∗δ∗ → id are isomorphisms. Now we
consider the homotopy t-structure τ on the derivator D. For any interval I = [a, b],
the functor δ∗ restricts to δ∗ : Dcart,I(QX ◦F )→ D∆,IG (X). Conversely, truncating
with τ≤b provides the right adjoint functor τ≤b ◦ δ∗ : D∆,IG (X)→ Dcart,I(QX ◦F ).
The unit and counit of the adjunction δ∗ ⊣ δ∗ are isomorphisms if for each
interval I the truncated unit id → τ≤bδ∗δ∗ and counit δ∗τ≤bδ∗ → id are isomor-
phisms: for the unit, we can apply τ≤b to the unit to get τ≤bM → τ≤bδ∗δ∗M .
Then τ≤bδ∗δ
∗τ≤bM ∼= τ≤bδ∗τ≤bδ∗M → τ≤bδ∗δ∗M is an isomorphism. Therefore, it
suffices to show that the restricted functor
δ∗ : Dcart,I(QX ◦F )→ D∆,IG (X)
is an equivalence for each interval I = [a, b].
Using assumption (3), it will be sufficient to show the following claim: Let
p : P → X be any n-acyclic resolution contained in the image of the diagram
F : I → Res(G # X). Replacing D∆,IG (P ) by the essential image D∆,IG (P | X) of
the restriction p∗ : D∆,IG (X)→ D∆,IG (P ), all the comparison functors in the diagram
of Proposition I.5.6 restrict to equivalences on the I-truncated categories, for any
interval I = [a, b] with n ≥ b−a. This claim in turn follows from the following three
statements.
The functor p∗ is an equivalence onto its essential image, by Proposition I.5.9.
The functor ρ∗ is an equivalence, by Proposition I.5.7.
We show that π∗ is an equivalence. First, by the simplicial quotient equiva-
lence, cf. Proposition I.4.6, we can identify D(G\P ) ≃ D∆G(P ). Moreover, the quo-
tient equivalence induces an equivalence between D∆,IG (P | X) and the subcategory
DI(G\P | p) of DI(G\P ) consisting of those objects M such that q∗M ∈ DI(P )
is in the image of p∗ : DI(X) → DI(P ). As in the last paragraph of the proof
of Proposition I.4.11, the restriction functor Dcart,I(WP ) → DI(G\P ) induces an
equivalence Dcart,I(WP )
≃−→ DI(G\P | p). Combining these, we get that π∗ induces
an equivalence Dcart,I(WP )
≃−→ D∆,IG (P | X), as required. 
In a similar way as above, we can now also show that the equivariant categories
Dcart(QX ◦F ) are independent of the choice of diagram under suitable assumptions.
These are the motivic versions of [BL94, 2.4.3 and 2.4.4].
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Proposition I.5.11. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfy-
ing the conditions of I.4.2, and let (G# X) be a variety with action. Let G : I → J
be a functor of small categories, and let F : J → Res(G # X) be a diagram of
resolutions. Assume that
(1) both categories I and J have nonempty finite direct products and the
functors G and F preserve them,
(2) the image F ◦ G (I) contains the trivial resolution,
(3) For every n > 0, F ◦ G (I) contains an n-acyclic resolution.
Then the natural restriction functor
G
∗ : Dcart,+(QX ◦F )→ Dcart,+(QX ◦F ◦ G )
is an equivalence.
Proof. As before, the restriction functor G ∗ has both left and right adjoint,
cf. [Ayo07b, Proposition 4.5.4], hence it suffices to show that unit and counit
of the adjunction G ∗ ⊣ G∗ are isomorphisms. The truncations for the homotopy
t-structure on D+ provide for any interval I = [a, b] an adjunction between I-
truncated categories
G
∗ : Dcart,I(QX ◦F )⇄ Dcart,I(QX ◦F ◦ G ) : G∗.
It suffices to show that the unit and counit maps for this adjunction are isomor-
phisms for any interval I.
Now let p : P → X be a resolution of X , and consider the restrictions from
cartesian motives over the big diagrams to Dcart,I(WP ). Since all restriction functors
are induced from morphisms of diagrams, we get a commutative diagram
Dcart,I(QX ◦F ) G
∗
//
ρ∗
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
Dcart,I(QX ◦F ◦ G )
ρ∗
uu❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
Dcart,I(WP ).
If P is an n-acyclic resolution and I = [a, b] satisfies n ≥ b− a, then the restriction
functors ρ∗ are equivalences by Proposition I.5.7. By commutativity of the diagram,
the restriction functor G ∗ is then also an equivalence. By assumption (3), the re-
striction functors G ∗ are equivalences for any interval I, proving the claim. 
Remark I.5.12. If we actually have lifts of the Borel construction, we can also
use Theorem I.5.10 to prove the above. However, we also want to apply Proposi-
tion I.5.11 to categories of smooth resolutions, and in these cases lifts of the Borel
construction do not exist.
In particular, if F : I → Res(G # X) is a skeleton of the category of resolu-
tions with F the inclusion functor, the category Dcart,+(QX ◦F ) does not depend
on the choice of skeleton, up to equivalence.
Definition I.5.13. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying
the conditions of I.4.2 and let (G# X) be a variety with action.
For F : I → Res(G # X) a choice of skeleton of the category of resolutions,
we denote
D
Res,+
G (X) := D
cart,+(QX ◦F ).
The category of G-equivariant motives over X is defined to be
DG(X) := D
∆
G(X)
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Remark I.5.14. It should be noted that the equivalence in the definition of
D
Res,+
G (X) is not canonical: for two different choices of skeleta of Res(G# X) and
a choice of skeleton containing them, we get a zig-zag of equivalences. This implies
in particular difficulties for setting up the six-functor formalism in this situation.
While the functors can be defined without much problems, proving 2-functoriality
and various exchange or base-change formulas relating these functors is difficult
precisely because of the non-canonical choices involved. This is rectified by using
Theorem I.5.10 to compare to the simplicial Borel construction approach where the
six functors are 2-functorial.
I.6. Equivariant six-functor formalism
In this section, we will now give the definition of the equivariant six functors
and derive their basic properties. Here, the definition of the six functors is more
problematic than deducing their properties from the non-equivariant setting. Once
the functors are defined the various properties like base-change formulas and Verdier
duality will follow rather immediately from the corresponding facts in the non-
equivariant situation.
For the definition, we need the definition of equivariant categories of motives via
both the Borel and the resolution approach. In the approach via Borel constructions,
all of the functors can be defined for categories of motives over diagrams. The
difficulty arises when one tries to show that the functors preserve cartesian objects.
On the other hand, for the definition via motives over diagrams of resolutions, all the
functors can be defined, but the definition involves choices of appropriate diagrams
of resolutions. This leads to difficulties when one wants to prove 2-functoriality or
various exchange properties.
By combining both approaches, the construction of the six functors can then
be explained in the following diagram (for the exceptional functors):
D
∆,+
G (X)
f!

∼
3❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
Dcart,+(QX ◦Ff )
f!

≈
oo
D
∆,+
G (Y ) D
cart,+(QY ◦ Gf )≈oo
f !
ZZ
In the simplicial approach, the left adjoints can be defined and shown to pre-
serve cartesian objects, thus providing the left vertical arrow. In the resolution
approach, the left adjoints can also be defined and shown to preserve cartesian ob-
jects, thus providing the right vertical arrow pointing downwards. Then we need
to trace through the comparison isomorphisms established previously to show that
the square commutes up to isotransformation. On the resolution side, we can then
show that the right adjoints exists, giving the right-hand vertical arrow pointing
upward. Uniqueness of adjoints, cf. [Ayo07a, Section 1.1], then implies that in the
diagram above, the functors on the simplicial side have right adjoints. Since the left
adjoints in the simplicial definition are 2-functorial, the right adjoints will also be.
This is not obvious on the right-hand side of the diagram, because the definition
of the categories on the right involves choices of appropriate diagrams, possibly
depending on the morphism f in question.2
2It would appear that issues of 2-functoriality in the classical equivariant derived categories
have not been addressed in the literature, cf. in particular the Math-Overflow question 233708
“2-functoriality of equivariant derived categories”.
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I.6.1. Functors using simplicial Borel construction. We first discuss the
simplicial description of some of the six functors, namely the left adjoints f∗ and
f!. Unfortunately, not all of the six functors can be immediately defined using the
simplicial definition. The problems are the same as the ones appearing already in
[BL94]: the property of being locally constant over the Borel construction does
not generally behave well enough under all the six functors. Nevertheless, the func-
tors that can be defined have the expected properties, as follows by rewriting the
respective portions of [BL94, Section 2.6, 3, 6 and 7] using [Ayo07a, Ayo07b].
I.6.1. A morphism (φ, f) : (H # Y ) → (G # X) of varieties with action
induces a morphism of simplicial schemes (φ, f) : EH ×/H Y → EG ×/G X . The
functors we will consider below arise from applying [Ayo07a, Section 2.4.4] to
the above morphisms of Borel constructions. Note that the properties of being
quasi-projective, closed immersions, smooth maps etc. are defined termwise for
simplicial schemes; therefore, any property which is stable under products and true
for φ : H → G and f : Y → X will hold for the morphism of Borel constructions
EH ×/H Y → EG×/G X .
In the case where H = G, i.e., the group does not change, we take S =
(BG,∆op), and consider the Borel constructions for varieties with G-action as S -
schemes via the projection EG×/GX → EG×/G pt = BG. Note that morphisms of
S -schemes are automatically cartesian by [Ayo07a, Lemma 2.4.33]. This means
that for φ = id the diagrams
Gn+1 ×X
σ×id

idn+1×f
// Gn+1 × Y
σ′×id

Gn ×X
idn×f
// Gn × Y
are cartesian, in which σ and σ′ are face maps for the simplicial objects EG×/GX
and EG×/G Y , respectively. The same holds for the degeneracy maps.
It is, however, important to note that the six functors from [Ayo07a, Section
2.4.4] require that the morphism of simplicial schemes is cartesian, which restricts
us to morphisms of varieties with G-action where G is fixed. The diagrams above
fail to be cartesian in the more general setting when the morphism φ : H → G
is not the identity, and consequently most of the functors below will not exist for
general morphisms (φ, f) of varieties with actions.
I.6.2. To the morphism (φ, f) : (H # Y ) → (G # X) of varieties with action
resp. the associated morphism of simplicial schemes (φ, f) : EH×/HY → EG×/GX ,
the derivator D associates a functor
(φ, f)∗ : D(EG×/G X,∆op)→ D(EH ×/H Y,∆op).
The coherence isomorphisms (g ◦ h)∗ ≈→ h∗ ◦ g∗ show that the functor (φ, f)∗
preserves locally constant motives. In particular, we get, for any morphism (φ, f)
of varieties with action, an associated functor of equivariant motivic categories
(φ, f)∗ : DG(X)→ DH(Y ).
Since H∗ is a 2-functor, the above assignments assemble into a 2-functor from
the category of varieties with action to the category of triangulated categories. This
encodes all the properties like (g ◦ f)∗ ∼= f∗ ◦ g∗, etc.
Fix a linear group G, and let f = (id, f) : (G # Y ) → (G # X) be a
G-equivariant morphism of varieties with action. Axiom DerAlg 2d in [Ayo07a,
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Section 2.4.2] implies the existence of a right adjoint to (id, f)∗:
(id, f)∗ : D(EG×/G Y,∆op)→ D(EG×/G X,∆op).
Assuming that the morphism f : Y → X of G-varieties is smooth, Axiom DerAlg
2g in [Ayo07a, Section 2.4.2] implies that the functor (id, f)∗ also admits a left
adjoint
(id, f)♯ : D(EG×/G Y,∆op)→ D(EG×/G X,∆op).
Furthermore, for a cartesian square of varieties
X ′
f ′
//
g′

X
g

Y ′
f
// Y
we have that
• the exchange morphism g′♯◦f ′∗ −→ f∗◦g♯ is an isomorphism if g is smooth.
• the exchange morphism f∗ ◦ g∗ −→ g′∗ ◦ f ′∗ is an isomorphism whenever
g is projective or f is smooth.
The base-change formulas and the 2-functorial statements from [Ayo07a] now
imply the following:
Proposition I.6.3. (1) Assume that f : Y → X is a smooth morphism
of G-varieties. Then the functor (id, f)♯ preserves locally constant objects,
and we get an adjoint pair of functors
(id, f)♯ : DG(Y )⇄ DG(X) : (id, f)
∗.
These assemble into an adjunction of 2-functors on the category of G-
varieties with smooth morphisms.
(2) Assume that f : Y → X is a projective morphism of G-varieties. Then the
functor (id, f)∗ preserves locally constant objects, and we get an adjoint
pair of functors
(id, f)∗ : DG(X)⇄ DG(Y ) : (id, f)∗.
These assemble into an adjunction of 2-functors on the category of G-
varieties with projective morphisms.
Example I.6.4. (1) In the special case where H = G = 1 the above
constructions reduce to f∗ and f∗ for a morphism f : X → Y of varieties.
(2) The functor (φ, id)∗ : DG(X) → DH(X) could also be called restriction
functor ResHG along φ : H → G. An even more special case is φ : H = 1→
G, in which case we obtain a forgetful functor
Res1G : DG(X)→ D(X).
This functor is by construction the same as the one considered after Def-
inition I.4.8.
(3) Let G # X be a variety with action. Assume everything is defined over
the field k and denote by pt := Spec k. For each motive M ∈ D(pt), there
is an associated constant equivariant motive M over X , given by fin∗M
with fin : EG×/G X → pt the projection map.
I.6.5 (Forgetting the action). We will occasionally denote the restriction
functor Res1G : DG(X)→ D(X) as forgetful functor For : DG(X)→ D(X); it assigns
to a G-equivariant motive M its underlying non-equivariant motive For(M).
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The forgetful functor is conservative, i.e., an equivariant motive M ∈ DG(X)
is trivial if and only if its underlying motive Res1G(M) is trivial. This follows from
[Ayo07a, Lemma 2.4.17], which states that the functor
i∗ : D(EG×/G X)→
∏
[n]∈Ob∆
D(EGn ×/G X) ≈
∏
n∈N
D(Gn ×X)
is conservative. An equivariant motive M ∈ DG(X) is additionally locally con-
stant, and this implies that i∗M is trivial if and only if i∗0M = Res
1
G(M) is trivial.
In particular, triviality of equivariant motives can be checked after forgetting the
equivariance.
For a group homomorphism φ : G → H , we have Res1H ≃ Res1G ◦ResGH . From
this composition and the above observation that Res1H is conservative, it follows
that restriction along any group homomorphism is conservative.
Next, we need to discuss the definition and basic properties of the exceptional
inverse and direct image functors.
Definition I.6.6. Let G be a linear algebraic group, and let f = (id, f) : (G#
Y ) → (G # X) be a morphism of varieties with G-action. By [Ayo07a, Scholie
1.4.2 and p.323], the corresponding morphism of simplicial varieties EG ×/G Y →
EG×/GX induces an adjoint pair of exceptional direct and inverse image functors
(id, f)! : D(EG×/G Y,∆op)⇆ D(EG×/G X,∆op) : (id, f)!.
The base-change formula for the 2-functor H! implies that the condition of being
locally constant is preserved under the functor (id, f)!. Therefore, H! induces a 2-
functor from the category of varieties with G-action to the category of triangulated
categories.
I.6.7. The right adjoints can be obtained by applying Neeman’s existence theo-
rem. By I.1.17, the categories DAe´t(X,Λ) are compactly generated whenever X is
a noetherian scheme of finite Krull dimension. The same holds for all the relevant
localizations of DAe´t we are interested in.
Then the categories D∆G(X) are also compactly generated. Since it is induced
from a morphism of diagrams of schemes, the forgetful functor For : D∆G(X)→ D(X)
has a left adjoint. Applying this left adjoint to a set of compact generators of D(X)
provides a set of compact generators of D∆G(X): the generating property follows
from the fact that For is conservative and the compactness follows since the left
adjoint of the forgetful functor preserves arbitrary small sums.
For f : Y → X a morphism of varieties, the functors
f∗ : Dcart(EG×/G X) → Dcart(EG×/G Y ),
f! : D
cart(EG×/G Y ) → Dcart(EG×/G X)
preserve arbitrary small sums because they are left adjoints on the full categories of
motives and sums of cartesian objects agree with sums in the full category of motives
over the diagrams. By [Nee96, Theorem 4.1], the right adjoints exist. However, we
want to have more explicit descriptions of the functors which is why we also provide
constructions of these functors via motives over categories of resolutions, see the
next subsection.
The same procedure can also be used to obtain general direct image functors
(φ, f)∗ for a morphism (φ, f) : (G# X)→ (H # Y ) of varieties with action. This
generalizes the functors Qf∗ of [BL94].
I.6.8. Another way, using Neeman’s theorem, to get a slightly improved de-
scription of the right adjoints would be to cartesify objects. As in the preceding
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remark, the categories D∆G(X) are compactly generated whenever X is noetherian
of finite Krull dimension. The inclusion
D∆G(X) ⊂ D(EG×/G X)
preserves arbitrary small sums; the sum of cartesian objects is still cartesian be-
cause this property is tested via f∗-functors which have right adjoints. By [Nee96,
Theorem 4.1], the inclusion has a right adjoint which “cartesifies” motives over the
simplicial variety EG ×/G X . The right adjoints f∗ and f ! for equivariant motives
can then alternatively be obtained by composing the relevant functors f∗ and f
! (for
the full categories of motives over the simplicial varieties, whose existence follows
from [Ayo07a]) with the cartesification.
Remark I.6.9. Brad Drew pointed out that the ordinary pullback f∗ provides
a functor from schemes to presentable ∞-categories with left-adjoint functors as
morphisms. This induces a functor from simplicial schemes to simplicial presentable
∞-categories, and taking the limit over the simplicial index category provides ex-
actly the corresponding category of cartesian objects appearing in the simplicial
definition of equivariant motives. There is a formal identification of the opposite
category of∞-categories with left adjoints and the∞-categories with right adjoints.
This identification provides another way to get 2-functorial right adjoint functors
f∗.
I.6.2. Functors using resolutions. Next, we will define the six functors
using resolutions, basically following [BL94, Section 3]. For a fixed linear algebraic
group G and a morphism f : (G# Y )→ (G# X) of varieties with action, we will
define the adjoint pairs f∗ ⊣ f∗ and f! ⊣ f !.
Let (G # X) be a G-variety, and let F : I → SmRes(G # X) be a choice
of skeleton for the category of smooth resolutions of X . Then the conditions of
Proposition I.5.11 are satisfied, i.e., there is an induced equivalence
D
Res,+
G (X)
≈−→ Dcart,+(QX ◦F ).
This follows since direct products of smooth resolutions are smooth, the trivial res-
olution is smooth and Lemma I.3.16 guarantees the existence of smooth resolutions
of arbitrarily high acyclicity.
Definition I.6.10. Let (G # X) be a variety with action and let D be a
homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. This means
in particular, that the categories D of motives over a diagram are equipped with
a closed symmetric monoidal structure. It also means that the functors (f, α)∗ are
symmetric monoidal. By [Ayo07b, Section 4.5.2], these conditions are satisfied for
the homotopical stable algebraic derivators of interest to us.
Fix a choice of skeleton F : I → SmRes(G # X). For smooth morphisms,
the functors (f, α)∗ strictly preserve the closed monoidal structure. Therefore, the
closed symmetric monoidal structure on motives over the diagram (QX ◦ F , I)
restricts to the category of equivariant motives Dcart,+(QX ◦ F ). Via Proposi-
tion I.5.11, this provides a closed symmetric monoidal structure on DRes,+G (X).
Let f : Y → X be a morphism of varieties with G-action. Then there is a
functor
f◦ : SmRes(G# X) → SmRes(G# Y ) :
(p : P → X) 7→ (f◦(p) : f◦(P ) := P ×X Y → Y )
which preserves n-acyclicity of resolutions. We remarked above that for a choice
FX : IX → SmRes(G# X) of skeleton of the category of smooth resolutions, the
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natural restriction functor
D
Res,+
G (X)→ Dcart,+(QX ◦FX)
is an equivalence. On the other hand, if we consider the inclusion of the subcategory
SmRes(G# f) ⊂ Res(G# Y )
consisting of the image f◦(SmRes(G # X)) and choose a skeleton FY : IY →
SmRes(G # f), then the composed functor QY ◦ FY : IY → Res(G # Y ) also
satisfies the conditions of Proposition I.5.11. Therefore, the restriction functor
D
Res,+
G (Y )→ Dcart,+(QY ◦FY )
is also an equivalence.
Definition I.6.11. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of varieties with G-action.
The morphism of diagrams φf : SmRes(G # f) → SmRes(G # X) which maps
f◦(P ) = P ×X Y → Y to the resolution P → X has induced adjoint pairs φ∗f ⊣
(φf )∗ and (φf )! ⊣ (φf )!. Smooth base-change shows that these functors preserve
cartesian motives over the respective categories of smooth resolutions. Combining
these functors with the above equivalences, we get adjoint pairs
f∗ : DRes,+G (X)⇆ D
Res,+
G (Y ) : f∗, f! : D
Res,+
G (Y )⇆ D
Res,+
G (X) : f
!
Remark I.6.12. There is an issue with the 2-functoriality at this point. Al-
though we have definitions of the six functors, these definitions depend on the choice
of a suitable small category of resolutions. This means that there is no global com-
parison transformation for compositions of these functors. To get 2-functoriality,
we need to apply some rectification procedure. For this and other reasons, we need
to compare the simplicial and resolution definitions of the left adjoints f∗ and f!.
There is also a general inverse image, analogous to the Q∗f functors defined in
[BL94, Section 6], that can be defined using the categories of compatible resolu-
tions, cf. Definitions I.3.20 and I.3.21.
Definition I.6.13. For a morphism (φ, f) : (H # Y )→ (G# X) of varieties
with action, we have the category CRes((φ, f)) of resolutions of (H # Y ) which
are compatible with the morphism (φ, f). For any choice of skeleton F : I →
CRes((φ, f)), there is by definition an induced diagram
P ◦F : I → CRes((φ, f))→ Res(G# X).
The diagram (P ◦ F , I) satisfies the conditions of Proposition I.5.11, hence the
induced restriction functor
D
Res,+
H (Y )→ Dcart,+(P ◦F )
is an equivalence. Combining the restriction functor along P with this equivalence,
we get an induced functor
(φ, f)∗Res : D
Res,+
G (X)→ DRes,+(P ◦F ) ≈−→ DRes,+H (Y ).
The functor (φ, f)∗Res can be used to define restriction functors along group
homomorphisms φ : H → G, as in I.6.4.
I.6.14. The descriptions of the change-of-group functors ResHG associated to a
subgroup inclusion φ : H ⊂ G can be obtained as in [BL94, 2.6.1]. Let (G # X)
be a variety with action. For any resolution p : P → X of the H-action on X , one
can consider the induced resolution of the G-action given by
p′ : G×/H P → X : (g, l) 7→ g(p(l)).
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The projection induces a canonical isomorphism of quotients G\(G×/H P ) ∼= H\P .
In the resolution approach, we view a G-equivariant motive over X as a motive
M ∈ Dcart,+(QX ◦F ) where F : I → Res(G # X) is a skeleton of the category
of resolutions of the G-action on X . Denoting by G : J → Res(H # X) a skeleton
of the resolutions of the H-action, the functor φ∗ is given by restriction for the
morphism of diagrams
J → Res(H # X)→ Res(G# X) : j 7→ G×/H G (j).
In particular, the value of φ∗M on a resolution p : P → X is the value of M on the
induced resolution p′ : G×/H P → X .
As a very special case, the forgetful functor Res1G is given by evaluation on the
quotient X of the trivial resolution G×X .
I.6.3. Comparison and 2-functoriality. Now we have two approaches of
defining categories of equivariant motives, via resolutions and simplicial Borel con-
structions, and we have seen that both are equivalent. It remains to show that the
two versions of the left adjoint functors f∗ and f! also agree via the comparison
equivalences.
Proposition I.6.15. Let (φ, f) : (H # Y )→ (G# X) be a morphism of vari-
eties with action. Fix a choice F : I → Res(G# X) of skeleton for Res(G# X),
and choose a skeleton F ′ : I ′ → CRes((φ, f)) compatible with that. The following
diagram of functors is commutative:
D
Res,+
G (X)
≈

D
Res,+
H (Y )
≈

Dcart,+(QX ◦F )
(φ,f)∗Res
//
δ∗

Dcart,+(QY ◦F ′)
δ∗

D
∆,+
G (X) (φ,f)∗∆
// D
∆,+
H (Y ).
Proof. The diagram is induced by a commutative diagram of morphisms of
diagrams. The main point here is that the simplicial Borel construction is compati-
ble with the morphism (φ, f), hence the category of compatible resolutions contains
a lift of the Borel construction for (H # Y ). 
Similarly, we get the following compatibility between the two definitions of f∗
via compatible and smooth resolutions.
Proposition I.6.16. Let f : (G # Y ) → (G # X) be a morphism of G-
varieties with action. Fix a choice F : I → Res(G# X) of skeleton for Res(G#
X), and choose a skeleton of CRes(G # Y ) compatible with that. This implies
choices for skeleta of SmRes(G # X) and SmRes(G # f). Then the following
diagram of functors is commutative:
Dcart,+(Res(G# X))
f∗Res
//

Dcart,+(CRes(G# Y ))

Dcart,+(SmRes(G# X))
f∗SmRes
// Dcart,+(SmRes(G# f))
Here we write the full categories of resolutions instead of the diagram functors, to
emphasize where we are working.
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A combination of the above results together with the base-change formula shows
the compatibility of the two definitions of the exceptional direct image.
Proposition I.6.17. Let f : Y → X be a morphism of varieties with G-action.
The following diagram of functors is commutative:
Dcart,+(SmRes(G# f))
fRes!
// Dcart,+(SmRes(G# X))
Dcart,+(Res(G# f))
fRes!
//
≈
OO
δ∗

Dcart,+(Res(G# X))
≈
OO
δ∗

D
∆,+
G (Y )
f∆!
// D
∆,+
G (X).
Here we write the full categories of resolutions instead of the diagram functors, to
emphasize where we are working.
Proof. The only thing to note here is that the category Res(G# f) is defined
in the same way as SmRes(G # f), by pullbacks of resolutions. This implies,
in particular, that the morphism of diagrams Res(G # f) → Res(G # X) is
cartesian, hence we have a functor f!. By the base-change formula, this functor
preserves cartesian objects, which explains the middle horizontal arrow. Then both
squares arise from commutative diagrams of morphisms of diagrams of schemes, one
by restriction to smooth resolutions, the other one because the Borel construction
is compatible with pullback. The commutativity of the squares follows from the
base-change formula. 
I.6.18. These comparison statements are relevant for the 2-functoriality issues
in the six-functor formalism. They are also useful for computations later on.
Note that the definitions of the right adjoints f∗ and f
! in the categories
D
Res,+
G (−) made use of changes of diagrams. This introduces dependencies on
choices and obstructs 2-functoriality. On the other hand, the above results identify
the left adjoints for the categories DRes,+G (−) with those defined for the categories
D
∆,+
G (−). The latter arise from Ayoub’s formalism, so we know 2-functoriality for
those. By [Ayo07a, Corollary 1.1.7, Proposition 1.1.17], the right adjoints defined
via resolutions can then be rectified to satisfy 2-functoriality as well.
I.6.4. Remarks on general direct image functors. Given a morphism of
varieties with action (φ, f) : (G # X) → (H # Y ), we would also like to define a
direct image functor (φ, f)∗ associated to it, similar to the definition of the functor
Qf∗ in [BL94, Section 6].
The first obvious difficulty is that the definition of Qf∗ in [BL94] uses∞-acyclic
resolutions which are not available in the algebraic setting. This is a serious obstacle
for the definition of general direct image functors. The different approach to the
construction would be the general method of Neeman’s adjoint functor theorem,
cf. Remarks I.6.7 and I.6.8. We can also describe more explicitly what the general
direct images functors (φ, f)∗ look like in situations that are relevant for us.
To describe (φ, f)∗M , it is sufficient to describe the evaluation of the motive
(φ, f)∗M in D
+
H(Y ). For this, let r : R → Y be a smooth resolution of (H # Y ).
Using the simplicial Borel construction for (G # X), we get a compatible pair
of resolutions ρ : (EG×X) ×Y R → R which induces a morphism of quotient
simplicial varieties
ρ¯ : G\ ((EG×X)×Y R)→ H\R.
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We can apply the general pushforward functor from [Ayo07a]
ρ¯∗ : D
+(G\ ((EG×X)×Y R))→ D+(R,∆op),
where R is viewed as constant simplicial variety. The resulting motive over the
constant simplicial variety can then be viewed as a simplicial motive in D+(R)
where we now view R just as a variety.
Then we can use [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.4.22] (replacing the use of the good
base-change lemma in [BL94]) to show that this construction maps a cartesian
motive over a diagram of resolutions for (G # X) to a cartesian motive over a
diagram of resolutions for (H # Y ). This provides a description of the value of
the right adjoint functor (φ, f)∗. This will only be used in the case of pushforward
along (G # X) → (1 # Y ) in which case it is clear that the pushforward along
the structure map from the simplicial Borel construction is the right thing. Note
also that we already have definitions of the functors (φ, f)∗ in the situation of a
morphism (G# X)→ (H # Y ) of varieties with action where G →֒ H is a closed
subgroup: one can factor the morphism as (G # X) → (G # Y ) → (H # Y )
and apply the ordinary pushforward for the first morphism and then the induction
functor IndHG , cf. I.7.9. Uniqueness of right adjoints implies that the general direct
image functor (φ, f)∗ must agree with this composition of ordinary pushforward
and induction in this situation.
I.6.5. Motives for varieties with actions. We shortly explain how to as-
sociate to a variety with action an equivariant motive.
Definition I.6.19. Let G # X be a variety with action, considered as the
“base scheme”; we’ll mostly consider this in the case G # pt. Given a morphism
f : (G # Y ) → (G # X) of G-varieties, we define the equivariant motive of
G# Y in D+G(X) as follows:
MX(G# Y ) := (id, f)!(id, f)
!XG,
its Verdier dual is the cohomological equivariant motive (id, f)∗(id, f)
∗XG.
Similarly, we have the equivariant Borel–Moore motive of G # Y given
by
MBMX (G# Y ) := (id, f)!(id, f)
∗XG
∼= (id, f)!Y G
and its dual, the equivariant motive with compact supports of G # Y is
defined to be
McX(G# Y ) := (id, f)∗(id, f)
!XG.
I.6.20. This fits very well with the usual definitions of motive and motives with
compact support in Definition I.1.1. As a direct consequence of the definition (and
the fact that the forgetful functor commutes with all the other six functors) we find
that
Res1G(MX(G# Y ))
∼= MX(Y ),
i.e., the underlying motive of the equivariant motive of G# Y is the ordinary, non-
equivariant motive of Y . Similarly, we have for the motives with compact support
Res1G(M
c
X(G# Y ))
∼= McX(Y ).
I.6.6. Properties: base-change and Verdier duality. Now that we have
definitions for the six functors connecting the various categories of equivariant mo-
tives, the basic properties of the six-functor formalism follow directly from the
properties in the non-equivariant case.
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I.6.21. The following is a motivic version of [BL94, Theorem 7.1]. Let φ : H →
G be a homomorphism of linear algebraic groups. In a pullback diagram
(H # X˜)
(id,g′)
//
(φ,f ′)

(H # X)
(φ,f)

(G# Y˜ )
(id,g)
// (G# Y )
with g smooth, we have
(1) all the functors ⊗, Hom, f∗ ⊣ f∗, f! ⊣ f ! and (φ, f)∗ ⊣ (φ, f)∗ between
equivariant categories of motives commute with the smooth base-change
g∗.
(2) The functor g∗ commutes with the Verdier duality up to twist by the
dualizing object Dg′,H ∈ D+H(X˜).
The first claim follows directly from the non-equivariant smooth base change the-
orem. The second claim follows from I.1.6.
I.6.22. From the homotopy and stability properties for homotopical stable al-
gebraic derivators, we get the following, cf. [Ayo07a, Proposition 2.4.27]: for a
diagram (F , I) of varieties, with p : (F , I) ×S A1S → (F , I) and s : (F , I) →
(F , I) ×S A1S the projection and zero-section, respectively, we have
• the morphism id→ p∗p∗ is invertible,
• the functor p♯s∗ is an equivalence of categories.
In particular, the equivariant motives will satisfy an A1-invariance property.
I.6.23 (General base change). Scholium 1.4.2 and its extension to diagrams
on p. 323 of [Ayo07a] does not only imply the existence of adjoint functors, but
implies that (H∗,H∗,H!,H
!) is a cross functor for cartesian squares. The exchange
properties encoded in the notion of cross functor imply in particular that for any
square
(H # Y ′)
(φ,f)
//
(id,q)

(G# X ′)
(id,p)

(H # Y )
(φ,g)
// (G# X)
which is cartesian for the underlying spaces, we have exchange isomorphisms
(φ, g)∗(id, p)!
∼⇒ (id, q)!(φ, f)∗ and (id, p)!(φ, g)∗ ∼⇒ (φ, f)∗(id, q)!.
I.6.24 (Proper base change). For every morphism (id, f) : (G# X)→ (G#
Y ), there is a morphism of functors (id, f)! ⇒ (id, f)∗. It is invertible whenever f is
proper. Under our standing assumption 1.14, this is equivalent to f being projective.
Using this, we get variants of proper base change from I.6.23.
I.6.25 (Smooth base change). The purity statement of Scholium 1.4.2 and
its extension to diagrams on p. 323 [Ayo07a] implies in particular that for every
morphism (id, f) : (G# X)→ (G# Y ) with f smooth and d := dimX − dimY ,
there is an isomorphism of functors
(id, f)!
∼⇒ (id, f)∗(d)[2d].
Using this, we get variants of smooth base change from I.6.23.
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I.6.26. Let H → G be a homomorphism of linear algebraic groups. Then the
six functors defined above commute with the restriction functors ResHG : D
+
G(X)→
D+H(X). This can be proved as [BL94, Proposition 7.2]; essentially, it is a conse-
quence of smooth base change.
Note that this implies in particular that the restriction functors induce mor-
phisms of derivators for the derivators of Proposition I.4.21. Since the restriction
functors are left adjoints, it also implies that ResHG is compatible with homotopy
left Kan extensions.
I.6.27 (Localization triangles). Let G# X be a variety with action, and let
Z ⊆ X be a G-stable closed subvariety with open complement U = X \Z. Corollary
2.4.19 and Proposition 2.4.25 of [Ayo07a] imply that the units and counits of the
adjunctions lead to canonical distinguished triangles in D+G(X):
j!j
! → id→ i∗i∗ → j!j![1] and i!i! → id→ j∗j∗ → i!i![1].
I.6.28 (Monoidal structure). Definition 2.1.150 and 2.4.48 of [Ayo07a] in-
troduce the notion of monoidal homotopical stable algebraic derivator, which re-
quires that for each variety X , the category D(X) is a symmetric monoidal closed
triangulated category. Moreover, the functor f∗ : D(Y )→ D(X) is strong monoidal
for f : X → Y a morphism of varieties, and some additional projection formulas
hold, cf. the recollection in Appendix B.1.
As a consequence, if D is a monoidal homotopical stable algebraic derivator,
then the categories D+G(X) of equivariant motives are symmetric monoidal closed,
and the pullback functor (φ, f)∗ for a morphism (φ, f) : (G# X)→ (H # Y ) is a
strong monoidal functor. The usual projection formulae hold:
f!(M)⊗N ≃ f!(M ⊗ f∗(N))
f !Hom(M,N) ≃ Hom(f∗M, f !N)
f∗Hom(f
∗M,N) ≃ Hom(M, f∗N)
Hom(f!M,N) ≃ f∗Hom(M, f !N).
In particular, the forgetful functor is strong monoidal.
I.6.29. As discussed in Section B.1, if we restrict a monoidal homotopical stable
algebraic derivator to any fixed variety, the result is a monoidal derivator in the
sense of [GPS14] since the projection formula enforces homotopy cocontinuity
of the monoidal structure. This implies, in particular, that D+G(X,−) will be a
monoidal stable derivator in the sense of [GPS14]. This will be relevant for our
discussion of compatibility of tilting with such monoidal structures, cf. Section II.3.
I.6.30 (Constructible objects). We recall the discussion of constructibility
properties from Section 2.3 of [Ayo07a]. Constructibility is best-behaved for a
Λ-linear separated homotopical stable algebraic derivator D with Λ a field of char-
acteristic zero, where D is called separated if f∗ : D(Y )→ D(X) is conservative for
f : X → Y surjective. Note that we are working over a base field k, which implies
in particular that singularities can be resolved by alterations.
In this case, the compact and the constructible objects of D(X) coincide for
each k-varietyX , and the six functors preserve constructibility, cf. [Ayo07a, Scholie
2.2.34].
This implies in particular that for each equivariant morphism (φ, f) : (H #
Y ) → (G # X), the functors (φ, f)∗ and (φ, f)∗ preserve constructible objects. If
φ = id, this also holds for (id, f)! and (id, f)!. Moreover, constructible objects are
also preserved by ⊗ and Hom.
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I.6.31 (Dualizing objects). We continue to assume that D is a Λ-linear sep-
arated homotopical stable algebraic derivator over a field k. We outline how the
Verdier duality formalism of Theorems 2.3.73 and 2.3.75 in [Ayo07a] provides a
complete analogue of the equivariant Verdier duality [BL94, Section 3.5, 3.6] in the
motivic situation.
For a variety with action G# X , let pt
G
∈ D+G(pt) be the constant equivariant
motive on the point, and define the equivariant dualizing object to be
DX,G := (id, finX)
!(pt
G
) ∈ D+G(X).
Since the forgetful functor commutes with exceptional pullback by I.6.26, we find
that Res1G(DX,G) is isomorphic to the non-equivariant dualizing motive fin
!
X pt.
If X happens to be smooth of dimension d, then purity I.6.25 implies
(id, finX)
!(pt
G
) ∼= (id, finX)∗(ptG)(d)[2d] ∼= XG(d)[2d],
i.e., up to twist and shift, the dualizing object is isomorphic to the constant equi-
variant motive.
Proposition I.6.32 (Verdier duality). (1) For a variety with action
G# X, the functors
D(−) := Hom
D
+
G(X)
(−, DX,G)
are duality functors on the categories DcG(X) of constructible objects in
D+G(X).
(2) For a morphism (id, f) : (G# X)→ (G# Y ) of varieties with G-action,
the duality functors satisfy the following formulae:
D ◦ (id, f)∗ ∼−→ (id, f)! ◦D,
(id, f)∗ ◦D ∼−→ D ◦ (id, f)!,
D ◦ (id, f)! ∼−→ (id, f)∗ ◦D,
(id, f)! ◦D ∼−→ D ◦ (id, f)∗.
(3) The Verdier duality commutes with restriction functors ResHG : D
+
G(X)→
D+H(X).
Proof. (i) There is a canonical biduality morphismM → D(D(M)). This can
be obtained from the internal Hom into the dualizing object for diagrams in the
same way it is obtained for schemes in [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.3.73]. The fact that
the biduality morphism is an isomorphism for constructible objects is then obtained
by evaluation over individual resolutions, where it follows from the non-equivariant
Verdier duality.
(ii) Similarly, the exchange morphisms for duality and pullbacks resp. push-
forwards is obtained as in [Ayo07a, Theorem 2.3.75], and we can check that these
are isomorphisms over individual resolutions.
The final statement (iii) follows from I.6.26. 
I.6.33 (Relative dualizing objects). More generally, for a morphism (id, f) :
(G # X) → (G # Y ) of varieties with action, one can define the equivariant
relative dualizing object
Df,G := (id, f)
!(Y ) ∈ D+G(X).
Again this corresponds to the non-equivariant relative dualizing motive under the
forgetful functor.
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In even greater generality, following [BL94, Definition 7.4], we can define equi-
variant relative dualizing objects for morphisms (φ, f) : (H # X) → (G # Y ).
Here we consider (id, f) : (H # X)→ (H # Y ) and defined
Df,H := (id, f)
!(Y H) ∈ D+H(X).
As for the absolute case I.6.31, if f happens to be smooth the equivariant rela-
tive dualizing object is, up to twist and shift by the relative dimension, isomorphic
to the constant equivariant motive.
Proposition I.6.34. Let (φ, f) : (H # X) → (G # Y ) be a morphism of
varieties with action, and assume that f is smooth. Then the inverse image functors
(φ, f)∗ : D+G(Y )→ D+H(X)
commute with Verdier duality up to a twist by the equivariant relative dualizing
object of I.6.33:
D ◦ (φ, f)∗ ≈ Df,H ⊗ (φ, f)∗ ◦D.
Proof. This follows from I.6.21 and I.6.26. 
I.6.7. Exterior product and exchange morphisms.
Definition I.6.35 (Exterior product). Assume we have varieties with action
G# X and H # Y . Then we define the exterior product functor ⊠ by
⊠ : D+G(X)× D+H(Y )→ D+G×H(X × Y ) : (M,N) 7→M ⊠N := pr∗1(M)⊗ pr∗2(N).
I.6.36. We discuss compatibility of the exterior product with the ♯-functors, cf.
[Ayo07b, Lemme 3.2.21]. In the following, we use the definition of the category
D+G(X) as cartesian motives over the Borel construction for G # X . The functors
f♯, f
∗ and ⊗ which we are using here are all defined in the simplicial setting,
cf. Section I.6.
Assume we have two smooth morphisms of varieties with action f : (G# X)→
(G# X ′) and g : (H # Y )→ (H # Y ′). Let M ∈ D+G(X) and N ∈ D+H(Y ). Then
there is a canonical morphism
(f × g)♯(M ⊠N)→ f♯M ⊠ g♯N
which is defined as follows. The functor (f×g)♯ is colax symmetric monoidal because
it is adjoint to the symmetric monoidal functor (f×g)∗, cf. [CD12b, 1.1.24.1]. This
means that we have a canonical morphism
(f × g)♯(M ⊠X×Y N)→ (f × g)♯(pr∗1M)⊗X′×Y ′ (f × g)♯(pr∗2N).
Smooth base change provides an isomorphism
(f × g)♯(pr∗1M)⊗X′×Y ′ (f × g)♯(pr∗2N)
∼=−→ f♯(M)⊠X′×Y ′ g♯(N)
= pr∗1 ◦f♯(M)⊗X′×Y ′ pr∗2 ◦g♯(N),
and the composition provides the required canonical morphism.
Since the category of motives is generated by motives of smooth varieties, we
can check that the canonical morphism is an isomorphism in the special case of
motives of smooth varieties. In this case, i.e., when M = MX(V ) and N = MY (W )
are motives of smooth varieties, we have that f♯ is simply given by composition of
the structure morphism with f , and f∗ is given by fiber product. The base change
isomorphism is then simply the identification MX′×Y ′(V × Y ′) ∼= pr∗1(MX′(V )).
The second morphism, coming from compatibility of tensor with ♯-functors is the
canonical map
MX′×Y ′(V ×W ) ∼= MX′×Y ′ ((V × Y ′)×X′×Y ′ (X ′ ×W ))
∼=−→ MX′×Y ′(V × Y ′)⊗MX′×Y ′(X ′ ×W ),
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proving that the morphism exchanging ♯-functors and exterior product is an iso-
morphism.
I.6.37. Some remarks concerning the relation between exceptional push-forward
functors and exterior products are in order. In the end, we want to show that an
exchange map is an isomorphism. However, the definition of the morphism requires
passing through the ordinary push-forward functor which uses the definition of
D+G(X) in terms of cartesian motives over appropriate diagrams of resolutions. Some
care is needed to check that the natural non-equivariant argument also works for
the categories of equivariant motives.
Assume we have two morphisms of varieties with action f : (G# X)→ (G#
X ′) and g : (H # Y ) → (H # Y ′). Note that the morphisms f , g and f × g do
not change the group, which is relevant for the definition of the equivariant direct
image functors. Let M ∈ D+G(X) and N ∈ D+H(Y ).
As right adjoint of the symmetric monoidal functor f∗, the functor f∗ is lax
monoidal. Therefore, we also get a canonical morphism
(f × g)∗ ◦ pr∗1(M)⊗X×Y (f × g)∗ ◦ pr∗2(N)→ (f × g)∗(M ⊠N)
It follows from the resolution definition and the corresponding non-equivariant
statement, cf. [Ayo07a, Lemme 2.3.6], that this morphism is in fact an isomor-
phism whenever f is a closed immersion. Combined with the proper base change
above, we get an exchange isomorphism
i∗M ⊠ i
′
∗N
∼=−→ (i × i′)∗(M ⊠N)
for closed immersions i and i′.
There is also a morphism
f!M ⊠ g!N → (f × g)!(M ⊠N),
arising either via the resolution or simplicial definition from the corresponding
non-equivariant exchange morphism defined as one of the compositions in the com-
mutative square of [Ayo07a, Corollary 2.3.49]. As before, this morphism is an
isomorphism whenever f and g are closed immersions.
Assume now that f and g are smooth projective morphisms of relative dimen-
sions d and d′, respectively. In this situation, we have the purity isomorphisms,
giving rise, by naturality, to a commutative diagram
(f × g)♯(M ⊠N)
∼=
//
∼=

f♯(M)⊠ g♯(N)
∼=

(f × g)!(M ⊠N)(d+ d′)[2(d+ d′)] f!(M)(d)[2d] ⊠ g!(N)(d′)[2d′]oo
Finally, if f and g are arbitrary quasi-projective morphisms, we can factor them as
compositions of an open immersion, a closed immersion and a relative projective
space. For the open immersion, we have f♯ ∼= f!, hence we get the comparison
isomorphism from the one for f♯. For the closed immersion, we noted above that the
comparison morphism is an isomorphism for f∗ ∼= f!. Finally, the relative projective
space is smooth, and we also saw above that the comparison morphism for f! is an
isomorphism. This shows that the comparison morphism
f!M ⊠ g!N → (f × g)!(M ⊠N)
is an isomorphism for arbitrary finite type quasi-projective morphisms.
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Alternatively, one can use the projection formula
(f!M)⊠N ∼= pr∗1(f!M)⊗ pr∗2N
∼= ((f × id)! pr∗1M)⊗ pr∗2N
∼= (f × id)!(pr∗1M ⊗ (f × id)∗ pr∗2N)
∼= (f × id)!(pr∗1M ⊗ pr∗2N)
∼= (f × id)!(M ⊠N)
to show the case where one of the maps is the identity. The general case is then
obtained by as composition of
(f!M)⊠ (g!N) ∼= (f! × id)(M ⊠ g!(N))
∼= (f! × id)(id×g!)(M ⊠N)
∼= (f! × g!)(M ⊠N).
I.7. Further consequences
In this section, we discuss a couple of further consequences of the six functor
formalism for equivariant motives. In particular, we provide some more refined
remarks on quotient equivalences and the construction of integration functors.
I.7.1. Quotient and induction equivalences.
Proposition I.7.1 (Generalized quotient equivalence). Let G # X be
a variety with action and let N ⊂ G be a closed normal subgroup such that the
restricted action N # X is free. Then the morphism (π, p) : (G,X)→ (G/N,N\X)
induces an equivalence of categories
(π, p)∗ : D+G/N (N\X)
≈−→ D+G(X).
The equivalence is compatible with all the six functors.
Proof. We adapt the proof of [BL94, Theorem 2.6.2]. There is a functor on
the categories of resolutions:
E : Res(G# X)→ Res(G/N # N\X) : (p : P → X) 7→ (p¯ : N\P → N\X).
Now I.3.11 implies that this functor of resolutions is an equivalence of categories
with inverse mapping Q→ N\X to X×/(N\X)Q→ X . This equivalence is compat-
ible with the quotient functors because (G/N)\(N\P ) ∼= G\P . This implies that
we get an equivalence of categories of cartesian motives
Dcart,+(QX ◦F ) ≈ Dcart,+(QN\X ◦ E ◦F )
where F : I → Res(G # X) is a choice of skeleton. Via the comparison equiva-
lences of Proposition I.5.11, this proves the claim.

The following is a version of [BL94, Propositions 7.5.1 and 7.5.2].
Proposition I.7.2. Let G # X be a variety with action and let N ⊂ G be
a closed normal subgroup such that the restricted action N # X is free. Then the
quotient equivalence
(π, p)∗ : D+G/N (N\X)
≈−→ D+G(X)
commutes with the Verdier duality D up a twist by the relative dualizing object
Dp = p
!(N\X
G
) of I.6.33, i.e.,
D ◦ (π, p)∗ ≈ Dp ⊗ (π, p)∗ ◦D.
Moreover, we have Dp ∼= XG(d)[2d] where d = dimN . In particular, the quotient
equivalence commutes, up to twist and shift, with Verdier duality.
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Proof. The first statements are a special case of Proposition I.6.34. For the
specific description of the relative dualizing object, let Y := N\X , and let P → Y
be a resolution of the quotient, viewed as G-variety via G→ G/N # Y . Denote by
p0(P )→ X the induced resolution of X , and consider the pullback diagram
p0(P )
q
//
p˜

p0(P )/G
p

P q
// P/G.
Since p is smooth of relative dimension d = dimN , we have
Dp = p
!P/G ∼= p∗P/G(d)[2d] ∼= p0(P )/G(d)[2d]
by purity for (non-equivariant) motives. This implies, that the equivariant relative
dualizing motive is isomorphic to XG(d)[2d] as claimed. 
Remark I.7.3. The explicit description of the equivariant relative dualizing
object in [BL94, Proposition 7.5.2] requires G to be connected. This is due to
orientability issues, cf. the proofs of [BL94, Proposition 7.5.2, Lemma 7.5.3]. In
the motivic setting, such issues do not arise, leading to a stronger result with a
simpler proof – the formalism has a built-in orientability for smooth maps, which
is expressed exactly in the purity property of I.6.25.
Proposition I.7.4 (Induction equivalence). Let i : H →֒ G be the inclusion
of a closed subgroup into a linear algebraic group G and let H # X be a variety
with action such that the diagonal H-action on G×X is free. Then pullback along
the obvious morphism (i, s) : (H # X) → (G # G ×/H X) given by s : x 7→ [e, x]
induces an equivalence of categories
(i, s)∗ : D+G(G×/H X) ≈−→ D+H(X)
These equivalences are compatible with all six functors.
Proof. We adapt [BL94, Theorem 2.6.3]. We have an equivalence of cate-
gories
Res(H # X)→ Res(G# G×/H X) : (p : P → X) 7→ (G×/H P → G×/H X).
Moreover, the natural inclusions induce canonical isomorphisms on quotients
H\P ∼= G\(G×/H P ).
The functor (i, s)∗, which is given by restriction for the above morphism of diagrams,
is an equivalence on categories of cartesian motives. This implies the claim. 
Again, we have an analogue of [BL94, 7.6] on how the induction equivalence
commutes with Verdier duality.
Proposition I.7.5. Let i : H →֒ G be the inclusion of a closed subgroup into
a linear algebraic group G and let H # X be a variety with action such that the
diagonal H-action on G×X is free. Then the induction equivalence
(i, s)∗ : D+G(G×/H X) ≈−→ D+H(X)
commutes with Verdier duality up to a twist by the equivariant relative dualizing
object Ds = s
!(G×/H X
H
) ∈ D+H(X) of I.6.33, i.e.,
D ◦ (i, s)∗ ≈ Ds ⊗ (i, s)∗ ◦D.
Moreover, we have Ds ∼= XH(d)[2d] where d = dimH − dimG. In particular, the
induction equivalence commutes, up to twist and shift, with Verdier duality.
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Proof. Since (i, s)∗ commutes with inner Homs, it suffices to prove that
DX,H ∼= Ds ⊗ (i, s)∗
(
DG×/HX,G
)
. By I.6.26, we can identify ResHG
(
DG×/HX,G
) ∼=
DG×/HX,H . Hence, we need to show
DX,H ∼= Ds ⊗ s∗
(
DG×/HX,H
)
.
This follows from I.1.7.
For the explicit description of the relative dualizing motive, consider the pull-
back diagram
X
s
//
fin

G×/H X
p

pt
i
// G/H.
Note that p : G×/H X → G/H is a locally trivial fibration with fiber X , and con-
sequently we have by the base change formula I.1.8 (resp. its equivariant analogue)
s! ◦ p∗ ≈ fin∗ ◦i!.
Hence it suffices to show that i!(G/H
H
) ∼= pt
H
(d)[2d] with d = dimH−dimG. Note
that i : pt → G/H is a closed immersion of codimension −d of smooth varieties.
By absolute purity, we have pt
H
∼= i!(G/H
H
)(−d)[−2d] ∈ D+H(pt) which proves the
claim. 
Proposition I.7.6. Let k be a perfect field. Let φ : G ։ H be a surjective
homomorphism of linear groups over k, with connected unipotent kernel U = ker(φ),
and let H # X be a variety with H-action. Then the restriction functor
(φ, id)∗ : DH(X)→ DG(X)
is an equivalence of categories.
Proof. Under the assumptions, U is split and hence its underlying variety is
An. Now we can choose U itself to be the space which is A1-contractible with free U -
action. In particular, BU is A1-contractible. The space (EG)/U has a free H-action
and, by the above, all maps in EG → (EG)/U → pt are A1-weak equivalences.
From the diagram
EG×/G X ∼ // ((EG)/U)×/H X // EH ×/H X
EG×X //
OO

(EG)/U ×X //
OO

EH ×X
OO

X X X
we obtain equivalences
DH(X)
≈−→ Dcart(X,H\((EG)/U ×X)) ≈−→ DG(X). 
Remark I.7.7. By Proposition I.7.6, general statements about linear algebraic
groups can be reduced to reductive groups. We can assume that the base field
is perfect since purely inseparable extensions induce equivalences on D, and over
perfect fields, Proposition I.7.6 implies that G-equivariant motives are equivalent
to G/RuG-equivariant ones, and the latter is a reductive group.
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Proposition I.7.8. Let φ : H →֒ G be an injective homomorphism of linear
algebraic groups. Assume that G/H ∼= An, and let G # X be a variety with G-
action. Then the restriction functor
(φ, id)∗ : DG(X)→ DH(X)
is fully faithful.
Proof. We have an A1-fiber sequence G/H → EG×/H X → EG×/G X , the
claim on full faithfulness then follows from the homotopy axiom for D. 
I.7.2. Integration functors. The six functor formalism for equivariant mo-
tives allows to provide analogues of the integration functors of [BL94, Section 3.7].
I.7.9 (Construction of integration functors). We now provide a construc-
tion of the integration functors IndGH , using the induction equivalence. Therefore,
let i : H →֒ G be the inclusion of a closed subgroup of the linear group G, and let
G # X be a variety with action. Then the balanced product G ×/H X exists and
the morphism
G×/H X
∼=−→ G/H ×X : [g, x] 7→ (gH, gx)
is an isomorphism. We also have the commutative diagram
(G# (G×/H X))
(id,m)
((◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗
(H # X)
(i,id)
//
(i,s)
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(G# X)
and by Proposition I.7.4 the functor (i, s)∗ is an equivalence.
The right adjoint of the restriction functor ResHG = (i, id)
∗ is then the ordinary
integration functor
IndGH = (i, id)∗
∼= (id,m)∗(i, s)∗
Since (i, s)∗ is the induction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4, we can also con-
struct a left adjoint to the restriction functor ResHG = (i, id)
∗ = (i, s)∗(id,m)∗. It is
given as the composition
Ind! := (id,m)♯(i, s)∗
using I.6.2. This provides a motivic version of the exceptional integration functors
of [BL94, Theorem 3.7.1].
Remark I.7.10. Arguably it might seem more natural to denote these integra-
tion functors Int rather than Ind, but we decided to follow the notation established
in [BL94].
Proposition I.7.11 (Compatibilities for integration). Assume we have
a variety with action G # X, and let i : H →֒ G be the inclusion of a closed
subgroup in the linear algebraic group G. Then the restriction of the group action
ResHG : DG(X)→ DH(X) admits a right adjoint Ind∗ and a left adjoint Ind!.
The functor Ind∗ commutes with f∗ and f
!, and the functor Ind! commutes with
f! and f
∗.
Proof. Existence of the adjoints was established above in I.7.9.
The compatibilities of Ind∗ follow from the identity (id, f)(φ, id) = (φ, f) =
(φ, id)(id, f) and from base change I.6.23. For the compatibilities of Ind!, we recall
our definition Ind! = (id,m)♯(i, s)∗. In our situation, (i, s) : (H # X) → (G #
G×/HX) is a closed immersion, and hence (i, s)∗ = (i, s)! commutes with f!. It also
commutes with f∗ by base change I.6.23. On the other hand, the morphism (id,m) :
(G# G×/H X)→ (G# X) is smooth, and hence (id,m)♯ ≈ (id,m)!(d)[2d] where
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d = dim(G/H). In particular, (id,m) commutes with f!, and f
∗ by base change
I.6.23. 
Proposition I.7.12 (Integration from parabolics). Assume that we have
a variety with action G # X, and let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup. Denote by
d = dimG/P the codimension of P in G. Then the integration functors Ind∗, Ind! :
DP (X)→ DG(X) from P -equivariant motives to G-equivariant ones are connected
by the following natural isomorphisms for each M ∈ DP (X)
Ind!M
∼=−→ Ind∗M(d)[2d].
Proof. Recalling the construction of the integration functors in I.7.9, this
boils down to showing that there is a natural isomorphism (id,m)♯ ≈ (id,m)∗(d)[2d]
wherem : G×/PX → X is the multiplication map coming from the action. However,
as a variety over X , G ×/P X is isomorphic to the projection (G/P ) × X → X .
Since G/P is smooth, purity implies an isomorphism (id,m)♯ ≈ (id,m)!(d)[2d], and
since G/P is proper, we have the natural isomorphism (id,m)! ≈ (id,m)∗. This
proves the claim. 
I.7.3. Projective bundle formula. We shortly discuss an equivariant ver-
sion of the projective bundle formula for motives. This result will be useful later in
the formalism of Bott–Samelson motives of Section III.3 where it will be employed
to reduce statements about parabolic subgroups to the case of Borel subgroups.
Recall that the projective bundle formula for motives states the following: if
f : Y → X is a projective bundle, i.e., locally in the e´tale topology on X , it is
isomorphic to pr2 : P
n × U → U , then f∗(Y ) ∼=
⊕n
i=0X(i)[2i]. The same is true
more generally: if f : Y → X is an e´tale fiber bundle with fiber a smooth projective
homogeneous space G/P , then f∗(Y ) ∼= M(G/P )⊗X. A similar statement is now
true in the equivariant setting as well:
Proposition I.7.13. Let G be a reductive group with Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, let
H be a closed algebraic subgroup and let P ⊂ G be a parabolic subgroup containing
B. For the natural projection π : G/B → G/P and the constant H-equivariant
motive G/B ∈ D+H(G/B), the motive π∗(G/B) splits as direct sum of copies of
G/P (i)[2i].
Proof. There are two possibilities to describe π∗(G/B). By Proposition I.6.3,
the equivariant push-forward functor π∗ can be described on the simplicial level,
and we can also use resolutions. Both approaches work similarly, we choose the
simplicial one: the map EH ×/H G/B → EH ×/H G/P is, in each of the simplicial
degrees, a P/B-bundle. The constant motive G/B is obtained by pulling back
the non-equivariant G/B in D(G/B) to the schemes Hn × G/B of n-simplices of
EH ×/H G/B. In each simplicial degree, the pushforward of this motive along the
map id×π : Hn × G/B → Hn × G/P splits as required, by the non-equivariant
projective bundle formula. It remains to show that the splitting is compatible with
the structure maps of the simplicial object, but this follows from the proper base
change isomorphisms. 
A direct consequence of the projective bundle formula above is now the follow-
ing computation: for an arbitrary equivariant motive M ∈ D+H(G/P ), we have the
following chain of isomorphisms:
π∗π
∗M ∼= π∗
(
G/B ⊗ π∗M
)
∼= π!
(
G/B ⊗ π∗M
)
∼= π!(G/B)⊗M
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The first isomorphism follows since G/B is the unit object for the symmetric
monoidal structure on DH(G/B), the second isomorphism follows from proper-
ness of π, and the last isomorphism is the projection formula. The last term can
now be written as a direct sum of motives G/P (i)[2i]⊗M ∼= M(i)[2i] by the above
equivariant projective bundle formula.
I.8. Convolution
In this section, we define (via the usual formulas) the convolution of equivari-
ant motives, prove associativity and provide a reinterpretation of induction and
restriction via convolution with suitably extended constant sheaves.
For this, we assume throughout the section that we have a homotopical stable
algebraic derivator D satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Particularly important here
is that D is monoidal.
I.8.1. Definition of the convolution bifunctor.
I.8.1. Let G # X " R be a variety with two commuting actions of affine
algebraic groups, with G acting from the left and R from the right. Let P,Q ⊂ G
be two closed subgroups. We introduce names for relevant maps:
• Denote by diag = idP×∆× idR : P ×Q× R→ P ×Q×Q ×R the map
induced from the diagonal ∆ : Q→ Q×Q,
• denote by quot : G ×X → G ×/Q X the quotient map from the product
to the balanced product, and by
• mult : G×/Q X → X the multiplication map.
Definition I.8.2. Using these maps, we define the convolution bifunctor
− ⋆Q − : D+P×Q(G) × D+Q×R(X) → D+P×R(X) :
(M,N) 7→ M ⋆Q N := mult!(M ⊠˜N),
where M ⊠˜N ∈ D+P×R(G ×/Q X) denotes the object obtained from the exterior
product M ⊠N under the composition
D+P×Q×Q×R(G×X)
diag∗−−−→ D+P×Q×R(G×X) ≈−→ D+P×R(G×/Q X).
Here the equivalence on the right is the generalized quotient equivalence of Propo-
sition I.7.1.
Now we will give a proof of associativity of the convolution. Note that we will
give the construction of a natural isomorphism (alias an associativity constraint),
but refrain from writing out a proof for the pentagon property.
Proposition I.8.3 (Associativity). Let G # X " Q be a variety with two
commuting actions of affine algebraic groups, one from the left and one from the
right. Let furthermore P1, P2, P3 ⊂ G be closed subgroups. Then for arbitrary objects
M1 ∈ D+P1×P2(G), M2 ∈ D+P2×P3(G), N ∈ D+P3×Q(X) there exists an isomorphism
M1 ⋆P2 (M2 ⋆P3 N)
∼=−→ (M1 ⋆P2 M2) ⋆P3 N
in D+P1×Q(X).
Proof. (1) We first note that the expressionM1⊠M2⊠N is well-defined; the
isomorphism
(pr1
∗M1 ⊗ pr2∗M2)⊗ pr3∗N ∼= pr1∗M1 ⊗ (pr2∗M2 ⊗ pr3∗N)
in D+P1×P2×P2×P3×P3×Q(G × G × X) is given by the associator of the monoidal
structure ⊗.
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(2) We now want to show that there is a natural associativity constraint for ⊠˜.
Recall that by definition we have
(M1⊠˜M2)⊠˜N := quot ◦ diag∗((quot ◦ diag∗(M1 ⊠M2))⊠N).
Now we have a diagram:
D+(P1GP2 × P2GP3)
(−)⊗pr∗3 N◦pr
∗
12
//
diag(3)∗

D+(P1GP2 × P2GP3 × P3XQ)
diag(3)∗

D+(P1G×∆P2 GP3 )
quot

(−)⊗pr∗3 N◦pr
∗
12
// D+(P1G×∆P2 GP3 × P3XQ)
quot

D+(P1G×/P2 GP3) (−)⊗pr∗3 N◦pr∗12
// D+(P1G×/P2 GP3 × P3XQ)
Commutativity of the upper square follows from 2-functoriality of ordinary push-
forwards and strong monoidality of ⊗. Commutativity of the lower square follows
since the quotient equivalence is compatible with the six functors by Proposi-
tion I.7.1. Now the lower composition, i.e., (−)⊗ pr∗3N ◦ pr∗12 ◦ quot ◦ diag∗ applied
to M1 ⊠M2 computes exactly (M1⊠˜M2) ⊠ N . If we take the upper composition,
i.e., quot ◦ diag∗ ◦((−)⊗pr∗3N)◦pr∗12 and further compose this with quot ◦ diag(2)∗,
we get an object which we could call quot ◦ diag∗(M1 ⊠M2 ⊠N). The above com-
mutative diagram provides then an isotransformation
quot ◦ diag∗(M1 ⊠M2 ⊠N)→ (M1⊠˜M2)⊠N.
Note that this isotransformation is natural since it involves only natural transfor-
mations from the six functor formalism. A similar diagram then shows that there
is also a natural isotransformation
quot ◦ diag∗(M1 ⊠M2 ⊠N)→M1⊠˜(M2 ⊠N).
This of course uses that quot ◦ diag(2)∗ commutes with quot ◦ diag(2)∗ and the
fact that M1 ⊠M2 ⊠N is actually well-defined, given by the natural associativity
constraint step 1 above. Now we can compose the latter associativity constraint
with the inverse of the former (and use the associativity constraint for ⊠ in the
middle) to obtain a natural associativity constraint for ⊠˜.
(3) Now we want to compare the pushforward of (M1⊠˜M2)⊠˜N to the actual
convolution. Recall that the motive (M1 ⋆P2 M2) ⋆P3 N would be defined as
(M1 ⋆P2 M2) ⋆P3 N := mult!
(
(mult!M1⊠˜M2)⊠˜N
)
.
Now we first have a commutative square
D+(P1G×/P2 GP3 × P3XQ)
mult(2)!

diag(3)∗
// D+(P1G×/P2 G×∆P3 XQ)
mult(2)!

D+(P1GP3 × P3XQ) diag(3)∗ // D
+(P1G×∆P3 XQ)
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which follows from the general base-change. We also have a commutative diagram
which follows from the compatibility of the quotient equivalence with the six func-
tors, cf. Proposition I.7.1:
D+(P1G×/P2 G×∆P3 XQ)
mult(2)!

quot
// D+(P1G×/P2 G×/P3 XQ)
mult(2)!

D+(P1G×∆P3 XQ)
∼=
quot
// D+(P1G×/P3 XQ)
Note that in particular the isotransformations making the diagrams commute are
natural (this is relevant for the naturality of the associativity constraint constructed
as composition of these isotransformations or their inverses). Using these commu-
tative squares, there is a natural isotransformation between (M1 ⋆P2 M2) ⋆P3 N
and
mult!((M1⊠˜M2)⊠˜N)
where here mult! actually means the composition for the multiplication maps for
both groups P2 and P3.
There is a small addendum: the fact that in the above we can actually com-
pute the mult! on the triple product follows from the following diagram, whose
commutativity follows from base change and the projection formula:
D+(P1G×/P2 GP3)
mult!

(−)⊗pr∗3 N◦pr
∗
1
// D+(P1G×/P2 GP3 × P3XQ)
mult!

D+(P1GP3)
(−)⊗pr∗3 N◦pr
∗
1
// D+(P1GP3 × P3XQ)
(4) As a consequence, we have a natural isotransformation
mult!((M1⊠˜M2)⊠˜N)→ (M1 ⋆P2 M2) ⋆P3 N.
This provides one half of the associativity constraint. A symmetric argument also
gives a natural isotransformation mult!(M1⊠˜(M2⊠˜N))→M1 ⋆P2 (M2 ⋆P3 N). Note
that steps (1) and (2) showed that there is a natural associativity constraint for ⊠˜.
Combining the inverse of the latter isotransformation, the associativity constraint
for ⊠˜ in the middle and the former isotransformation, we get the associativity
constraint for the convolution. 
I.8.2. Induction and restriction. Let G be a connected split reductive
group, and let Q ⊂ P be an inclusion of standard parabolic subgroups, and let
R ⊂ G be an arbitrary closed subgroup. We show how induction and restriction
functors can be seen as applications of convolution.
Definition I.8.4. Denote by QPP ∈ DQ×P (G) the constant Q×P -equivariant
motive on P , pushed forward along the (Q× P )-equivariant inclusion P →֒ G.
Proposition I.8.5. With this notation we have, for any equivariant motive
M ∈ D+P×R(G), a natural isomorphism in D+Q×R(G):
QPP ⋆P M
∼=−→ ResQ×RP×RM.
Proof. We trace through the definition of the convolution, cf. Definition I.8.2.
First, we have the motive QPP ⊠M
∼= pr∗1 QPP ⊗pr∗2M in D+Q×P×P×R(G×G). By
base change, this motive can be identified with the pushforward of pr∗2M along the
Q×P×P×R-equivariant inclusion P×G →֒ G×G. After restricting the equivariance
to Q×P×R, we use the induction equivalence D+Q×P×R(G×G) ≃−→ D+Q×R(G×/PG).
Note that the equivalence is induced from pullback along the projection G×G→
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G×/P X . Now consider the pushforward of the motive ι∗M on P ×/P G along the
inclusion ι : P×/PG →֒ G×/PG. The smooth base change implies that the pullback
of ι∗M along G×G→ G×/P G is isomorphic to the pushforward of pr∗2M on P×G
along ι˜ : P × G →֒ G × G. Therefore, the motive Res∆(QPP ⊠M) corresponds,
under the induction equivalence to ι∗M in D
+
Q×R(G ×/P G). Now the final step is
an exceptional pushforward along mult : G×/P G→ G. However, the motive ι∗M
we consider is concentrated on the closed subscheme P ×/P G ⊆ G ×/P G. The
composition G ∼= P ×/P G ⊆ G ×/P G mult−−−→ G is the identity. In particular, the
result of the proper pushforward mult! ι∗M is simply the motiveM we started with
(but of course, as Q×R-equivariant motive). 
Conversely, we have a statement concerning induction functors. Here the ex-
ceptional integration Ind! is understood to be from Q×R to P ×R.
Proposition I.8.6. For an equivariant motive N ∈ D+Q×R(G), we have natural
isomorphisms in D+P×R(G)
PPQ(d)[2d] ⋆Q N
∼=−→ Ind!N
where d = dim(P/Q).
Proof. This follows from the construction in Proposition I.7.11 resp. I.7.9.
All we have to do is rewrite (as in the proof of Proposition I.8.5) the induction
equivalence between (Q×R# G) and (P ×R# G×Q G) as a composition
D+(QGR)
pr∗2−−→ D+(PGQ × QGR) diag
∗
−−−→ D+(PG×∆Q GR) quot−−−→ D+(PG×/Q GR)
and then use the relative purity comparison between mult♯ and mult!. 
Moreover, since Q ⊂ P is a parabolic subgroup, by Proposition I.7.12 we can
rewrite Ind! ∼= Ind∗(d)[2d] and thus get additional natural isomorphisms
PPQ ⋆Q N
∼=−→ IndP×RQ×RN.
I.8.7. The above identification of restriction and exceptional induction as con-
volution with specific equivariant motives prompts the question about general ad-
jointness properties of the convolution functors. We shortly discuss these. Fix an
equivariant motive M ∈ D+P×Q(G) and consider the induced functor M ⋆P − :
D+Q×R(X)→ D+P×R(X). The functor is given as the composition
D+Q×R(X)
pr∗2−−→ D+P×Q×Q×R(G×X)
pr∗1 M⊗−−−−−−−→ D+P×Q×Q×R(G×X)
Res∆−−−→ D+P×Q×R(G×X)
≈−→ D+P×R(G×/Q X)
mult!−−−→ D+P×R(X).
All these functors are left adjoints, so the convolution M ⋆P − is also a left ad-
joint. The right adjoint is given as the composition of the respective right adjoints.
The right adjoint of the composition D+P×Q×R(G ×X) ≈−→ D+P×R(G×/Q X) mult!−−−→
D+P×R(X) is simply pr
∗
2(−)(d)[2d] where d = dimG/Q. This follows since the in-
verse of the induction equivalence is the pullback, cf. Proposition I.7.4, and the
right adjoint of mult! is mult
!. The latter can be identified with mult∗(d)[2d] since
G ×/Q X → X is smooth of relative dimension d. Then the right adjoint of Res∆
is the corresponding (ordinary) induction functor IndP×Q×Q×RP×Q×R ; the right adjoint
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of pr∗1M ⊗ − is Hom(pr∗1M,−). Note that if pr∗1M is strongly dualizable, then
Hom(pr∗1M,−) ∼= (pr∗1M)∨ ⊗ −. For the right adjoint to pr∗2, we could either use
the general direct image functors (pr2)∗ (note that there is a change of groups
involved here); the better way is to realize that in the above discussion we identi-
fied the right adjoint of the pullback along the projection in terms of an induction
equivalence followed by a proper pushforward. Putting all the above together, we
find that the adjoint of the convolution byM (assumed strongly dualizable) can be
written as convolution with the dual. The observation concerning restriction and
induction as convolution above is a simple case of this.
I.9. Realization functors
We now provide a construction of realization functors on the equivariant motivic
categories.
Proposition I.9.1. Let r : D → E be a morphism of homotopical stable alge-
braic derivators on varieties over k such that the derivators satisfy the conditions
of I.4.2. Then for every variety with action G# X there is a functor
D+G(X)→ E+G(X).
These functors are compatible with the equivariant six functor formalism.
Proof. Note that morphism of homotopical stable algebraic derivators implies
that we have for every diagram of varieties (F , I) a functor rF : D(F , I) →
E(F , I) and these functors commute with the six functors in the non-equivariant
setting. We can apply this to the diagrams given by the simplicial Borel construction
or a category of resolutions for the variety with action G# X . Since the morphism
r commutes in particular with ordinary pullback f∗, it preserves cartesian objects.
Then naturally, the functors rEG×/GX and rRes(G#X) will restrict from the full
categories of motives to the subcategories of cartesian objects, i.e., to equivariant
motives. This provides the construction.
By assumption, the morphism r commutes with all the non-equivariant six
functors. Since the equivariant six functors are given basically by evaluation of the
non-equivariant functors over diagrams, the morphism r will also commute with
the equivariant six functors. 
Proposition I.9.2. Let K be a coefficient field of characteristic zero and let k
be any field. Then there is a homotopical stable algebraic derivator DK sending a
k-variety X to the unbounded derived category of K-sheaves on X. For every variety
with action G # X, we have an equivalence DK+G(X)
∼= Der+G(X,K), compatible
with the six functor formalism.
Proof. The existence of the derivator is clear. The construction of DK+G(X) of
Section I.3 restricts exactly to the construction of the equivariant derived category
in [BL94] by definition. 
While the result doesn’t quite apply to ℓ-adic sheaves, we can use the results on
e´tale realization in [Ayo14b] and an argument as in Proposition I.9.2, to identify
categories DerG(X,Qℓ) with the “usual” equivariant ℓ-adic derived categories.
Applying the previous results on equivariant versions of motivic categories and
six functors, we obtain the following diagram of equivariant motivic categories and
realization functors:
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DAe´t,+G (X ; Λ)
Realℓ
//
RealHodge

Der+G(X,Qℓ)
DH+G(X)
GrW

MDer+G(X ;C)
RealBetti
// Der+G(X ;C)
In the above, DerG(X,Qℓ) is an equivariant version of the ℓ-adic derived cat-
egory. However, the construction we use here - locally constant ℓ-adic sheaves on
the Borel construction - is a lot more transparent than the constructions usually
found in the literature.
The lower half of the diagram only applies for fields k ⊆ C, as it is based on
the Hodge realization. The categories DHG(X) are equivariant versions of Drew’s
categories of mixed Hodge modules [Dre13] which are built using sheaves of mixed
Hodge structures onXan. Passing to the associated graded, we obtain the categories
MDerG(X,C) which are equivariant graded versions of the usual equivariant derived
categories DerG(X ;C) of sheaves (in the analytic topology onX) of C-vector spaces.
All these categories have a fully working six functor formalism. This does not
quite imply all six functors for arbitrary morphisms (φ, f) : (G,X) → (H,Y ).
The full six functors are only defined when H = G and φ is the identity, but
the pair (φ, f)∗ ⊣ (φ, f)∗ is defined in the full generality. All the basic formulas
relevant for the development of equivariant derived categories in [BL94] also work
in the motivic context. Moreover, the realization functors are compatible with the
six functor formalism. In a sense, the above diagram is a diagram of equivariant
motivic triangulated categories with pre-motivic adjunctions (in the sense of the
framework of [CD12b]) or a diagram of equivariant versions of homotopical stable
algebraic derivator with appropriate morphisms, although we have chosen not to
precisely axiomatize what these notions should be.
It is worth pointing out that even the construction of the ℓ-adic equivariant de-
rived category DerG(X ;Qℓ) is more transparent in the setting of motivic categories.
It is not given in terms of inverse limits of triangulated categories - rather, the usual
ℓ-adic derived category can be obtained as homotopy category of modules over a
spectrum representing ℓ-adic cohomology, cf. [CD12a]; and the equivariant version
is given by considering these categories of modules over the Borel construction or
over the category of resolutions. The point of introducing all these constructions
here is that the equivariant versions of the functors Realℓ (over finite fields) and
RealBetti (over C) will provide Z-graded versions of the usual equivariant derived
categories as considered e.g. in [BL94] - with the Z-grading simply and naturally
given by the Tate twist readily available in any motivic category.
We formulate the claims on existence and properties of the equivariant realiza-
tion functors for later reference:
Proposition I.9.3. (1) Let k be a finite field or its algebraic closure, let
Λ ⊆ Qℓ be a field of characteristic zero and let D = DAe´t(−; Λ). Then
for every variety with action G# X over k, the e´tale realization induces
ℓ-adic realization functors
Realℓ : DA
e´t,+
G (X ; Λ)→ Der+G(X ;Qℓ).
These commute with the six functor formalism, the quotient and induction
equivalence and Verdier duality.
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(2) For every variety with action G # X over C, there are Betti realization
functors
RealBetti : MDer
+
G(X ;C)→ Der+G(X ;C).
These commute with the six functor formalism, the quotient and induction
equivalence and Verdier duality.
Proof. Existence and the fact that the realization commutes with all the six
functors follows from Proposition I.9.1. Identification of the target follows from
Proposition I.9.2. The claimed compatibility with quotient and induction equiv-
alences and Verdier duality follows then from the construction of these equiva-
lences. 

CHAPTER II
Equivariant mixed Tate motives and purity
The second part of the paper develops more specifically the categories of equi-
variant mixed Tate motives and their weight structures. In Section II.1 we define
equivariant mixed Tate motives and introduce the equivariant Whitney–Tate condi-
tion necessary for these categories to be well-behaved. In Sections II.2, we provide
some computations of morphisms between equivariant mixed Tate motives and
equivariant cohomology. This is used in II.3 to describe, via tilting, categories of
equivariant mixed Tate motives over the point in terms of complexes of modules
over the Chow ring of the classifying space. We also discuss compatibility of tilting
with the six-functor formalism. Section II.4 discusses conditions for existence of
weight structures on equivariant mixed Tate motives. Actual examples of varieties
with actions satisfying the equivariant Whitney–Tate conditions and applications
of the framework developed in this part will be discussed in Chapter III.
Notational convention II.0.1. From now on we will assume that the base
field k is algebraically closed of characteristic unequal to 2. Though this is not
strictly necessary for the definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives, it will become
relevant for the discussion of our key examples. Assuming that the base field is
algebraically closed simplifies the discussion of algebraic subgroups in PGL2 (which
is relevant for the theory of Bott–Samelson motives in Section III.3) and it implies
that any two k-points in a homogeneous space G/H are G(k)-conjugate (which is
relevant for nice behaviour of our definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives).
II.1. Equivariant mixed Tate motives
In this section, we discuss the definition and basic properties of equivariant
mixed Tate motives. As the name suggests, these should be equivariant motives
whose underlying motives are pointwise mixed Tate. Our choice of making this a
precise definition is the following: for a trivial group action on the point, we want
equivariant motives whose underlying motive is mixed Tate in the usual sense. Then
we can extend this to group actions on homogeneous spaces with rational points
using the induction equivalence. Finally, for a variety with finitely many orbits, we
can define equivariant mixed Tate motives as equivariant motives such that the ∗-
and !-restrictions to orbits are equivariant mixed Tate. This approach only works
for varieties with finitely many orbits, but this is sufficient for our application to
graded categorification of Hecke algebras and their modules.
II.1.1. Definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives.
II.1.1. Let k be a field and let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator
on Vark satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Let pt = Spec k be the final object of
Vark. Recall that the Tate object, denoted by pt(1) if the coefficients are clear, is
the object of D(pt) defined by
pt(1) := cone (M(pt)→ M(Gm)) [−1].
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The subcategory
MTDer(pt) ⊂ D(pt)
of mixed Tate objects over the point is defined to be the strictly full thick, i.e.,
triangulated and closed under summands, subcategory of D(pt) generated by the
tensor powers pt(n) := pt(1)⊗n of the Tate object for n ∈ Z. This category is a
tensor triangulated category, with
pt(m)⊗ pt(n) ∼= pt(m+ n).
The objects of MTDer(pt) are compact in D(pt).
The above definitions and statements more generally provide tensor triangu-
lated categories of mixed Tate motives over arbitrary schemes. For any morphism of
schemes f : X → Y , there is a canonical isomorphismX(1) ∼= f∗Y (1). In particular,
mixed Tate motives are preserved by ordinary pullbacks.
We introduce a further condition on the derivator; this will be used in several
places. It implies that equivariant motives on the point are basically objects from an
equivariant derived category plus an additional grading. It will also imply that the
relevant equivariant motivic cohomology rings can be identified with the classical
cohomology rings of the classifying space of the appropriate Lie group.
Notational convention II.1.2. For explicit computations in the remainder
of the paper and the resulting representation-theoretic applications, we will consider
a more restricted setting in which the Tannaka group of mixed Tate motives over
the point is just the multiplicative group: a homotopical stable algebraic deriva-
tor D over Var /k satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 is said to satisfy the grading
condition if it has coefficients in a field Λ of characteristic 0 and MTDer(pt) is
equivalent (as tensor-triangulated category) to the bounded derived category of
finite-dimensional Z-graded Λ-vector spaces. Moreover, for a finite field extension
f : SpecL→ Spec k of the base field k, we want that the ordinary pullback functors
f∗ are fully faithful, i.e., induces equivalences MTDer(Spec k) ≃MTDer(SpecL).
The two main situations satisfying this condition are
(1) k = Fq is a finite field, and D = DA
e´t(−,Q) is the homotopical stable
algebraic derivator of motives with rational coefficients.
(2) k = C and D = MDer(−;C) is the homotopical stable algebraic derivator
coming from the semisimplification of the Hodge realization, cf. [Dre13].
The condition on full faithfulness is satisfied for MDer (if we define the derivator
using a complex embeddingK →֒ C followed by Hodge realization) since this ignores
finite field extensions anyway. For rational motives over finite fields, this is satisfied
because the morphisms between mixed Tate motives are given by K0 and this is
rationally also insensitive to finite field extensions.
Definition II.1.3. Fix a base field k and let D be a homotopical stable alge-
braic derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and assume MTDer(pt) ⊂ D+(pt).
We will now define equivariant mixed Tate motives for varieties with action
having finitely many orbits separably defined over k in the sense of I.2.11.
(1) First, consider the case where G# pt is a linear group acting trivially on
the point. In this case, we say that an equivariant motive M ∈ D+G(pt) is
G-equivariantly mixed Tate if the underlying motive Res1GM ∈ D+(pt) is
mixed Tate in the sense of II.1.1.
(2) Next, consider the case where G # G/H is a group acting via left mul-
tiplication on the homogeneous space G/H for H a closed reduced sub-
group defined over k. In this case, we say that an equivariant motive
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M ∈ D+G(G/H) is G-equivariantly mixed Tate if it corresponds to an
H-equivariant mixed Tate motive under the induction equivalence
D+G(G/H) ≈ D+H(pt)
of Proposition I.7.4.
(3) Now assume that G # X is a variety with action having finitely many
G-orbits separably defined over k. In this case, an equivariant motive
M ∈ D+G(X) is called ?-orbitwise mixed Tate if for each orbit inclusion
j : G/H →֒ X the ?-restriction j?M is G-equivariantly mixed Tate as
defined above. Substituting ∗ and ! for ? provides two a priori different
notions of orbitwise mixed Tate motives. A motive M is called orbitwise
G-equivariant mixed Tate if it is both ∗-orbitwise and !-orbitwise G-
equivariant mixed Tate.
For a variety with action G # X having finitely many G-orbits separably defined
over k, we denote by
• MTDer?G(X) the category of ?-orbitwise G-equivariant mixed Tate mo-
tives, and by
• MTDerG(X) the category of orbitwise G-equivariant mixed Tate motives.
II.1.4. The definitions of equivariant categories of motives and the associated
six-functor formalism only provided us with categories D+G(X) of motives which are
bounded below in the homotopy t-structure. In general, it is not known if mixed Tate
motives are bounded below for the homotopy t-structure. One way to make sure
they are is to assume the Beilinson–Soule´ conjectures. The essence of the Beilinson–
Soule´ conjectures is the assumption that mixed Tate motives are bounded for the
homotopy t-structure, with an explicitly specified range where the cohomology is
allowed to be non-trivial. The grading condition II.1.2 makes sure that the constant
mixed Tate motives X(i)[j] are always in D+(pt) in all the situations we consider,
as required in Definition II.1.3.
Remark II.1.5. One of the motivations of the present work is to provide graded
versions of usual equivariant derived categories (defined e.g. using ℓ-adic sheaves).
In the applications to categorification of Hecke algebras, conditions on action of
Frobenius were usually imposed pointwise. For this reason, one would like to con-
sider equivariant motives such that the restriction to each point is mixed Tate over
the base. Generally, such pointwise notions are not particularly well-behaved. The
orbitwise definition above seems to provide the appropriate notion.
Note also that the orbitwise definition appropriately captures pointwise notions
because we are assuming that the base field is algebraically closed. If k is a field
which is not algebraically closed and X = G/H is a homogeneous space, then
it is not necessarily true that the induced G(k)-action on the k-rational points
of X is transitive, i.e., the stabilizer groups of different k-rational points might
not be conjugate over k. If we then take an orbitwise mixed Tate motive (which
produces a mixed Tate motive when restricted to the point used for identifying the
homogeneous space as G/H), it is not clear that restriction to a k-rational point
in a different G(k)-orbit will also be a mixed Tate motive. At least this nuisance is
avoided by our assumption that the base field is algebraically closed.
Example II.1.6. For any group G, there is a constant equivariant Tate motive
ResG1 pt(i). To write down some non-trivial “local systems” in mixed Tate motives,
consider the morphism of varieties with Gm-actions p : Gm ։ Gm/(±1). Then p∗
of the constant equivariant mixed Tate motive is an equivariant mixed Tate mo-
tive. Essentially, an application of smooth base-change shows that the restriction
of p∗Gm to any point of the orbit is a mixed Tate motive. The claim then follows
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from the definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives and the fact that the induc-
tion equivalence is induced by the restriction functor. It can also be shown that
p∗Gm splits as a direct sum of a constant equivariant mixed Tate motive and an
equivariant mixed Tate motive which corresponds to the “sign representation” of
µ2 in MTDer(pt), cf. A.2.5.
Example II.1.7. We will see in Proposition II.1.19 that the induction functors
preserve equivariant mixed Tate motives. In particular, we will get an induction
functor IndG1 : MTDer(pt) → MTDerG(pt); for G a finite group, the result of
applying this functor to some mixed Tate motive on the point can be considered as
a local system of mixed Tate motives on the classifying space BG.
For a natural number n we can consider the variety Gm〈n〉 with the Gm-action
of weight n. Assuming that the base field contains the n-th roots of unity µn, the
induction equivalence
D+µn(pt)
≈−→ D+Gm(Gm〈n〉)
provides an equivalence between µn-representations in mixed Tate motives and
“local systems with µn-monodromy”.
We will also frequently encounter local systems of the form IndGG0 ptG0 where
G is a linear group whose connected component of the identity is G0.1
II.1.8. It follows from the grading condition in II.1.2 there is an identification
of the category of mixed Tate motives on the point with the category of graded
vector spaces over the coefficient field. In this situation, we can also talk about the
rank of local systems – this would simply be the rank of the underlying mixed Tate
motives, viewed as an element in the category of graded vector spaces. In particular,
in this setting, rank one local systems would necessarily be indecomposable.
Lemma II.1.9. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field, let G be a
linear algebraic group and let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many
orbits separably defined over k. Then the categories MTDer∗G(X) and MTDer
!
G(X)
are idempotent complete.
Proof. We first discuss the case X = pt. Let p : M → M be a projector
in MTDerG(pt). As a morphism in D
+
G(pt), it splits. The forgetful functor Res
1
G :
D+G(pt)→ D+(pt), being a left adjoint, commutes with the cokernel of the projector,
i.e., cokerRes1G p ≃ Res1G coker p. In particular, the underlying motive of coker p is
isomorphic to the cokernel of the underlying projector of p. Since the category of
mixed Tate motives is idempotent complete by Definition II.1.1, the cokernel of
p is an equivariant mixed Tate motive. The same argument, using the orthogonal
projector, shows that the kernel is an equivariant mixed Tate motive.
The idempotent completeness transfers in the obvious way along the induction
equivalence. Hence we get the claim in case of a homogeneous space X = G/H .
In the general case, let p : M → M be a projector in MTDer?G(X). As a
projector in D+G(X) it splits. For any orbit inclusion j : G/H → X , the left adjoint
functor j∗ commutes with taking the cokernel and the right adjoint functor j!
commutes with taking the kernel. In particular, j! ker p ≃ ker j!p implies that the
!-restriction of the kernel of p along j is a mixed Tate motive, because ker j!p is.
Thus ker p is a !-orbitwise mixed Tate motive, and similarly coker p is a ∗-orbitwise
mixed Tate motive. The same argument, using the orthogonal projector, finishes
the proof. 
1We refrain from giving a definition of local system in mixed Tate motives here. In the trian-
gulated setting we are in, the closest things to local systems would be objects of the equivariant
derived category, and there would appear to be no need for introducing just another name for
these. Whenever we refer to local systems later, this is only to remind the reader that we are
thinking of equivariant mixed Tate motives as local systems in mixed Tate motives.
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Proposition II.1.10. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field, let
G be a linear algebraic group and let G# X be a variety with action having finitely
many orbits separably defined over k.
(1) The triangulated category MTDer∗G(X) of G-equivariant ∗-orbitwise mixed
Tate motives is generated by objects of the form j!M , for j : G/H →֒ X
the inclusion of a G-orbit and M ∈MTDerG(G/H).
(2) Dually the triangulated category MTDer!G(X) is generated by objects of
the form j∗M , for j : G/H →֒ X the inclusion of a G-orbit and M ∈
MTDerG(G/H).
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of [SW15, Lemma 4.4], by
induction on the number of orbits. For j : G/H →֒ X the inclusion of an open orbit
and its closed G-stable complement i : Z →֒ X , we have the localization triangle
j!j
∗M →M → i!i∗M → j!j∗M [1].
The first term has the appropriate form by definition, and the third term has the
required form by induction hypothesis. This proves (1), (2) is proved similarly. 
In general, we do not know whether ∗-pointwise and !-pointwise mixed Tate
motives are the same.
Definition II.1.11. Let k be a field and let G # X be a variety with ac-
tion having finitely many G-orbits separably defined over k. Then X is called G-
equivariantly Whitney–Tate if
MTDerG(X) = MTDer
∗
G(X) = MTDer
!
G(X).
If this condition is satisfied, MTDerG(X) will be called the category of equivari-
ant mixed Tate motives.
Remark II.1.12. Obviously G # G/H with action by left multiplication is
equivariantly Whitney–Tate. Some nontrivial examples of equivariantly Whitney–
Tate varieties will be exhibited in Sections III.3 resp. III.4.
II.1.2. Equivariant mixed Tate motives and six functors. In this sec-
tion, we discuss compatibility of the mixed Tate conditions with the six-functor
formalism. While restriction is compatible with mixed Tate conditions (which how-
ever requires that restriction commutes with Verdier duality), the induction functors
are only compatible with one of the orbitwise conditions.
Lemma II.1.13. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let G # X be a vari-
ety with action having finitely many separably defined orbits. Then both categories
MTDer?G(X), ? = ∗, !, are stable under M 7→M(i)[j].
Proof. Clear, since all the functors involved in the definition of ?-orbitwise
mixed Tate motives commute with twists and shifts. 
Proposition II.1.14. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let G # X be a
variety with action having finitely many separably defined orbits. Then the Verdier
duality D : D+G(X)→ D+G(X) restricts to an equivalence
D : MTDer∗G(X)
op ≈−→ MTDer!G(X).
Proof. (1) By Proposition I.6.32, Verdier duality commutes with the forgetful
functor. Hence an equivariant motive on the point is mixed Tate if and only if its
Verdier dual is.
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(2) Now if X = G/H is a single G-orbit, we have a diagram
D+G(X)
op
(i,s)∗
//
D

D+H(pt)
op
D

D+G(X) (i,s)∗
// D+H(pt)
By Proposition I.7.5, this diagram commutes up to twist and shift, i.e.,
D ◦ (i, s)∗ ≃ (i, s)∗ ◦D(d)[2d]
with d = dimH−dimG. IfM ∈MTDerG(X), this means (i, s)∗M ∈ MTDerH(pt),
and then (i, s)∗D(M) ∼= D((i, s)∗M)(−d)[−2d]. The latter is in MTDerH(pt) be-
cause the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives on the point is closed un-
der Verdier duality (by step 1) as well as twisting and shifting. This implies that
MTDerG(X) is also closed under Verdier duality.
(3) Now we consider the general case G # X . Let j : G/H →֒ X be an orbit
inclusion. By the equivariant Verdier duality, cf. Proposition I.6.32, D ◦ j∗ ≃ j! ◦D.
Hence, if M ∈ MTDer∗G(X), then j!D(M) ∼= D(j∗M) is a G-equivariant mixed
Tate motive on the orbit j : G/H →֒ X , by Step (2). This concludes the proof. 
Proposition II.1.15. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field, and
let G # X be a variety with action. Let H → G be a homomorphism of algebraic
groups and assume that the variety with action H → G# X has finitely many orbits
separably defined over k. Then the restriction functor ResHG : D
+
G(X) → D+H(X)
restricts to ∗- and !-orbitwise equivariant mixed Tate motives, respectively.
Proof. First, the claim in the case X = pt with the trivial G-action follows
from the functoriality of restriction, more precisely Res1H ◦ResHG ≃ Res1G: the un-
derlying motive of ResHG M will be mixed Tate if and only if the underlying motive
of M is.
Now assume X is a single G-orbit G/G′. In general, H → G# G/G′ will have
several H-orbits. For a point x ∈ G/G′ with stabilizer subgroup Gx ⊂ G, we have
a morphism of varieties with action ιx : (Gx # pt) → (G # G/G′). There is a
commutative (even cartesian) diagram of varieties with action
(Hx # pt)
ιx
//

(H # G/G′)

(Gx # pt)
ιx
// (G# G/G′)
This induces the following diagram of functors on equivariant motivic categories.
D+G(G/G
′)
ι∗x
//
ResHG

D+Gx(pt)
ResHxGx

D+H(G/G
′)
ι∗x
// D+Hx(pt)
By Proposition I.7.4, ι∗x induces the induction equivalence. Now we note that the
lower vertical arrow factors as follows
ι∗x : D
+
H(G/G
′)
j∗−→ D+H(H · x)→ D+Hx(pt)
where the first functor is restriction to the H-orbit H ·x ∼= H/Hx and the second is
further restriction to the point x. Now a motiveM ∈ D+G(G/G′) is equivariant mixed
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Tate if and only if ι∗xM ∈ D+Gx(pt) is. Similarly, the motive ResHG M ∈ D+H(G/G′)
is ∗-orbitwise mixed Tate if ι∗xM ∈ D+Hx(pt) is. The commutativity of the above
diagram together with the previous remarks on equivariant mixed Tate motives on
the point thus implies that the restriction induces a functor
ResHG : MTDerG(G/G
′)→ MTDer∗H(G/G′).
Now we still need to deal with the !-orbitwise H-equivariant mixed Tate mo-
tives. Since restriction commutes with Verdier duality by Proposition I.6.32, we
have a commutative diagram
MTDerG(G/G
′)
ResHG
//
D

MTDer∗H(G/G
′)
D

D+G(G/G
′)
ResHG
// DH(G/G
′)
The upper horizontal arrow is the restriction functor to ∗-orbitwise H-equivariant
mixed Tate motives discussed earlier; the lower horizontal is the ordinary restric-
tion for equivariant motives. The vertical arrows are Verdier duality functors. By
Proposition II.1.14, the essential image of the left vertical is MTDerG(G/G
′), and
the essential image of the right vertical is MTDer!H(G/G
′). This shows that the
restriction functor on equivariant mixed Tate motives induces a functor
ResHG : MTDerG(G/G
′)→ MTDer!H(G/G′),
which concludes our discussion of the single-orbit case X = G/G′.
Because restriction commutes with all the six functors, in particular j? for the
inclusion of a G-orbit j : G/G′ → X , the claim for ∗- and !-orbitwise mixed Tate
motives on varieties with several orbits follows from the case where X is a single
G-orbit discussed above. 
Proposition II.1.16. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let f : X → Y be a
morphism of G-varieties both having finitely many orbits separably defined over k.
Then we have induced functors
f∗ : MTDer∗G(Y )→ MTDer∗G(X) and f ! : MTDer!G(Y )→ MTDer!G(X).
If f is additionally smooth, then both functors f∗ and f ! preserve both categories
MTDer∗G and MTDer
!
G, respectively.
Proof. The second statement follows from the first by Verdier duality, cf.
Proposition II.1.14. To prove the first, let j : Z →֒ Y be an orbit in Y , and let
i : W →֒ X be an orbit in f−1(j(Z)). Then we have a commutative diagram of
pullback functors
D+G(Y )
j∗
//
f∗

D+G(Z)
f∗

D+G(X) i∗
// D+G(W ).
In particular, it suffices to establish the case where X and Y are both homoge-
neous G-varieties. Note that in this case f : G/GX → G/GY is a smooth sur-
jection with fiber GY /GX . Since the induction equivalence commutes with pull-
backs, cf. Proposition I.7.4, it suffices to show that the restriction functor ResGXGY :
D+GY (pt) → D+GX (pt) preserves mixed Tate motives. But this was established in
Proposition II.1.15.
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If f is additionally smooth of relative dimension d, then purity, cf. I.6.25, implies
f ! ≃ f∗(d)[2d]. In particular, using Lemma II.1.13, f ! will preserve ∗-orbitwise
mixed Tate motives and f∗ will preserve !-orbitwise ones. 
We now show that the definition of equivariant mixed Tate motives is compat-
ible with the generalized quotient equivalence of Proposition I.7.1.
Proposition II.1.17. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field and
let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many G-orbits separably defined
over k. Let N →֒ G be a normal subgroup which acts freely on X. We denote the
quotient maps π : G→ G/N and p : X → N\X. Then for ? = ∗, !, the generalized
quotient equivalence of Proposition I.7.1 restricts to an equivalence
(π, p)∗ : MTDer?G/N (N\X) ≈ MTDer?G(X).
Proof. We can factor the quotient equivalence functor (π, p)∗ as follows:
D+G/N (N\X)
ResGG/N−−−−−→ D+G(N\X)
(id,p)∗−−−−→ D+G(X),
and it suffices to show that each of the constituent functors in the composition
preserve ?-orbitwise equivariant mixed Tate motives. For the restriction functor
ResGG/N , this is Proposition II.1.15. For (id, p)
∗, this follows from Proposition II.1.16,
using that the projection morphism p : X → N\X is smooth of relative dimension
dimG/N . 
II.1.18. At this point, we want to remark that equivariant mixed Tate motives
are compatible with the induction equivalence: in the situation of Proposition I.7.4,
the induction equivalence induces an equivalence
(i, s)∗ : MTDerG(G×/H X) ≈−→ MTDerH(X).
In the case where X = H/H ′ has a single H-orbit, this is the definition of equi-
variant mixed Tate motives, because in both cases the categories of equivariant
mixed Tate motives will be equivalent to H ′-equivariant motives on the point
via the respective induction equivalence. In the case of several orbits, only the !-
orbitwise mixed Tate motives need an argument. But these are naturally preserved
by (id, s)! ◦ResHG which by a relative form of absolute purity in I.1.8, is isomorphic
to (id, s)∗ ◦ ResHG up to twist and shift.
Proposition II.1.19. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field and
let G ⊃ H be a group with a closed subgroup. Let (G# X) be a variety with action
such that the restricted action (H # X) has finitely many orbits separably defined
over k. Then the integration functor of I.7.9 for the group action induces a functor
Ind∗ = Ind
G
H : MTDer
!
H(X)→ MTDer!G(X).
Proof. By Corollary II.1.10 it is sufficient to show that IndGH jZ,∗M is con-
tained in MTDer!G(X) for any embedding jZ : Z →֒ X of an H-orbit and any
H-equivariant mixed Tate motive M ∈MTDerH(Z).
Now consider the composition (H # Z) →֒ (H # X) →֒ (G # X). It can be
written as the composition
(H # Z) →֒ (G# (G×/H Z)) µ→ (G# (G · Z)) →֒ (G# X),
where µ denotes the action map and jG·Z : G · Z →֒ X the obvious embedding
of the G-orbit containing Z in X . The corresponding commutative diagram of
compositions shows that IndGH(jZ,∗M) is isomorphic to jG·Z,∗µ∗M˜ , where M˜ ∈
MTDer!G(G ×/H Z) is the motive on G ×/H Z corresponding to M under the
induction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4. By another application of II.1.10, it
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suffices to show that for an H-equivariant mixed Tate motive on Z, the motive
µ∗M˜ is a G-equivariant mixed Tate motive on G · Z.
Under the induction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4, an H-equivariant mixed
Tate motive in MTDerH(Z) corresponds to an Hz-equivariant motive on the point,
where Hz denotes the isotropy group of the orbit Z ∼= H/Hz. Similarly, a G-
equivariant motive in MTDerG(G · Z) corresponds to a Gz-equivariant motive on
the point, where now Gz denotes the isotropy group of the orbit G · Z ∼= G/Gz.
We get a commutative diagram
MTDerHz (pt) //

MTDerH(Z)

D+Gz(pt)
// D+G(G · Z)
where the horizontal arrows are induction equivalences, the left vertical arrow is an
integration functor for the inclusion Hz → Gz , and the right vertical arrow is the
integration functor for the inclusion H → G restricted to the appropriate orbits.
To show that the right vertical arrow lands in MTDerG(G · Z), it suffices to show
that the left vertical arrow lands in MTDerGz(pt), i.e., that the induction induces
a functor IntGzHz : MTDerHz (pt)→ MTDerGz(pt). Now we can use the definition of
induction, cf. I.7.9: take an Hz-equivariant motive on the point, use the induction
equivalence to get a Gz-equivariant motive on Gz×/Hz pt ∼= Gz/Hz, and then push
forward along (G # Gz/Hz) → (G # pt). The induction equivalence D+Hz (pt) ≈
D+Gz(Gz/Hz) is compatible with mixed Tate motives, by the very definition.
It remains to show that Res1Gz finGz/Hz,∗M is a mixed Tate motive whenever
M corresponds to an Hz-equivariant mixed Tate motive on the point under the
induction equivalence. By smooth base-change, we can first forget about the equiv-
ariance, and just consider the non-equivariant push-forward finGz/Hz,∗M where M
is the underlying motive corresponds to an Hz-equivariant mixed Tate motive on
the point under the induction equivalence. A look at the induction equivalence I.7.4
tells us that such a motive must become a constant mixed Tate motive after pull-
back along a resolution Q→ Gz/Hz. Now we can take a resolution p : P → pt for
(Gz # pt) and consider the pullback to a resolution f
◦(p) : Gz/Hz × P → Gz/Hz
of (Gz # Gz/Hz). Note that the induced map on resolutions Gz/Hz × P → P is
an e´tale fiber bundle with fiber Gz/Hz. By an application of smooth base change,
it suffices for an e´tale fiber bundle q : E → B with fiber Gz/Hz that q∗ maps
constant mixed Tate motives on E to mixed Tate on B. Compatibility with shift
and twist reduces us to show that q∗X is mixed Tate on Y if q : X → Y is an e´tale
fiber bundle with fiber G/H an arbitrary homogeneous space. This follows from the
well-known fact that the motive of Gz/Hz is mixed Tate, cf. Proposition A.1.6. 
Remark II.1.20. In the end, we will only use this in very specific cases (for
inclusions of parabolic groups) for the study of Bott–Samelson motives, cf. Sec-
tion III.3.
Remark II.1.21. Since Verdier duality D commutes with restrictions of the
group action, compare I.6.32, we can write the left adjoint of the restriction functor
ResHG on the subcategories of constructible objects as
Ind! = D ◦ Ind∗ ◦D.
Here, Ind∗ = Ind
G
P is the right adjoint of restriction, the ordinary integration func-
tor. Using Verdier duality in Proposition II.1.14 together with Proposition II.1.19
above, this exceptional integration functor will induce a functor
Ind! : MTDer
∗
P (X)→ MTDer∗G(X).
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Theorem II.1.22. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let k be a field and let
G be a split reductive group with parabolic subgroups P ⊂ Q ⊂ G. Let (G# X) be a
variety with action such that the restricted action (P # X) has finitely many orbits
separably defined over k. Then both integration functors Ind∗ and Ind! (for inte-
gration from P -equivariant to Q-equivariant motives) preserve both subcategories
MTDer∗ and MTDer! of ∗-pointwise and of !-pointwise mixed Tate motives.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition II.1.19 together with the
facts that the integration functors coincide up to twist and shift, cf. I.7.12, and are
also Verdier dual, cf. II.1.21. 
Proposition II.1.23. In the situation of Definition II.1.3, let G # X be a
variety with action having finitely many separably defined orbits. Then the monoidal
structure ⊗ : D+G(X)× D+G(X)→ D+G(X) restricts to MTDer∗G(X).
Proof. The statement is true in case X = pt, since the forgetful functor is
strongly monoidal by I.6.28 and the category of non-equivariant mixed Tate motives
is a ⊗-subcategory. The statement for X = G/H a homogeneous variety follows,
since the induction equivalence is a strongly monoidal functor, cf. Proposition I.7.4.
For ∗-orbitwise mixed Tate motives on general X , the claim follows since j∗ is
strongly monoidal, for orbit inclusions j : G/H → X . 
II.1.3. Conservativity for equivariant mixed Tate motives. Now we
discuss the interaction between equivariant mixed Tate motives and realization
functors of Section I.9. Under suitable assumptions on the derivator, the realization
functors are conservative on equivariant mixed Tate motives, which will be used for
some computations later.
Proposition II.1.24. Let G # X be a variety with action, and assume it is
G-equivariantly Whitney–Tate.
(1) Assume that everything is defined over a finite field Fq and that D =
DAe´t(−; Λ) with Λ a field of characteristic zero contained in Qℓ. Then
the ℓ-adic realization functor Realℓ : MTDerG(X)→ DerbG(X ;Qℓ) is con-
servative.
(2) Assume that everything is defined over C and that D = MDer(−;C) is
the derivator associated to the semi-simplified Hodge realization. Then the
Hodge realization functor RealH : MTDerG(X) → DerbG(X ;C) is conser-
vative.
Proof. We prove (1), statement (2) is proved similarly.
(i) We first establish the special case X = pt. Consider the diagram
MTDerG(pt)
RealGℓ
//
For

DerbG(pt;Qℓ)
For

MTDer(pt)
Realℓ
// Derb(pt;Qℓ)
which commutes because realization is compatible with the forgetful functors. The
forgetful functors in the verticals are conservative, cf. I.6.5. By assumption on the
derivator, the lower horizontal is isomorphic to the functor
Derb(Λ -ModZ)→ Derb(Qℓ -Mod)
which extends coefficients to Qℓ and forgets the Z-grading, which is also obviously
conservative. Therefore, the composition For ◦RealGℓ is conservative, which implies
that RealGℓ is conservative, as claimed.
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(ii) Now we consider the case where X = G/H is a homogeneous space with
the natural left G-action. In this case, we can consider the diagram
MTDerG(G/H)
RealGℓ
//
≈

DerbG(G/H ;Qℓ)
≈

MTDerH(pt)
RealHℓ
// DerbH(pt;Qℓ)
which is commutative because the realization functor is compatible with the func-
tors appearing in the induction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4. The lower horizon-
tal is conservative, as established in (i) above. Since the induction equivalences in
the verticals are obviously conservative, this establishes conservativity in the case
X = G/H .
(iii) For the general case, we use an induction, noting that the assumptions
imply that X has finitely many G-orbits separably defined over k. The G-variety
X will have an open orbit j : U →֒ X with G-stable closed complement i : Z →֒ X ,
and the localization sequence implies that the pair (i∗, j∗) is conservative.
Now assume that an equivariant mixed Tate motive M ∈ MTDerG(X) has
trivial realization, and consequently the restriction of Realℓ(M) to U is also triv-
ial. Since the realization functor is compatible with j∗, we have j∗ℓ ◦ Realℓ(M) ∼=
Realℓ(j
∗M), and the assumption says that this is trivial. By the orbit case of con-
servativity established in (ii) above, the restriction j∗M is also trivial. For the
closed complement i : Z →֒ X , the inductive assumption states that the realization
Realℓ : MTDerG(Z)→ DerbG(Z;Qℓ) is conservative. Since the realization functor is
compatible with i∗, an argument as above deduces from the inductive assumption
that i∗M is trivial. Now conservativity of the pair (i∗, j∗) implies that the motive
M is trivial. 
Remark II.1.25. More generally, for a derivator satisfying the grading condi-
tion II.1.2, the morphism of derivators which forgets the grading would always be
conservative, by an argument as in the above proof.
II.1.4. Generators for equivariant mixed Tate motives. In this section,
we show that the categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives over the point are
generated (as thick triangulated subcategories of the equivariant motives) by in-
ductions of constant motives. Moreover, this induction is only relevant in the case
of non-connected algebraic groups. For a connected algebraic group G, the cate-
gory MTDerG(pt) of G-equivariant mixed Tate motives on the point is generated
by motives whose evaluation over BG is constant mixed Tate. This is basically
the statement that there are no “local systems” on BG with values in mixed Tate
motives whenever G is a connected algebraic group.
Proposition II.1.26. Assume that the underlying derivator satisfies condi-
tions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let M ∈ D(P∞) be a motive whose
restriction along p : A∞ \ {0} → P∞ is constant mixed Tate. Then M is already a
constant mixed Tate motive.
Proof. The claim is that the evaluation of M on P∞ is already a constant
mixed Tate motive on P∞. More precisely, denoting p : A∞ \ {0} → P∞ the
natural projection, we have a constant mixed Tate motive N := p∗M(P∞) ∈
MTDer(A∞\{0}) ≈ MTDer(pt), and we claim that there is an isomorphismM ∼= N
in MTDer(P∞).
This is done by descent theory. The motives M and N correspond to descent
data on p∗M and p∗N , respectively, and we want to show that these descent data
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are compatible with the identification p∗M ∼= p∗N . The descent datum for p∗M
is basically given by an action of Gm on p
∗M : for every extension field F of the
base field and every F -point λ : SpecF → Gm, there is an automorphism λ : A∞ \
{0}F → A∞ \ {0}F . The descent datum now provides an isomorphism λ∗(p∗M)→
p∗M and these isomorphisms have to be compatible with field extensions and the
multiplication in Gm. Fixing a contraction of A
∞ \ {0}, the descent datum can be
translated into an action of Gm on the motive p
∗M . Note that action here means
that for every F -point λ of Gm, there is an action of λ on the image of p
∗M under
MTDer(pt)→ MTDer(SpecF ).
Now we claim that there cannot be any nontrivial action of Gm on p
∗M . By the
assumptions on the grading condition II.1.2, the mixed Tate motive p∗M can be
viewed as a complex of graded vector spaces over a field of characteristic 0 and the
action has to preserve the grading. Moreover, the action has to be compatible with
field extensions, and we can consider how units over the generic point of Gm act
on the base-change of p∗M to k(Gm) = k(T ). Since the degree 0 endomorphisms of
p∗M and p∗M⊗k(T ) are the same, the multiplication by scalars can only be via the
trivial character. Now over the generic point, a generic unit doesn’t have to preserve
the grading: for example, in the case of DAe´tQ over a finite field Fq, K1(Fq(T ))
∼=
Fq(T )
× is rationally nontrivial and hence there are nontrivial morphisms Q →
Q(1)[1]. In principle, this means that there could be a unipotent action of Gm on
the mixed Tate motive p∗M . However, the evaluation of this unipotent action at
every closed point of Gm has to be trivial, again by the assumption on the grading
condition which prohibits such unipotent action. Therefore, the action of Gm on
the motive p∗M must necessarily be trivial.
As a consequence, the descent data for p∗M and p∗N are really the same and
therefore compatible with the identification p∗M ∼= p∗N . This implies that the
evaluation of M on P∞ is really a constant mixed Tate motive. 
II.1.27. The same proof also works in the case G = Gnm; the only change is
that now there are several units acting. The argument with the generic point also
shows explicitly how the connectedness of the algebraic group Gm implies that
there cannot be nontrivial actions of Gm on mixed Tate motives and consequently
no nontrivial local systems of mixed Tate motives over P∞.
Proposition II.1.28. Assume that the underlying derivator D satisfies condi-
tions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a connected split reductive
group and let M ∈ D(BG) be a motive whose restriction along p : EG → BG is
constant mixed Tate. Then M is already a constant mixed Tate motive.
Proof. For a connected split reductive group G, we can choose an inclusion
T ⊆ B ⊆ G of a maximal torus T and a Borel subgroup B. Then the universal
G-torsor π : EG→ BG can be factored as
EG
p−→ EG/B q−→ BG.
The first morphism p is A1-equivalent to ET → BT with T ⊆ B a choice of maximal
torus in G. The second morphism q is a G/B-bundle.
Now consider the motive M ∈ D(BG). By assumption,
(q ◦ p)∗M ∈ MTDer(EG) ≈ MTDer(pt),
i.e., the pullback ofM is a constant mixed Tate motive. By Proposition II.1.26 (resp.
its extension to the case T = Gnm), the motive q
∗M ∈ D(EG/B) is constant mixed
Tate. By the projective bundle formula, cf. Proposition I.7.13, q∗q
∗M is a direct
sum of constant mixed Tate motives; basically, it is the pullback of M(G/B)⊗ q∗M
along the structure morphism of BG. Moreover, the unit morphism M → q∗q∗M
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of the adjunction is a split injection, embedding M as a direct summand of q∗q
∗M .
Therefore, M is a constant mixed Tate motive. 
Remark II.1.29. Recall from Definition II.1.3 that an equivariant motiveM ∈
D+G(pt) is mixed Tate if its underlying motive is. This means in particular, that the
evaluation of M on BG is a motive whose pullback along EG → BG is a constant
mixed Tate motive. The above results now imply that if M ∈ MTDerG(pt) is a
G-equivariant mixed Tate motive with G a connected split reductive group, then
its evaluation over BG is a constant mixed Tate motive.
Proposition II.1.30. Assume that the underlying derivator D satisfies condi-
tions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a connected split reductive
group. Then evaluation at BG induces an equivalence of categories
MTDerG(pt)→ MTDer(BG).
In particular, MTDerG(pt) is the smallest thick subcategory of D
+
G(pt) containing
the constant equivariant motives pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z.
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition II.1.28. Once we know that
the evaluation functor lands in MTDer(BG), the definition of morphisms in the
equivariant motivic categories implies the evaluation functor is fully faithful, i.e.,
an equivalence onto its essential image. The motives pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z, generate
MTDer(BG) (as a thick triangulated subcategory of D+(BG)). Since these motives
are contained in the essential image (they are the images of the corresponding
constant equivariant mixed Tate motives), the evaluation at BG is also essentially
surjective, giving the claimed equivalence.
For the second statement, note that the constant motives pt(n)[2n] are clearly
equivariantly mixed Tate. Since the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives
is closed under triangles and summands, cf. II.1.1 and Lemma II.1.9, the thick
subcategory generated by these constant motives is contained in MTDerG(pt). For
the other inclusion, if the thick triangulated subcategory of MTDerG(pt) generated
by pt(n)[2n] were strictly contained in MTDerG(pt), then MTDer(BG) would not
be generated by the constant mixed Tate motives, by the equivalence above. This
is obviously a contradiction, proving the second claim. 
II.1.31. This is the motivic analogue of the results in [BL94, Sections 10–12]
(more specifically 12.4.3) for connected Lie groups.
Proposition II.1.32. Assume that the underlying derivator D satisfies con-
ditions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a split reductive group
with connected component G0 and denote by p : BG0 → BG the natural projec-
tion induced from the inclusion G0 →֒ G. Then MTDerG(pt) is the smallest thick
subcategory of D+G(pt) containing the equivariant motives
p∗pt(n)[2n] = Ind
G
G0 pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z.
Proof. This follows from Proposition II.1.30. For an equivariant motive M ∈
MTDerG(pt), the unit of the adjunction M → p∗p∗M embeds M as a direct sum-
mand of p∗p
∗M , cf. also Lemma A.2.5 in Appendix A.2. But p∗M ∈ MTDerG0(pt)
which therefore is contained in the smallest thick triangulated subcategory gener-
ated by pt
G0
(n)[2n], n ∈ Z. Therefore, p∗p∗M is contained in the smallest thick
triangulated subcategory generated by p∗ptG0(n)[2n], n ∈ Z, as claimed. 
II.2. Equivariant motivic cohomology
In this section, we will define various versions of equivariant motivic homology
and cohomology theories. We show that the equivariant motivic cohomology for
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smooth varieties with action recovers the definition of equivariant higher Chow
groups of Edidin and Graham. Then we turn to a more restricted setting, where
the motives over the point are nothing but graded vector spaces. In this setting,
the equivariant motivic cohomology of the point recovers the classical computations
of the cohomology of compact Lie groups, and in the special situations we are
interested in the isomorphism is induced by the realization functor. Finally, we
discuss how these computations of equivariant cohomology of the point behave
under the six functors. This will be the basic input for the tilting theorems in
Section II.3.
We would like to take this opportunity to point out and emphasize once again
that the equivariant motivic cohomology we consider here is of Borel-type, as
opposed to the Bredon-type equivariant motivic cohomology considered e.g. in
[Hoy15].
II.2.1. Definition of equivariant cohomology. We first give the definition
of equivariant motivic homology and cohomology as well as the versions with com-
pact supports. These are equivariant versions of the usual definitions of motivic
homology theories, cf. e.g. [MVW06], also I.1.2.
Definition II.2.1. Let D be a Λ-linear derivator satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2, and let G# X be a variety with action. Denote by D+G := D
+
G(pt).
We define the equivariant motivic cohomology of G# X as
Hn,i(G# X,D) := D+G(M(G# X),Λ(i)[n]).
Dually, we define the equivariant motivic homology of G# X as
Hn,i(G# X,D) := D
+
G(Λ(i)[n],M(G# X)).
Here, M(G # X) ∈ D+G(pt) denotes the equivariant motive of G # X , cf. Defini-
tion I.6.19.
Definition II.2.2. Let D be a Λ-linear derivator satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2, and let G# X be a variety with action. Denote by D+G := D
+
G(pt).
We define the equivariant motivic cohomology with compact supports
of G# X as
Hn,ic (G# X,D) := D
+
G(M
c(G# X),Λ(i)[n]).
Dually, we define the equivariant (Borel–Moore) motivic homology with
compact supports of G# X as
HBMn,i (G# X,D) := D
+
G(Λ(i)[n],M
c(G# X)) ∼= D+G(MBM(G# X),Λ(i)[n]).
Here, Mc(G# X) ∈ D+G(pt) denotes the equivariant motive with compact support
of G# X and MBM(G# X) ∈ D+G(pt) denotes the Borel–Moore motive of G# X ,
cf. Definition I.6.19.
II.2.3. For D = Derb(−,K) the derivator given by derived categories of sheaves
of K-vector spaces, the above definitions recover the usual definitions of equivariant
cohomology, cf. [BL94, Definition 13.1], and equivariant cohomology with compact
supports, cf. [BL94, Definition 13.2]; at least the special case where the coefficients
are given by constant sheaves. In this vein, we could consider more generally equi-
variant cohomology of G# X with coefficients in a G-equivariant motive M on X
to be defined as
D+G((finX)∗M,Λ(i)[n]).
II.2.4. The above definitions work well to detect most of the relevant phenom-
ena in the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives via cohomology in the case
of connected groups. However, when the group G is not connected, there exist non-
trivial local systems on BG, cf. Example II.1.6, given by the direct summands of
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IndGG0 ptG0 ∈ D
+
G(pt) where G
0 is the connected component of the identity. In these
cases, we also want to consider the equivariant motivic cohomology with coefficients
in such a local system L; this would be an analogue of the classical equivariant co-
homology with coefficients in a local system. More generally,
D+G(M(G# X), Ind
G
G0 Λ(i)[n])
could be interpreted as the direct sum of the equivariant motivic cohomology groups
with coefficients in all relevant local systems with monodromy in π0(G) := G/G
0.
Similarly,
D+G(M
c(G# X), IndGG0 Λ(i)[n])
would be the direct sum of equivariant motivic cohomology with compact support
in all the relevant local systems with monodromy in π0(G).
In the case of equivariant motivic cohomology, the cohomology with coefficients
in the induced motive above can also be computed over the connected component
of the identity G0, using the induction-restriction adjunction:
Hn,i(G0 # X,D) = D+G0(M(G
0 ⊂ G# X),Λ(i)[n])
∼= D+G0(ResG
0
G M(G# X),Λ(i)[n])
∼= D+G(M(G# X), IndGG0 Λ(i)[n]).
II.2.5. In the situations where we have realization functors, cf. Section I.9, we
would get induced morphisms from equivariant motivic cohomology to whatever
cohomology the target of the realization functor computes. To be more specific,
for ℓ-adic realization on DAe´t we would get induced ℓ-adic equivariant cycle class
maps
Hn,i(G# X,DAe´t)
Realℓ−−−→ Hn(G# X,Qℓ)
which take values in equivariant ℓ-adic cohomology. Similarly, for the Hodge real-
ization on MDer(−;C) we would get induced maps
Hn,i(G# X,MDer)
RealH−−−−→ Hn(G# X,C)
which take values in equivariant singular cohomology of the complex points. We
will see in the explicit computations later on that the cycle class maps for these
realization functors will be isomorphisms in the situations relevant for us.
Although the statements above were made for equivariant motivic cohomology,
analogous statements would also hold for the other versions of equivariant motivic
homology theories.
II.2.6. In the special case where X = pt and the derivator D is clear from the
context, the cohomology ring H2i,i(G # pt;D) will be abbreviated to AG. This
follows the notation for cohomology of classifying spaces used in [BL94].
II.2.2. Equivariant motives and equivariant Chow groups. Now we
want to compute morphisms between some equivariant mixed Tate motives in terms
of equivariant higher Chow groups in the sense of Edidin and Graham [EG98]. This
is the equivariant version of the identification
DAe´tX(Λ,Λ(p)[q])
∼= grpγ K2p−q(X)Λ ∼= CHp(X ; 2p− q)Λ
of morphisms between mixed Tate motives over a smooth scheme X in terms of
Bloch’s higher Chow groups of X , by Voevodsky’s comparison theorem [Voe02], cf.
also [MVW06, Theorem 19.1]. The results below are formulated with coefficients
in a field Λ of characteristic zero, but some integral statements are also possible.
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II.2.7. Recall from [Tot99] and [EG98] that the equivariant higher Chow
groups of a variety with action (G # X) are defined via resolutions, cf. also
Lemma I.3.16: for s ≥ 0 take a representation Vs of G over k such that G acts
freely outside a G-invariant closed subset Zs ⊆ Vs of codimension ≥ s. Then the
equivariant higher Chow groups are defined as
CHiG(X ; j)
∼= lim
s→∞
CHi((X × (Vs \ Zs))/G; j).
By the double fibration argument [Tot99, Remark 1.4] resp. [EG98, Definition-
Proposition 1], these groups stabilize as s→∞.
II.2.8. Now in the situation of (G# pt), [Tot99, Remark 1.4] shows that for a
representation V of G as above with non-free closed subset Z ⊆ V of codimension ≥
s, the quotient (V \Z)/G is an affine bundle over a homogeneous space GLN+n /(H×
G) whereH is an extension of GLN by a unipotent group. In particular, the quotient
(V \Z)/G is smooth. A similar argument shows that for smooth X with G-action,
and a representation as above, the quotient Y = (X × (V \ Z))/G is smooth. By
Voevodsky’s comparison result mentioned above,
DAe´tY (Λ,Λ(p)[q])
∼= CHp(Y, 2p− q).
For high enough s, this is independent of the choice of representation V , and
hence the latter Chow group can be identified with the equivariant Chow group
CHpG(X, 2p− q). In particular, the morphisms between Tate motives over the quo-
tient (X × (V \Z))/G compute equivariant higher Chow groups in sufficiently low
degrees.
Now we still need to identify the morphisms between mixed Tate motives over
quotients of individual resolutions with morphisms of mixed Tate motives in the
category of motives over the resolution. For this, we use the categories DG(X,P )
and their identification with motives over diagrams from Lemma I.4.10.
By Definition I.4.8, a morphism in DG(X,P ) is a pair α = (αX , α) with αX :
MX → NX and α :M → N such that βN ◦ p∗(αX) = q∗(a) ◦ βM . For the constant
mixed Tate motives Λ(i)[j] in DG(X,P ) the components over X and G\P are both
Λ(i)[j], and the comparison isomorphism β is the identity. In particular, we obtain
a cartesian square
DAe´tG(X,P )(Λ,Λ(i)[j]) //

DAe´t(X)(Λ,Λ(i)[j])

DAe´t(G\P )(Λ,Λ(i)[j]) // DAe´t(P )(Λ,Λ(i)[j]).
For P = X×(V \Z) as above, the projection P → X is (s−2)-acyclic, hence induces
an isomorphism on motivic cohomology in degrees below (s − 2). In particular, in
these degrees, the pullback square provides isomorphisms
DAe´tG(X,P )(Λ,Λ(i)[j])
∼= DAe´t(G\P )(Λ,Λ(i)[j]) ∼= CHiG(X ; 2i− j).
The double fibration argument shows again stabilization, which implies that we get
an isomorphism for all degrees
DAe´t,res,bG (X)(Λ,Λ(i)[j])
∼= CHiG(X ; 2i− j).
By Corollary I.5.8, we get a similar identification for the categoryDAe´t,Res. Putting
all these together, we finally obtain the required computation of morphisms be-
tween constant equivariant mixed Tate motives. We also formulate a version for
non-smooth varieties with action, pointed out by Jens Eberhardt; for the proof,
Voevodsky’s comparison theorem has to be replaced by [MVW06, Proposition
19.18].
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Theorem II.2.9. Let G # X be a variety with action, and assume that X is
smooth. Then we have a functorial identification
Hn,i(G# X ;DAe´tΛ ) = DA
e´t
G(X)(Λ,Λ(i)[n])
∼= CHiG(X ; 2i− n; Λ).
Let k be a field admitting resolution of singularities, and let G# X be a variety
with action over k, equidimensional of dimension d but not necessarily smooth. Then
for every positive i ≤ d we have a functorial identification
HBM2i+n,i(G# X ;DA
e´t
Λ ) = DA
e´t
G(pt)(Λ(i)[2i+ n],M
c(G# X)) ∼= CHd−iG (X ;n; Λ).
Remark II.2.10. Very likely the requirement of resolution of singularities can
be omitted in the above, and replaced by alterations. This would allow to get the
above result for all coefficients in which the characteristic of the base field is invert-
ible; that would be by far enough for our applications with rational coefficients.
II.2.3. Equivariant motivic cohomology over the point. Our next goal
is to show that equivariant motivic cohomology induces an equivalence from a suit-
able category of mixed Tate motives to a suitable category of modules over the
equivariant motivic cohomology ring of the point. These statements will be used in
Section II.3 to relate the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives on the point to
a (homotopy category of the) category of modules over the equivariant cohomology
ring. Most of the relevant computations pertain to the (non-equivariant) motive of
classifying spaces; these are deferred to Appendix A.2. We also discuss the compat-
ibility of these identifications with the restriction and integration functors and the
monoidal structure from the six functor formalism.
Remark II.2.11. Recall from II.2.6 that AG denotes the equivariant motivic
cohomology ring (computed in some underlying derivator D). By the results in
Section II.2.2, AG is isomorphic to the Chow ring CH•(BG; Λ) of the classifying
space of G in case D ≈ DAe´t(−; Λ). In the cases where the derivator satisfies the
grading condition II.1.2, we will see that the ring AG is isomorphic to the singular
cohomology of the classifying space of the corresponding complex Lie group.
Lemma II.2.12. (1) Let A be an idempotent complete additive category
and T ∈ A be an object. Then the additive subcategory of A generated
by T is equivalent to the additive subcategory of right EndA(T )-modules
generated by the ring EndA itself under the functor HomA(T,−).
(2) If A is in addition equipped with an auto-equivalence (−)[1], then similarly
the additive subcategory generated by the T [n] for n ∈ Z is equivalent to the
additive subcategory of Z-graded right H-modules generated by the H [n],
for the Z-graded ring
H :=
⊕
n
HomA(T, T [n]).
Proof. (1) is classical, a proof can be found e.g. in [Kra14, Proposition 2.3].2
(2) is proved similarly. 
Theorem II.2.13. Let k be a field and let D be a derivator satisfying the con-
ditions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a linear algebraic group,
and denote the connected component of the identity by G0 and set π0(G) = G/G
0.
Denote by T the additive subcategory of D+G(pt) generated by the equivariant mixed
Tate motives IndGG0pt(n)[2n] for n ∈ Z. Then the equivariant motivic homology
2Probably, this would be due to Morita, Freyd or Mitchell.
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functor
HmotG : D
+
G(pt)→ SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -ModZ,
M 7→
⊕
i
D+G(Ind
G
G0Λ,M(i)[2i]),
induces an equivalence of categories
T ≈−→ SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -fModfgZ,
where R -fModfgZ denotes the category of graded free finitely generated R-modules
and SW ⋊Λ[π0(G)] denotes the appropriate twisted group ring, cf. A.2.1 in Appen-
dix A.2. If G is connected, then this equivalence maps pt(n)[2n] to SW 〈n〉.
Proof. This is a consequence of part (2) of Lemma II.2.12 above, applied to
the object T = IndGG0 pt and the auto-equivalence M 7→ M(1)[2]. The required
idempotent completeness of the motivic categories was discussed in Remark I.4.4.
To identify the relevant endomorphism ring for the target category, we have⊕
n
D+G
(
IndGG0 pt, Ind
G
G0 pt(n)[2n]
) ∼= SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)]
by Proposition A.2.16. This implies the claim about the equivalence of categories.
The additional claim in the connected case follows, since Lemma II.2.12 is compat-
ible with the autoequivalences and pt(n)[2n] is the choice of additive generators of
T . 
Next, we will establish several compatibility statements describing the be-
haviour of equivariant motivic cohomology under restriction, integration and the
monoidal structure. These are motivic versions of the computations leading to
[BL94, Theorem 12.7.2].
Proposition II.2.14. In the situation of Theorem II.2.13,
(1) the category T is closed under ⊗, and
(2) the restriction of the equivariant motivic homology functor
HmotG : TG →֒ D+G(pt)→ SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -ModZ
is a ⊗-functor.
Proof. (1) Since the monoidal structure on D+G(pt) is closed, ⊗ is a left ad-
joint functor and therefore commutes with left adjoints. In particular, it distributes
over direct sums. Therefore, it suffices to show that tensor products of additive
generators of T can be decomposed as direct sums of generators. In the case of
connected G, this is clear since pt(i)[2i]⊗ pt(j)[2j] ∼= pt(i+ j)[2i+2j]. In the case
where the group G is not connected, we need to decompose
IndGG0 pt(i)[2i]⊗ IndGG0 pt(j)[2j]
as direct sum of additive generators. Note that G/G0 is a finite group, and hence
Ind! ≃ Ind∗ by an argument as in the proof of Proposition I.7.12. Therefore, we
have
IndGG0 pt(i)[2i]
∼= Ind! pt(i)[2i] ∼= fin!G/G0(i)[2i].
Using the projection formula, we obtain
IndGG0 pt(i)[2i]⊗ IndGG0 pt(j)[2j] ∼= IndGG0
(
ResG
0
G Ind
G
G0 pt(i + j)[2i+ 2j]
)
.
But then ResG
0
G Ind
G
G0 pt is a mixed Tate motive by Propositions II.1.15 and II.1.19.
It is also constant, by Proposition II.1.28, and therefore decomposes as a direct sum
of copies of pt(n)[2n]. Since IndGG0 is an additive functor, this provides the required
decomposition.
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(2) Recall that the equivariant motivic homology maps
M 7→
⊕
i
D+G(Ind
G
G0Λ,M(i)[2i])
∼= D+G0(pt,ResG
0
G M(i)[2i]).
Here we use again that Ind! ≃ Ind∗ since G/G0 is a finite group, cf. Step (1).
Since restriction commutes with the monoidal structure, cf. I.6.26 resp. I.6.28, and
preserves mixed Tate motives by Proposition II.1.15, it suffices to prove the claim
for G connected.
In the case where G is connected, we know from Theorem II.2.13 that pt(n)[2n]
maps to SW 〈n〉. Then pt(i)[2i]⊗pt(j)[2j] ∼= pt(i+j)[2i+2j] implies that pt(i)[2i]⊗
pt(j)[2j] maps to SW 〈i+j〉 ∼= SW 〈i〉⊗SW 〈j〉. Now we note that SW 〈n〉 is generated
by the identity map pt → pt(n)[2n](−n)[−2n], viewed as element in degree −n.
Then it is clear that the tensor product of the two generators for SW 〈i〉 and SW 〈j〉
maps to a generator of SW 〈i+ j〉. So the natural comparison map
D+G(pt, pt(i)[2i])⊗ D+G(pt, pt(j)[2j])→ D+G(pt, pt(i + j)[2i+ 2j])
induced from the injections Mi → M1 ⊗M2 induces an isomorphism so that equi-
variant motivic homology is a tensor functor on the additive category T generated
by pt(i)[2i]. 
Remark II.2.15. The above compatibility of motivic homology with the tensor
structures can only be true for mixed Tate motives, since the Ku¨nneth formula
doesn’t generally hold for motivic homology theories.
Proposition II.2.16. In the situation of Theorem II.2.13, let φ : H → G be
a homomorphism of linear algebraic groups, and let φ∗ : AG → AH be the induced
morphism on equivariant motivic cohomology rings of classifying spaces, cf. II.2.6
for the notation.
(1) The following diagram commutes
TG ≈ //
ResHG

AG -fModfgZ
∼
o ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
AH⊗AG (−)

TH ≈ // AH -fModfgZ,
where the categories TG and TH are the additive subcategories of D+G(pt)
and D+H(pt) generated by Ind
G
G0 pt(n)[2n] and Ind
H
H0 pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z,
respectively.
(2) Let T ∞G and T ∞H be the additive subcategories of D+G(pt) and D+H(pt) gen-
erated by countable direct sums of copies of the motives IndGG0 pt(n)[2n]
and IndHH0 pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z, respectively. Then the following diagram com-
mutes
T ∞G ≈ //
ResHG

AG -fModcgZ
∼
o ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
ss
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
AH⊗AG (−)

T ∞H ≈ // AH -fModcgZ
Proof. (1) We first define the natural transformation between the two compo-
sitions, and then prove that it is an isotransformation. The right-hand composition
is
M 7→ AH ⊗AG
⊕
i
D+G
(
pt
G
,M(i)[2i]
)
,
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and this AH -module is generated by elements of the form 1 ⊗
(
pt
G
→M(i)[2i]
)
.
The left-hand composition maps
M 7→
⊕
i
D+H
(
pt
H
,ResHG M(i)[2i]
)
and elements of that AH -module are of the form ptH → Res
H
G M(i)[2i]. We can
now send an element 1⊗
(
pt
G
→M(i)[2i]
)
to the composition
pt
G
→M(i)[2i]→ IndGH ResHG M(i)[2i],
where the second map is the unit of the adjunction between induction and re-
striction; this composition can be interpreted as an element in the appropriate
AH -module via the adjunction
D+G
(
pt
G
, IndGH Res
H
G M(i)[2i]
) ∼= D+H (ptH ,ResHG M(i)[2i]) .
This is well-defined, since whenever two maps pt
G
→M(i)[2i] give the same element
after scalar extension to AH , they differ by an element in kerφ∗, but that means
that their compositions with the unit of the Ind-Res-adjunction are equal. Hence
we get a well-defined and additive natural transformation.
Since we are only considering the additive categories generated by the motives
Ind pt(n)[2n] and the natural transformation is additive, we only need to show the
commutativity for the generating motives IndGG0 pt(n)[2n] ∈ TG ⊂ D+G(pt).
In the case where G and H are connected, we have ResHG ptG
∼= pt
H
be-
cause pt
G
= ResG1 pt and 2-functoriality of restriction. Using Theorem II.2.13,
HmotH ◦ ResHG maps ptG(n)[2n] to AH〈n〉, viewed as free rank one AH -module gen-
erated by the identity of pt
H
in the appropriate degree. By the same reasoning,
HmotG (ptG(n)[2n])
∼= AG〈n〉 is the free rank one AG-module generated by the iden-
tity of pt
G
in the appropriate degree. Therefore, tensoring with AH also yields the
free rank one module generated by 1⊗ idpt
G
. Now we want to know that the above
natural transformation maps a generator to a generator. By construction, the nat-
ural transformation maps 1⊗ idpt
G
to the composition of the identity with the unit
of the Ind-Res-adjunction; under the adjunction, this corresponds exactly to the
identity of pt
H
in the appropriate degree. Therefore, the natural transformation is
an isotransformation in the case of connected groups.
The argument in the non-connected case is similar. The only thing to note is
that
ResHG Ind
G
G0 ptG0(n)[2n]
∼= IndHH˜ ptH˜(n)[2n],
where H˜ ∼= G0 ×G H is the preimage of G0 under φ. The latter now splits as
#ker(π0(H) → π0(G)) many copies of IndHH0 ptH0 (n)[2n]. With these modifica-
tions, the arguments above go through to prove the claim in the non-connected
case.
(2) This follows from part (1) using that IndGG0 pt(n)[2n] are compact objects
in D+G(pt). 
Remark II.2.17. For the right-hand vertical arrow in Proposition II.2.16, we
could also take the derived tensor product AH ⊗LAG (−) instead of the underived
tensor product, because we are only making statements about free AG-modules.
We can also formulate the splitting principle as a consequence of the above
compatibility.
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Corollary II.2.18. Let G be a reductive group and let T ⊆ G be a maximal
torus. Then the restriction functor D+G(pt)→ D+T (pt) factors as
D+G(pt, pt(n)[2n])
∼=−→ (Sn)W →֒ Sn ∼=−→ D+T (pt, pt(n)[2n])
for W the Weyl group acting on the polynomial ring S of characters of T as above.
Proposition II.2.19. In the situation of Theorem II.2.13, let φ : H →֒ G be
the inclusion of a closed subgroup in a linear algebraic group, and let φ∗ : AG → AH
be the induced morphisms on equivariant motivic cohomology rings, cf. II.2.6 for the
notation. Then the ordinary integration functor IndGH : D
+
H(pt)→ D+G(pt) restricts
to a functor 〈TH〉∆ → 〈TG〉∆.
Proof. It suffices to show that IndGH Ind
H
H0 pt(n)[2n]
∼= IndGH0 pt(n)[2n] is con-
tained in TG. By definition of IndGH0 , we first use the induction equivalence to go
from pt
H0
(n)[2n] ∈ D+H0(pt) to ptG(n)[2n] ∈ D
+
G(G/H
0) and then push forward
along the structure map fin : G/H0 → pt, using (id, fin)∗. By Proposition A.1.6 we
have that M(G/H0) is a mixed Tate motive. Note also that M(G/H0) is the un-
derlying motive of IndGH0 pt(n)[2n] and therefore Ind
G
H0 pt(n)[2n] ∈ MTDerG(pt).
By Proposition II.1.32, MTDerG(pt) ≈ 〈TG〉∆, proving the claim. 
Remark II.2.20. Note that the motive M(G/H) is not necessarily pure. There-
fore, the induction functor will not necessarily induce a functor IndGH : TH → TG.
Even the fact that it lands in the subcategory TG requires that equivariant mixed
Tate motives are generated (as a triangulated category) by IndGG0 pt(i)[2i]. How-
ever, this would be true for induction from a parabolic subgroup because in this
case Ind∗ ∼= Ind! preserves pure equivariant Tate motives, cf. I.7.12. This case can
also be seen as an instance of the projective bundle formula, cf. Proposition I.7.13.
II.2.21. More generally, the general direct image functors discussed in Sec-
tion I.6.4 preserve countably generated Ind-mixed Tate motives. In the situation of
Theorem II.2.13, let φ : H ։ G be a surjective homomorphism of linear algebraic
groups, and let φ∗ : AG → AH be the induced morphisms on equivariant motivic
cohomology rings, cf. II.2.6 for the notation. Let T ∞G and T ∞H be the additive sub-
categories of D+G(pt) and D
+
H(pt) generated by countable direct sums of copies of
IndGG0 pt(n)[2n] and Ind
H
H0 pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z, respectively. Then the ordinary inte-
gration functor IndGH : D
+
H(pt) → D+G(pt) restricts to a functor 〈T ∞H 〉∆ → 〈T ∞G 〉∆.
This follows from the definition of the functor IndGH which is basically given by push-
forward along fin : Bkerφ→ pt. By Proposition A.2.17, fin∗Bkerφ ∼= M(Bkerφ) is
a pure Ind-mixed Tate motive. Moreover, by the explicit formulas in Section A.2, we
see that this motive is in fact a countable direct sum of constant motives pt(i)[2i].
In particular, IndGH ptH(n)[2n] ∈ T ∞G . The same then holds for countable sums of
constant mixed Tate motives, proving the claim.
The general case of an arbitrary homomorphism φ : H → G can now be
obtained by factoring H ։ Imφ →֒ G and combining the above statement for the
surjection H ։ Imφ with Proposition II.2.19 for the injection Imφ →֒ G.
We finally want to discuss how equivariant homology behaves under the ex-
ceptional integration functors Ind!. For this, we first need to discuss the algebraic
functor on cohomology rings which should correspond to the exceptional integra-
tion. Since exceptional integration is the left adjoint to restriction and restriction
corresponds to scalar extension by Proposition II.2.16, we are looking for a left
adjoint of scalar extension.
II.2.22. If we have rings A,B and an A-B-bimodule D, which is finitely gener-
ated and projective over A, then the B-A-bimodule D∗ := HomA(D,A) is a finitely
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generated projective right A-module. Furthermore, we get natural isomorphisms
D∗ ⊗A M
∼=−→ HomA(D,M) of B-modules for any A-module M . Thus under our
assumptions we get an adjoint pair
D ⊗B (−) ⊣ D∗ ⊗A (−).
Now we can use the analogous construction ∗E := HomA(E,A) to get an A-B-
bimodule from a B-A-bimodule. If we have a B-A-bimodule E which is projective
and of finite rank as a right A-module, the evaluation map will be an isomorphism
E
∼=−→ (∗E)∗. Therefore, we get an adjoint pair
∗E ⊗B (−) ⊢ E ⊗A (−)
Similarly if E is a bounded complex of B-A-bimodules, which are projective and
of finite rank as right A-modules, then ∗E ⊗LB (−) : Der(B -Mod) → Der(A -Mod)
will be a left adjoint to E ⊗LA (−).
II.2.23. We discuss the analogous statements for graded rings, modules and
bimodules. Given Z-graded rings A and B and a Z-graded A-B-bimodule D, the
functor D ⊗B (−) : B -ModZ → A -ModZ is left adjoint to the functor
Hom⊛A(D,−) : A -ModZ → B -ModZ .
Here we use the notation Hom⊛ to indicate that we take the direct sum of the spaces
of homogeneous homomorphisms of various degrees rather than the full space of all
homomorphisms, which need not admit a natural grading in general.
II.2.24. Let φ : H →֒ G be the inclusion of a closed connected subgroup in a
connected linear algebraic group and let φ∗ : AG → AH be the induced morphism
of equivariant motivic cohomology rings, cf. II.2.6 for the notation. We now want to
apply the discussion in II.2.23 above to determine the left adjoint of the extension of
scalars along the homomorphism φ∗. Note that we always consider derivators with
coefficients Λ which are fields, and our assumptions imply that AH is a finitely
generated AG-module, cf. Lemma A.2.19. To get a left adjoint Res! of the usual
scalar extension AH ⊗LAG (−), we can take (in the notation of II.2.22) E to be a
finite resolution of AH by graded free finitely generated modules over AH ⊗Λ AG.
The resulting adjunction would be
Res! =
∗E ⊗LAH (−) ⊢ E ⊗LAG (−) ≈ AH ⊗AG (−).
In the special case where AH is free of finite rank over AG, for example if H = P
is a parabolic in the reductive group G, we don’t even need to resolve at all and
get ∗AG ⊗LAH (−) as our looked-for left adjoint Res!.
Proposition II.2.25. In the situation of Theorem II.2.13, let φ : H →֒ G be the
inclusion of a closed subgroup in a linear algebraic group, and let φ∗ : AG → AH
be the induced morphism on equivariant motivic cohomology rings of classifying
spaces. Then the exceptional integration functor Ind! : D
+
H(pt) → D+G(pt) restricts
to a functor 〈TH〉∆ → 〈TG〉∆.
Proof. Since Ind! is additive, this follows from the fact that Ind! ptH is by
definition finG/H,! ptG/H
∼= D finG/H,∗ ptG/H . But Res
1
G finG/H,∗ ptG/H
∼= M(G/H)
is a mixed Tate motive, and the category of mixed Tate motives is closed under
Verdier duality. The rest of the proof is the same as for the ordinary integration
functor, cf. Proposition II.2.19. 
II.2.26. As for the ordinary integration functor IndGH , the exceptional inte-
gration functor Ind! : D
+
H(pt) → D+G(pt) doesn’t necessarily restrict to a functor
TH → TG. This only happens whenever the motive M(G/H) is a pure Tate motive,
e.g. in the case where H = P is a parabolic subgroup.
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II.2.27. It is also possible to prove compatibility results between induction
functors and proper pushforwards as in [BL94, Section 13.11], but we won’t need
those in the present work.
II.3. Motives as modules via tilting
In this section, we apply the general tilting results from Appendices B.2 and
B.3 to identify, in suitable situations, equivariant mixed Tate motives over the point
in terms of complexes of modules over the equivariant cohomology ring. Applying
the compatibility results from Appendix B.3 will show that these identifications are
compatible with the relevant parts of the six functor formalism.
II.3.1. The tilting result. From the computations we established in Sec-
tion II.2, we obtain a nicely behaved functor from equivariant motives to modules
over the cohomology ring, given by equivariant cohomology (computed via the
motivic derivator D). We have also seen that the equivariant cohomology functor
induces an equivalence on a suitable subcategory of equivariant pure Tate motives.
The general tilting formalism allows to turn this into a fully faithful embedding of
the homotopy category of modules into the category of equivariant motives whose
essential image is the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives.
The following result recovers, in particular, the known formality of the equi-
variant derived category of G# pt of [BL94, (12.7.2)].
Theorem II.3.1. Assume the situation of Theorem II.2.13.
(1) Then tilting gives a fully faithful embedding
Hotb(SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -fModfg
Z)
≈→֒ DcG(pt).
(2) After idempotent completion, tilting provides a fully faithful embedding
Hotb(SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -pModfg
Z)
≈→֒ DcG(pt),
where SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -pModfg
Z denotes the category of finitely generated
graded projective modules over the twisted group ring.
(3) The essential image of the above embedding coincides with the category
MTDerG(pt) of G-equivariant mixed Tate motives over the point.
Proof. This is an application of the tilting result Theorem B.3.1. By Propo-
sition I.4.21, D+G(pt,−) is a stable derivator. So we need to show that the category
T of Theorem II.2.13 is a tilting subcategory in the sense of Definition B.2.9. For
this, it suffices to show
D+G(Ind
G
G0pt, Ind
G
G0pt(j)[i]) 6= 0
implies that i = 2j. By Theorem A.2.8, this reduces to showing
HiD,G0(pt; Λ(j)) 6= 0
implies i = 2j. In view of A.2.13, we may assume G0 is a split torus. This, in turn,
reduces to the case of Gm. For Gm this is now obvious from the computation of
HiD,Gm(pt,Λ(j)) in terms of the approximations P
n of BGm.
Now we use that Theorem II.2.13 provides an equivalence between T and the
category of modules SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -fModfg
Z. Since the conditions of the tilting
result Theorem B.3.1 are satisfied by the above discussion, we get a fully faithful
functor Hotb(SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -fModfg
Z) →֒ DcG(pt) as claimed in (1).
For (2), we note that D+G(pt) is idempotent complete, cf. Remark I.4.4. By
[Sch11b, Theorem 3.4(3)], the category Hotb(SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -pModfg
Z) is idem-
potent complete because the category of projective modules is the idempotent com-
pletion of the category of free modules. Therefore, the idempotent completion of the
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homotopy category of bounded complexes of free modules is the homotopy category
of complexes of projective modules.
It remains to establish the claim about the essential image in (3). By Propo-
sition B.3.3 (and the equivalence of Theorem II.2.13), the essential image of the
tilting functor in (1) is the triangulated subcategory of D+G(pt) generated by T ,
and the essential image of the extension in (2) is the respective thick subcategory.
The claim then follows from Proposition II.1.32. 
Remark II.3.2. In the connected case, AG = SW is a polynomial ring. In
this situation, projective modules are free, whence Hotb(SW -fModfgZ) is already
idempotent complete and point (2) in Theorem II.3.1 is not necessary.
Remark II.3.3. Since polynomial rings in finitely many variables over a field
have finite homological dimension, the obvious functor
Hotb(SW -fModfgZ)
≈−→ Derb(SW -ModfgZ)
is an equivalence. The obvious t-structure on the derived category then corresponds
to a t-structure on MTDerG(pt), viewed as the thick subcategory of D
+
G(pt) gener-
ated by T . We call it the tilting t-structure.
Corollary II.3.4. Assume the situation of Theorem II.2.13. Then tilting gives
an equivalence
Derb(SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)] -Modfg
Z)
≈→֒ MTDerG(pt).
Proof. For the bounded homotopy category of finitely generated graded pro-
jective SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)]-modules, this is the statement of (2) and (3) of Theo-
rem II.3.1. Replacing the bounded homotopy category of projective modules by
the bounded derived category follows from Remark II.3.3 above. 
Remark II.3.5. In the situation of Corollary II.3.4, we have a commutative
diagram
MTDerG(pt)
Real
// DerbG(pt)
≈

Derb(AG-ModfgZ)
tilt ≈
OO
// dgDer(AG, d = 0).
The left vertical arrow is the tilting equivalence of Corollary II.3.4. The top horizon-
tal arrow is one of the realization functors of Proposition I.9.3 and the right vertical
arrow is the identification of the equivariant derived category with the category of
dg-modules over the cohomology ring (AG, d = 0) established in [BL94, Section
12.4]. The lower horizontal arrow is basically forgetting the grading, by mapping
a complex C• of Z-graded AG-modules Cn,• to the complex (
⊕
i+j=n Ci,j)n of dg-
modules for (AG, d = 0). Similar diagrams will be established in Chapter III for
certain varieties (G# X) with action relevant for representation theory.
II.3.2. Compatibility with restriction and induction. Now we describe
the relation between tilting and the restriction functors. Essentially, under the tilt-
ing equivalence between equivariant motives and modules over the motivic coho-
mology ring of the classifying space, restriction corresponds to extension of scalars
along the relevant morphism of equivariant cohomology rings.
Proposition II.3.6 (Compatibility with restriction). Let φ : H → G be
a homomorphism of linear algebraic groups, and let φ∗ : AG → AH be the induced
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morphism on equivariant cohomology rings of classifying spaces. Then the diagram
from Proposition II.2.16 induces a commutative diagram
〈TG〉∆ ≈ //
ResHG

Derperf(AG -ModZ)
∼
m ♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
AH⊗
L
AG
(−)

〈TH〉∆ ≈ // Derperf(AH -ModZ)
where the categories 〈TG〉∆ and 〈TH〉∆ are the thick triangulated subcategories of
D+G(pt) and D
+
H(pt) generated by Ind
G
G0 pt(n)[2n] and Ind
H
H0 pt(n)[2n], n ∈ Z, re-
spectively.
Proof. We want to deduce this from Theorem B.3.4 and Proposition II.2.16.
Note that the horizontal equivalences arise from Theorem II.3.1.
First, by Proposition I.6.26, the functor ResHG : D
+
G(pt,−) → D+H(pt,−) is
a morphism of stable derivators. Since restriction is the left adjoint of Ind∗, cf.
Proposition I.7.11, it preserves homotopy colimits. By [Gro13, Proposition 2.4],
ResHG preserves homotopy left Kan extensions.
Second, it follows as in the proof of Theorem II.3.1 that the categories TG and
TH are tilting subcategories. The fact that restriction ResHG maps TG into TH follows
from Proposition II.2.16.
From the above discussion, the conditions of Theorem B.3.4 are satisfied, which
provides us with a diagram, commutative up to isotransformation
Hotb(TG)
ResHG

// D+G(pt)
ResHG

∼
o ss
ss
ss
ss
s
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
Hotb(TH) // D+H(pt).
We already showed in Theorem II.3.1 that the essential images on the right-hand
side are given by 〈TG〉∆ and 〈TH〉∆, respectively. This provides a square like the one
claimed, except that we have homotopy categories of complexes instead of derived
categories, and the functor hasn’t been correctly identified.
We first identify the functor. Using Proposition II.2.16, we know that equivari-
ant cohomology provides a diagram, commutative up to isotransformation
Hotb(TG)
ResHG

≈
// Hotb(AG -pModfgZ)
∼
l  ♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
AH⊗AG (−)

Hotb(TH) ≈ // Hotb(AH -pModfgZ)
In particular, we get a diagram, commutative up to isotransformation
Hotb(AG-pModfgZ)
AH⊗AG (−)

// 〈TG〉∆
ResHG

∼
m ♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
Hotb(AH -pModfgZ) // 〈TH〉∆.
To replace the homotopy categories with derived categories is another applica-
tion of tilting. The morphism of derivators
AH ⊗LAG (−) : Derperf(AG-pModfgZ)→ Derperf(AH -pModfgZ).
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preserves homotopy left Kan extensions because it is a left adjoint. Applying Theo-
rem B.3.4 to the tilting subcategory AG -pModfgZ →֒ Derperf(AG -ModZ) of projec-
tive modules and using the fact that tensoring is a left adjoint, we get the following
commutative diagram, commutative up to isotransformation:
Hotb(AG-pModfgZ)
AH⊗AG (−)

≈
// Derperf(AG-ModZ)
AH⊗
L
AG
(−)

∼
k ❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
Hotb(AH -pModfgZ) // Derperf(AH -ModZ).
Using the derived tensor product on the right is the only sensible thing to do, but
since the homotopy category contains projective objects which are flat, we can use
the underived tensor product on the left-hand side. The only thing that needs to
be justified is the use of the perfect complexes on the right-hand side. However,
perfect complexes are quasi-isomorphic to bounded complexes of finitely generated
projective modules. Using Proposition B.3.3, the essential image of the homotopy
category of bounded complexes of finitely generated free graded AG-modules inside
the derived category of AG-modules is in fact the category of perfect complexes, as
claimed. 
Next we discuss ordinary integration, the right adjoint to restriction.
Proposition II.3.7 (Compatibility with induction). Let φ : H →֒ G be
the inclusion of a closed subgroup into a linear algebraic group and let φ∗ : AG →
AH be the induced morphism of equivariant cohomology rings of classifying spaces.
By passing to right adjoints, the diagram of Proposition II.3.6 induces a diagram,
commutative up to isotransformation
〈TG〉∆ ≈ //
∼
1❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
Derperf(AG -ModZ)
〈TH〉∆ ≈ //
IndGH
OO
Derperf(AH -ModZ)
Res
AG
AH
OO
Proof. The left-hand vertical arrow ResHG in the diagram of Proposition II.3.6
has a right adjoint IndGH : D
+
H(pt)→ D+G(pt). Moreover, the induction functor maps
equivariant mixed Tate motives to equivariant mixed Tate motives by Proposi-
tion II.2.19. In particular, the Res-Ind-adjunction restricts to the subcategories TG
and TH . Similarly, the right vertical in the diagram of Proposition II.3.6 above also
admits a right adjoint, namely restricting the action from AH to AG. Uniqueness
of right adjoints now implies the claimed commutativity up to isotransformation of
the diagram. 
The more general case of arbitrary group homomorphisms φ : H → G is slightly
more problematic, as can already be seen in the special case of the final group
morphism φ : G → {1}. The push-forward of the constant equivariant motive on
BG to the point will be the motive of the classifying space. Strictly speaking, this
is not a mixed Tate motive because it is (usually) not a compact object since
the cohomology of BG is not a finite module over the coefficient ring. Typically,
the motive of BG will only be an Ind-mixed Tate motive. Therefore, to discuss
the possible commutativity of diagrams involving the right adjoints to restriction
functors and the monoidal structure, we need to pass to a slightly larger category
containing such Ind-mixed Tate motives.
Remark II.3.8. Given a Z-graded ring A let A -ModcgZ ⊃ A -fModcgZ de-
note the categories of Z-graded modules with a countable set of generators and the
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full subcategory of graded free such modules respectively. If B → A is a homomor-
phism such that A is a countably generated B-module, then the extension of scalars
B -ModcgZ → A -ModcgZ admits a right adjoint, the restriction of scalars. Similar
statements would hold for other cardinalities. We choose here to work with a rather
restricted setting to keep clear as much as possible of set-theoretic considerations.
Remark II.3.9. Note that there is no finiteness condition in the tilting the-
orem B.2.10; it applies to diagrams indexed by directed categories. Therefore, we
can also get a fully faithful embedding
Hot+(SW -fModcgZ)
∼→֒ D+G(pt)
where SW -fModcbgZ denotes the category of free countably generated graded mod-
ules bounded below in their degrees.
Proposition II.3.10 (Compatibility with general direct image). Let φ :
H → G be a homomorphism of connected linear algebraic groups and let φ∗ : AG →
AH be the induced morphism of equivariant cohomology rings of classifying spaces.
(1) Let 〈T ∞G 〉∆ ⊂ D+G(pt) and 〈T ∞H 〉∆ ⊂ D+H(pt) denote the full thick triangu-
lated subcategories generated by T ∞G and T ∞H respectively. Then the above
induces a commutative diagram
〈T ∞G 〉∆ ≈ //
ResHG

Derb(AG -ModcgZ)
∼
m ♥♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
AH⊗
L
AG
(−)

〈T ∞H 〉∆ ≈ // Derb(AH -ModcgZ)
(2) By passing to right adjoints the above induces a commutative diagram
〈T ∞G 〉∆ ≈ //
∼
1P
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
P
Derb(AG -ModcgZ)
〈T ∞H 〉∆ ≈ //
IndGH
OO
Derb(AH -ModcgZ)
Res
OO
Proof. (1) follows from part (2) of Proposition II.2.16, basically as in the
proof of Proposition II.3.6.
For (2), the left-hand vertical arrow ResHG has a right adjoint Ind
G
H : D
+
H(pt)→
D+G(pt). Moreover, the induction functor maps mixed Tate motives to Ind-mixed
Tate motives by II.2.21. In particular, the Res-Ind-adjunction restricts to the count-
ably generated subcategories. Similarly, the right vertical in the second diagram
above also admits a right adjoint, namely restricting the action from AH to AG, by
Remark II.3.8. Actually the whole point of working with countably generated mod-
ules was to ensure that such an adjoint would exist. Uniqueness of right adjoints
now implies the claimed commutativity of the diagram. 
Remark II.3.11. Alternatively, the identification of right adjoints can also be
seen on realization: denote by TIndGH the functor on the left-hand side corresponding
under tilting to the right adjoint of the right vertical. Given N ∈ 〈T ∞H 〉∆ the counit
of the adjunction ResHG TInd
G
H N → N will now induce a natural morphism
TIndGH N → IndGH N
When we pass to the Betti realization, this has to become an isomorphism by
[BL94, 12.7.2]. Therefore it must have been an isomorphism in the first place, by
a countable extension of the conservativity statement from Proposition II.1.24.
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We now want to discuss the compatibility of tilting with the exceptional inte-
gration functors of I.7.9.
Proposition II.3.12 (Compatibility with exceptional integration).
Let φ : H →֒ G be the inclusion of a closed subgroup in a linear algebraic group
and let φ∗ : AG → AH be the induced morphism of equivariant cohomology rings of
classifying spaces. Let 〈TG〉∆ ⊂ D+G(pt) and 〈TH〉∆ ⊂ D+H(pt) denote the full thick
triangulated subcategories generated by TG and TH respectively. Then the diagram
of Proposition II.2.25 induces a diagram commutative up to isotransformation
〈TG〉∆ ≈ //
Ind!

Derperf(AG -ModZ)
∼
m ♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
∗AG⊗
L
AH
(−)

〈TH〉∆ ≈ // Derperf(AH -ModZ)
Proof. The claim follows from Theorem B.3.4. Exceptional integration is a
morphism of derivators which preserves homotopy left Kan extensions, because it
is a left adjoint by Proposition I.7.11. The rest of the argument follows closely the
one in the proof of Proposition II.3.6. 
II.3.3. Compatibility with monoidal structure.
Proposition II.3.13 (Compatibility with tensor). In the situation of The-
orem II.3.1, the tilting equivalence
Hotb(SW⋊Λ[π0(G)] -fModfg
Z)
∼→֒ MTDerG(k)
is a ⊗-functor. On the source, we use the monoidal structure coming from the
tensor product of graded SW⋊Λ[π0(G)]-modules; on the target, we use the monoidal
structure of equivariant motives from Remark I.6.28.
Proof. This will follow from Theorem B.3.5. By Proposition I.6.29, D+G(pt,−)
is a monoidal stable derivator. We already discussed in the proof of Theorem II.3.1
that the category T from Theorem II.2.13 is a tilting subcategory. Note that the
category T is closed under ⊗ by Proposition II.2.14.
Applying Theorem B.3.5 will then produce a monoidal tilting functor. How-
ever, the monoidal structure used in Theorem B.3.5 is the one induced from the
monoidal structure on T given by Remark I.6.28. To get the claim, we need that
the equivalence between motives and modules – given by equivariant cohomology –
is a ⊗-functor when we consider the above monoidal structure on T and the usual
tensor product on modules. This is guaranteed by Proposition II.2.14. 
II.3.14 (Tilting and bimodules). Let D be a derivator satisfying the condi-
tions I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a connected affine algebraic
group. Using the shorthand notation AG for the equivariant motivic cohomology
ring of the classifying space, cf. II.2.6, the tilting result Theorem II.3.1, or better
its Corollary II.3.4, gives an equivalence of categories
tilt : Derb(AG -ModfgZ) ≈−→ MTDerG(pt)
between the category of G-equivariant mixed Tate motives on the point and the
bounded derived category of the category of finitely generated graded AG-modules.
For two connected affine algebraic groups G and H , the Ku¨nneth formula holds
(under our assumptions) for the equivariant motivic cohomology of the classifying
spaces, hence there is a canonical isomorphism AG ⊗Λ AH
∼=−→ AG×H . In this way
we obtain an equivalence of categories
AG×H -ModfgZ ≈−→ AG -ModfgZΛ-AH .
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Here on the right we put the index Λ to indicate that we consider only those
bimodules, for which the left and right actions of the coefficient field Λ coincide. In
this way, for a product of two connected groups, our tilting equivalence takes the
form of an equivalence
tilt : Derb(AG -ModfgZΛ-AH) ≈−→ MTDerG×H(pt).
With this notation, we can now discuss the correspondence between the exterior
products on the motivic and the module side under the tilting equivalences.
Proposition II.3.15 (Compatibility with exterior products).
Let H and G be linear algebraic groups and let D be a derivator satisfying the
conditions I.4.2 and II.1.2.
(1) The following diagram commutes
TG × TH ≈ //
⊠

AG -fModfgZ×AH -fModfgZ
∼
k ❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
⊠

TG×H ≈ // AG×H -fModfgZ .
Again, the categories TG and TH are the additive subcategories of D+G(pt)
and D+H(pt) generated, for n ∈ Z, by IndGG0 pt(n)[2n] and IndHH0 pt(n)[2n],
respectively. The right-hand vertical map is defined using the canonical
isomorphism AG×H
∼=−→ AG ⊗Λ AH .
(2) The following diagram commutes
D+G(pt)× D+H(pt)
⊠

Hotb(AG -fModfgZ)×Hotb(AH -fModfgZ)
∼
i} ❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤
⊠

?
_oo
D+G×H(pt) Hot
b(AG×H -fModfgZ).? _oo
Proof. Recall from Definition I.6.35 that the exterior product on the motivic
side is given by taking M ∈ D+G(pt) and N ∈ D+H(pt) and setting
M ⊠N := p∗1M ⊗ p∗2N ∈ D+G×H(k).
Here p1 : (G × H # pt) → (G # pt) and p2 : (G × H # pt) → (H # pt)
are the projection morphisms from the product; in particular, p∗1 = Res
G×H
G and
p∗2 = Res
G×H
H are restriction functors. The restriction functors preserve equivariant
mixed Tate motives by Proposition II.1.15 and they even preserve the categories T?
by Proposition II.2.16. Moreover, the tensor product preserves equivariant mixed
Tate motives by Proposition II.1.23, and it even preserves the categories TG×H
by Proposition II.2.14. In particular, the exterior product of equivariant motives
restricts to a functor ⊠ : TG × TH → TG×H . The fact that the square in (1) can be
filled by an isotransformation also follows from Propositions II.2.16 and II.2.14.
Assertion (2) then follows by applying the tilting theorem and its compatibility
with tensor, cf. II.3.13, and restriction, cf. II.3.6. 
II.3.4. Descent along separable field extenions. We shortly discuss how
the equivariant mixed Tate motives behave in separable field extensions. Assume
that the underlying derivator satisfies the conditions I.4.2 and the grading condi-
tion II.1.2. As a consequence of the grading condition, we find that for any finite field
extension L/k of the base field k, the ordinary pullback functor f∗ : D(Spec k) →
D(SpecL) induces an equivalence MTDer(Spec k) ≃ MTDer(SpecL). In particular,
the categories of mixed Tate motives over the point don’t change in the finite field
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extension L/k. If the derivator is continuous (as it happens for the derivators DAe´tQ
and MDer(−,C)), then the same is also true for the extension k/k.
Assuming the grading condition II.1.2, Proposition A.2.16 implies that the equi-
variant motivic cohomology ring of the point AG for a split reductive group G is
identified with the ordinary cohomology ring of the classifying space of the corre-
sponding complex Lie group. For a finite field extension L/k of the base field, the
natural morphism from the equivariant motivic cohomology of G computed over k
to the one computed over the extension field L is an isomorphism of rings. Combin-
ing this with Corollary II.3.4, the ordinary pullback functor MTDerG(Spec k) →
MTDerGL(SpecL) is an equivalence of categories. Being induced from ordinary pull-
back, these equivalences are compatible with all the six functors, cf. Section I.7. In
particular, they are compatible with the induction equivalences. Consequently, for
a homogeneous space G# G/H , the ordinary pullback functor MTDerG(G/H)→
MTDerGL(G/H ×k L) is an equivalence of categories.
If we have a variety with action G # X having finitely many orbits separa-
bly defined over the base field k. An induction on the number of orbits, using the
localization sequences implies that the ordinary pullback functor MTDerG(X) →
MTDerGL(XL) induces an equivalence of categories. Moreover, as before, these
equivalences forX and the various unions of orbits are compatible with the equivari-
ant six functors. The same thing can be said about the categories MTDer∗G(X) and
MTDer!G(X). As a consequence, the variety with action G# X satisfies the equi-
variant Whitney–Tate condition II.1.11 if the base changeGk # Xk to the algebraic
closure satisfies the equivariant Whitney–Tate condition. This will simplify some
of the discussion of equivariant Whitney–Tate conditions in the representation-
theoretic applications in Chapter III.
The comparison between equivariant mixed Tate motives over a field k and its
algebraic closure k also allows to relate the motivic framework to earlier works on
mixed geometry and gradings on equivariant derived categories. These works usually
assumed that the variety with action is defined over a finite field and then worked
over the algebraic closure to detect weights in terms of eigenvalues of Frobenius, cf.
e.g. [MS98]. The comparison between equivariant mixed Tate motives over finite
fields and their algebraic closure now allows to relate the motivic weights to the
weights of Frobenius actions in the ℓ-adic realizations, cf. III.7.4.
II.4. Weight structures on equivariant motives
In this section, we show that there is a weight structure on the category of equi-
variant mixed Tate motives. This weight structure is glued from weight structures
on equivariant motives over the point, and the latter is a consequence of the tilting
results established in Section II.3. With this definition, the equivariant six functors
exhibit the expected exactness properties for weights.
Unfortunately, it is not clear at the moment if the subcategories induced from
the weight structures on motives described by Bondarko and He´bert via the forgetful
functor are part of a weight structure on the full category of equivariant motives.
II.4.1. Recollection on weight structures on motives. We first recall,
for the reader’s convenience, the definition of weight structures from [Bon10, Def-
inition 1.1.1]. Note, however, that our sign convention for the weight is opposite
to the one of loc.cit. We follow the sign convention used in most other works on
weight structures, such as [Wil12] and [He´b11].
Definition II.4.1. Let C be a triangulated category. A weight structure on
C is a pair w = (Cwt≤0, Cwt≥0) of full subcategories of C such that with the notations
Cwt≤n := Cwt≤0[n] and Cwt≥n := Cwt≥0[n] the following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) the categories Cwt≤0 and Cwt≥0 are closed under taking direct summands;
(2) Cwt≤0 ⊂ Cwt≤1 and Cwt≥1 ⊂ Cwt≥0;
(3) for any pair of objects X ∈ Cwt≤0, Y ∈ Cwt≥1, we have C(X,Y ) = 0;
(4) for any object X ∈ C there is a distinguished triangle A→ X → B → A[1]
with A ∈ Cwt≤0 and B ∈ Cwt≥1.
The full subcategory Cwt=0 = Cwt≤0 ∩ Cwt≥0 is called the heart of the weight
structure w.
For an arbitrary ground field k and any k-variety X , He´bert [He´b11, Theo-
rems 3.3 and 3.8] has constructed a canonical weight structure on the category of
Beilinson motives over X . The following formulation for weight structures on DAe´t
follows from He´bert’s result together with the comparison theorems between DAe´t
and DM.3
Theorem II.4.2. Let k be any base field, and let Λ be a coefficient field of
characteristic 0. For any separated scheme X of finite type over k, there is a canon-
ical weight structure w on DAe´t,c(X ; Λ). The family of these weight structures on
DAe´t,c(X ; Λ) is characterized uniquely by the following properties:
(1) if X is regular, then X(n)[2n] ∈ DAe´t,c(X ; Λ)wt=0 for all n ∈ Z, and
(2) for any separated finite type morphism f : X → Y , the functors f∗, f!
(and f♯ for f smooth) are w-left exact, i.e., they preserve non-positivity
of weights,
(3) for any separated finite type morphism f : X → Y , the functors f∗, f !
(and f∗ for f smooth) are w-right exact, i.e., they preserve non-negativity
of weights.
Remark II.4.3. If k is a field, then by [Wil08, Theorem 2.5] the restriction of
the above weight structure w on DAe´t,c(pt) is a weight structure on MTDer(pt).
By the work of Drew, cf. [Dre13, Theorem 2.3.2-2.3.4], there are analogues of
He´bert’s theorems on weight structures for motives with coefficients in an enriched
mixed Weil cohomology theory E provided the following axiom is satisfied:
(W6): for all smooth affine schemes X over the base, r, s ∈ Z with 2r < s,
we have
Hom(QT , E(X)(r)[s]) = 0.
Whenever this axiom is satisfied, then there is, for each k-scheme X , a weight
structure on Der(EX) whose heart is generated by EX -motives of Y for f : Y →
X projective and Y regular. This in particular applies to the motivic categories
associated to the Hodge realization with values in MHSpolQ , cf. the remark on p.8
of [Dre13]. The same also holds for the cohomology theory EGrH which takes the
associated graded of the weight filtration on Hodge realization, cf. the discussion
in Sections 2.3 and 2.5 of [SW15].
Notational convention II.4.4. For employing weight arguments in the later
representation-theoretic applications, we will consider a more restricted setting. A
homotopical stable algebraic derivator D over Var /k satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2 is said to satisfy the weight condition if for each variety X over k there is
a weight structure on D(X), such that this collection of weight structures satisfies
the conclusion of the Bondarko–He´bert theorem, cf. Theorem II.4.2. The two main
situations relevant for our applications are the ones mentioned in II.1.2.
3Note that we are using rational coefficients. The weight structure is not expected to exist
integrally for e´tale motives.
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II.4.2. Weight structures for equivariant mixed Tate motives. Now we
are ready to define weight structures on the categories MTDerG(X) of equivariant
mixed Tate motives. The basic ingredient is the explicit identification of equivariant
mixed Tate motives over the point in terms of AG-modules from Section II.3.
Proposition II.4.5. Let G be a linear group over the base field k, and let D be
a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Then
there is a weight structure onMTDerG(pt) whose heart is the idempotent completion
of the additive subcategory TG of D+G(pt) generated by the objects IndGG0 pt(n)[2n],
n ∈ Z.
Proof. By Theorem II.2.13, the functor
M 7→
⊕
i
D+G
(
IndGG0 Λ,M(i)[2i]
)
induces an equivalence between TG and the category AG -fModfgZ of finitely gen-
erated free graded modules over the twisted group ring AG = SW⋊Λ[π0(G)]. By
Theorem II.3.1, this equivalence can be extended to a fully faithful embedding
Hotb(AG -fModfgZ) ∼→֒ DcG(pt)
whose essential image is exactly the category MTDerG(pt) of equivariant mixed
Tate motives over the point. Now we can make use of the basic example of weight
structure, namely that on the homotopy category of complexes over an additive
category. This example is mentioned in [Bon13, Remark 1.6(2)] and the idempotent
completeness of the category of complexes is proved in [Sch11b, Theorem 1.2]. As
a consequence, there is a weight structure on the category Hotb(AG -fModfgZ), and
the equivalence to MTDerG(pt) above proves the claim. 
Remark II.4.6. Let us sketch an alternative proof. Under the grading con-
dition II.1.2, the tilting subcategory TG is a negative collection in the sense of
[Bon13, Definition 1.5.VII] by Theorem II.2.13. Moreover, by Proposition II.1.32,
the category TG generates MTDerG(pt) in the sense that MTDerG(pt) is the small-
est idempotent complete triangulated subcategory of D+G(pt) containing TG. Note
that we established in Lemma II.1.9 that the category MTDerG(X) is idempotent
complete. Therefore, applying [Bon13, Proposition 1.7(6)9], we get a unique weight
structure on MTDerG(pt) whose heart is the idempotent completion of TG. This
weight structure will necessarily coincide with the one above.
Corollary II.4.7. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and
the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a linear group over the base field k, and let
H ≤ G be a closed subgroup defined over k such that the quotient G/H exists as a
variety. Then there is a weight structure on MTDerG(G/H) whose heart is gener-
ated by those motives whose restriction to a point is of the form IndHH0 pt(n)[2n],
n ∈ Z.
Proof. This follows from the existence of weight structures on equivariant
mixed Tate motives over the point, cf. Proposition II.4.5, and the fact that equi-
variant mixed Tate motives are stable under induction equivalence, cf. Proposi-
tions I.7.4 and II.1.17. 
Now we can glue the weight structures for orbits above and define weight struc-
tures on G-varieties with finitely many orbits.
Proposition II.4.8. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and
the grading condition II.1.2. Let k be a field, let G be a linear algebraic group, and
let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many G-orbits separably defined
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over k. Assume that G# X is equivariantly Whitney–Tate, cf. Definition II.1.11.
Then there is a weight structure on the category MTDerG(X), given as follows:
(1) The subcategory MTDerG(X)wt≤0 is the full subcategory on the motives
M ∈ MTDerG(X) such that j∗M ∈ MTDerG(Y )wt≤0 for all G-orbits
j : Y → X.
(2) The subcategory MTDerG(X)wt≥0 is the full subcategory on the motives
M ∈ MTDerG(X) such that j!M ∈ MTDerG(Y )wt≥0 for all G-orbits
j : Y → X.
Proof. The argument is similar to the one for stratified mixed Tate motives
in [SW15, Proposition 5.1]. To prove the existence of such a weight structure, we
proceed by induction on the number of orbits. If there is a single orbit, the claim
is proved in Corollary II.4.7. Otherwise, decompose X as the disjoint union of an
open orbit j : Xs →֒ X and its closed G-stable complement i : Z →֒ X . Using
Bondarko’s result [Bon13, Proposition 1.7 (13), (15)] on glueing weight structures,
we obtain a weight structure on MTDerG(X) by setting
MTDerG(X)wt≤0 := {M | i∗M ∈ MTDerG(Z)wt≤0, j∗M ∈MTDerG(Xs)wt≤0}
MTDerG(X)wt≥0 :=
{
M | i!M ∈MTDerG(Z)wt≥0, j!M ∈ MTDerG(Xs)wt≥0
}
This implies the existence of the weight structure as well as the characterization of
non-positive resp. non-negative weight parts claimed. 
Example II.4.9. Relevant examples for our later applications are parabolic
group actions on partial flag varieties MTDerP (G/Q), double Borel actions on
wonderful compactifications MTDerB×B(X) or Borel actions on symmetric varieties
MTDerB(G/K). We will see applications of the above weight structures as well as
alternative arguments for their existence (using a specific generating collection, the
Bott-Samelson motives) in Section III.3.
Finally, we discuss the behaviour of the above weight structures under the
six functors. The weights of equivariant mixed Tate motives can be checked after
forgetting the equivariance:
Proposition II.4.10. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, the
grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let k be a field, let G be a
linear algebraic group, and let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many
G-orbits separably defined over k. Assume that G # X is equivariantly Whitney–
Tate, cf. Definition II.1.11.
Let MTDerG(X) be equipped with the weight structure of Proposition II.4.8,
and let D(X) be equipped with the weight structure coming from the weight condi-
tion II.4.4.
(1) An equivariant motive M ∈ MTDerG(X) is in MTDerG(X)wt≤0 if and
only if For(M) ∈ D(X)wt≤0.
(2) An equivariant motive M ∈ MTDerG(X) is in MTDerG(X)wt≥0 if and
only if For(M) ∈ D(X)wt≥0.
Proof. This essentially follows from the definition. For X a point, this is clear:
by Proposition II.4.5, the underlying motive is constant mixed Tate, a direct sum of
copies of pt(n)[2n]. On the other hand, it follows easily that for any weight structure
satisfying the conditions of the Bondarko–He´bert theorem, a mixed Tate motive is
of weight zero if and only if it is a direct sum of copies of pt(n)[2n] with n ∈ Z.
To prove the claim forG-homogeneous varieties, we first note that the induction
equivalence takes constant mixed Tate motives pt(n)[2n] on the point to constant
mixed Tate motives G/H(n)[2n] on G/H . Then we still need to deal with the
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possibility of local systems. LetM ∈MTDerG(G/H) be a motive on a homogeneous
space. The weight of M for the weight structure of Proposition II.4.7 is determined
by restriction along x : (H # pt) → (G # G/H). Now For(M) will be some
motive; by the assumption that the weight structure on D satisfies the conditions
of the Bondarko–He´bert theorem, cf. Theorem II.4.2, x∗ For(M) will be non-positive
if For(M) is. Moreover, x! For(M) will be non-negative if For(M) is. By absolute
purity, x∗ For(M) ∼= x! For(M)(d)[2d] with d = dimG/H . This implies that if an
equivariant mixed Tate motive has underlying motive of weight 0 in D(G/H), then
it has weight 0 in MTDerG(pt). For the other direction, assume that the restriction
x∗M lands in MTDerH(pt)wt=0; we need to show that For(M) has weight 0 in
D(G/H). We can assume without loss of generality that G is connected. After
pullback to an e´tale covering, we can also assume that H is connected. Pullback
along an e´tale covering is conservative, hence it cannot forget pieces of the weight
filtration of M . Therefore, it now suffices to show For(M) ∈ D(G/H)wt=0 in the
special case where G and H are connected. In this case, For(M) is a constant
mixed Tate motive whose restriction to a point is pure of weight zero, because
x∗M ∈ MTDerH(pt)wt=0. Then For(M) ∈MTDer(G/H)wt=0 as required.
Finally, by Proposition II.4.8, for a variety with finitely many G-orbits, we
have M ∈ MTDerG(X)wt≤0 if and only if j∗M ∈ MTDerG(Y )wt≤0 for every G-
orbit j : Y →֒ X . The same is true for the underlying motives, by the weight
condition. This finishes the argument. 
Proposition II.4.11. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2,
the grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let k be a field, and
let G# X and H # Y be varieties with action satisfying the conditions of Propo-
sition II.4.10. Let (φ, f) : (H # Y ) → (G # X) be a morphism of varieties with
action.
(1) The pullback functor (φ, f)∗ preserves non-positivity of weights.
(2) If the morphism of Borel constructions associated to (φ, f) is addition-
ally smooth, i.e., f is smooth and φ is a closed immersion, then (φ, f)∗
preserves non-negativity of weights.
(3) In particular, the restriction functor ResHG is weight exact if φ is a closed
immersion.
(4) For a morphism f : (G # Y ) → (G # X) of G-varieties, the push-
forward functor f∗ preserves non-negativity of weights.
(5) If φ : H →֒ G is the inclusion of a closed subgroup in a linear algebraic
group, then the ordinary integration functor IndGH preserves non-negativity
of weights, and the exceptional integration functor Ind! preserves non-
positivity of weights.
Proof. This follows from Proposition II.4.10 and the corresponding state-
ments for the weight structures on D(X), cf. Theorem II.4.2. 
Proposition II.4.12. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2,
the grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let k be a field, let G
be a linear group and let G # X and G # Y be varieties with action satisfying
the conditions of Proposition II.4.10. Let (id, f) : (G # Y ) → (G # X) be a
morphism of varieties with action. Then (id, f)! preserves non-positivity of weights,
and (id, f)! preserves non-negativity of weights.
Proof. As above, this follows from Proposition II.4.10 and the corresponding
statements for the weight structures on D(X), cf. Theorem II.4.2. 
Proposition II.4.13. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, the
grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let k be a field, let G be a
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linear algebraic group, and let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many
G-orbits separably defined over k. Assume that G # X is equivariantly Whitney–
Tate, cf. Definition II.1.11.
(1) The tensor product functor
⊗ : MTDerG(X)×MTDerG(X)→ MTDerG(X)
maps MTDerG(X)wt≤n ×MTDerG(X)wt≤m to MTDerG(X)wt≤n+m.
(2) The functors (−)⊗X(n)[2n] and X(n)[2n]⊗ (−) are weight exact. More
generally, tensoring with objects from MTDerG(X)wt=0 is weight exact.
Proof. There are two ways to see this. One is to use Proposition II.4.10
together with the corresponding assertion for the weight structure on D(X), cf.
[He´b11, Theorem 3.7. (iv) and (ivc)]. The other is to use the fact that the tilting
functors of Theorem II.3.1 are tensor functors, cf. Proposition II.3.13, together with
the obvious corresponding weight-exactness statements for complexes of modules
over cohomology rings (plus an induction for the number of orbits). 
Proposition II.4.14. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, the
grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let k be a field, let G be a
linear algebraic group, and let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many
G-orbits separably defined over k. Assume that G # X is equivariantly Whitney–
Tate, cf. Definition II.1.11. Then Verdier duality induces functors
D : MTDerG(X)
op
wt≤n → MTDerG(X)wt≥−n.
In particular, Verdier duality preserves the heart of the weight structure.
Proof. Either one does an induction on the dimension of orbits, using the
definition of the weight structure from Proposition II.4.8, eventually reducing via
tilting to an identification of the weight structure on a point via the homotopy
category of complexes. The other possibility is to use Proposition II.4.10 together
with the corresponding non-equivariant statement which can be found in [He´b11,
Corollaire 3.8]. 
Remark II.4.15. We discuss shortly the question of existence of weight struc-
tures on equivariant motives in general. It would be nice if such weight structures
on D+G(X) existed, and we could just get the above weight structures on equivariant
mixed Tate motives by restriction.
On the one hand, it is fairly clear that the weight structure would be expected
to be compatible with the forgetful functor. In particular, the natural expectation is
that D+G(X)wt≤0 and D
+
G(X)wt≥0 should consist of those objects which are of non-
positive and non-negative weight after forgetting the equivariance, respectively.
Most of the axioms for weight structures hold in this case, but the existence of
the weight filtration is a most problematic issue. Basically, it is not clear that the
truncation (for the non-equivariant weight structure) of an equivariant motive will
be equivariant again. Alternatively, one could try to use [Bon13, Proposition 1.7(6)]
to construct a weight structure on D+G(X), but again the problem is to show that
equivariant motives of weight 0 generate the whole category of equivariant motives.
These problems appear in various guises, no matter which of the definitions of
equivariant motives in Section I.4 one is using. In the end, the crux is the non-
functoriality of the weight filtration.
In any case, if there is a weight structure on equivariant motives, then its
heart should be the equivariant Chow motives of Laterveer [Lat98]. Maybe the
existence of the weight structure could be deduced from properties of equivariant
Chow motives. But again, the most natural way of decomposing the motive of an
arbitraryG-variety into equivariant Chow motives would be to write out a simplicial
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G-variety given by equivariant resolution of singularities, where again we run into
problems which seem unsurmountable at this point.
II.4.3. Pointwise purity. For a general orbit inclusion j : G/H → X , the
restriction functors j∗ and j! only have a half-exactness for the weight structure;
in particular, they do not necessarily preserve the heart of the weight structure.
For the representation-theoretic applications later on, we are interested in those
special motives whose restrictions along orbit inclusions remain pure. We call these
motives pointwise pure, since we think of these as composed of local systems on
orbits whose stalks are pure mixed Tate motives. As discussed in the definition of
equivariant mixed Tate motives, cf. Definition II.1.3 and the subsequent remark,
the proper way to formulate pointwise conditions is via the induction equivalence.
The following is the weight-analogue of Definition II.1.3, defining orbitwise purity
properties. However, terminology will still call these “pointwise purity” properties,
for better compliance with the existing literature.
Definition II.4.16. In the situation of Proposition II.4.8, let G # X be a
variety with action which is G # X is equivariantly Whitney–Tate, and let M ∈
MTDerG(X). Then
(1) M will be called pointwise ∗-pure if for each G-orbit j : G/H →֒ X , we
have j∗M ∈MTDerG(G/H)wt=0.
(2) M will be called pointwise !-pure if for each G-orbit j : G/H →֒ X , we
have j!M ∈ MTDerG(G/H)wt=0.
(3) M will be called pointwise pure if it is both ∗- and !-pointwise pure.
As in Proposition II.1.17 for orbitwise mixed Tate motives, pointwise purity is
stable under generalized quotient equivalence.
Proposition II.4.17. In the situation of Proposition II.4.8, let k be a field and
let G# X be a variety with action having finitely many G-orbits separably defined
over k. Let N →֒ G be a normal subgroup which acts freely on X. We denote the
quotient maps π : G → G/N and p : X → N\X. Then the generalized quotient
equivalence of Proposition I.7.1 preserves ∗- and !-pointwise purity, respectively.
Proof. The argument is the same as for Proposition II.1.17. 
Proposition II.4.18. In the situation of Proposition II.4.8, let G be a lin-
ear algebraic group. For any two motives M,N ∈ MTDerG(pt)wt=0, the motive
finBG∗Hom(M,N) is a pure Ind-Tate motive.
Proof. We first assume that G is connected. In this case, Hom(M,N) ∈
MTDerG(pt)wt=0 by part (2) of Proposition II.4.13. Note here that inner Hom
in MTDerG(pt) is given by tensoring with the Verdier dual and Verdier duality
preserves the heart by Proposition II.4.14. Now recall that the heart of the weight
structure on MTDerG(pt) is the idempotent completion of the additive subcate-
gory generated by pt
G
(i)[2i], by Proposition II.4.5. The claim now follows since
finBG,∗ ptG(i)[2i]
∼= M(BG)(i)[2i] and by Proposition A.2.17 the motive of a classi-
fying space is a pure Ind-Tate motive.
In general, Hom(M,N) is a direct summand of IndGG0Res
G0
G Hom(M,N), cf.
Lemma A.2.5. Further, using I.6.26, we get
finBG,∗Ind
G
G0Res
G0
G Hom(M,N)
∼= finBG0,∗ResG
0
G Hom(M,N)
∼= finBG0,∗Hom(ResG
0
G M,Res
G0
G N).
Since restriction is weight-exact by Proposition II.4.11, this reduces us to the con-
nected case. 
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The following provides analogues of [SW15, 6.3, 8.3], which is required for
showing that pointwise pure Bott–Samelson motives form a negative collection and
generate a weight structure, cf. III.3.32.
Corollary II.4.19. In the situation of Proposition II.4.8, let X be a vari-
ety on which G acts with finitely many orbits. Let M ∈ MTDer∗G(X) and N ∈
MTDer!G(X). Assume M is ∗-pointwise pure and N is !-pointwise pure. Then
(finEG×/GX)∗Hom(M,N) is pure and Tate.
Proof. Essentially, the idea is to filter Hom(M,N) by the orbit stratification
to reduce to the assertion of Proposition II.4.18.
For any orbit inclusion j : Z →֒ X we have j!Hom(M,N) ∼= Hom(j∗M, j!N),
and the latter is pure of weight 0, cf. [SW15, proof of Proposition 6.3]. In particular,
Hom(M,N) is pointwise !-pure.
Analogous to [SW15, Proposition 6.2], (finEG×/GX)∗Hom(M,N) is a pure equi-
variant Tate motive of weight 0, i.e., (finX)∗Hom(M,N) ∈ MTDerG(pt)wt=0. The
inductive proof is the same. The difference is that the respective open orbit doesn’t
have to be an affine space; nevertheless, the assumption on pointwise purity implies
that the respective pushforward fin! j
∗Hom(M,N) (aka the equivariant cohomol-
ogy of the Hom-motive on the orbit) is pure of weight 0. This follows, since the
restriction j∗Hom(M,N) corresponds, under the induction equivalence, to a pure
motive of weight 0 on the point. But then, from the definition of Ind!, we see
that fin! j
∗Hom(M,N) is exactly the image of j∗Hom(M,N) under the induction
equivalence, and this is pure of weight 0 by assumption. 
II.4.4. Springer’s Homotopy Lemma and contracting slices. The fol-
lowing is a disguised and generalized version of the familiar fact that higher coho-
mology groups of a contractible space vanish. In the context of ℓ-adic cohomology,
it is due to T.A. Springer [Spr84].
Lemma II.4.20. Let X be a variety contracted by an action of the multiplicative
group Gm to a closed subvariety i : Z →֒ X. Let lim: X → Z be the morphism
mapping each point to its limit. Then, for each M ∈ D+Gm(X), applying lim∗ to the
adjunction M → i∗i∗M yields an isomorphism in D+Gm(Z)
lim∗M
∼=−→ i∗M.
Proof. This is essentially [SW15, Proposition 6.3]. However, instead of work-
ing with equivariant derived categories, a weaker notion of equivariance [SW15,
Definition 6.1] is used there. In our equivariant setting one can argue exactly as
in the proof of [SW15, Proposition 6.4] by replacing the relevant diagrams with
their equivariant analogues. An alternative is to observe that forgetting the Gm-
action we get an object For(M) which is weakly equivariant in the sense of [SW15,
Definition 6.1]. Consequently, as the forgetful functor For commutes with all the
standard functors and adjunctions between them, [SW15, Proposition 6.4] implies
that the morphism under consideration yields an isomorphism upon applying For.
Thus, our morphism must have been an isomorphism already, since its mapping
cone vanishes under For and therefore was zero to begin with, cf. I.6.5. 
Example II.4.21. Consider the Gm-action on A
n by dilations. This contracts
An to the origin. So, for the constant motive fin∗pt ∈ D+Gm(An), Lemma II.4.20
reduces to the statement that the adjunction map yields an isomorphism
pt
∼=−→ fin∗fin∗pt.
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Definition II.4.22. Let G# X be a variety with action by a linear algebraic
group and let x ∈ X . A contracting slice at x (for the G-action) is a locally closed
subvariety S ⊂ X containing x and satisfying:
(1) there exists a one-parameter subgroup Gm → Gx which stabilizes S and
contracts S to x;
(2) the map aS : G× S → X , (g, x) 7→ gx, is smooth.
The existence of contracting slices has implications for pointwise purity:
Lemma II.4.23. In the situation of Proposition II.4.8, let G # X be a va-
riety with action which is G-equivariantly Whitney–Tate, and such that each G-
orbit contains a point which admits a contracting slice. Then any motive M ∈
MTDerG(X)wt=0 is pointwise pure.
Proof. Let j : G/H → X be a G-orbit and let M ∈ MTDerG(X)wt=0. By
Definition II.4.16, we need to show that j∗M, j!M ∈ MTDerG(G/H)wt=0. By as-
sumption there is a point x ∈ j(G/H) in the orbit and a contracting slice i : S →֒ X
at x; we denote by (ιH , ιx) : (H # pt)→ (G# G/H) the inclusion of the point x
in the orbit.
By definition of the weight structure, cf. Corollary II.4.7, it suffices to show
(ιH , ιx)
∗j∗M, (ιH , ιx)
∗j!M ∈ MTDerH(pt)wt=0. The first of these motives is sim-
ply obtained by restriction along the composition (id, j) ◦ (ιH , ιx). For the sec-
ond, we can factor (ιH , ιx)
∗ ≃ (idH , ιx)∗ ◦ ResHG ; by absolute purity, (idH , ιx)∗ ≃
(idH , ιx)
!(d)[2d] with d = dimG/H . Since Verdier duality commutes with ResHG ,
(ιH , ιx)
∗j!M ∼= (idH , ιx)!ResHG j!M(d)[2d] and the latter is simply given by restric-
tion ResHG followed by !-restriction along the composition j ◦ ιx. In slight abuse of
notation, it suffices to show (ιH , j ◦ ιx)?M ∈ MTDerH(pt)wt=0 for ? = ∗, !. Since
the hearts of the weight structure as well as the categories of mixed Tate motives
are stable under Verdier duality, cf. Propositions II.4.14 and II.1.14, it suffices to
prove just the statement about ∗-restriction.
Now we consider the contracting slice i : S →֒ X at x; we abusively denote
by x the inclusion of the point x in the contracting slice S. Let Gm → Gx be a
one-parameter subgroup and aS : G×S → X be as in Definition II.4.22, and write
a : G×//Gm S → X for the map induced by aS . Consider the following composition,
which is well-defined by the various results concerning compatibility of Tate motives
with the six functors, cf. Section II.1
MTDerG(X)
a∗−→ MTDerG(G×//Gm S)
ind.equiv.−−−−−−→ MTDerGm(S) x
∗−→ MTDerGm(pt)
As aS is smooth by assumption, so is a. In particular, it is weight exact. Note
also that the induction equivalence is weight exact by the definition of the weight
structure, cf. Corollary II.4.7. Consequently, if M ∈ MTDerG(X)wt=0, then the
image M ′ of a∗M under the induction equivalence lands in MTDerGm(S)wt=0.
Springer’s homotopy lemma II.4.20 now implies an isomorphism lim∗M
′ ∼= x∗M ′
in MTDerGm(pt), and this isomorphism of a left with a right adjoint implies that
x∗ is weight-exact. In particular, For(x∗M ′) ∈ MTDer(pt)wt=0 and this is exactly
what we needed to show. 
II.4.5. Graded versions and degrading functors. In [BGS96, 4.3], grad-
ings were defined on artinian categories of modules. In this work, we want to show
that equivariant mixed Tate motives provide a graded version of the equivariant
derived category. This means that we need suitable modifications of the notions
defined in [BGS96].
In our context, themixed categories are triangulated category equipped with
a weight structure in the sense of Bondarko, cf. Definition II.4.1. Recall from Sec-
tion II.4 that the categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives we consider satisfy
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this requirement. Note that all the properties discussed in [BGS96, 4.1], in partic-
ular the orthogonality and the weight filtration, follow from the very definition of
weight structures.
A degree d Tate twist of the categoryM in our context is an auto-equivalence
〈d〉 :M→M which satisfies
Mwt≤n〈d〉 =Mwt≤n+d, and Mwt≥n〈d〉 =Mwt≥n+d.
For mixed Tate motives, the functor (−)⊗Q(1)[2] preserves motivic weights. This
means that the Tate twist (−)⊗Q(1) is a degree −2 Tate twist.
With these modifications, we can now define degrading functors and graded
versions.
Definition II.4.24. Let C be a triangulated category and let M be a mixed
category with a degree d Tate twist 〈d〉. A functor v : M → C is called de-
grading functor if it is exact, faithful and is equipped with a choice of natural
iso-transformation
ǫ : v
≈−→ v ◦ 〈d〉.
Definition II.4.25. Let C be a triangulated category, let M be a mixed tri-
angulated category with degree d Tate twist 〈d〉, and let v :M→ C be a degrading
functor with iso-transformation ǫ : v ≃ v ◦ 〈d〉. The tuple (M, v, ǫ) is called a
graded version of C, if in addition the degrading functor v is essentially surjective
and induces natural isomorphisms⊕
n∈Z
M (M,N〈nd〉) ∼=−→ C (v(M), v(N))
for any objects M,N ∈M.

CHAPTER III
Representation theory
The third part of the paper applies the results on equivariant mixed Tate mo-
tives to situations relevant for geometric representation theory. We begin with a
short recollection on Hecke algebras, the Schur algebroid and some of its modules
in Section III.1, along with a formulation of the main results that will be established
in this part. In Section III.2 we provide some background on the combinatorial struc-
tures for Borel actions on spherical homogeneous spaces that have been discussed
in the literature, along with a more detailed recollection on the geometry of orbit
closures and generalizations of Schubert varieties. Then Section III.3 develops a for-
malism of Bott–Samelson motives which provides a way to establish the equivariant
Whitney–Tate and pointwise purity conditions for actions of parabolic groups. This
general formalism is applied in Section III.4 to the case of parabolic group actions
on symmetric varieties. In section III.5, we discuss convolution and its compatibility
with six functors and tilting. The first representation-theoretic application is given
in Section III.6, where we explain how equivariant mixed Tate motives provide a
graded categorification of the Schur algebroid. The second application is given in
Section III.7 where we provide the graded categorification of Schur algebroid mod-
ules arising from symmetric varieties, with applications to gradings on equivariant
derived categories relevant for representation theory of real Lie groups. Finally,
Section III.8 contains a short discussion of the case of wonderful compactifications.
III.1. Recollections and outline of applications
In this section, we recall some objects related to the Hecke algebra and give
an overview how these will be categorified using equivariant mixed Tate motives.
The claims made in this introductory section will be proven in the remainder of the
chapter.
III.1.1. Categorification of the Schur algebroid. We begin with a rec-
ollection of the Schur algebroid, following [Wil11]. This is a category associated
to the system of standard parabolic subgroups of a reductive group and encom-
passes the Hecke algebra as well as the parabolic Hecke modules of [Deo87]. We
will provide a new categorification of the Schur algebroid using equivariant mixed
Tate motives. This will, in particular, also provide motivic categorifications of the
Hecke algebra as well as the parabolic Hecke modules.
Definition III.1.1 (The Schur algebroid). Let G be a connected split re-
ductive group over a finite field F = Fq. Fix a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G also defined
over F. Following [Wil11, Section 2], we define a Z-linear category, the Schur
algebroid associated to the situation (G,B), as follows:
• The objects are parabolic subgroups P ⊂ G containing B.
• Given any two parabolic subgroups P,Q ⊂ G containingB, the morphisms
from Q to P are given by the abelian group
PHQq := P (F)Z[G(F)]Q(F)
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of Z-valued functions on the finite group G(F) which are invariant under
left translation by elements of P (F) and right translation by elements of
Q(F).
• The composition of morphisms is given by (renormalized) convolution
∗Q : PHQq × QHRq → PHRq
given by first taking the product in the group ring and then dividing by
the cardinality of Q(F).
Note that the characteristic functions of the P -Q-double cosets form a basis of
P (F)Z[G(F)]Q(F).
III.1.2. The endomorphism ring of the object B in the Schur algebroid is the
Hecke algebra associated to the inclusion of finite groups B(F) ⊂ G(F).
III.1.3 (The universal Schur algebroid). As usual, for the pair (G,B) of
reductive group G and a choice of Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, we have an associated
Coxeter system (W,S), where W is the Weyl group and S ⊂W a system of simple
reflections. Denote by WR ⊂ W the subgroup corresponding to a standard para-
bolic subgroup R ⊂ G. With this notation, the set of parabolic subgroups P ⊂ G
containing B is in natural bijection with the set P(S) of sets of simple reflections.
Consequently, we get a natural bijection
WP \W/WQ
∼=−→ P (F)\G(F)/Q(F) : w 7→ Tw
between the double cosets P (F)\G(F)/Q(F) in the group G(F) and the double
cosets z¯ ∈WP \W/WQ in the associated Weyl group.
Using the above bases given by Tw (and the fact that the relevant abelian
groups are finitely generated), it is possible to write down structure constants for
the convolution products
∗Q : PHQq × QHRq → PHRq ,
decomposing the product of basis elements in PHQq and QHRq as linear combina-
tions of basis elements in PHRq . It turns out that these structure constants depend
polynomially on q = |F|. Therefore, viewing q as a variable and writing the struc-
ture constants as polynomials in q, we can define a Z[q]-linear category H whose
objects are still the standard parabolic subgroups, but where the morphism spaces
PHQ are now free modules over the polynomial ring Z[q], generated by Tz¯ for
z¯ ∈ WP \W/WQ, with convolution given by the above structure constant polyno-
mials. This category is still called the Schur algebroid or sometimes the universal
Schur algebroid.
In abuse of notation, we will also denote by H the Z[q, q−1]-linear category
obtained by extension of scalars along the obvious morphism Z[q]→ Z[q, q−1].
III.1.4. The endomorphism ring BHB of B is called the Iwahori–Hecke al-
gebra. The parabolic Hecke modules of [Deo87] can be recovered as morphism
spaces BHP . We refrain from giving the well-known presentations for the convolu-
tion product, cf. e.g. [Iwa64].
III.1.5. An alternative definition of the universal Schur algebroid for reductive
groups over C is discussed in Geordie Williamson’s post answering MathOverflow
question 74017 “Parabolic convolution of perverse sheaves in terms of the Hecke
algebra”. The Schur algebroid is defined as the split Grothendieck group of an ad-
ditive 2-category whose objects are still the standard parabolic subgroups, and the
1-morphisms and 2-morphisms are given by perversely semi-simple complexes ex-
act in odd degrees and their morphisms, respectively, inside the equivariant derived
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category DerbP×Q(G). Convolution induces bifunctors
− ⋆Q − : DerbP×Q(G)×DerbQ×R(G)→ DerbP×R(G),
and by the decomposition theorem these induce a convolution on said Grothendieck
groups. In particular, this definition of the Schur algebroid already comes with a
categorification given in terms of equivariant derived categories.
Note that one could also consider a 2-category whose objects are the standard
parabolic subgroups, and whose 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms are given by ob-
jects and morphisms, respectively, of the equivariant derived category DerbP×Q(G).
Again, convolution induces bifunctors
− ⋆Q − : DerbP×Q(G)×DerbQ×R(G)→ DerbP×R(G),
and these induce the convolution of functions on the Grothendieck groups. This
would, however, not be the right thing: the Grothendieck group of DerbP×Q(G)
is finite and the morphism spaces in the universal Schur algebroid are not; the
information in the universal Schur algebroid is a Z[q, q−1]-module structure and
the abelian group structure for the equivariant derived categories is obtained by
evaluation at q = 1.
III.1.6. To be clear about terminology, categorification of the Schur algebroid
here will mean that for each of pair of standard parabolic subgroups P,Q ⊂ G we are
looking for a category CP,Q whose Grothendieck group (or split Grothendieck group)
is isomorphic to the module PHQ. Moreover, we want that there are convolution
functors ⋆Q : CP,Q × CQ,R → CP,R in such a way that the multiplication operations
induced by the convolution functors on the Grothendieck groups are mapped to
the convolution operation for the Schur algebroid under the above isomorphisms.
In fact, we will obtain graded categorifications, which means that our categorifi-
cations will have Tate twists and weight structures, and passing to Grothendieck
groups these will corresponds to the mixed structure (wherever available). The main
novelty in our work is that we will provide a categorification of the universal Schur
algebroid via the ordinary Grothendieck group of suitable categories of equivari-
ant mixed Tate motives, while previous work used the split Grothendieck group of
perversely semi-simple complexes.
III.1.7 (Categorification of the Schur algebroid). We first describe how to
categorify the Schur algebroid Hq associated to (G,B) over a specific finite field Fq.
Here we need to extend coefficients to Z[q−1] ⊂ Q. Recall (e.g. from [KW01]) that
the Grothendieck function–sheaf correspondence takes a constructible ℓ-adic sheaf
F on a scheme X over the finite field Fq to the function mapping a point x ∈ X(Fq)
to the Frobenius trace of its stalk Fx. We can now categorify the Schur algebroid
using the function–sheaf correspondence as follows: for two standard parabolic sub-
groups P,Q ⊂ G consider the categoryMTDerP×Q(G) of (P×Q)-equivariant mixed
Tate motives over G, with the underlying derivator D = DAe´t(−;Qℓ) (or slightly
more general with a coefficient field Λ ⊂ Qℓ). As in the case of derived categories,
we have convolution bifunctors
− ⋆Q − : MTDerP×Q(G)×MTDerQ×R(G)→ MTDerP×R(G).
There are ℓ-adic realization functors
Realℓ : MTDerP×Q(G)→ DerP×Q(G;Qℓ)
from mixed Tate motives to equivariant ℓ-adic sheaves on G, and these are com-
patible with all six functors and convolution. If we now apply the function–sheaf
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correspondence to the resulting Weil sheaf (i.e., an ℓ-adic sheaf with an additional
action of Frobenius), we obtain a morphism
K0(MTDerP×Q(G))→ PHQq .
III.1.8 (Categorification of universal Schur algebroid). In fact, we have
an isomorphism
K0(MTDerP×Q(G))
∼=−→ PHQ
to the universal Schur algebroid which maps the motive j!PzQ(i), given by exten-
sion by zero of the constant mixed Tate sheaf on the double coset with weight 2i,
to the element qiTz¯. The morphism K0(MTDerP×Q(G))→ PHQq above can be ob-
tained by specializing the variable q to the corresponding prime power. Under this
isomorphism, convolution maps to convolution, Verdier duality corresponds to the
Kazhdan–Lusztig involution and the intersection cohomology complexes correspond
to the elements of the Kazhdan–Lusztig selfdual basis.
III.1.9 (Alternative categorification of universal Schur algebroid). To
obtain an alternative categorification of the universal Schur algebroid, one may use
the additive category MTDerP×Q(G;Qℓ)wt=0 of (P × Q)-equivariant mixed Tate
motives on G which are pure of weight zero. This is the heart of a weight structure
whose existence is a consequence of pointwise purity. Again, these categories are
connected by the appropriate restrictions of convolution functors.
Base-changing to the algebraic closure and setting G = G ×Fq Fq, ℓ-adic real-
ization functor induces the second of two isomorphisms
K0(MTDerP×Q(G))
∼=← Ksplit0 (MTDerP×Q(G)w=0)
∼=−→ Ksplit0
(
Derev,ssP×Q(G;Qℓ)
)
where Derev,ssP×Q(G;Qℓ) denotes the category of geometric perversely semisimple com-
plexes with only even cohomology. The restriction of the trace of Frobenius map
then induces an isomorphism
Ksplit0
(
Derev,ssP×Q(G;Qℓ)
)
∼=−→ PHQ ⊗Z[q] Z[q, q−1]
from the split Grothendieck group of this additive category to the module PHQ
with scalars extended to the ring Z[q, q−1] of Laurent polynomials. If we formally
adjoin a square root of q and put for later convenience v2 = q−1, we similarly get
an isomorphism
Ksplit0
(
DerssP×Q(G;Qℓ)
) ∼=−→ PHQ ⊗Z[q] Z[v, v−1].
Explicitely, it is given by a formula of the type F 7→ ∑z dimHi(Fz)viTz for Fz
the stalk at any point of our double coset corresponding to z. Under the above
isomorphisms, convolution maps to convolution, Verdier duality corresponds to the
Kazhdan–Lusztig involution and the intersection cohomology complexes correspond
to the elements of the Kazhdan–Lusztig selfdual basis. In particular, the categori-
fication via equivariant mixed Tate motives (or the heart of the relevant weight
structure) recovers previous categorifications of the universal Schur algebroid via
equivariant perverse sheaves.
Following the discussion in Williamson’s answer to MO-question 74017, a cat-
egorification of the Schur algebroid can be achieved by simply writing degrading
functors from motives to derived categories. This is proved in Theorem III.6.14.
The two categorifications mentioned above are related; the tilting equivalence
Hotb (MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
≃−→ MTDerP×Q(G)
induces an equivalence from the split Grothendieck group of the heart of the weight
structure to the Grothendieck group of the full triangulated category. This can be
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seen as a formality result for the equivariant derived category, which recovers known
formality results, cf. [Sch11a].
III.1.10 (Categorification via bimodules). Another way to obtain a cate-
gorification of the Schur algebroid is via equivariant cohomology bimodules. For an
equivariant motive M ∈ D+P×Q(G), we can consider some motivic version of equi-
variant cohomology, given by first pushing down along fin : G → pt and applying
the functor
D+P×Q(pt)→ AP -ModZ-AQ
of Theorem III.3.33 to fin∗(M). This functor maps Bott–Samelson motives to So-
ergel bimodules, and in fact induces, via tilting, an equivalence from the category
of equivariant mixed Tate motives to the homotopy category of Soergel bimodules:
MTDerP×Q(G)
≈−→ Hotb(AP -SModZ-AQ)
All this is essentially proved in Theorem III.6.13. Via the known categorification of
the Hecke algebra using Soergel bimodules, this shows that K0(MTDerB×B(G)) is
isomorphic to the Hecke algebra.
III.1.11 (Relation to knot homology). For the needs of knot theory, Kho-
vanov proposed to work with Hotb(DerssP×Q(G;Qℓ)) or rather (and equivalently)
with the homotopy category of Soergel bimodules Hotb(AP -SMod-AQ). The coef-
ficient field is no longer relevant now; in fact, Khovanov works with C-coefficients
instead of Qℓ-coefficients. As above, the homotopy category of Soergel bimodules
admits a more geometric interpretation by equivariant mixed Tate motives over the
group G, via an equivalence of triangulated categories
MTDerP×Q(G)
≈−→ Hotb(AP -SModZ-AQ)
compatible with convolution. In Section III.6.5, we show that the so-called Rouquier
complexes on the right in the case P = Q = B correspond to the standard objects
i!Ps and i∗Ps on the left, with Ps the parabolic with Weyl group {1, s} for a simple
reflection s. As a consequence, the braid relations for Rouquier complexes, which are
required for the definition of knot invariants, follow directly from obvious geometric
isomorphisms of Bruhat cells.
III.1.12 (Relation to Harish-Chandra bimodules). Consider the special
case of Harish-Chandra modules for a complex Lie group (alias Harish-Chandra
bimodules). In this case, the bounded homotopy category of Soergel bimodules (or
equivalently, the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives on the group) is the
“graded version” of the Langlands-parameter side of the Koszul-duality equivalence
conjectured in [Soe01]. We may discuss the more general case of real reductive
groups in an unspecified sequel, to be written in an intermediate future.
III.1.2. Hecke modules for symmetric varieties. Now we want to discuss
the more general situation of parabolic actions on spherical homogeneous spaces,
i.e., homogeneous spaces G/H where a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G acts with finitely
many orbits. In this situation, one can also define a module over the Hecke algebra
which is generated by elements corresponding to local systems over orbits. This was
first done by Lusztig and Vogan in [LV83]. The module can be described purely
algebraically, based on an analysis of the combinatorics of orbit closures similar to
the Weyl group case, cf. the explicit formulas detailed in [Spr98, Section 3.7] or
[RS93, Section 7].
It is, however, conceptually more satisfying to interpret it as Grothendieck
group of suitable categories of ℓ-adic sheaves, as done in [MS98]. Some of the more
elaborate results concerning the ℓ-adic sheaves require more precise geometric infor-
mation, like existence of contracting slices, which is only available in the symmetric
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case. In this case, the categorical description of the Hecke module in [MS98] is the
following:
III.1.13 (Hecke modules over “finite fields”). Let G be a connected re-
ductive group over the algebraic closure of a finite field, let K ⊂ G be a symmetric
subgroup and set Y = G/K.
In [MS98, (3.1.2)], Mars and Springer define a category AY of perverse sheaves
on Y having a Frobenius structure and suitable equivariance for a Borel subgroup.
There is also a definition of a category CY of constructible equivariant ℓ-adic sheaves
on Y having a Frobenius structure. The Grothendieck group of CY has as natural
basis the local systems on B-orbits, and the Grothendieck of AY has as natural
basis the intersection cohomology sheaves associated to these local systems. More-
over, there is a natural map H : K(AY ) → K(CY ) taking a perverse sheaf to the
alternating sum of its constructible cohomology sheaves.
For the special case of the B × B-action on G × G with the symmetric sub-
group ∆G, convolution defines algebra structures on K(AG) and K(CG), such that
the cohomology morphism H above is an algebra isomorphism, cf. [MS98, (3.2.2–
3.2.4)]. This recovers the Hecke algebra for G/Fq discussed above. In a similar way,
convolution defines module structures
K(AG)×K(AY )→ K(AY ), and K(CG)×K(CY )→ K(CY )
for general Y = G/K, such that the cohomology morphism H is a module iso-
morphism, cf. [MS98, (3.2.5–3.2.8)]. Verdier duality induces an involution of the
algebras and modules, which is semilinear for the module structure, cf. [MS98,
Section 3.3].
III.1.14 (Universal modules over the Hecke algebra). In analogy with
the discussion of the universal Schur algebroid in III.1.3, one can ask about the
dependence on the prime power q underlying the construction of [MS98] outlined
in III.1.13. The main result, [MS98, Theorem 7.1.2], states that this dependence
on q is polynomial, so that the Hecke modules can actually be considered as spe-
cializations of modules over the Iwahori–Hecke algebra associated to a symmetric
variety.
The other main conclusion formulated in [MS98, Theorem 7.1.2] is a parity
statement for intersection cohomology. This is the key statement, implying that
everything is well-behaved and a theory of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials can be
set up parallel to the Schur algebroid case. Note that for this it is necessary to have
some sort of mixed structure, and this is obtained from the Frobenius action built
into the objects. There are various technical difficulties that then arise; there is also
(as far as we know) no analogue of the Mars–Springer construction in characteristic
0, and the construction isn’t quite categorical enough to provide a graded version
of the equivariant derived category.
What we provide in Section III.7, generalizing and extending [MS98], is a
structure of module over the universal Schur algebroid associated to a symmetric
subgroup K ⊂ G in a connected reductive group G over an algebraically closed
field, using the formalism of equivariant mixed Tate motives.
III.1.15 (Categorification of symmetric moduloid). For a connected re-
ductive group G over an algebraically closed field of characteristic 6= 2, a symmetric
subgroup K ⊂ G, and a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G, we can consider the category
MTDerP×K(G) of P × K-equivariant mixed Tate motives on G. That these cat-
egories are well-behaved follows by combining the formalism of equivariant mixed
Tate motives with the geometric input developed in [MS98], cf. Theorem III.4.15.
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Convolution then provides bifunctors
− ⋆Q − : MTDerP×Q(G)×MTDerQ×K(G)→ MTDerP×K(G).
The collection of Grothendieck groups for the categories MTDerP×K(G), P a par-
abolic, provides a structure of module over the universal Schur algebroid for the
group G, cf. Proposition III.7.6.
As in the case of the Schur algebroid, there are now two ways of seeing this as a
categorification, resp. of setting up the relation with the objects defined in [MS98],
provided we work over the algebraic closure of a finite field.
The first way is to use the ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerP×K(G)→ DerbP (G/K,Qℓ).
Since the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives is very combinatorial, the ob-
jects in the target will descend to a finite field Fq (provided the symmetric subgroup
is defined there) and the Frobenius structure will recover the weight information
from the motive. The image of MTDerB×K(G) will then be identified with the
category CY of [MS98], with Y = G/K, cf. Theorem III.7.5.
The second way is to note that pointwise purity implies that MTDerP×K(G)
has a weight structure. Pointwise purity follows from the existence of contracting
slices (and therefore is known only in the case of symmetric varieties, not the
general spherical case), and the existence of the weight structure is the motivic
version of the parity statements for intersection cohomology established in [MS98].
Applying ℓ-adic realization to the heart MTDerB×K(G)wt=0 sends pure equivariant
Tate motives of weight zero to the perverse sheaf category AY of [MS98], cf.
Proposition III.4.16 and Theorem III.7.5.
These two ways of relating mixed Tate motives to the sheaves of Mars and
Springer turn out to be equivalent, again via a tilting result
Hotb(MTDerP×K(G)wt=0)
≃−→ MTDerP×K(G),
which under the above functors turns exactly into the map H : K(AY ) → K(CY )
used in [MS98], cf. Theorem III.7.7.
Note that we are for now ignoring the Z[C]-module structure in [MS98] which
seems to be an artifact of the technical eigenvalue problems introduced by the
Frobenius action. Our framework allows to provide a graded Hecke module with
Z[q, q−1] coefficients, and the Mars–Springer modules can be recovered by exten-
sions of scalars along Z→ Z[C].
The main point of the new categorification is then that we obtain streamlined
formality results which recover the known parity statements for intersection co-
homology sheaves, cf. [MS98, Theorem 7.2.1] [Spr98, 3.9]. In particular, we get
Kazhdan–Lusztig–Vogan polynomials whose coefficients are dimensions of equivari-
ant mixed Tate motives. As an added bonus, our approach also isolates very clearly
the relevant geometric inputs for proving formality of equivariant derived categories.
We understand that these formality questions were also the subject of recent yet
unpublished work of Brion and Joshua [BJ18].
III.1.16. The mixed geometry present in the categories MTDerP×K(G) allows
to obtain gradings on the corresponding equivariant derived categories DerbP×K(G),
either with C-coefficients for symmetric varieties over C or of ℓ-adic sheaves for
symmetric varieties over Fq. The degrading functors are simply given by the corre-
sponding realization functors, cf. Theorem III.7.12.
III.1.17. Unfortunately, the picture for now is not as complete as the one for
the Schur algebroid. While we now have mixed versions of the equivariant derived
categories, purity and formality results, there is no combinatorial model available
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that would be analogous to the Soergel bimodules for the Schur algebroid. Part
of this seems due to the fact that natural resolutions for orbit closures are only
available in multiplicity one cases, cf. III.2.15.
III.1.18 (Application to representation theory). The motivic categories
for parabolic group actions on symmetric varieties have several applications relevant
for the representation theory of real Lie groups. First of all, the tilting and formality
results Theorem III.4.5 and Corollary III.4.6 establish the Soergel–Lunts conjecture
on formality of equivariant derived categories, cf. [Lun95, Conjecture 0.1.3] and
[Soe01].
The motivic categories for symmetric varieties also solve the “geometric” part
of Soergel’s conjectures from [Soe01] which deals with graded versions Dg of the
equivariant derived categories. More precisely, Theorem III.7.12 shows that the cat-
egories MTDerP (X) for X = G/K are graded versions of the respective equivariant
derived categories. Via the Matsuki correspondence relating GR-orbits on flag va-
rieties to K-orbits, cf. [RS93, Section 6], the representations of a real Lie group
(and its inner forms) can be related to the equivariant derived categories of suitable
symmetric spaces B # G/K. The graded versions of these categories, which were
conjectured to exist in [Soe01, Conjectures 4.2.2 and 4.2.3], are now available via
the formalism of equivariant mixed Tate motives.
On the other hand, according to the conjectures in [Soe01], these categories
should be related to graded versions of derived categories of Harish-Chandra mod-
ules via a Koszul-type duality. At this point, even the existence of graded versions
of such derived categories is unknown. However, we expect that the equivariant
motivic approach outlined here can also be used to construct categories of motives
satisfying suitable monodromy conditions; these categories should provide the re-
quired graded versions of the derived category of Harish-Chandra modules via a
motivic version of the Bernstein–Lunts localization for (g,K)-modules in [BL95].
This would establish the representation-theoretic part of Soergel’s conjectures from
[Soe01]. Having graded versions for both sides of Soergel’s conjectural Koszul du-
ality should greatly simplify both the construction of explicit candidates for the
Koszul duality functors as well as the proof of equivalence (e.g. by comparing finite-
dimensional mapping spaces). We understand that Ben Zvi and Nadler have a yet
unpublished construction of a candidate functor for the Koszul duality (in a non-
motivic setting without the full graded versions). The construction and properties
of the categories of monodromic motives will be subject of a sequel paper.
III.1.3. Wonderful compactifications. We discuss another case to which
the formalism of mixed Tate motives applies. As in Example I.2.6, let G be a
connected adjoint semi-simple group with Borel subgroup B. Let G × G # X
be a wonderful compactification of G, viewed as G × G-variety. Then the Borel
subgroup B × B ⊂ G ×G acts with finitely many orbits. For a choice of maximal
torus T ⊂ B ⊂ G, the relevant Hecke algebra is H := H(W,S)⊗Z[v,v−1] H(W,S).
III.1.19. As in the case of Hecke modules for symmetric varieties, if the whole
situation is defined over a finite field Fq, there is a module over the appropriate
Hecke algebra which can be described algebraically but which is better interpreted
as Grothendieck group of suitable categories of equivariant ℓ-adic sheaves. This was
discussed in [Spr02]. In fact, the definition of the Hecke module for a spherical
variety of [MS98], cf. III.1.13, applies to this setting. In particular, there is one
module defined via perverse sheaves on X (equivariant and with Frobenius struc-
ture) and one module defined via constructible sheaves on X (equivariant and with
Frobenius structure). These are isomorphic via the cohomology morphism H.
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The main results, cf. [Spr02, Theorem 4.2], are again that the module structure
depends polynomially on q, and there are parity statements for the intersection
cohomology sheaves associated to B ×B-orbits.
III.1.20 (Categorification of the wonderful moduloid). For a wonderful
compactification as above, we can now define more generally a module over the
Schur algebroid by considering the categories MTDerP×Q(X) of P ×Q-equivariant
mixed Tate motives over X , with P ×Q ⊂ G×G a parabolic subgroup. Again, it
follows from the formalism of equivariant mixed Tate motives, combined with classi-
cal geometric statements that this is a well-behaved category, cf. Theorem III.4.20.
Convolution produces bifunctors
MTDer(P1×Q1)left×(P2×Q2)right(G×G)×MTDerP2×Q2(X)→ MTDerP1×Q1(X).
The collection of the Grothendieck groups for the categories MTDerP×Q(X) pro-
vides a module over the universal Schur algebroid for the group G×G, cf. Propo-
sition III.8.3.
As in III.1.15, we have two ways to recover the module defined by Springer in
[Spr02]. On the one hand, we have the ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerB×B(X)→ DerbB×B(X,Qℓ),
which recovers the definition via the categories CY ; on the other hand, we can
restrict the ℓ-adic realization to the heart MTDerB×B(X)wt=0 of a weight structure
to recover the definition via the categories AY , cf. Theorem III.8.4.
Then, as before, the parity statements for intersection cohomology sheaves can
be recovered from the purity and formality results of the motivic formalism, and
moreover the ℓ-adic realization induces a grading on the equivariant derived cate-
gory of G×G# X , Theorem III.8.2. This can again be interpreted as a formality
statement.
III.2. Borel orbits on spherical varieties
In this section, we will provide a dense recollection on the geometry of Schubert
varieties in flag varieties and their generalizations in spherical homogeneous spaces.
We recall the combinatorical and geometric structures related to orbit closures that
have been considered in the literature because these will be the relevant geometric
input for our motivic formalism.
III.2.1. Parabolic groups and Schubert varieties. We first begin with
a recollection on parabolic subgroups in reductive groups and Schubert varieties
in the corresponding flag varieties. For the standard definition, cf. the standard
textbooks [Bor91, Hum75, Spr81], or Brion’s lectures on the geometry of flag
varieties [Bri05].
Let G be a connected split reductive group, let T ⊂ G be a split maximal torus,
and let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup containing T . The Weyl group isW = NG(T )/T .
For a choice of maximal torus, we can talk about the corresponding root system.
The choice of Borel subgroup B containing T corresponds to a choice of a system
∆ = {α1, . . . , αr} of positive simple roots, where r is the rank of the maximal
torus. Taking the root reflection for a simple root αi provides a system of simple
reflections si in the Weyl group W of G. The length l(w) of an element w ∈ W is
the smallest number n such that w is the product of n reflections.
Via the Bruhat decomposition G =
⊔
w∈W BwB, the B-orbits of G/B can be
parametrized by elements of the Weyl group W .
For a subset of simple positive roots I ⊂ ∆, we can consider the subgroup
WI ≤ W generated by the simple reflections si for i ∈ I. Then we can use the
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Bruhat decomposition to obtain a correspondence between subsets I ⊂ ∆ and
standard parabolic subgroups B ⊂ P ⊂ G via
PI =
⊔
w∈WI
BwB.
In particular, the minimal standard parabolic subgroups are given by Ps = B∪BsB
for s ∈W a simple reflection. Then there is also a Bruhat decomposition for PI ⊃ B
a standard parabolic:
G =
⊔
w∈W/WI
BwPI ,
and this provides a correspondence between the B-orbits on G/PI and the ele-
ments of W/WI . Even more generally, the PI -orbits on the flag variety G/PJ are
parametrized by the double cosets WI\W/WJ .
Note that the orbits on flag varieties G/P are all isomorphic to affine spaces.
The closures of B-orbits on G/P are called Schubert varieties.
III.2.1. Let X = G/B be the flag variety. Identify B-orbits in X with the Weyl
group in the usual way, i.e., G/B =
⊔
w∈W BwB/B. For any sequence of simple
reflections w = (s1, . . . , sn), let
BS(w) = Ps1 ×/B · · · ×/B Psn ×/B B/B,
where Psi denotes the minimal parabolic Psi ⊃ B corresponding to si. Multipli-
cation induces a map π : BS(w) → G/B. Note that if s1 · · · sn is a reduced word,
then π is the classical Bott–Samelson resolution of singularities of the closure
(i.e., Schubert variety) Bs1 · · · snB/B.
III.2.2. Using the geometry of flag varieties, we can define a partial order on
the set of B-orbits in G/P . The Bruhat order on the orbits is defined by V ≤W
if and only if V ⊆W . This can be expressed combinatorially in terms of the Weyl
group (whose elements parametrize B-orbits), cf. [Bri05, Proposition 1.2.1 and
Corollary 2.2.2].
Definition III.2.3. For a ring R and W the Weyl group of a semisimple
algebraic group, we have the Demazure product on R[W ], given as follows:
s ⋆ w =
{
sw if l(sw) > l(w)
w otherwise
The Demazure algebra (R[W ], ⋆) can then be realized as an algebra of differ-
ential operators on the flag manifold, it can be seen as degeneration of the Hecke
algebra, cf. [RS93, Section 7].
Definition III.2.4 (Richardson–Springer monoid). Fix a Weyl group W . De-
fine the Richardson–Springer monoid M(W ) to be the monoid with elements
m(w) indexed by elements w ∈ W such that m(s)m(w) = m(s ⋆ w) for s a simple
reflection.
Remark III.2.5. The Richardson–Springer monoid is generated by m(s) for
simple reflections, subject to m(s)2 = m(s) and the braid relations in the Weyl
group:
m(s)m(t)m(s) · · · = m(t)m(s)m(t) · · ·
where s, t are simple reflections in W and the number of factors on both sides is
the order of the product st in W .
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III.2.2. Spherical subgroups and generalizations of Schubert vari-
eties. Now we will provide a recollection on the generalization of Schubert varieties
in spherical homogeneous spaces. We also outline the combinatorics of closures of
orbits of symmetric groups on flag varieties. Standard references for these topics
are [LV83], [RS93] and [Spr98].
Definition III.2.6. Let G be a reductive group. A variety with action G# X
is called spherical if a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G acts with finitely many orbits. A
subgroup H ⊂ G is called spherical if the corresponding homogeneous space G/H
is spherical for the natural left G-action.
Example III.2.7. (1) If B ⊂ G is a Borel subgroup in a connected split
reductive group, then B is spherical; this is the basis of Example I.2.4.
(2) If θ is an involution of a connected split reductive group G, then the
symmetric subgroup K = Gθ of θ-fixed points is spherical. A special case
is the maximal torus T inside SL2, cf. [Mat79, Spr85].
(3) The Borel subgroup case can be recovered from the symmetric case by
using the switch involution on G×G.
(4) If G is an adjoint semisimple group and X is a G × G-equivariant com-
pactification of G, then G×G# X is a spherical variety.
There are again partial orderings induced by inclusion of orbit closures. A
further discussion of the Bruhat orders in the parabolic and symmetric cases can
be found in [Yee11].
Definition III.2.8. Let G be a connected split reductive group, let H ⊂ G be
a spherical subgroup, and let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup. The set of B-orbits on
G/H carries two natural partial orderings.
(1) the strong Bruhat order, given by
V ≤W if and only if V ⊂W.
(2) The weak order on K-orbit closures is defined using the Richardson–
Springer monoid action as follows:
Y ≤ Y ′ if and only if Y ′ = w ⋆ Y.
III.2.9. For the strong Bruhat order, there is a unique maximal element – the
open B-orbit. The minimal elements are the closed B-orbits. Those are the orbits
BgH/H where H ∩ g−1Bg is a Borel subgroup in H . Minimal orbits all have the
same dimension. The example T ⊂ SL2 shows that there can be several minimal
orbits.
Inclusion in the weak order implies inclusion in the strong Bruhat order. More
precisely, by [RS93, Proposition 4.10], the strong Bruhat order is the weakest par-
tial order on the set of orbits which is compatible with the action of the Richardson–
Springer monoid M(W ).
III.2.10. For G a reductive group with a symmetric subgroup K ≤ G and a
standard parabolic subgroup P ≤ G, the structure of P × K-orbits on G can be
deduced from the action of the Richardson–Springer monoid on the B ×K-orbits
on G, cf. [RS93, BH00, Section 3.4]. In particular, there is also an analogue of
the Bruhat decomposition of G into P ×K-double cosets.
The following discussion of orbit types for actions of the Borel group on spher-
ical varieties, cf. [MS98] or [RS93, Section 2].
III.2.11 (P1-modifications). Let G be a connected split reductive group. Fix
a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G and a maximal torus T ⊂ B. Let W denote the Weyl
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group. The pair (B, T ) determines a set of simple reflections in W . Given a simple
reflection s, let
Ps = B ⊔BsB
denote the corresponding minimal parabolic. Let X be a G-variety. Assume that
there are only finitely many B-orbits in X . So, if Z is a B-orbit, then
Ps · Z contains a unique open B-orbit, denoted s ⋆ Z.
Pick a point z in the orbit Z, and let H denote the isotropy group of z in Ps. Then
D+B(Ps · z) ≈ D+B(Ps/H) ≈ D+B×H(Ps) ≈ D+H(B\Ps) ≈ D+H(P1).
As B acts on Ps ·Z with finitely many orbits, H must act on P1 with finitely many
orbits. Let H¯ be the image of H in Aut(P1) ≃ PGL2. The only possibilities are the
following, cf. also [MS98, 4.1.3]:
Case G: H¯ = PGL2;
Case U: H¯ is a proper subgroup of PGL2 containing a unipotent subgroup;
Case T: H¯ is a maximal torus in PGL2;
Case N: H¯ is the normalizer of a maximal torus in PGL2.
Modulo conjugation, the corresponding H-orbit decompositions of P1 are:
Case G: P1;
Case U: A1 ⊔ {∞};
Case T: {0} ⊔Gm ⊔ {∞};
Case N: {0,∞}⊔Gm.
We will say that the orbit Z is of type G, U, T or N relative to the simple
reflection s depending on which of these cases actually occurs.
Remark III.2.12. Note that the orbit decomposition as above is more com-
plicated when we consider arbitrary parabolic subgroups P ⊂ G. The approach to
formality results below first establishes properties for the action of B (via the simple
orbit decomposition as above) and then deduces the results for actions of standard
parabolics P ⊃ B by push-forward along the natural projectionG/B → G/P , using
e.g. the projective bundle formula of Proposition I.7.13.
Example III.2.13. If X = G/B is the flag variety, then the Bruhat decompo-
sition implies that each B-orbit in G/B is of type G or U relative to any simple
reflection.
III.2.14. Let K ⊂ G be a connected spherical subgroup. There is an action
of reduced words on closures of K-orbits: assume Y ⊂ G/B is the closure of a
K-orbit, then for a simple reflection si ∈ W we obtain another K-orbit closure
by si ⋆ Y := π
−1
i πi(Y ) where πi : G/B → G/Pi is the natural projection for the
minimal parabolic Pi. This extends to an action of the Richardson–Springer monoid
M(W ) on the set of K-orbit closures.
III.2.15. Using the action of the Richardson–Springer monoid on the set of
B ×K-orbits in G, we can consider the reduced decomposition of an orbit, cf.
[RS93, Section 3]. A reduced decomposition of the B-orbit V ⊂ G/K is a pair of
a sequence (V0, . . . , Vr) of distinct B-orbits and a sequence (s1, . . . , sr) of simple
reflections such that the orbit V0 is minimal, Vr = V and Vi = m(si)⋆Vi−1. IfK ≤ G
is a symmetric subgroup, then all B-orbits in G/K have reduced decompositions.
This can be used to prove statements about B × K-orbits in G by starting from
closed orbits and iteratively go up P1-bundles.
Let K ⊂ G be a symmetric subgroup in a connected split reductive group, and
let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup. Let V ⊂ G/K be a B-orbit, the closures V of
B-orbits are analogues of the Schubert varieties for the symmetric case. Let (v, s),
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v = (V0, . . . , Vr) and s = (s1, . . . , sr) be a reduced decomposition of the B-orbit V .
Then we define
Z(v,s) := Psr ×/B Psr−1 ×/B · · · ×/B Ps1 ×/B V0
Then there is a proper surjective morphism ψ : Z(v,s) → V . This morphism is
generically finite, and its degree is 2c(V ) where c is the number of times the case N
appears in the reduced decomposition of the orbit V , cf. [Spr98, 3.10]. In particu-
lar, this is a resolution in the multiplicity-one cases, similar to the Bott–Samelson
resolutions for Schubert varieties in flag varieties.1
III.3. Bott–Samelson motives
In this section, we discuss a formalism of Bott–Samelson motives which provides
a way of showing that a variety with action satisfies the equivariant Whitney–Tate
condition.
The basic idea of the formalism can be described as follows: in the examples
we are interested in, we always have an action of some parabolic in a reductive
group. Given a collection of (equivariant) motives on orbits, we can generate a col-
lection of P -equivariant motives, with P running through all the standard parabolic
subgroups, by using the six-functor formalism developed previously. There are two
interesting collections of motives to apply this procedure to: if we start with cuspi-
dal motives, then we get a collection containing all ∗-orbitwise equivariant mixed
Tate motives, cf. Proposition III.3.19; if we start with clean motives, then we get a
collection contained in the equivariant mixed Tate motives, cf. Proposition III.3.24.
If cuspidals are clean, we have a very small collection, called Bott–Samelson
motives, which generate all equivariant mixed Tate motives. Since the collection
of Bott–Samelson motives is closed under Verdier duality, we get the equivariant
Whitney–Tate condition.
If furthermore Bott–Samelson motives are pointwise pure, we can compute
morphisms between them and see that they satisfy the orthogonality for weight
structures. Consequently, there is a weight structure on equivariant mixed Tate
motives whose heart is exactly the idempotent completion of the Bott–Samelson
motives (and that weight structure coincides with the one discussed in Section II.4).
This gives rise to tilting results and can be interpreted as a stronger form of known
formality results for the equivariant derived category.
The formalism will be applied to our standard examples in Sections III.6, III.7
and III.8. The proof of the two pivotal assertions – that cuspidals are clean and
that Bott–Samelson motives are pointwise pure – will be done in Section III.4.
The arguments provided in this section can in principle be found already in
works of Lusztig–Vogan [LV83] and Mars–Springer [MS98]. We hope that the
translation into the motivic language has the advantage of making the geometric
inputs clearly visible.
III.3.1. From this moment on, we will really enforce our conventional assump-
tion that the base field k is algebraically closed of characteristic unequal to 2.2
‘Point’ will always mean a ‘geometric point’, and we set pt = Spec(k).
III.3.2. In the following, we consider a homotopical stable algebraic derivator
D satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2.
1In general, this might still be an alteration in the sense of de Jong, so that we can use these
to prove results for motives with rational coefficients. For now we are not aware of results in the
literature discussing when the fibers of these resolutions have pavings by affine spaces.
2Most of the results also go through over finite fields of characteristic unequal to 2. However,
for finite fields one ends up having to deal with some annoying separability issues that only serve
to distract from the main ideas.
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III.3.3. We will always be concerned with varieties with action G# X over k
where G is a connected reductive group such that for a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G the
variety with action B ⊂ G # X has finitely many separably defined orbits. The
goal of the formalism of Bott–Samelson motives discussed below is to establish the
equivariant Whitney–Tate property for all varieties P # X , where B ⊂ P ⊂ G is
a standard parabolic of G.
The following definition provides a way of generating equivariant mixed Tate
motives for parabolic groups, by starting from a collection of motives on the various
Borel orbits, via (essentially) successive induction and restriction.
Definition III.3.4 (BS-closure). Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions
of I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2, let G be a connected reductive group and
B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup and let G # X be a variety with G-action having
finitely many B-orbits separably defined over k. Assume we are given, for each
B-orbit j : W →֒ X a collection SW of motives in MTDerB(W ). We define the
BS-closure of SW to be the smallest collection
{〈S〉BS ⊂ D+P (X)}P⊃B of strictly
full subcategories of D+P (X), for P ⊂ G running through the parabolic subgroups
of G containing B, such that:
(1) j∗M ∈ 〈S〉BS ⊂ D+B(X) for each B-orbit j : W →֒ X and each M ∈ SW ;
(2) The categories 〈S〉BS ⊂ D+P (X) are stable under M 7→M(n)[2n], n ∈ Z;
(3) The categories 〈S〉BS ⊂ D+P (X) are stable under taking direct summands;
(4) The categories 〈S〉BS ⊂ D+P (X) are extension stable, i.e., if there is a
distinguished triangle
L→M → N → L[1]
in D+P (X) with L,N ∈ 〈S〉BS, then M ∈ 〈S〉BS.
(5) for any two parabolics P,Q with B ⊂ P ⊂ Q ⊂ G, the functors ResPQ and
IndQP preserve the categories 〈S〉BS.
Remark III.3.5. By Proposition I.7.12, we could also use exceptional inte-
gration functors in the above without changing much. This will be used later for
establishing that the BS-closure is stable under Verdier duality, cf. Theorem III.3.29.
Remark III.3.6. In the above definition, we actually need to include G with the
parabolic subgroups. Otherwise the BS-closure of cuspidals below doesn’t produce
enough mixed Tate motives, even in the case SL2 # P
1.
Definition III.3.7 (Hecke-connectedness). Let G be a connected reductive
group with Borel subgroup B, and let G# X be a variety with action. Recall that
the Bruhat order ≤ is given by inclusion of orbit closures, cf. Definition III.2.8. The
G-variety X will be called Hecke-connected if the following hold:
(1) there are finitely many B-orbits in X ;
(2) if v is not a closed B-orbit, then there exists a B-orbit u  v and a simple
reflection s such that s ⋆ u = v, i.e., for any B-orbit which is not closed
there is a smaller orbit in the weak order.
If, in addition, the isotropy group Bx is connected for each point x ∈ X , then we
will call X Hecke-simply-connected. 3
Example III.3.8. The flag varieties X = G/P are Hecke-simply-connected.
Example III.3.9. Take G = SL2, B ⊂ G to be the usual Borel subgroup
consisting of upper triangular matrices, K to be the maximal torus consisting of
3The terminology Hecke-simply connected refers to the topological fact that the orbits for
the B-action will be simply-connected.
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diagonal matrices, and set X = G/K. Then X is Hecke-connected but not Hecke-
simply-connected: instead of dealing with B acting on G/K it is more convenient
to visualize K acting on G/B. Identify G/B with P1 so that K acts via(
t 0
0 t−1
)
· x = t2x.
There are three orbits: {0}, {∞} and P1−{0,∞}. The isotropy group of a point in
the open orbit is µ2 = {1,−1}.
Proposition III.3.10. Let G be a connected reductive group, let θ : G→ G be
an involution, and let B ⊂ G be a θ-stable Borel subgroup. Denoting K = Gθ the
fixed subgroup, the symmetric variety G# G/K is Hecke-connected.
Proof. That G/K is Hecke-connected is [RS90, Theorem 4.6]. 
Remark III.3.11. Note that being Hecke connected is a requirement for the
B-action, more precisely a statement about the weak order. The requirement for
the B-action implies similar statements for the corresponding orders of orbits of
parabolic groups containing B, cf. the discussion in Section III.2.
III.3.1. Cuspidal motives. We now define cuspidal motives. The category of
equivariant mixed Tate motives will be a subcategory of the BS-closure of the cus-
pidal motives. In particular, every equivariant mixed Tate motive can be obtained
by induction from cuspidal motives on lower-dimensional strata, and cuspidals are
those Tate motives that cannot be obtained inductively from lower-dimensional
orbits.
Definition III.3.12. Let G be a connected reductive group, let B ⊂ G be a
Borel subgroup and let G # X be a variety with action which has finitely many
B-orbits separably defined over k. Given a B-orbit j : B/H = V →֒ X and M ∈
MTDerB(V )wt=0, we will say thatM is cuspidal if Ind
Ps
B (j∗M) = 0 for each simple
reflection s such that V is a proper open subvariety of Ps · V .
Example III.3.13. Note that if the orbit V = B/H is closed in X , then there
is no simple reflection satisfying the conditions of Definition III.3.12. So for closed
B-orbits V , each M ∈ MTDerB(V )wt=0 is cuspidal. This is in particular true for
X = G/B the flag variety and V the one-point orbit. Moreover, in the case of flag
varieties, there cannot be cuspidal motives on orbits which are not closed: these are
all of type G or U and these do not support cuspidal motives which is explained
in more detail in III.3.18. Therefore, in the case of flag varieties, there is only one
type of cuspidal motives - constant Tate motives pure of weight 0 on the one-point
orbit.
Example III.3.14. In the situation of Example III.3.9 we certainly have cus-
pidals corresponding to the closed orbits. But there is also a cuspidal on the open
orbit - the isotropy group of a point in the open orbit is isomorphic to µ2. The
motive corresponding to the sign representation is cuspidal. The cuspidality of this
motive is not quite obvious (a more general situation is described in Lemma III.3.15;
also see Lemma III.3.17). For the moment we hope to assuage the reader with the
following intuition: if we had been working topologically (i.e., with sheaves instead
of motives) this would correspond to the ‘Mo¨bius band’ local system on C×, i.e.,
the 1-dimensional local system with eigenvalue of monodromy equal to −1. This
local system has no (derived) global sections.
Eventually, we want to show that the BS-closure of the cuspidal motives con-
tains all equivariant mixed Tate motives. For this, we need to study the structure
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of cuspidal motives. The relevant features already appear in the case of P1, as dis-
cussed in the lemma below. Subsequent results will then extend the characterization
of cuspidal motives to general Hecke-connected varieties. We also note that our as-
sumptions on the base field being algebraically closed implies that the groups µN
of roots of unity have N distinct points and the same is then true for the fibers of
the Kummer covering Gm
x 7→xN−−−−→ Gm.
Lemma III.3.15. Let H be a linear algebraic group acting transitively on Gm
via a group homomorphism H ։ Gm. Let V ∈ MTDerH(Gm) be a rank one local
system in the sense ofII.1.8. Then fin∗V 6= 0 if and only if For(V ) = Gm(n) for
some n ∈ Z.
Proof. Denote by H ′ the stabilizer group of H # Gm of some point x ∈ Gm
and let V ∈MTDerH(Gm) be a rank one local system. By II.1.8, this means that V
corresponds under the induction equivalence MTDerH(Gm) ≈ MTDerH′(pt) to an
equivariant mixed Tate motive of the form Q(i)[j]. The stabilizer subgroupH ′ maps
to a closed subgroup in Gm, therefore we can assume that H
′ is actually identified
with this subgroup, i.e., we can assume that H ′ = µm for some m. Denoting the
morphism
πm : (1 : Gm # Gm)→ (m : Gm # Gm) : t 7→ tm,
we have π∗mFor(V ) = Gm(n) for some n.
4 Taking the cone of the canonical unit
map Gm → πm,∗π∗mGm yields a distinguished triangle
Gm → πm,∗Gm →M → Gm[1].
Note that πm,∗Gm can be viewed as the group ring for µm over the coefficient
field Λ of the underlying derivator D. The distinguished triangle maps the trivial
representation into the regular representation, so thatM contains all the summands
with non-trivial µm-representations.
The unit map Gm → πm,∗Gm becomes an isomorphism on applying fin∗:
both source fin∗Gm and target fin∗ πm,∗Gm are isomorphic to the (cohomologi-
cal) motive of Gm. Composing with the augmentation map from the group ring
fin∗ πm,∗Gm → fin∗Gm we get an endomorphism of fin∗Gm which can be identified
with multiplication by the degree of πm, which is m. Since we are working with
rational coefficients, this is an isomorphism. Moreover, since the objects are finite-
dimensional, the unit map is an isomorphism.5 Therefore, we deduce fin∗M = 0
from the above distinguished triangle.
Suppose For(V ) 6= Gm(n) for any n. Then For(V ) occurs as a direct summand
of M up to some Tate twist. This basically follows because πm,∗Gm contains Gm
as a direct summand, and if the underlying motive is not (up to twist) isomorphic
to Gm, then it must occur in M . Consequently, since fin∗ is additive, fin∗V = 0.
Finally, fin∗ V 6= 0 if For(V ) = Gm(n) as in this case fin∗ V is the cohomological
motive of Gm. 
Lemma III.3.16. Suppose H acts on P1 with finitely many orbits. Let j : U →֒
P1 be the open orbit and let i : Y →֒ P1 be the closed complement (i.e., Y = P1−U).
Let N ∈ MTDerH(U)wt=0. Then in the notation of III.2.11, we have the following
cases:
Case U: there is a distinguished triangle
i∗fin∗N [−1]→ j!N → fin∗P1fin∗N → i∗fin∗N
4Note here that the target is the variety with action we consider, since we have reduced to
assuming that the stabilizer is µm.
5We could also deduce this using the conservativity statements in Proposition II.1.24 for the
derivators we are interested in.
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Case T and N: if N is a rank one local system with fin∗N 6= 0, then
fin∗N ∼ N0 ⊕ N1 with N0 pure of weight 0 and N1 pure of weight 1;
there is a distinguished triangle
i∗fin
∗
YN0[−1]→ j!N → fin∗P1N0 → i∗fin∗YN0.
Proof. In case U, U ∼= A1 and consequently the underlying motive of N is
a constant mixed Tate motive. In this case, fin∗P1 fin∗N also has underlying motive
constant mixed Tate; moreover, the restriction of this motive to U is isomorphic
to N . The distinguished triangle claimed is simply the localization triangle j!j
∗ →
id→ i∗i∗.
In case T and N, we have U ∼= Gm. By Lemma III.3.15, N must be of the
form Gm. This implies the statement about the form of fin∗N . The distinguished
triangle is then again simply the localization triangle j!j
∗ → id → i∗i∗ for the
constant motive fin∗P1 N0. 
In general, testing for cuspidality is no more complicated than the situation for
P1:
Lemma III.3.17. Let G be a reductive group, and let G# X be a variety with
action which has finitely many B-orbits. Let Z be a B-orbit, and denote by Ps the
standard parabolic for the simple reflection s. Let inc : Ps · Z →֒ X be the inclusion
of the Ps-orbit generated by Z, let z ∈ Z be a point, and let H ⊂ Ps be its isotropy
group. Then we have a commutative diagram:
D+B(X)
IndPsB
// D+Ps(X)
ResBPs
// D+B(X)
D+B(Ps · Z)
inc∗
OO
IndPsB
//
≈

D+Ps(Ps · Z)
inc∗
OO
ResBPs
//
≈

D+B(Ps · Z)
inc∗
OO
≈

D+H(P
1)
fin∗
// D+H(pt)
fin∗
// D+H(P
1)
Proof. Restriction commutes with all the standard functors, by I.6.26, whence
the commutativity of the top right square. As induction is defined to be the right
adjoint to restriction, cf. Proposition I.7.11, and restriction commutes with inc∗, we
obtain the commutativity of the top left square via adjunction (and the fact that
compositions of right adjoints is right adjoint to the composition).
We have to deal with the commutativity of the bottom squares. Recall from
I.7.9 that Ind∗ is given by push-forward along the composition
(B # Ps · Z) (i,s)−−−→ (Ps # (Ps ×/B Ps · Z)) (id,m)−−−−→ (Ps # Ps · Z).
The lower vertical equivalences are the ones considered in III.2.11, i.e., they are
given by a composition of equivalences: the first and last equivalences are simply
induced from isomorphisms of varieties and will therefore obviously commute with
the pushforwards in the definition of induction. The two equivalences in the mid-
dle are obtained by changing the equivariance via the quotient equivalence, using
that both B and H are normal subgroups in B × H . By Proposition I.7.1, the
quotient equivalences are compatible with the six functors, and in particular with
the induction functors. This implies the commutativity of the lower left square.
The commutativity of the lower right square follows similarly, since the quotient
equivalence is compatible with restriction functors. 
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III.3.18. Let G be a reductive group with Borel subgroup B ⊂ G, and let
G # X be a variety with action having finitely many B-orbits. Let Z be a B-
orbit of X , and let Y be the open B-orbit in Ps · Z. Denote the inclusions by
Y
˜−→ Ps · Z inc−−→ X , the composite is the inclusion j : Y → X . Let M be a cuspidal
local system on Y ⊂ Ps · Z, which means that
IndPsB (j∗M) = inc∗ Ind
Ps
B (˜∗M) = 0.
Under the equivalences of III.2.11 and the commutative diagrams of Lemma III.3.17,
this means necessarily fin∗ u∗N = 0 for u : U →֒ P1 the inclusion of the open H-
orbit and N the local system on it corresponding toM .6 Clearly this cannot happen
if U is all of P1 or the complement of a single point, corresponding to the cases G
and U in III.2.11. More generally, it cannot happen if N is constant on U , but only
if it has nontrivial monodromy (in the sense that it corresponds to a motive on the
point with non-trivial stabilizer representation), cf. Lemma III.3.15.
Proposition III.3.19. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2.
Let G be a reductive group, let G # X be a variety with action which is Hecke-
connected. Then for every standard parabolic P , the category MTDer∗P (X) is con-
tained in the smallest triangulated subcategory of D+P (X) generated by the BS-
closure of cuspidal motives.
Proof. Let TP denote the smallest triangulated subcategory of DcP (X) con-
taining the BS-closure of the cuspidal motives. By Proposition II.1.10, the category
MTDer∗P (X) is generated by objects of the form j!M for j : V →֒ X the inclusion
of a P -orbit and M ∈ MTDerP (V ). In particular, we need to show that j!M ∈ TP
for every parabolic P , every P -orbit j : V → X and every M ∈MTDerP (V ).
First, we concentrate on the case of the Borel subgroup. Let j : V → X be a
B-orbit, and let M ∈ MTDerB(V ) be a motive. By Proposition II.4.5, there is a
weight structure on MTDerB(V ), and by using the weight decomposition triangles
we can reduce to the case where M ∈ MTDerB(V )wt=0.
Now the claim is proved by induction on the weak order on the set of B-orbits
on G/K. If V is a closed orbit, then j!M ∼= j∗M and then j!M is in the BS-closure
by definition and every weight 0 motive is cuspidal by Example III.3.13. Otherwise,
since X is Hecke-connected, we may find a simple reflection s and an orbit W  V
such that s ⋆W = V . This situation corresponds, via the remarks in III.2.11, to an
algebraic group H acting on P1 with finitely many orbits, with M corresponding
to a motive on the open orbit. By Lemma III.3.16, to show that j!M is in the
BS-closure, it suffices to show that all the other motives in the exact sequence are
in the BS-closure.
In case U, M corresponds to a motive N on the open orbit A1. In particular,
N is a constant pure Tate motive of weight 0 and therefore fin∗N is a constant
pure Tate motive of weight 0 such that j∗ fin∗P1 fin∗N
∼= N . By induction on the
weak order we know that i∗ fin∗N is in the BS-closure. To show that fin
∗
P1 fin∗N is
in the BS-closure, we can use the localization sequence with N˜ = fin∗P1 fin∗N which
is a constant pure Tate motive on P1:
i!i
!N˜ → N˜ → j∗j∗N˜ → i!i!N˜ [1]
For the first motive in the sequence, we can use absolute purity which implies that
i!N˜(1)[2] is a constant pure Tate motive on the point, and the third motive is j∗N .
Now we apply finP1,∗ fin
∗
P1 to this sequence. Under this, the third motive maps to
fin∗P1 fin∗N . We need to show that the other two summands are in the BS-closure.
6This is the way in which Lemma III.3.17 combined with Lemma III.3.15 can be used to
check cuspidality of motives.
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By construction, these will correspond to ResBPs Ind
Ps
B of the first two motives on
P1; so it suffices to show that the motives corresponding to the skyscraper motive
and the constant motive on P1 are in the BS-closure. For the first, this follows from
induction on the weak Bruhat order, and the second is given by induction-restriction
from the first.
For case T and N, we can argue the same way. The only difference is that
the relevant motives appearing in the sequence of Lemma III.3.16 are only direct
summands of the motives we would have considered in case U.
To establish our claims for general P , we have to remark that by the projective
bundle formula Proposition I.7.13 every F ∈ DP×K(G) occurs as a direct summand
in IndPB Res
B
P F , hence every F ∈ MTDer∗P×K(G) occurs as a direct summand of
IndPB G for some G ∈ MTDer∗B×K(G) and therefore (1) and (2) for general P follow
from (1) and (2) in case P = B. 
III.3.2. Clean motives. Now we define clean motives. The cleanness condi-
tion implies that the category generated by induction from clean motives is con-
tained in the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives.
Definition III.3.20. Let G be a connected reductive group, let B ⊂ G be a
Borel subgroup and let G # X be a variety with action which has finitely many
B-orbits separably defined over k. Given a B-orbit j : B/H = V →֒ X and M ∈
MTDerB(V )wt=0 we will say M is clean if the canonical map j!M → j∗M is an
isomorphism.
Example III.3.21. Take X = G/B to be the flag variety. By Example III.3.13,
the cuspidals are exactly the motives M ∈ MTDerB(V )wt=0 where V is the one-
point orbit. These motives are clean because the inclusion j : V → G/B is proper.
Example III.3.22. In general, orbits that are not closed will often admit clean
motives. For instance, the cuspidal motive on the open orbit in Example III.3.14 is
clean. Unfortunately, unlike cuspidality, cleanness cannot be completely reduced to
a question on P1, i.e., for cleanness it doesn’t suffice to check that i∗j∗M vanishes for
i the inclusion of a codimension 1 orbit. See Lemma III.4.12 and Proposition III.4.13
for how to establish cleanness of certain motives in the case of Borel-actions on
symmetric varieties.
Proposition III.3.23. Let G be a connected reductive group with Borel sub-
group B ⊂ G and let G # X be a variety with action which has finitely many
B-orbits separably defined over k. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2, the grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Then the BS-
closure of the clean motives is stable under Verdier duality.
Proof. If M is a clean motive on a B-orbit j : Z →֒ X , then its Verdier
dual D(M) is clean, since Verdier duality preserves MTDerB(Z)wt=0, cf. Proposi-
tion II.4.14, and the composition
D(j∗M) ∼= j!D(M)→ j∗D(M) ∼= D(j!M)
is the dual of the canonical map j!M → j∗M . But then also motives of the form
j∗M for M clean will be closed under Verdier duality, since D(j∗M) ∼= j!D(M) ∼=
j∗D(M). The operations M 7→ M(n)[2n], taking direct summands and extensions
are obviously compatible with Verdier duality.
It remains to discuss compatibility with restriction and induction. For two stan-
dard parabolics P ⊂ Q, we have D(IndQP M) ∼= Ind!D(M), by II.1.21. Moreover, by
I.7.12 we have Ind!D(M) ∼= Ind∗D(M)(d)[2d] where d = dimQ/P , in particular
exceptional integration preserves the Bott–Samelson closure of the clean motives.
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Combining the two statements, we find that Verdier duality commutes, up to ap-
propriate twist and shift, with the ordinary induction functors.
A similar discussion can be obtained for the restriction functors. We want to
show that D(ResPQ) preserves the Bott–Samelson closure of the clean motives, for
an inclusion P ⊂ Q of standard parabolics. As in I.7.9, we can write the restriction
as pullback along the composition
(P # X)
(i,s)−−−→ (Q# (Q ×/P Q)) (id,m)−−−−→ (Q# X)
The functor (i, s)∗ is an equivalence and compatible with Verdier duality, by the in-
duction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4. On the other hand, since (id,m) is smooth
of relative dimension d = dimQ/P , we have
D ◦ (id,m)∗ ≈ (id,m)! ◦D ≈ (id,m)∗(d)[2d] ◦D.
We find that restriction ResPQ commutes with Verdier duality up to appropriate
twist and shift and therefore D(ResPQ) preserves the Bott–Samelson closure of the
clean motives. 
Proposition III.3.24. Let G be a connected reductive group with Borel sub-
group B ⊂ G and let G # X be a variety with action which has finitely many
B-orbits separably defined over k. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of
I.4.2 and the grading condition II.1.2. Then the motives in the BS-closure of the
clean motives are orbitwise mixed Tate.
Proof. By definition, if j : Z →֒ X is a B-orbit and M ∈ MTDerB(Z)wt=0
is a clean motive, we have j!M ∼= j∗M . If i : Y → X is a different B-orbit,
then i∗j!M ∼= 0 by an induction using the localization sequence. This implies that
j∗M is ∗-orbitwise mixed Tate: it is mixed Tate on Z by definition and has trivial
restrictions to any other orbit. Similarly, j∗M is !-orbitwise mixed Tate because
j!j∗M ∼= j∗j∗M ∼= M is mixed Tate by assumption and i!j∗M = 0 by induction
using the localization sequence.
Further, the orbitwise mixed Tate properties are stable under M 7→M(n)[2n],
as well as taking direct summands and extensions. It is also stable under restric-
tion functors ResQP by Proposition II.1.15 and induction functors Ind
P
Q by Theo-
rem II.1.22. This proves the claim. 
Let us point out here that the statements above concern motives in D+P (X) for
every standard parabolic B ⊂ P ⊂ G.
III.3.3. Bott–Samelson motives. Now we have established the basic com-
parisons between the BS-closures of cuspidal and clean motives, we can identify the
relevant condition: if cuspidals are clean, then these closures are equal and they
coincide with the equivariant mixed Tate motives.
Proposition III.3.25. Let G be a reductive group, let B ⊂ G be a Borel sub-
group and let X be a G-variety with finitely many B-orbits. Let D be a derivator
satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, the grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condi-
tion II.4.4. If cuspidals are clean, then the Bott–Samelson closures of cuspidal and
clean motives coincide.
Proof. By Proposition III.3.19, MTDer∗P (X)wt=0 is contained in the BS-
closure of the cuspidal motives. By Proposition III.3.24, the BS-closure of the clean
motives is contained in MTDerP (X). By the assumption, the BS-closure of the
cuspidal motives is contained in the clean motives. Consequently, all the above
categories have to coincide (and coincide with MTDerP (X)wt=0). 
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Definition III.3.26. In the situation of Proposition III.3.25, the BS-closure,
cf. Definition III.3.4, of clean (or equivalently, cuspidal) motives will be called
the category of Bott–Samelson motives. These categories will be denoted by
MTDerbsP (X), where P runs through the standard parabolics of (G,B).
Remark III.3.27. We will later provide a different interpretation of the Bott–
Samelson motives, by replacing the restriction and induction in the definition of
BS-closure by convolution functors, cf. III.6.5.
Example III.3.28. Let X = G/B be the flag variety, let w = (s1, . . . , sn)
be a reduced sequence of simple reflections in the Weyl group, and consider the
Bott–Samelson resolution of the Schubert variety Bs1 · · · snB/B:
π : BS(w) = Ps1 ×/B · · · ×/B Psn ×/B B/B → G/B.
Each π∗BS(w) is a Bott–Samelson motive. In fact, each Bott–Samelson motive on
G/B is of this form (modulo isomorphism, shift, Tate twist and direct sums).
Theorem III.3.29. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2, the
grading condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4. Let G be a reductive group,
let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup and let G # X be a variety with action having
finitely many B-orbits. Assume that X is Hecke-connected and that cuspidals are
clean. Then the equivariant Whitney–Tate condition holds for P ⊂ G# X, for any
standard parabolic P , i.e.,
MTDer∗P (X) = MTDer
!
P (X).
Proof. Under the assumptions, we can speak about categories MTDerbsP (X)
of Bott–Samelson motives. By Proposition III.3.23, we know that MTDerbsP (X)
is closed under Verdier duality. Then the respective triangulated subcategories of
D+P (X) generated by MTDer
bs
P (X) must also be stable under duality. Now, Propo-
sitions III.3.25, III.3.19 and III.3.24 imply that the triangulated subcategory of
D+P (X) generated by Bott–Samelson motives is MTDer
∗
P (X). Now Verdier dual-
ity interchanges the categories MTDer∗P (X) and MTDer
!
P (X), which concludes the
proof. 
III.3.4. Purity and formality. The remainder of the section will be spent
on discussing how the formalism of Bott–Samelson motives implies various purity
and formality results. The additional assumption required is the pointwise purity.
If we have that, pushforwards of Bott–Samelson motives will be pure Tate motives,
and the resulting orthogonality shows that the Bott–Samelson motives generate the
heart of the weight structure. Then we can show the tilting result which expresses
equivariant mixed Tate motives as complexes of Bott–Samelson motives.
Proposition III.3.30. In the situation of Theorem III.3.29, the Bott–Samelson
motives are contained in the heart of the weight structure of Proposition II.4.8.
Proof. If M is a clean motive on a B-orbit j : Z →֒ X , then by definition
M ∈ MTDerB(X)wt=0. By definition j!M ∼= j∗M , and in particular i∗j∗M = 0
for any other orbit inclusion i : Y →֒ X . Therefore, j∗M ∈ MTDerB(X)wt≤0. An
argument as in the proof of Proposition III.3.24 implies that j!j∗M ∼= M and
i!j∗M = 0 for any other orbit i : Y →֒ X . Therefore, j∗M ∈ MTDerB(X)wt=0,
which provides the base of the induction.
The zero-weight categories are clearly preserved under M 7→M(n)[2n], taking
direct summands and extensions.
It remains to deal with induction and restriction for standard parabolics P ⊂ Q.
By Proposition II.4.11, ResPQ is weight exact. The induction functor Ind
Q
P has left
adjoint ResPQ, hence it is weight right-exact. On the other hand, Proposition I.7.12
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implies that Ind∗(d)[2d] ∼= Ind! has a right adjoint ResPQ, where d = dimQ/P .
Therefore, Ind∗ also has a right adjoint Res
P
Q(d)[2d] which implies that it is weight
exact. This proves the claim. 
Remark III.3.31. Note that the above argument doesn’t prove pointwise pu-
rity. While we show that all the functors involved in the definition of Bott–Samelson
motives are weight-exact, we are not making any assertion about the restriction of
the Bott–Samelson motives to orbits. For all we know at this point, the relevant
restriction functors need not be weight-exact.
Proposition III.3.32. Assume the situation of Theorem III.3.29, and assume
that all Bott–Samelson motives are pointwise pure. Then for each standard parabolic
P there is a weight structure whose heart is MTDerbsP (X). This weight structure
coincides with the one defined in Proposition II.4.8, i.e.,
MTDerbsP (X) = MTDerP (X)wt=0.
Proof. Let M,N ∈MTDerbsP (X). Then
D+P (X)(M,N [n])
∼= D+(pt)(pt, finEP×/PX,∗Hom(M,N)[n]).
By Corollary II.4.19 (together with the assumption on pointwise purity), the motive
finEP×/PX,∗Hom(M,N) is mixed Tate, and pure of weight 0. Since the category
MTDer(pt) is graded semi-simple by assumption, we find
D+P (X)(M,N [n]) = 0 unless n = 0.
In particular, the collection of Bott–Samelson motives MTDerbsP (X) is negative
in the sense of [Bon13, Definition 1.5.VII]. By Theorem III.3.29 and Proposi-
tion III.3.24, the Bott–Samelson motives generate the category MTDerbsP (X) as
a triangulated category. Recall that by Lemma II.1.9, the category MTDerP (X)
is idempotent complete. By [Bon13, Proposition 1.7(6)], there exists a unique
weight structure on MTDerP (X) which satisfies MTDer
bs
P (X) ⊂ MTDerP (X)wt=0.
Since Bott–Samelson motives form an additive idempotent complete category by
definition, the heart of that weight structure will be MTDerbsP (X). By Proposi-
tion III.3.30, this weight structure also coincides with the one of Proposition II.4.8.

Now we can deduce the following tilting result. This is basically a formal con-
sequence of the negativity just established.
Theorem III.3.33. Assume the situation of Theorem III.3.29, and assume that
all Bott–Samelson motives are pointwise pure. Then the tilting functor of Theo-
rem B.3.1 induces an equivalence
Hotb(MTDerbsP (X))
≈−→ MTDerP (X).
Under the equivalence, the weight structure on MTDerP (X) corresponds to the nat-
ural weight structure on complexes of [Bon13, Remark 1.6(2)].
Proof. The category of Bott–Samelson motives is a tilting subcategory by
Proposition III.3.32. By Proposition I.4.21, D+P (X,−) is a stable derivator. Applying
Theorem B.3.1, we get a fully faithful functor
Hotb(MTDerbsP (X))→ D+P (X).
So the general tilting formalism yields an equivalence between Hotb(MTDerbsP (X))
and the smallest triangulated subcategory of D+P (X) containing the Bott–Samelson
motives. By Proposition III.3.19 this latter subcategory is MTDerP (X).
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The claim concerning the weight structures follows from [Bon13, Proposition
1.7(6)] since MTDerbsP (X) is a negative generating subcategory contained in both
sides. 
III.4. Application of the Bott–Samelson formalism
In this section, we apply the Bott–Samelson formalism developed in Section III.3
to the relevant examples P ×K # G. The central statements that need to be es-
tablished are “cuspidals are clean” and “pointwise purity”. This will imply that
the corresponding varieties with action satisfy the equivariant Whitney–Tate con-
dition of Definition II.1.11, the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives has a
well-behaved weight structure generated by Bott–Samelson motives, and the tilting
functor of Theorem III.3.33 gives an equivalence
tilt : Hotb(MTDerbsG (X))
≈−→ MTDerG(X).
Remark III.4.1. The equivariant motivic categories we will be interested in
(for the applications to representation theory) are of the form D+P×K(G), for G
reductive, K ⊂ G a symmetric subgroup acting on the right and P ⊂ G a parabolic
subgroup acting on the left. Under the quotient equivalence, these are equivalent to
D+P (G/K) ≈ D+K(G/P ). The Bott–Samelson formalism applies to the latter, but it
is really used to deduce the equivalent assertion that P×K # G has the equivariant
Whitney–Tate property.
III.4.1. Flag varieties. Assume the situation of Example I.2.4, i.e., G is a
connected reductive group over an algebraically closed field k, B ⊆ G a Borel
subgroup, and P,Q ⊇ B are parabolic subgroups containing B. Consider the variety
with action ((P × Q) # G) where P acts on G by left multiplication and Q acts
on G by right multiplication. The relevant geometric assertions are the following:
III.4.2. Recall the combinatorial classification of P -orbits on partial flag vari-
eties from Section III.2. From the discussion there, we find that all B-orbits on G/Q
are of the types G or U with respect to the simple reflections, in the terminology
of III.2.11. By Example III.3.8 the flag variety G/B is Hecke-simply-connected in
the sense of III.3.7.
We begin by listing two general situations in which cuspidals are clean.
Proposition III.4.3. Let G be a connected split reductive group and let G# X
be a variety with action which is Hecke-simply-connected. Then all cuspidals are
clean.7
Proof. Let V be a B-orbit. Assume V admits a cuspidal motive. By as-
sumption, the isotropy group Bv is connected for each point v in V . Using the
induction equivalence MTDerB(V ) ∼= MTDerBv (pt) of Definition II.1.3 and Propo-
sition II.1.32, we find that MTDerB(V ) is generated (as a triangulated category)
by the constant motive and Tate twists thereof. Thus, we may assume that the
cuspidal in question is the constant motive. By Lemma III.3.17, it suffices to ex-
amine the cases of the Borel action on P1. In each of the orbit types G, U, T,
N, we cannot have a constant cuspidal on the open orbit: by a localization argu-
ment, the constant motive on the orbit closure contributes to j∗M and therefore
the corresponding induction IndPsB (j∗M) cannot be trivial, cf. III.3.18. We deduce
that V cannot be open in Ps · V for any simple reflection s. Expressed via the
Richardson–Springer monoid structure of Definition III.2.4, there is no pair con-
sisting of a B-orbit W  V and a simple reflection s such that s ⋆ W = V . By
7A similar criterion is also given in Lemma III.4.4.
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definition of Hecke-connected, this means V must be a closed orbit. Cuspidals on
closed orbits are obviously clean. 
Lemma III.4.4. Let G be a connected reductive group and let G # X be a
variety with action which is Hecke-connected. Assume that all orbits are of type G
or U relative to each simple reflection. Then
(1) all cuspidals are clean;
(2) all Bott–Samelson motives are pointwise pure.
Proof. As all orbits are of type G or U, cuspidals must correspond to closed
orbits. For G this is clear since there is only one orbit, for U it follows since
the open orbit is A1 and then a motivic local system on that necessarily has to
be constant and therefore cannot be cuspidal. By a proof similar to the one of
Proposition III.4.3, cuspidals on closed orbits are obviously clean.
The proof of pointwise purity is similar to the proof of Proposition III.3.24.
Details are left to the reader. 
Theorem III.4.5. Let k be an algebraically closed field, let G be a connected
reductive group, and let Q be a parabolic subgroup containing a Borel subgroup B.
Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of Theorem III.3.29.
Then for every parabolic P containing B, the variety with action P # G/Q
satisfies the equivariant Whitney–Tate condition of Definition II.1.11, i.e., we have
MTDer∗P×Q(G) = MTDer
!
P×Q(G) = MTDerP×Q(G).
Proof. By Example III.3.8, the variety G# G/Q is Hecke-simply-connected.
We can either apply Lemma III.4.4, based on the discussion of orbit structure in
Section III.2 or apply Proposition III.4.3 to deduce that cuspidals are clean. Then
we can apply Theorem III.3.29 to get the second claim. The final claim follows then
using the quotient equivalence of Proposition I.7.1 and its compatibility with mixed
Tate motives from Proposition II.1.17:
MTDer?P (G/Q)
∼= MTDer?P×Q(G). 
Recall that Theorem III.4.5 implies in particular that we have a subcategory
MTDerbsP (G/Q) ⊂ D+P (G/Q) of Bott–Samelson motives, as defined in III.3.26. We
will denote by
MTDerbsP×Q(G) ⊂ D+P×Q(G)
the subcategory corresponding to MTDerbsP (G/Q) under the generalized quotient
equivalence D+P (G/Q)
∼= D+P×Q(G) of Proposition I.7.1.
Corollary III.4.6. In the situation of Theorem III.4.5, Bott–Samelson mo-
tives are pointwise pure. There is a weight structure on the category MTDerP×Q(G)
whose heart is exactly given by the subcategory of Bott–Samelson motives:
MTDerbsP×Q(G)
∼= MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0.
Consequently, in the situation of Theorem III.4.5, the tilting functor induces an
equivalence
tilt : Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0) = Hot
b(MTDerbsP×Q(G))
≃−→ MTDerP×Q(G).
Proof. In our situation, pointwise purity of Bott–Samelson motives follows
from Lemma III.4.4. The claim concerning the weight structure then follows from
Corollary III.3.32. The claim concerning tilting then follows from Theorem III.4.5
and Theorem III.3.33. 
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III.4.7. This is a motivic version of the formality result for flag varieties of Olaf
Schnu¨rer, cf. [Sch11a, Theorem 1]. The tilting result of Theorem III.4.6 implies
that we can write mixed Tate motives as a category of complexes whose entries are
Bott–Samelson motives. The fact that the derived automorphisms of intersection
motives for orbits are formal follows by weight arguments using the weight structure
of Theorem III.4.6. Then we could replace Bott–Samelson motives by modules over
the Ext-algebra of intersection motives. Theorem III.6.13 below will then imply the
formality of the equivariant derived categories in the Hodge and ℓ-adic setting and
thus recover Schnu¨rer’s results.
We now show that Bott–Samelson motives push forward to mixed Tate motives
on the point. This is a version of the statement that Bott–Samelson resolutions of
parabolic orbit closures have resolutions whose motive is mixed Tate.
Proposition III.4.8. Let k be a field, let G be a connected reductive algebraic
group over k. Let B ⊂ G be a Borel subgroup, and let P,Q ⊂ G be two parabolic sub-
groups containing B. Then the push-forward functor fin∗ : D
+
P×Q(G) → D+P×Q(pt)
maps Bott–Samelson motives to equivariant mixed Tate motives, and therefore in-
duces a functor
fin∗ : MTDer
bs
P×Q(G)→ MTDerP×Q(pt).
Proof. Let j : Z →֒ X be a B-orbit and let M ∈ MTDerB(Z)wt=0 be a clean
motive. It suffices to show finZ,∗M is mixed Tate, since finZ = finX ◦j. This follows,
as in the proof of Proposition II.1.19, from the fact that the motive of Z is mixed
Tate, cf. Proposition A.1.8.
The push-forward fin∗ commutes with M 7→M(n)[2n], direct sums and exten-
sions, and MTDerP (pt) is also closed under direct summands and extensions. The
restriction functors ResQP commute with all the functors, cf. I.6.26, in particular
with fin∗.
To show the claim, it therefore suffices to discuss the relation between fin∗ and
the induction functors. Recall from I.7.9 that the induction functors are given by
the composition
D+P (X)
≈−→ D+Q(Q ×/P X)
(id,m)∗−−−−−→ D+Q(X)
where the first equivalence is the induction equivalence and the second morphism
is push-forward along the multiplication. By Proposition I.7.4, the induction equiv-
alence is compatible with fin∗. By 2-functoriality, fin∗ commutes with the second
functor (id,m)∗ in the composition. Therefore, Ind
Q
P commutes with fin∗.
By induction on the Weyl group, we get the claim. 
Remark III.4.9. An alternative proof would proceed along the following lines:
the category MTDerbsP (G/Q) is generated by pushforwards π∗BS(w) of constant
motives from Bott–Samelson resolutions of Schubert varieties in G/Q, where π :
BS(w) → G/Q is the resolution of the Schubert variety associated to the re-
duced word w. Under the quotient equivalence of Proposition II.1.17, we identify
MTDerP (G/Q) ∼= MTDerP×Q(G) and similarly
MTDerP (BS(w)) ∼= MTDerP×Q(BS(w)×G/Q G).
Then the composition
MTDerP×Q(BS(w)×G/Q G) π∗−→ MTDerP×Q(G) fin∗−−→ MTDerP×Q(pt)
is the push-forward along fin : BS(w) ×G/Q G → pt. The push-forward of the
constant motive will have underlying motive M(BS(w) ×G/Q G). Now we use a
version of the projective bundle formula I.7.13 together with the facts that the
motives of G and BS(w) are mixed Tate to deduce that M(BS(w) ×G/Q G) is a
mixed Tate motive.
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III.4.2. Symmetric varieties. In the following, we will discuss the Bott–
Samelson formalism in the setting of parabolic actions on symmetric varieties, cf.
Example I.2.5.
III.4.10. To fix the situation, let G be a connected reductive group over an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic 6= 2. Let θ : G → G be a non-trivial
algebraic involution, T be a θ-stable maximal torus, and B ⊇ T be a θ-stable Borel
subgroup. Denote by K = Gθ the fixed subgroup. We are interested in the varieties
with action P ×K # G where P is a standard parabolic of (G,B).
III.4.11. In this situation, the usual requirements of having finitely many orbits
separably defined over k are satisfied. Recall from Section III.2 that there are finitely
many B ×K-orbits on G and there is a natural partial order on B\G/K given by
inclusion of orbit closures. It is also known that the groups of components of the
isotropy groups of points have exponent 2, i.e., every element is its own inverse. By
a slight extension of [MS98, 6.3], given a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ G, we have that
for all g ∈ G the map P ×K → G given by (p, k) 7→ pgk is separable.
The major work is in proving that cuspidals are clean. A related statement
concerning vanishing of intersection cohomology can be found in [MS98, Lemma
7.4.1]. The following is an adaptation of their argument to the current motivic
setting.
First, a lemma dealing with the codimension 1.
Lemma III.4.12. Let H be an algebraic group acting on P1 with finitely many
orbits. Assume that we are in case T or N of Section III.2.11. Let j : U →֒ P1 be
the inclusion of the open orbit, and let V ∈ MTDerH(U). Then fin∗V = 0 if and
only if the canonical map j!V → j∗V is an isomorphism.8
Proof. Let i : P1 − U →֒ P1 be the inclusion of the closed complement. Then
we have a distinguished triangle
j!V → j∗V → i∗i∗j∗V → j!V [1].
This triangle is an instance of the localization sequence applied to j∗V , where
we note that j!j∗V ∼= V since j is an open immersion. The first map, viewed as
j!j
∗j∗V → j∗V is the canonical map that we are concerned with, corresponding
to the identity map on j∗j∗V under adjunction. Consequently, the canonical map
j!V → j∗V is an isomorphism if and only if i∗j∗V = 0.
Now we want to reduce to the case T. For that, we note that restriction com-
mutes with all the six functors by I.6.26 so that we get a commutative diagram
D+N (Gm)
i∗j∗
//
ResTN

D+N ({0,∞})
ResTN

D+T (Gm) i∗j∗
// D+T ({0,∞}).
Now recall from Remark I.6.5 that for a morphism of algebraic groups G1 → G2
and a G2-variety X , the restriction functor D
+
G2
(X) → D+G1(X) is conservative.
Therefore, i∗j∗V = 0 (where we use the six functors for N -equivariant motives) if
and only if i∗j∗V = 0 (where we use the functors for T -equivariant motives). The
same is true for fin∗ V , by an analogous argument. Consequently, by restricting to
the identity component, we may assume H is connected and that we are in case T.
8For intuition consider the topological context - complex local systems on U = P1 − {0,∞}
with finite dimensional stalks and vanishing global cohomology must necessarily have non-trivial
monodromy around {0,∞}.
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Suppose we can find a one-parameter subgroup Gm → H such that the com-
position Gm → H → PGL2 is non-trivial. By the argument above, we can check
vanishing of the relevant motives after restriction to this one-parameter subgroup.
Having done that, we can apply Springer’s Homotopy Lemma II.4.20 to P1 \ {0}
resp. P1 \ {∞} with the natural Gm-contractions to see that fin∗V = 0 if and only
if i∗j∗V = 0.
To complete the proof, we simply need to produce such a one-parameter sub-
group. As the image of H → PGL2 is a maximal torus, there must be a semisimple
element in H outside the kernel of H → PGL2. Consequently, H contains a max-
imal torus T ⊂ H which is not completely contained in this kernel. Hence, the
induced map T → PGL2 yields a non-trivial character of T . Any one-parameter
subgroup of T not contained in the kernel of this character gets the job done. 
Proposition III.4.13. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of Theo-
rem III.3.29, and assume the situation of III.4.10. Then for the variety with action
G# G/K, all cuspidals are clean.
Proof. Let j : Z →֒ G/K be a B-orbit, and let M ∈ MTDerB(Z)wt=0 be
a cuspidal motive, i.e., IndPsB (j∗M) = 0 for each simple reflection such that Z
is a proper open subvariety of Ps · Z. We need to show that the canonical map
j!M → j∗M is an isomorphism. By the localization sequence, it suffices to show
that for each B-orbit i : Y →֒ G/K the restriction i∗j!M → i∗j∗M of the canonical
map is an isomorphism. Note that we can actually assume Y ⊂ Z \ Z, where Z
denotes the closure of Z in G/K. Since i∗j!M = 0 by base change, it suffices to
show i∗j∗M = 0 for each B-orbit Y ⊂ Z \ Z.
Assume that s is a simple reflection such that Z is a proper open subvariety of
Ps · Z. In this case, Z is the unique open B-orbit in Ps · Z, which was denoted by
s ⋆ Z = Z in III.2.11; moreover, Ps · Z also contains an orbit other than Z. Using
III.3.18 and the assumption that M is cuspidal, we know that Z must be of type
T or N relative to s, cf. the notation in III.2.11. Now let I be the set consisting
of simple reflections s such that Z is of type T or N relative to s, and let PI ⊆ G
be the standard parabolic corresponding to I. Then, according to [MS98, §7.2.1],
PI · Z = Z.
Now if Y is an orbit in Z \ Z of codimension 1, then we may find a simple
reflection s ∈ I such that s ⋆ Y = Z, i.e., Z is the unique open B-orbit in PsY .
Otherwise Y would already be stable under PI which would contradict the previ-
ously deduced PI · Z = Z. Using the commutative diagram of Lemma III.3.17, we
are reduced to a question on P1 with Z corresponding to the open orbit and Y
corresponding to a closed orbit. By Lemma III.4.12, we can deduce j∗M |Y = 0 if
we can show fin∗M = 0. By III.3.18, M must have non-trivial monodromy around
Y , and by a variant of Lemma III.3.15 we find fin∗M = 0.
Now assume that there are B-orbits Y ⊂ Z\Z such that j∗M |Y 6= 0. We choose
one such Y of minimal codimension and derive a contradiction. As before, there
must exist a simple reflection s ∈ I such that Y is not open in Ps · Y , otherwise
Y would be stable under PI . Since we are in the cases T or N, we know Ps · Y
decomposes into an open B-orbit, the closed B-orbit Y and maybe another closed
B-orbit A, whose inclusions we denote y and a.9 By the assumed minimality of Y ,
j∗M restricts to zero on the open orbit in Ps · Y . From the localization sequence,
we find
j∗M |PsY ∼= y∗(j∗M |Y )⊕ a∗(j∗M |A).
9Here open and closed are considered relatively in Ps · Y , not absolutely in G/K.
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Since M is cuspidal, we have IndPsB (j∗M) = 0 by definition. From
0 = IndPsB (j∗M)|Ps·Y ∼= IndPsB (j∗M |Ps·Y )
we then deduce IndPsB (y∗(j∗M |Y )) = 0. We now want to apply the local description
of the induction IndPsB , cf. the lower left diagram of III.3.17, to show j∗M |Y = 0.
We repeat the corresponding diagram, where H ⊂ Ps denotes the isotropy group
of a point in Ps · Y :
D+B(Ps · Y )
IndPsB
// D+Ps(Ps · Y )
D+H(P
1)
fin∗
//
≈
OO
D+H(pt)
≈
OO
Using this diagram, y∗(j∗M |Y ) ∈ D+B(Ps ·Y ) corresponds to a motiveM ′ ∈ D+H(P1)
supported on one or two points. The vanishing of IndPsB (y∗(j∗M |Y )) corresponds
to finP1,∗M
′ = 0. Now, we get another commutative diagram from I.6.26 whose
vertical arrows are conservative functors by I.6.5:
D+H(P
1)
fin∗
//

D+H(pt)

D+(P1)
fin∗
// D+(pt).
Now fin∗M
′ ∼= fin∗Res1H M ′ = 0. For p : pt → P1 the inclusion of a point, the
composition fin∗ ◦p∗ : D+(pt) → D+(pt) is isomorphic to the identity. Therefore,
a motive supported on finitely many points has trivial image under finP1,∗ if it is
trivial to start with. Using conservativity of Res1H , we deduce from fin∗M
′ = 0 that
M ′ = 0. Using the earlier local description of IndPsB , this means that y∗(j∗M |Y ) = 0.
Since y is an immersion, 0 = y∗y∗(j∗M |Y ) ∼= j∗M |Y and we arrive at a contradiction
and the proof is done. 
III.4.14. We would like to point out, more clearly than in [MS98], the geometric
reason why the Bott–Samelson formalism works in the case of symmetric varieties.
The closure of the orbit under the parabolic generated by the simple reflections
which give the directions where we have nontrivial monodromy equals the union
of the K-orbits to which the extension of the cuspidal is trivial. This is also the
reason why we are restricted to symmetric varieties and cannot prove that cuspidals
are clean for arbitrary spherical varieties: we need the reference to [MS98, §7.2.1]
which only holds for symmetric varieties.
Theorem III.4.15. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of Theo-
rem III.3.29, and assume the situation of III.4.10. Then for every parabolic P ⊂ G
containing B, the variety with action P # G/K is equivariantly Whitney–Tate,
i.e., we have
MTDer∗P×K(G) = MTDer
!
P×K(G) = MTDerP×K(G).
Proof. By Proposition III.3.10, the variety with action is Hecke-connected,
and by Proposition III.4.13 we have that cuspidals are clean. Therefore, we can
apply Theorem III.3.29 to deduce the claim. The formulation using MTDerP×K(G)
instead of MTDerP (G/K) uses again the quotient equivalence. 
Proposition III.4.16. In the situation of Theorem III.4.15, Bott–Samelson
motives in MTDerP×K(G) are pointwise pure. There is a weight structure on the
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category MTDerP×K(G) whose heart is exactly given by the subcategory of Bott–
Samelson motives:
MTDerbsP×K(G) = MTDerP×K(G)wt=0.
Consequently, in the situation of Theorem III.4.15, the tilting functor induces an
equivalence
tilt : Hotb(MTDerP×K(G)wt=0) = Hot
b(MTDerbsP×K(G))
≈−→ MTDerP×K(G).
Proof. By [MS98, §6.4], each point of each B-orbit of G/K admits a con-
tracting slice. So Lemma II.4.23 yields pointwise purity of Bott–Samelson motives.
The remaining statements then follow from Corollary III.3.32, Theorem III.4.15
and Theorem III.3.33. 
Remark III.4.17. As in the case of flag varietes, cf. Proposition III.4.8, the
push-forward of a Bott–Samelson motive under D+P×K(G)→ D+P×K(pt) is a mixed
Tate motive. However, because there are no good combinatorial models available
in the symmetric case, we won’t really need this assertion.
Remark III.4.18. Recall the resolutions of orbit closures from III.2.15. These
are proper morphisms X → G/K which factor through surjections π : X ։ Y
for Y a B-orbit. In the multiplicity one case, these are resolutions of singularities.
Motives of the form π∗X are particular examples of Bott–Samelson motives.
III.4.3. Wonderful compactifications. As our last example, we will now
discuss the Bott–Samelson formalism in the situation of wonderful compactifica-
tions, cf. Example I.2.6.
III.4.19. Assume the situation of Example I.2.6, i.e., G is a connected semi-
simple group of adjoint type, B ⊆ G is a Borel subgroup and X is the wonderful
compactification of G. Recall from [Spr02, Lemma 1.3] that X is a G×G-variety
on which B × B acts with finitely many orbits. Information on the structure of
orbits, Bruhat order etc. can be obtained from [Spr02]. Some of the results in
[MS98] and [RS93] apply to general spherical varieties and hence in particular to
wonderful compactifications.
Theorem III.4.20. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of Theo-
rem III.3.29 and assume the situation of Example I.2.6. Then for every parabolic
P ×Q ⊂ G×G, the variety with action P ×Q# X is equivariantly Whitney–Tate.
Proof. It follows from [Spr02, Lemma 2.1] that X is Hecke-connected. Fur-
ther, [Spr02, Lemma 1.4] implies that the assumptions of Lemma III.4.4 are satis-
fied. This implies that all cuspidals are clean. Then we can apply Theorem III.3.29
to get the claim. 
Proposition III.4.21. In the situation of Theorem III.4.20, Bott–Samelson
motives in MTDerP×Q(X) are pointwise pure. There is a weight structure on the
category MTDerP×Q(X) whose heart is exactly given by the subcategory of Bott–
Samelson motives:
MTDerbsP×Q(X) = MTDerP×Q(X)wt=0.
Consequently, in the situation of Theorem III.4.20, the tilting functor induces an
equivalence
tilt : Hotb(MTDerP×Q(X)wt=0) = Hot
b(MTDerbsP×Q(X))
≈−→ MTDerP×Q(X).
Proof. By [Spr02, Proposition 1.6], points of theB×B-orbits ofX admit con-
tracting slices. So Lemma II.4.23 yields pointwise purity of Bott–Samelson motives.
The remaining statements then follow from Corollary III.3.32, Theorem III.4.20 and
Theorem III.3.33. 
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III.5. Complements on convolution
In this section, we revisit the convolution of equivariant (mixed Tate) motives
discussed in Section I.8 and prove some compatibilities of convolution with six
functors and the tilting statements. Essentially, the proofs of all the results below
require a working formalism of Bott–Samelson motives.
III.5.1. Compatibility with six functors. For the compatibility of convo-
lution with a tilting from motives to Soergel bimodules, we will need an exchange
isomorphism between ordinary push-forward and exterior product. The exchange
morphism of I.6.37 fails to be an isomorphism in general; this can already be seen on
the level of sheaves. We shortly discuss a special case sufficient for our purposes.10
Proposition III.5.1. Assume D is one of the derivators DAe´t or MDer(−;C).
Let G be a connected split reductive group and P,Q,R ⊆ G be three standard para-
bolic subgroups. Let M ∈ DbsP×Q(G) and N ∈ DbsQ×R(G) be Bott–Samelson motives.
Then the exchange morphism
fin∗(M ⊠N)
∼=−→ (fin∗M)⊠ (fin∗N)
discussed in I.6.37 is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition III.4.8, the push-forward maps Bott–Samelson motives
on G to equivariant mixed Tate motives on the point (for the appropriate group).
To check that we have an isomorphism in MTDerP×R(pt) we use the assumption
on the derivator. In the cases assumed, we have the ℓ-adic and Hodge realization
functors, respectively, and these are conservative on mixed Tate motives, cf. Propo-
sition II.1.24. Therefore, it suffices to check that the exchange morphism induces
an isomorphism on realizations. Since realization is compatible with everything
appearing in the exchange morphism, i.e., the push-forward functors fin∗ and the
exterior product ⊠, the exchange morphism for motives is mapped to the corre-
sponding exchange morphism for the realizations. Then it suffices to prove that the
exchange morphism in the realization is an isomorphism:
(fin× fin)∗(RealM ⊠ RealN)
∼=−→ (fin∗ ◦RealM)⊠ (fin∗ ◦RealN) .
Since M and N are Bott–Samelson motives, the realizations Real(M) and Real(N)
will be compact objects in the respective equivariant derived categories they live
in. In that case, the fact that the exchange morphism is an isomorphism is known
for the equivariant derived categories, cf. [KS90] or [Soe18, Section 4.11]. 
Remark III.5.2. The compatibility above also follows from the compatibility
of Verdier duality and exterior product, cf. I.1.5, via reduction to I.6.37:
(f × g)∗(M ⊠N) ∼= D ◦ (f × g)! ◦D(M ⊠N)
∼= D ◦ (f × g)! (DM ⊠DN)
∼= D (f!DM ⊠ g!DN)
∼= D ◦ f! ◦D(M)⊠D ◦ g! ◦D(N)
∼= f∗M ⊠ g∗N
Here we need that M and N are strongly dualizable and constructible, that source
and target of f and g are smooth. There are alternative arguments to establish
exchange properties for f∗ and ⊠, but these would also use smooth base change or
some fibered version of it, cf. [Soe18, Section 4.11].
10This result will be used to compare two categorifications, via motives and via bimodules.
Since we don’t have combinatorial models available in the symmetric cases, we don’t need to worry
about the analogous statements in the case of symmetric varieties for now.
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Remark III.5.3. In the end, all we want to state is that the equivariant co-
homology functor is weakly monoidal. To do this, it would also suffice to first pass
to realization and then use the known monoidality statement for the equivariant
derived categories.
Proposition III.5.4. Assume D is one of the derivators DAe´t or MDer(−;C),
and let G be a connected split reductive group. Then the composition of equivariant
push-forward with the motivic equivariant cohomology functor HmotG from Theo-
rem II.3.1 is weaky monoidal on Bott–Samelson objects, in the sense that for three
standard parabolics P,Q,R ⊂ G and Bott–Samelson motives M ∈ MTDerbsP×Q(G)
and N ∈MTDerbsQ×R(G), there is a natural isomorphism in MTDerP×R(pt):(
HmotG ◦ fin∗(M)
)⊗AQ (HmotG ◦ fin∗(N)) ∼=−→ HmotG ◦ fin∗(M ⋆Q N).
Proof. To prove the claim, we will prove that both functors in the composition
are monoidal.
We first show that the push-forward to the point is monoidal. Note that the
monoidal structure on the categories of motives over G as well as over pt is given
by convolution. Consider the following diagram:
DcP×Q(G) × DcQ×R(G)
fin∗×fin∗
//
⊠

D+P×Q(pt)× D+Q×R(pt)
∼
i} ❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤
⊠

D+P×Q×Q×R(G×G)
Res

fin∗
// D+P×Q×Q×R(pt)
∼
i} ❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤
Res

D+P×∆Q×R(G×G)
≀≀(p,q)∗

fin∗
// D+P×∆Q×R(pt)
∼
i} ❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤
Ind∗=(p,id)∗

D+P×R(G×Q G)
mult!

fin∗
// D+P×R(pt)
∼
i} ❤❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤❤
❤❤
D+P×R(G)
fin∗
// D+P×R(pt)
Here, the vertical compositions on both sides provide are the compositions defining
the convolution bifunctors, and the horizontal arrows are the appropriate ordinary
push-forward functors associated to G → pt (for varying group actions). Further-
more, ∆Q ⊂ Q ×Q denotes the diagonal inclusion, p : P ×∆Q × R → P × R the
projection and q : G×G→ G×/Q G the quotient map.
We discuss the commutativity of the various squares involved in the diagram.
The commutativity of the first square is essentially the compatibility of ordinary
push-forward with the exterior product, cf. Proposition III.5.1. The commutativity
of the second square is the commutativity of restriction functors with the other six
functors, cf. I.6.26. The commutativity of the third square is the 2-functoriality for
push-forward plus the fact that the ordinary push-forward is a quasi-inverse of the
generalized quotient equivalence, cf. Proposition I.7.1. Finally, the commutativity
of the last square is simply the 2-functoriality of the equivariant ordinary push-
forward functors, noting that the parabolicity of Q means that the action mult :
G×/Q X → X is proper and therefore we have mult! = mult∗.
The second part of the proof now is the compatibility of the motivic equivariant
cohomology with the multiplicative structures. Again, let G be a connected split
reductive group and P,Q,R ⊂ G be standard parabolic subgroups. Consider the
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following commutative diagram, where the left vertical consists of full triangulated
subcategories of the right vertical in the previous diagram. Note that we write
MTDerH(pt) = 〈TH〉∆ to save space.
〈TP×Q〉∆ × 〈TQ×R〉∆
⊠

≃
// Derb(AP ⊗AQ -ModfgZ)×Derb(AQ ⊗AR -ModfgZ)
⊠

∼
i} ❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
〈TP×Q×Q×R〉∆
Res

≃
// Derb(AP ⊗AQ ⊗AQ ⊗AR -ModfgZ)
A∆Q⊗
L
(AQ⊗AQ)
(−)

∼
i} ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢
〈TP×∆Q×R〉∆
Ind∗

≃
// Derb(AP ⊗A∆Q ⊗AR -ModfgZ)
res

∼
i} ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
〈T ∞P×R〉∆ ≃ // Derb(AP ⊗AR -ModcgZ)
Here, all the horizontal functors are motivic equivariant cohomology functors, which
are equivalences by Theorem II.3.1, Corollary II.3.4 and the remark in II.3.3. On
the left vertical, we have the composition of functors defining convolution for equi-
variant motives on the point. On the right, we have the exterior tensor product, the
(derived) extension of scalars A∆Q⊗L(AQ⊗AQ) (−) and the restriction forgetting the
A∆Q-part of the module structure using II.3.10. In particular, the composition on
the right-hand side can be identified with the derived tensor product (−)⊗LAQ (−)
over AQ.
The commutativity of the first square, i.e., the compatibility of the equivariant
cohomology with the exterior products, is a consequence of Proposition II.3.13 resp.
Proposition II.3.15. The commutativity of the second square is a consequence of
Proposition II.3.6, and the commutativity of the third square is a consequence of
Proposition II.3.10.
From the commutativity of the diagrams (resp. from the explicit natural iso-
transformations), we get the claimed weak monoidality. We refrain from checking
that our natural isomorphisms are compatible with the associators on both sides.

III.5.5. In the situation above, the morphism mult : G ×/Q G → G above is
projective since it is the composition of the isomorphism G ×/Q G ∼−→ G/Q × G
followed by the projection pr2 : G/Q×G→ G which has projective fiber G/Q. In
this case, convolution is additive on weights and its relation to Verdier duality is
given by the formula
D(M ⋆Q N) ∼= (DM ⋆QDN)(− dimQ)[−2 dimQ].
III.5.2. Compatibility with tilting. The next statement checks compati-
bility of the tilting results derived from Theorem III.3.33 (especially Propositions
III.4.6, III.4.16 and III.4.21) with the convolution functors. This will allow to pro-
vide the multiplicative statements about categorifications of the Schur algebroid
resp. its modules in the symmetric and wonderful cases.
Proposition III.5.6. Let G be a split connected reductive group, let H ⊆ G be
a subgroup. Denote X = G/H and assume that P,Q ⊂ G are parabolic subgroups
such that the conditions of Theorem III.3.33 are satisfied for P # X and Q# X.
(1) The convolution functors − ⋆Q − : D+P×Q(G) × D+Q×H(G) → D+P×H(G)
are compatible with equivariant mixed Tate motives, i.e., they restrict to
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functors
− ⋆Q − : MTDerP×Q(G)×MTDerQ×H(G)→ MTDerP×H(G)
(2) Denoting by T?(G) the subcategory of Bott–Samelson motives in the cat-
egory MTDer?(G) of equivariant mixed Tate motives, the convolution bi-
functors are compatible with the tilting equivalence Hotb(T?) ≃−→ 〈T?〉∆
of Theorem III.3.33 in the following sense: for any two Bott–Samelson
motives M ∈ MTDerbsP×Q(G) and N ∈ MTDerbsQ×H (G) there is a natural
equivalence in MTDerP×H(G):
tilt(M ⋆Q N)
∼=−→ tilt(M) ⋆Q tilt(N).
Proof. (1) We trace through the definition of convolution, cf. Definition I.8.2.
First, if M ∈MTDerP×Q(G) and N ∈ MTDerQ×H(G) are equivariant mixed Tate
motives, then we have
M ⊠N = pr∗1M ⊗ pr∗2N ∈MTDer∗P×Q×Q×H(G×G)
because the restriction functors along the smooth projections pri preserve ∗- and !-
pointwise mixed Tate motives by Proposition II.1.16 and the monoidal structure ⊗
restricts to ∗-pointwise mixed Tate motives by Proposition II.1.23. The restriction
functor diag∗ : D+P×Q×Q×H (G×G)→ D+P×Q×H(G×G) preserves equivariant mixed
Tate motives by Proposition II.1.15. The quotient equivalence D+P×Q×H(G×G) ≃
D+P×H(G×/Q G) preserves equivariant mixed Tate motives by Proposition II.1.17.
Finally, the compatibility with mult! : D
+
P×H(G ×/Q G) → D+P×H(G) follows as in
the proof of Proposition II.1.19 (which established a compatibility of ordinary push-
forward along a homogeneous space bundles for !-equivariant mixed Tate motives),
combined with the fact that Verdier duality exchanges ∗- and !-pointwise motives,
cf. Proposition II.1.14. As a consequence, we see that ∗-pointwise equivariant mixed
Tate motives are preserved by convolution. By assumption, all the relevant cate-
gories MTDerP×Q(G), MTDerQ×H(G) and MTDerP×H(G) satisfy the equivariant
Whitney–Tate condition, hence compatibility of convolution with ∗-pointwise mixed
Tate motives implies that the convolution functor restricts to the categories of equi-
variant mixed Tate motives as claimed.
(2) The claim will follow from the natural iso-transformations filling the fol-
lowing diagram
Hotb(TP×Q(G))×Hotb(TQ×R(G)) tilt× tilt //
⊠

〈TP×Q(G)〉∆ × 〈TQ×R(G)〉∆
∼
h| ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
⊠

Hotb(TP×Q×Q×R(G×G))
Res

tilt
// 〈TP×Q×Q×R(G×G)〉∆
∼
h| ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
Res

Hotb(TP×Q×R(G×G))
quotequiv

tilt
// 〈TP×Q×R(G×G)〉∆
∼
h| ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
quotequiv

Hotb(TP×R(G×Q G))
mult!

tilt
// 〈TP×R(G×Q G)〉∆
∼
h| ❢❢❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢❢❢
❢
mult!

Hotb(TP×R(G)) tilt // 〈TP×R(G)〉∆
The vertical functors are all left adjoints or given by the monoidal structure. In
particular, we can apply Theorem B.3.4 and Theorem B.3.5 to obtain the relevant
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isotransformations. For the first square, M ⊠N = pr∗1M ⊗pr∗2N , i.e., it is given as
combination of the left adjoint functor pr∗i and the tensor product. The restriction
functor in the second square and the proper pushforward mult! in the last square are
also left adjoints and consequently compatible with the tilting by Theorem B.3.4.
Finally, the quotient equivalence used is the inverse of a functor induced from
the left-adjoint restriction, cf. Proposition I.7.1, and therefore compatible with the
tilting by Theorem B.3.4. Consequently, we get the claimed compatibility of tilting
with convolution. 
III.5.7. We refrain from checking that our natural isomorphisms are compatible
with the associators on both sides.
III.5.8. As a consequence, the above statement that convolution preserves equi-
variant mixed Tate motives implies, via Propositions I.8.5 and I.8.6, that (in the
situation for symmetric varieties) the K-equivariant motives on flag varieties are
stable under pushforward and pullback for projection maps G/P → G/Q for para-
bolic subgroups P ⊂ Q. This could also be established more directly. The non-trivial
assertion is the compatibility with push-forward, which can be reduced to the case
of P1-fibrations. In these cases, the specific knowledge about the orbit structure,
cf. III.2.11, can be used to show that the pushforward preserves equivariant mixed
Tate motives.
III.6. Categorification of the Schur algebroid and knot theory
In this section, we will now discuss the categorification of the Schur algebroid.
There are two possibilities which we will both develop, one via the realization
functors to the equivariant derived categories and one via hypercohomology to the
combinatorial models given by Soergel bimodules. Both categorifications of the
Schur algebroid are compatible. We also discuss the application of the bimodule
categorification to Khovanov’s link homology.
Throughout the section, we fix a field k and a connected reductive group G
over k with two standard parabolic subgroups P,Q ⊂ G. We assume that D is a
derivator satisfying the conditions I.4.2 as well as the grading condition II.1.2 and
the weight condition II.4.4.
III.6.1. Setup and notation. Before we come to the proofs of the main
categorification results, we need to introduce notation for some functors that will
appear throughout. Basically, the whole section revolves around the following com-
mutative diagrams relating equivariant motives, equivariant derived categories and
suitable categories of bimodules which will be explained in the subsequent para-
graphs. These diagrams compare the categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives
to previously considered categorifications, using perverse sheaves or singular Soergel
bimodules.
III.6.1. The comparison of our motivic categorification of the universal Schur
algebroid with the previous categorifications in terms of (complexes of) Soergel
bimodules is based on the following commutative diagram:
MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0
≈

// Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
≈

≈
tilt
// MTDerP×Q(G)
T
uu❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥❥
❥
AP -SMod-AQ // Hotb(AP -SMod-AQ)
In the top row, we have the categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives, the
gadgets we spent the last hundred pages to define, cf. in particular Theorem III.4.5.
On the right-hand side we have the category of P × Q-equivariant motives on
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G, on the left-hand side the heart of the weight structure given by equivariant
motives which are pure of weight zero. In the bottom row, we have the category of
singular Soergel bimodules and its homotopy category. These provide well-known
categorifications of the Schur algebroid, with the slight drawback that they are not
“geometric” enough, which complicates some computations. The left-hand vertical
arrow is essentially given by equivariant motivic cohomology, sending the constant
motive PGQ to the bimodule AP ⊗AGAQ, and the middle vertical arrow is given by
termwise extension to complexes; both vertical arrows are equivalences of categories.
The right-hand triangle commutes by construction: the functor T is defined as
composition of an inverse of the tilting, mapping an equivariant mixed Tate motive
M ∈ MTDerP×Q(G) to its weight complex, and then taking cohomology degree-
wise, i.e., replacing the pure weight 0 motives in the complex by the appropriate
AP -AQ-bimodule. Moreover, the P ×Q-equivariant cohomology of a motive M can
be recovered via T by
H•P×Q(M)
∼= MTDer•[PGQ,M ] ∼= Hotb[AP ⊗AG AQ,T(M)].
Finally, the categorification of the universal Schur algebroid can then be ob-
tained in two ways: either taking the split Grothendieck group for the left-hand
categories MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 and AP -SMod-AQ, respectively, or taking the or-
dinary Grothendieck group for the categories in the middle MTDerP×Q(G) and
Hotb(AP -SMod-AQ), respectively.
III.6.2. On the other hand, the categorification of the Schur algebroid via equi-
variant derived categories also has a motivic version. This is best explained using
the following commutative diagram
MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0

≈
// Derb,ss,evP×Q (G)

MTDerP×Q(G)
Real
// DerbP×Q(G)
On the left-hand side, we again have our categories of equivariant motives, the left-
hand vertical arrow being the inclusion of the heart. Alternatively, via the identifica-
tion MTDerP×Q(G) ∼= Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0), it is the inclusion as complexes
concentrated in degree 0. On the right-hand side, we have the equivariant derived
category and its subcategory of perversely semisimple complexes concentrated in
even degrees. The two horizontal arrows are both induced by the appropriate re-
alization functor Real : MTDerP×Q(G) → DerbP×Q(G; Λ) from equivariant mixed
Tate motives to equivariant sheaves – depending on the situation, this is the ℓ-adic
realization or the Hodge realization. Note that the realization functor induces an
equivalence from the Bott–Samelson motives onto the perversely semisimple com-
plexes.
If we are working over a finite fields, with Qℓ-coefficients, then Grothendieck’s
function–sheaf correspondence provides a categorification of the universal Schur
algebroid via the categories Derb,ss,evP×Q (G). Combined with the above diagram, we
get a categorification of the universal Schur algebroid, as split Grothendieck group
of one of the categories in the top row. The ordinary Grothendieck group of the
lower left corner is also identified with the appropriate part of the Schur algebroid,
while the lower right corner only retains the information at q = 1 because it doesn’t
detect the underlying “mixed geometry”.
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III.6.3. The compatibility between these two categorifications is now expressed
in the following commutative diagram:
MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 //
))❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
Derb,ss,evP×Q (G)
vv♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
♥♥
AP -SMod-AQ
The horizontal arrow is induced from the appropriate realization functor, and the
right-hand arrow takes a perversely semisimple complex to its equivariant cohomol-
ogy, viewed as AP -AQ-bimodule. Similarly, the left-hand arrow is basically given
as the appropriate equivariant motivic cohomology, making the diagram commute.
III.6.4. With all the notation and the diagram set up, what we really want to
prove in this section are the following two points:
(1) The tilting, relating equivariant mixed Tate motives and complexes of
singular Soergel bimodules is an equivalence of tensor-triangulated cat-
egories. Under this equivalence, the Bott–Samelson motives correspond
exactly to the category of singular Soergel bimodules, included as heart
of the homotopy t-structure on the category of complexes.
(2) The realization functor MTDerP×Q(G) → DerbP×Q(G) is a degrading
functor in the sense of [BGS96].
The above commutative diagrams then also provide an explicit compatibility rela-
tion between these two categorifications.
III.6.2. Bott–Samelson motives and Soergel bimodules. The following
provides a reinterpretation of the construction of Bott–Samelson motives, using
convolution rather than induction and restriction. Proofs concerning the category
of Bott–Samelson motives can then be reduced to generating motives using the
convolution formalism.
III.6.5 (Bott–Samelson motives via convolution). Using the description
of restriction and induction functors in terms of convolution, cf. I.8.2, we get an
alternative recursive construction of the collection of Bott–Samelson motives in
Definition III.3.26 as follows. The collection of the categories (DMTbsP×Q(G))P,Q⊃B
can be described as the smallest collection of subcategories of the various D+P×Q(G)
(with P,Q running through the standard parabolics) such that:
(1) For an inclusion of standard parabolics Q ⊂ P , we have the morphisms
j1 : ((P × Q) # P ) → ((P × Q) # G) and j2 : ((Q × P ) # P ) →
((Q × P ) # G) given by inclusion of the subgroup P ⊂ G. Denoting by
PPQ ∈ D+P×Q(P ) and QPP ∈ D+Q×P (P ) the constant equivariant motives,
we require
j1∗
(
PPQ
) ∈MTDerbsP×Q(G) and j2∗ (QPP ) ∈ MTDerbsQ×P (G).
(2) the categories MTDerbsP×Q(G) are stable under M 7→M(n)[2n];
(3) the categories MTDerbsP×Q(G) are stable under taking direct summands;
(4) the categories MTDerbsP×Q(G) are extension stable; and
(5) the collection of categories
(
MTDerbsP×Q(G)
)
P,Q⊃B
is stable under the
convolution bifunctors
− ⋆Q − : D+P×Q(G)× D+Q×R(G)→ D+P×R(G)
The equivalence of the above definition with Definition III.3.26 will then follow
from the discussion in the two points below:
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• We discuss the differences in point (1) of the definition.
Let j : Z → G/Q be a P -orbit and letM be a clean motive on Z, i.e., a
pure P -equivariant Tate motive such that j!M → j∗M is an isomorphism.
Actually, using the constant mixed Tate motives in point (1) above we
can build all P -equivariant pure Tate motives on the orbit, showing that
the new definition contains the clean motives from Definition III.3.26.
Conversely, the motives in point (1) above are Bott–Samelson motives:
the cuspidal on the point is clean, and the constant motives on the other
orbits are obtained by induction and restriction, using I.8.2.
• We discuss the differences in point (5) of the definition. By I.8.2, convolu-
tion with QPP and PPQ provides restriction and induction. The stability
of the motives in Definition III.3.26 under convolution follows from an in-
ductive proof, using Propositions I.8.5 and I.8.6 to express the convolution
in terms of induction and restriction.
Proposition III.6.6. Let G be a connected reductive group. Fix a Borel sub-
group B ⊂ G and let Q ⊂ P be an inclusion of standard parabolic subgroups of
G.
(1) The realization functor Real : MTDerP×Q(G) → DerbP×Q(G) maps the
Bott–Samelson motive j∗PPQ to the extension of the corresponding con-
stant sheaf PPQ. A similar statement holds for QPP .
(2) We have the following quasi-isomorphisms of bimodules
H(PPQ) ≃ AQ, H(QPP ) ≃ AQ
in AP -ModfgZΛ-AQ and AQ-ModfgZΛ-AP , respectively. Here we denote by
H the appropriate equivariant cohomology functors, and AQ is equipped
with the appropriate natural bimodule structure.
Proof. (1) Recall that j∗
(
PPQ
)
takes a constant motive on a P -orbit of G/Q
and extends it to all of G/Q. The realization functors are compatible with the
six-functor formalism, so the claim reduces to the fact that realization maps the
constant mixed Tate motive X to the corresponding constant sheaf X. The claim
is then clear.
(2) follows from (1) and the computation of equivariant cohomology of the
push-forward of the constant sheaf. 
Remark III.6.7. In Example III.3.28, we explained how Bott–Samelson mo-
tives can be seen as push-forwards of constant motives from Bott–Samelson resolu-
tions. The compatibility of realization and the six-functor formalism implies that the
Bott–Samelson motive M = p∗X for the Bott–Samelson resolution p : X → G/Q
realizes to the pushforward p∗X of the constant sheaf from the very same resolution.
Remark III.6.8. Here is another way to see (2) in Proposition III.6.6. We can
consider the push-forward fin∗
(
PPQ
)
along the structure morphism ((P × Q) #
P )→ ((P ×Q)# pt). By Proposition III.4.8, this is a (P ×Q)-equivariant mixed
Tate motive on the point. By I.7.9, we have an isomorphism
fin∗(PPQ)
∼= IndP×QQ
(
pt
)
in D+P×Q(pt), where the induction is along the diagonal inclusion ∆ : Q →֒ P ×Q.
The cohomology functor in Theorem II.3.1 maps the constant motive pt ∈ D+Q(pt)
to AQ ∈ AQ -ModfgZΛ, with the natural module structure. The compatibility of
tilting and integration, cf. II.3.7 Item 2, implies that IndP×QQ
(
pt
)
is mapped to
AQ ∈ AP -ModfgZΛ-AQ. In particular fin∗(PPQ) belongs to the heart of the tilting
t-structure from II.3.3.
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III.6.9 (Tilting Bruhat cells). Here is another computation of equivariant
cohomology which we will need later. Let G ⊃ B ⊃ T be a connected reductive
group with chosen Borel subgroup B and maximal torus T . For an element x ∈
NG(T ) (representing an element of the Weyl group NG(T )/T ), we can consider
the corresponding Bruhat cell ((B × B) # BxB) in ((B × B) # G). Then the
equivariant cohomology of the constant B × B-equivariant Tate motive BxB can
be computed as
H(BxB) ∼= AB1x ∈ AB -ModfgΛZ -AB,
where 1x satisfies a · 1x = 1x · x(a) for the natural action of x on AB via the
isomorphism AT ∼= AB induced from the inclusion T ⊂ B. The argument is the
same as in Proposition III.6.6.
Corollary III.6.10. The equivariant motivic cohomology functor induces a
functor
H : MTDerbsP×Q(G)→ AP -ModfgZΛ-AQ
whose essential image is the category AP -SMod-AQ of even singular Soergel bi-
modules.
Proof. We first prove the factorization. Note that it follows directly from
Proposition III.6.6 that the generating Bott–Samelson motives j∗
(
PPQ
)
land in
the category of bimodules (as opposed to the derived category of complexes).
The first point is in proving that the extension stability in (4) remains in the
category of modules and doesn’t pass to the category of complexes. This follows
from the fact that the Bott–Samelson motives are the heart of a weight structure
on MTDerP×Q(G). Therefore, for any two Bott–Samelson motives M1 and M3, a
distinguished triangle M1 → M2 → M3 → M1[1] must have the boundary map
M3 → M1[1] equal to the zero-map because M3 is of weight ≤ 0 and M1[1] is of
weight ≥ 1. The motive M2 is then an extension of the motives M1 and M3, and
the same will be true for the realization.
The second point is proving that the convolution functors in point (5) of III.6.5
remain in the category of modules. To see this, we note that, for an inclusion of
parabolic subgroups Q ⊂ P , the cohomology algebra AQ is a free AP -module of
rank dimH•(P/Q) via the induced homomorphism AP → AQ. In particular, the
derived tensor product is simply an ordinary tensor products, and therefore the
convolutions of point (5) of III.6.5 do not leave the category of bimodules.
Stability under (2) and (3) in III.6.5 doesn’t destroy the factorization, and the
claim is proved.
It remains to prove the claim on the essential image. By Proposition III.5.4
and Proposition III.6.6, the essential image in AP -ModfgZΛ-AQ consists of those
bimodules which occur as direct summands in iterated tensor products of the form
AP ⊗AR(1) AS(1) ⊗AR(2) AS(2) . . .⊗AR(n) AQ
for chains P ⊃ R(1) ⊂ S(1) ⊃ R(2) ⊂ S(2) . . . ⊃ R(n) ⊂ Q of parabolics
above B. Hence we recover exactly the “singular Soergel bimodules” investigated
by Williamson in [Wil11]. 
III.6.3. Full faithfulness. The previous reductions have shown that the equi-
variant cohomology functor restricts to a functor from Bott–Samelson motives to
singular Soergel bimodules. The heart of the present section is now the statement
that this functor is indeed fully faithful, i.e., that singular Soergel bimodules provide
combinatorial models for Bott–Samelson motives.
Proposition III.6.11. The equivariant cohomology functor
H : MTDerbsP×Q(G)→ AP -SModZ-AQ
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is fully faithful.
Proof. Recall that we have implicitly fixed a connected reductive group G
with a Borel subgroup B ⊂ G. We need to show, for any pair P,Q of standard
parabolics and any Bott–Samelson motives M,N ∈ MTDerbsP×Q(G), that the func-
tor H induces isomorphisms
D+P×Q(M,N)
∼=−→ ModZAP−AQ(H(M),H(N)).
Here and in the following, we write an upper Z on the right to denote homogeneous
homomorphisms of degree zero.
The proof of the statement will now proceed by first reducing this general
statements (using the compatibility with the monoidal structure) to a very special
case, which is then established via a localization argument.
To avoid overloading notation, we will mostly omit the push-forward in the
generating Bott–Samelson motives j∗
(
PPQ
)
.
(1) We reduce the claim to the special case where M = j∗
(
PPQ
)
, using an
induction over the description of Bott–Samelson motives from III.6.5. The com-
patibility of realization with the full six-functor formalism provides a commutative
diagram
D+P×Q(M(n)[2n], N)
∼=

// ModAP−AQ(H(M)〈n〉,H(N))
∼=

D+P×Q(M,N(−n)[−2n]) // ModAP−AQ(H(M),H(N)〈−n〉)
hence full faithfulness is compatible with the appropriate twists and shifts. The
standard 5-lemma argument shows that full faithfulness is compatible with exten-
sions and direct summands.
It remains to deal with the convolution. From the discussion in III.6.5 and the
comparison to the definition of Bott–Samelson motives in Definition III.3.26, it suf-
fices to deal with convolutions corresponding to induction and restriction functors.
Assume we have an inclusion Q ⊂ P of standard parabolics and an additional stan-
dard parabolic R, and assume M = ResQP M
′ for M ′ ∈ MTDerbsP×R(G). By I.8.2,
the adjunction ResQP ⊣ IndPQ can be rewritten as an adjunction
QPP ⋆P (−) ⊣ PPQ ⋆Q (−).
The monoidality result of Proposition III.5.4 then implies that we get a commuta-
tive diagram
D+P×R(M, PPQ ⋆ N)
≀

// ModZAP−AR(H(M),Res
AP
AQ
H(N))
≀

D+Q×R(QPP ⋆ M,N)
// ModZAQ−AR(AQ ⊗AP H(M),H(N))
Similarly, we can deal with the induction functors. Therefore, assume that
M = IndPQM
′ for M ′ ∈ MTDerbsQ×R(G). To use adjunction, notice that Proposi-
tion I.7.12 provides an isomorphism Ind!M
∼=−→ IndPQM(d)[2d] with dimP/Q = d.
In particular, it suffices to deal with the case M = Ind!M
′. Rewriting the adjunc-
tion Ind! ⊣ ResQP as the adjunction
PPQ(d)[2d] ⋆Q (−) ⊣ QPP ⋆P (−)
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and using monoidality provides us with a commutative diagram
D+P×R(PPQ ⋆ M(d)[2d], N)
≀

// ModZAP−AR(Res
AP
AQ
H(M)〈d〉,H(N))
≀

D+Q×R(M,QPP ⋆ N)
// ModZAQ−AR(H(M),AQ ⊗AP H(N))
Note that there is a slight twist in the right vertical morphism. We get a commu-
tative diagram if we compare the left-hand adjunction with the adjunction
ResAPAQ(−) ⊣ HomAP (AQ,−)
on the bimodule side. Since AQ is a free AP -module of finite rank, we get a natural
isomorphism HomAP (AQ,AP )⊗AP F ∼−→ HomAP (AQ, F ) for any bimodule F . On
the other hand, we have an isomorphism HomAP (AQ,AP ) ∼= AQ〈d〉 as graded AP -
modules (which basically is the Verdier duality isomorphism coming from the fact
that P/Q is projective). This produces the right-hand vertical isomorphism.
Combining all the above, we reduce the full faithfulness statement to the spe-
cial case where M is one of the generating motives in point (1) of III.6.5, i.e., to
isomorphisms
D+Q×P (QPP , N)
∼−→ ModZAQ−AP (AQ,H(N))
(2) We now reduce further to the case where the parabolics P and Q are both
equal to the chosen Borel subgroup B.
Consider an inclusionQ ⊆ P of standard parabolics. From the projective bundle
formula, we get an isomorphism
IndPQ ◦ResQP (M) ∼= H(P/Q)⊗M
where H(P/Q) is the cohomology of the projective variety P/Q, viewed as constant
equivariant motive in MTDerP×Q(G). Similarly, on the module side, we have
ResAPAQ(AQ ⊗AP F ) ∼= H(P/Q)⊗ F,
and these two identifications are compatible via the equivariant cohomology functor
H.
Consequently, by induction-restriction from Q via the Borel B, we get a com-
mutative diagram
D+Q×P
(
IndQB Res
B
Q
(
QPP
)
, N
)
//
∼=

ModZAQ−AP
(
Res
AQ
AB
(AB ⊗AQ AQ) ,H(N))
∼=

D+Q×P
(
QPP , N
)⊕ dimH(Q/B)
// ModZAQ−AP (AQ,H(N))⊕ dimH(Q/B)
where the lower horizontal arrow is the direct sum of the dimH(Q/B) copies of
the natural morphism D+Q×P
(
QPP , N
) → ModZAQ−AP (AQ,H(N)) induced from
H. To prove that the latter morphism is an isomorphism, it suffices to prove that
the horizontal morphisms in the above diagram are isomorphisms (since a map of
abelian groups is an isomorphism if a sum of some copies of it is). For this, it suffices
to show that the map
D+B×P
(
ResBQ
(
QPP
)
, N
)→ ModZAB−AP (AB ⊗AQ AQ,H(N))
is an isomorphism. Note here that ResBQ
(
QPP
) ∼= BPP and AB ⊗AQ AQ ∼= AB .
Now applying the same argument for the P -action on the right, we are reduced to
showing that the equivariant cohomology induces an isomorphism
D+B×B (BBB, N)→ ModZAB−AB (AB,H(N))
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for every Bott–Samelson motive N ∈ MTDerbsB×B(G).
(3) We now prove for any Bott–Samelson motiveN , the equivariant cohomology
H induces an isomorphism
D+B×B(BBB, N)
∼=−→ ModZAB−AB (AB,H(N)).
Denote by i : B →֒ G the closed embedding of the Borel subgroup, by j : U =
G \B →֒ G its open complement and consider the associated localization sequence
i!i
!N → N → j∗j∗N → i!i!N [1]
for an arbitrary Bott–Samelson motive N ∈ MTDerbsB×B(G). The motive i!i!N is
then also a Bott–Samelson motive. By an induction over the dimension of the orbits,
using pointwise purity of N and localization sequences, we get that j∗j
∗N is also
a Bott–Samelson motive. As a consequence, applying equivariant cohomology, we
get an exact sequence of AB-AB-bimodules
0→ H(i!i!N)→ H(N)→ H(j∗j∗N)→ 0.
Since i!N is a pure Tate motive on B, H(i!i
!N) will be a direct sum of copies of
AB, possibly twisted. On the other hand, by the tilting for Bruhat-cells in III.6.9,
H(j∗j
∗N) will be an iterated extension of copies of AB1x〈n〉 for elements x ∈ W
different from e. As a consequence, there will be no nonzero AB-AB-bimodule
homomorphisms AB → H(j∗j∗N). Now consider the commutative diagram
D+B×B
(
i∗ (BBB) , i!i
!N
)
//

ModZAB−AB (AB ,H(i!i!N))

D+B×B (i∗ (BBB) , N)
// ModZAB−AB (AB,H(N))
where the horizontal morphisms are induced from H and the vertical morphisms
are induced from the maps i!i
!N → N in the localization sequence above.
The top horizontal morphism is an isomorphism, since it can be rewritten (by
adjunction) to a morphism between constant mixed Tate motives on B, where we
have conservativity (and hence full faithfulness) by assumption. The left vertical
morphism is an isomorphism since
D+B×B (i∗ (BBB) , j∗j
∗N) ∼= D+B×B (j∗i! (BBB) , j∗N) = 0
The right vertical morphism is an isomorphism: it is automatically injective because
H(i!i
!N)→ H(N) is, and it is surjective because we noted above that there can be
no nontrivial bimodule homomorphisms
AB → H(j∗j∗N) ∼= coker
(
H(i!i
!N)→ H(N)) .
From these statements, we deduce that the lower horizontal morphism in the above
commutative diagram is also an isomorphism. But this was what remained to prove.

The following now completes the proof of Theorem 1.5 in the introduction.
Corollary III.6.12. We have a zig-zag of equivalences of triangulated cate-
gories
T : MTDerP×Q(G)
≈←− Hotb
(
MTDerbsP×Q(G)
)
≈−→ Hotb (AP -SModZ-AQ)
The restriction to Bott–Samelson motives coincides with equivariant motivic coho-
mology. The equivalence is compatible with the monoidal structures, i.e., for any
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equivariant mixed Tate motives M ∈ MTDerP×Q(G) and N ∈ MTDerQ×R(G),
there are natural isomorphisms in Hotb
(AP -SModZ-AR):
T(M ⋆Q N)
∼=−→ T(M)⊗AQ T(N).
Proof. The first equivalence is the tilting functor, cf. Corollary III.4.6. For
the second equivalence, we note that Corollary III.6.10 and Proposition III.6.11
imply that equivariant cohomology induces an equivalence
H : MTDerbsP×Q(G)
≃−→ AP -SModZ-AQ.
The second equivalence is then the induced equivalence of categories of complexes.
It remains to prove that the equivalences are compatible with the monoidal
structures. The compatibility of convolution with the tilting equivalence is proven
in Proposition III.5.6. For the second equivalence between homotopy categories,
this follows from the naturality of the isomorphims of the additive categories in
Proposition III.5.4. 
III.6.4. Grading on equivariant derived category. Now we deal with
another categorification of the Schur algebroid: we will show that the equivariant
mixed Tate motives provide a graded version of the well-known equivariant derived
categories, with the appropriate realization functor as degrading functor. This will,
in particular, prove Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 from the introduction.
We begin with the proof of Theorem 1.7 which establishes that equivariant
mixed Tate motives provide a graded version of the corresponding equivariant de-
rived category.
Theorem III.6.13. (1) Let k = Fq be a finite field and assume that we
take D = DAe´t(−;Q) as the homotopical stable algebraic derivator under-
lying the construction of equivariant motives. Let G be a split connected
reductive group over k, and let P,Q ⊆ G be two parabolic subgroups. Then
the ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 →֒ MTDerP×Q(G)→ Derb,ss,evP×Q (G;Qℓ)
on the category of Bott–Samelson motives is fully faithful, with essential
image consisting of intersection complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(2) Let k = C and consider D = MDer(−;C) as homotopical stable algebraic
derivator underlying the construction of equivariant motives. Let G be
a connected reductive group over k, and let P,Q ⊆ G be two parabolic
subgroups. Then the Hodge realization functor
RealH : MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 →֒ MTDerP×Q(G)→ Derb,ss,evP×Q (G;C)
on the category of Bott–Samelson motives is fully faithful, with essential
image consisting of intersection complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(3) Motivic lifts of the standard and costandard objects in the equivariant
derived categories above are given by i∗
(
PwQ
)
and i!
(
PwQ
)
, respectively,
where w ∈ W is an element of the Weyl group, PwQ the corresponding
P ×Q-orbit and i : (P ×Q# PwQ)→ (P ×Q# G).
(4) The functors in points (1) and (2) are compatible with convolution and
Verdier duality.
(5) The equivariant mixed Tate motives provide a grading on the equivariant
derived categories in the sense of II.4.5, with the realization functors in
(1) and (2) as degrading functors.
Proof. (3) follows directly from Proposition III.6.6 and the description of
the standard and costandard objects in the equivariant derived categories as push-
forwards of constant sheaves.
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The proofs for (1) and (2) are similar, so we only need to prove (1). LetM be the
constant motive on the unique closed P -orbit j : Y →֒ G/Q. Then j∗M ∼= j!M by
definition, hence its realization is an intersection cohomology sheaf and therefore
perverse. Now the other steps in the construction of Bott–Samelson motives, cf.
Definitions III.3.4 and III.3.26, preserve the required perversity. Therefore, Bott–
Samelson motives will map to direct sums of intersection cohomology complexes and
by Theorem III.4.5 and Proposition III.4.6 this implies that Bott–Samelson motives
are sent to direct sums of even shifts of intersection complexes. Note that the shifts
we obtain are only even, this is the realization of the operation M 7→ M(1)[2].
We get every intersection complex as a direct summand because (3) provides the
motivic lifts standard and costandard objects.
(4) follows directly from the fact that realization functors are compatible with
the full six-functor formalism, cf. Section I.9, as well as quotient and induction
equivalences.
(5) Realization is obviously an exact functor. Faithfulness essentially follows
from the conservativity of realization functors on equivariant mixed Tate motives,
cf. Proposition II.1.24. Note that by (3) we have preferred lifts for irreducible ob-
jects from DerbP×Q(G): the irreducible objects are the intersection complexes for
orbits, and these have explicit lifts as Bott–Samelson motives. So it remains to show
that for any two equivariant mixed Tate motives M,N ∈ MTDerP×Q(G) we have
isomorphisms⊕
i∈Z
MTDerP×Q (M,N(i))
∼=−→ DerbP×Q (RealM,RealN)
We can write any Bott–Samelson motive as iterated extension of standard and
costandard objects, and a standard devissage argument reduces the claim to mor-
phisms between standard and costandard objects. In this case, the claim follows
from the full faithfulness on constant mixed Tate motives over orbits, cf. Proposi-
tion II.1.24. 
Now we prove Theorem 1.8 which provides another categorification of the Schur
algebroid, via the equivariant derived categories. Special cases provide categorifi-
cations of the Hecke algebra (P = Q = B) and the parabolic Hecke modules of
[Deo87] (Q = B).
Theorem III.6.14. Assume one of the situations in points (1) or (2) of Theo-
rem III.6.13, let G be a split connected reductive group, and let P,Q be two parabolic
subgroups.
(1) Then the composition
K0 (MTDerP×Q(G))
Real−→ K⊕0
(
Derb,ss,evP×Q (G)
)
→ PHQ
of realization with the function–sheaf correspondence of Grothendieck in-
duces an isomorphism, providing a categorification of the Schur algebroid
via equivariant mixed Tate motives.
(2) The tilting functor Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)→ MTDerP×Q(G) induces
an isomorphism of Grothendieck groups. Combined with (1), this provides
a categorification of the Schur algebroid via Bott–Samelson motives.
(3) The isomorphisms above are compatible with convolution. The involution
induced by Verdier duality on the motives side is mapped to the Kazhdan–
Lusztig involution on the Schur algebroid side.
Proof. For (1), we can use the classical categorification of PHQ in terms of
even shifts of intersection complexes together with Theorem III.6.13 (1).
By Corollary III.4.6, the tilting functor is an equivalence and thus (2) is clear.
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(3) Compatibility with the convolution follows from the fact that realization is
compatible with the full six-functor formalism. The claim on the Kazhdan–Lusztig
involution follows from compatibility of realization with Verdier duality and known
computations in the equivariant derived category. 
III.6.15. Note that the realization functors map the Bott–Samelson motives
pw∗Xw for the Bott–Samelson resolution pw : Xw → G/B of the Schubert cell for
the word w ∈ W to the corresponding push-forwards of the constant sheaf from
Xw. The realization of pw∗Xw then decomposes as a direct sum of IC-sheaves.
In particular, the images of indecomposable Bott–Samelson motives in the Hecke
algebra BHB will be given by the element Cw of the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis. The
standard motives (given by pushforwards of constant sheaves on Bruhat cells) will
be mapped to the standard basis of the Hecke algebra.
On the other hand, we can also map equivariant mixed Tate motives to the
homotopy category of complexes of Soergel bimodules. Under this tilting functor,
the indecomposable Bott–Samelson motives are mapped to Soergel bimodules, and
the standard motives are mapped to Rouquier complexes.
We finally discuss the compatibility of the two categorifications of the Schur
algebroid. From the diagrams in Section III.6.1, we obtain the following diagram,
related to the categorification via equivariant derived categories:
K⊕0 (MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
tilt≈

≈
// K⊕0
(
Derb,ss,evP×Q (G)
)

// H
evaluation at q

K0(MTDerP×Q(G))
Realℓ
// K0(Der
b
P×Q(pt;Qℓ)) function-sheaf
// Hq
Note that the function–sheaf correspondence requires that we are working over
a finite field (to have Frobenius traces available). The right upper horizontal ar-
row is the categorification of the universal Schur algebroid considered in previous
works, going via perversely semisimple complexes. This commutative diagram now
expresses that we have a motivic categorification of the universal Schur algebroid
which is compatible with the previously known one.
Similarly, we can consider a commutative diagram of isomorphisms expressing
the compatibility of the motivic categorification with the one using singular Soergel
bimodules:
K⊕0 (MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
∼=

// K0(MTDerP×Q(G))
T∼=

K⊕0 (AP -SMod-AQ) // K0(Hotb(AP -SMod-AQ))
For the compatibility of the two approaches, we can now combine all the pre-
viously considered diagrams into one:
K0(MTDerP×Q(G))
Real
// K⊕0
(
Derb,ss,evP×Q (G)
)
function-sheaf

K0(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)
H

tilt
OO
K0(AP -SMod-AQ) ∼ // PHQ
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The top horizontal map is the realization functor, the right-hand vertical map is
the previously known categorification via perversely semi-simple complexes, and the
corresponding composition is the categorification of the Schur algebroid discussed
in Theorem III.6.14. The bottom horizontal map is the known categorification of
the Schur algebroid via singular Soergel bimodules, the left vertical maps are the
identification of equivariant motives and complexes of singular Soergel bimodules
via equivariant cohomology and tilting equivalence. Their composition is the cate-
gorification of the Schur algebroid following from Corollary III.6.12.
Commutativity of the square follows from the diagrams in Section III.6.1: the
upper composition takes the realization of a motive, computes its equivariant co-
homology and produces the function encoding the traces of Frobenius; the lower
composition also simply takes hypercohomology and encodes its bimodule structure.
The commutativity is then a known computation with bimodules and equivariant
sheaves.
Now it remains to compare the categorification of the universal Schur algebroid
with the categorification of the Schur algebroid over a fixed finite field Fq. For the
universal Schur algebroid, the Z[v, v−1]-module structure is given by (a square root
of) the Tate twist (−)⊗Q(1). For the Schur algebroid over a fixed finite field Fq, the
specialization of the Z[v, v−1]-module structure from the universal one is encoded
in the Frobenius-action of the Weil sheaves over Fq. The relation between the two
is given by the fact that for mixed Tate motives, the eigenvalue of the Frobenius
action encodes exactly the weight.
III.6.16. The relevance of this categorification K0(MTDerB×B(G))→ BHB for
representation theory is the following. Denoting by i : BwB →֒ G the inclusion
of a double coset BwB into G, the classes of the standard objects i∗(BwB) in
K0(MTDerB×B(G)) map to the standard basis of
BHB and the classes of the
costandard objects i!(BwB) map to the dual basis of the standard basis. On the
other hand, the intermediate extensions, which are motivic lifts of the intersection
complexes, map to the Kazhdan–Lusztig basis of the Hecke algebra BHB. Ac-
tually, the coefficients have to be extended from Z[q, q−1] by adding a square root
v =
√
q to accomodate intersection complexes concentrated in odd degrees. Then
the change-of-basis matrix over Z[v, v−1] from the standard basis to the Kazhdan–
Lusztig basis describes exactly the multiplicities of indecomposables in induced
modules; this is encoded in the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials (resp. their values
at 1). Now the fact that K0(MTDerB×B(G)) has an additional integer grading al-
lows to extract the coefficients of the Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials. On the level of
the categorification, the coefficients of Kazhdan–Lusztig polynomials can then be
related to Ext-groups in the categories MTDerB×B(G) of equivariant mixed Tate
motives. References for further information on the relevant representation theoretic
aspects include [KL79, KL80, Spr82, Soe15].
III.6.5. It’s ... knot motives. Now, as an application of the categorification
of the Schur algebroid using equivariant mixed Tate motives, we can provide a proof
of Corollary 1.6 in the introduction. We first compute the images of standard and
costandard equivariant Tate motives.
Proposition III.6.17. Let G be a split connected reductive group, let B ⊂ G be
a Borel subgroup. Fix a set of simple reflections S of the Weyl group W , let s ∈ S
be a simple reflection, and denote by i : ((B × B) # BsB) → ((B × B) # G) be
the inclusion of the corresponding Bruhat cell in the group. Then the functor
T : MTDerB×B(G)→ Hotb
(AB -SModZ-AB)
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from Corollary III.6.12 maps the motives i! (BsB) and i∗ (BsB) to the so-called
Rouquier complexes[AB ⊗AsB AB → AB] , and [AB〈2〉 → AB ⊗AsB AB]
In both cases, the complexes are graded such that the term AB⊗AsBAB sits in degree
zero.
Proof. It suffices to consider the pushforward to P , where P = Ps is the
minimal standard parabolic corresponding to the simple reflection s. Denote by
i : B →֒ P the closed embedding of the Borel subgroup and by j : BsB →֒ P the
open embedding of its complement. In the associated localization triangle
j!j
! (P )→ P → i∗i∗ (P )→ j!j! (P ) [1]
we can replace j! (P ) ∼= BsB and i∗ (P ) ∼= B. The localization triangle then implies
that we have an isomorphism of motives
j!BsB ∼= tilt ([P → i∗B])
where on the right we have the tilting functor applied to a complex in the category
Hotb (MTDerB×B(G)), where the motive P sits in degree 0. Then we can rewrite
P in terms of convolution of generating Bott–Samelson motives as
P ∼= BPB = BPP ⋆P PPB.
Applying the equivariant cohomology to this, we see that P maps to AB ⊗AsB AB ,
and we obtain
T ([P → i∗B]) ∼=
[AB ⊗AsB AB → AB]
One checks that the differential of the complex on the right is simply the multipli-
cation map, and therefore the complex on the right is the first Rouquier complex
from [Rou04].
The second statement follows similarly, by considering the appropriate local-
ization triangle
i!i
! (P )→ P → j∗j∗ (P )→ i!i! (P ) [1]
where we can replace j∗ (P ) ∼= BsB and i! (P ) ∼= B(1)[2]. We get an isomorphism
of motives
j∗BsB ∼= tilt ([i∗B(1)[2]→ P ])
where now P sits in degree 0. Applying equivariant cohomology, we get
T ([i∗B(1)[2]→ P ]) ∼=
[AB〈2〉 → AB ⊗AsB AB]
The differential is the (unique up to scalar) non-zero morphism, and we obtain
precisely the second Rouquier complex from [Rou04]. 
III.6.18. As a consequence of the above, we obtain an assignment from braids on
n strands to equivariant mixed Tate motives. Denote by s ∈W the simple reflection
in the Weyl group Sn corresponding to the transposition (i, i+1), and denote by j :
BsB →֒ GLn the inclusion of the corresponding double coset. An overcrossing of the
strands i and i+1 is mapped to the costandard motive j!BsB ∈MTDerB×B(GLn),
and an undercrossing of the strands i and i+ 1 is mapped to the standard motive
j∗BsB(1)[2] ∈ MTDerB×B(GLn). Then a braid, given by composition s±1i1 ◦ · · · s±1im
of such crossings is mapped to the tensor product ji1,!/∗Bsi1B⊗· · ·⊗ jim,!/∗BsimB
in MTDerB×B(GLn).
By Proposition III.6.17 and Corollary III.6.12, the realization/hypercohomology
of such a motive associated to a braid in Hotb
(AB -SModZ-AB) is the tensor prod-
uct of the appropriate Rouquier complexes. These complexes of graded bimodules
associated to a braid are those used by Khovanov [Kho07] to obtain triply graded
invariants of said braid closed to a knot by applying termwise Hochschild homology
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and then taking cohomology. In geometric terms this has been reformulated and
extended by [WW17].
At this point, we have an assignment from braids to B ×B-equivariant mixed
Tate motives on GLn, or alternatively, an assignment from the generators σ
±1
i of the
braid group (corresponding to the appropriate simple reflections si ∈ Sn) to such
motives. Showing that this assignment factors through the braid group requires
checking the braid relations. For the original construction of Khovanov [Kho07]
with Rouquier complexes, the proof of the braid relations requires computing the
tensor products of Rouquier complexes. The motivic lift of Khovanov’s construc-
tion described above now provides a more geometric proof of the braid relations,
reducing everything to isomorphisms of the relevant Bruhat cells:
III.6.19. Let G be a split connected reductive group with Weyl group W , and
denote by l : W → N the length function. Given elements x, y ∈ W of the Weyl
group with l(xy) = l(x) + l(y), it is well known that the multiplication induces an
isomorphism of Bruhat cells
BxB ×B ByB
∼=−→ BxyB.
Consequently, we get isomorphisms for convolutions of constant equivariant mixed
Tate motives
j! (BxB) ⋆B j!
(
ByB
) ∼=−→ j! (BxyB) , and j∗ (BxB) ⋆B j∗ (ByB) ∼=−→ j∗ (BxyB)
Note that the maps j in the above are all different: whenever applied to the constant
motive BuB, the appropriate map j is the inclusion of the corresponding Bruhat
cell ju : (B ×B # BuB) →֒ (B ×B # G).
As a consequence of the above isomorphisms, we get the braid relations for
the standard/costandard equivariant Tate motives: for any two simple reflections
s, t ∈W with sts = tst, we find
j! (BsB) ⋆B j! (BtB) ⋆B j! (BsB) ∼= j! (BtB) ⋆B j! (BsB) ⋆B j! (BtB) ,
j∗ (BsB) ⋆B j∗ (BtB) ⋆B j∗ (BsB) ∼= j∗ (BtB) ⋆B j∗ (BsB) ⋆B j∗ (BtB) .
In addition, one easily checks
j! (BsB) ⋆B j∗ (BsB) ∼= i∗ (B(−1)[−2]) ∼= j∗ (BsB) ⋆B j! (BsB)
either by calculation with Rouquier complexes or by (possibly more transparent)
geometric arguments. As a consequence, we get a homomorphism of the braid
group to the monoid of isomorphism classes of (B × B)-equivariant mixed Tate
motives on G, with monoid multiplication given by convolution. Instead of the
motivic category MTDerB×B(G), we can equivalently use the homotopy category
Hotb(AB -SModZ-AB) of Soergel bimodules and obtain an action of the braid group
on the latter category.
Now we only need to translate the termwise Hochschild homology construction
required for closing the braid to a link to get a motivic lift of Khovanov’s triply
graded knot homology, cf. [WW17].
III.7. Hecke modules for symmetric varieties
In this section, we show how equivariant mixed Tate motives provide a different
model for the Hecke-module of Mars–Springer [MS98], cf. also [Spr98, Section 3.7].
More precisely, we show that the ℓ-adic realization induces an isomorphism on the
relevant Grothendieck groups. This in particular provides a grading on the Hecke
module associated to a symmetric variety. We also discuss the relevance of this
motivic realization for the study of Koszul duality patterns in the representation
theory of real Lie groups.
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III.7.1. Setup and notation.
III.7.1. Throughout the section, we fix an algebraically closed field k of charac-
teristic 6= 2 and a connected reductive group G, with an involution θ : G→ G and
a θ-stable Borel subgroup B ⊂ G. Set K = Gθ, and let P be a standard parabolic.
We assume that D is derivator satisfying the conditions I.4.2 as well as the grading
condition II.1.2 and the weight condition II.4.4.
III.7.2. Assume either that D = DAe´t(−; Λ) or D = MDer(−;C), and de-
note by Real the appropriate realization functor. Consider the following diagram of
Grothendieck groups11:
K0(Hot
b(MTDerP×K(G)wt=0))
Real
//
tilt

K0(Hot
b(PerssP×K(G; Λ)))
H

K0(MTDerP×K(G))
Real
// K0(Der
b
P×K(G; Λ)).
On the left-hand side, we have the categories of motives discussed in Sec-
tion III.4. The category on the upper right-hand side is a category of P × K-
equivariant perverse sheaves on the group G, as was considered in [MS98]. The
left-hand vertical arrow is the tilting functor of Proposition III.4.16, and the lower
horizontal is given by realization functors on equivariant categories, cf. Proposi-
tion I.9.3, restricted to equivariant mixed Tate motives.
The top horizontal functor and the right-hand vertical functor are a bit more
complicated to set up. For the top horizontal functor, we will prove that the real-
ization of a pure weight 0 motive is an intersection complex, cf. Theorem III.7.5.
However, it is not necessarily a perverse sheaf, as it may be concentrated in the
wrong degrees, but a suitable shift of it will be a semisimple perverse sheaf. This
is why the target of the realization functor in the top horizontal is the category of
complexes of perverse sheaves. The right-hand vertical morphism is then induced
from taking cohomology of perverse sheaves, cf. [MS98].
The commutativity of the above diagram follows from the fact that the realiza-
tion functors commute with the full six functor formalism. Essentially both paths
through the diagram compute the equivariant cohomology of a P ×K-equivariant
motive on G which is pure of weight 0. In a sense, the above diagram provides a
nice motivic categorification of the cohomology map H of [MS98].
III.7.3. The goal of the next section, cf. Theorem III.7.7, is to show that
the horizontal arrows, induced from the realization functors, are isomorphisms of
the respective Grothendieck groups. The lower horizontal arrow makes equivariant
mixed Tate motives a graded version of the equivariant derived category, cf. The-
orem III.7.5. Moreover, the collection of categories MTDerP×K(G) where P ≤ G
runs through the standard parabolics in G is compatible with the convolution by
objects from the categories MTDerQ×P (G) categorifying the Schur algebroid. In
abuse of language, the categories MTDerP×K(G) form a module for the motivic
categorification of the Schur algebroid, cf. Proposition III.7.6. A similar statement
is true for the categories Hotb(MTDerP×K(G)wt=0) and the corresponding motivic
realization of the Schur algebroid, and the left vertical tilting map in the above
diagram is compatible with these module structures.
11Except for the right-hand arrow, all the maps in the diagram naturally arise from functors
on the categorical level. However, the right-hand map is given by alternating sum of the equivariant
cohomology groups of perverse sheaves. It could be made categorical using a bit of D-module
machinery, but we stick to simply using the map H considered in [MS98].
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Remark III.7.4. As discussed in II.3.4, equivariant mixed Tate motives are
very combinatorial; in particular, if we have a finite field k = Fq, we get an induced
equivalence of mixed Tate motives over Fq and over Fq. The same is then true for the
equivariant mixed Tate motives in our cases. In particular, it suffices to work over
the algebraic closure Fq to establish the equivariant Whitney–Tate condition, and
then the same thing will be true over the finite field. Over the finite field, the ℓ-adic
realization functors can be equipped with natural Frobenius structures. Moreover,
the weight arising from eigenvalues of Frobenius will agree with the motivic weight
via the ℓ-adic realization functor, and this is how we do the comparison to [MS98].
III.7.2. Categorification of the Mars–Springer module. We first estab-
lish that the motivic categories MTDerP×K(G) provide a graded version of the
equivariant derived categories of symmetric varieties.
Theorem III.7.5. Assume the situation in III.7.1
(1) Let k = Fq be a finite field of odd characteristic, and let D = DA
e´t(−;Qℓ)
be the homotopical stable algebraic derivator underlying the construction of
equivariant motives. Then composition with the ℓ-adic realization functor
MTDerP×K(G)wt=0 →֒ MTDerP×K(G) Realℓ−−−→ DerbP×K(G;Qℓ)
is fully faithful on the category of Bott–Samelson motives. The essential
image consists of intersection complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(2) Let k = C and consider D = MDer(−;C) as homotopical stable algebraic
derivator underlying the construction of equivariant motives. Then the
composition with the Hodge realization functor
MTDerP×K(G)wt=0 →֒ MTDerP×K(G) RealH−−−−→ DerbP×K(G;C)
is fully faithful on the category of Bott–Samelson motives. The essential
image consists of intersection complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(3) Motivic lifts of the standard and costandard objects in the equivariant
derived categories above are given by i∗(L) and i!(L), respectively, where
i : PxK →֒ G is the inclusion of a P × K-double coset in G and L is a
K-equivariant motivic local system on the corresponding K-orbit of G/P .
(4) The functors in points (1) and (2) are compatible with convolution and
Verdier duality.
(5) Adjoining a root of the Tate twist, the equivariant mixed Tate motives
provide a grading on the constructible equivariant derived categories in the
sense of II.4.5, with the realization functors in (1) and (2) as degrading
functors.
Proof. The arguments are similar to the ones in Theorem III.6.13.
We first note that the realization functors in statements (1) and (2) are compat-
ible with the six functors, cf. Proposition I.9.3. Compatibility with Verdier duality
is then clear, and compatibility with convolution is proved in Proposition III.7.6.
Thus (4) follows if we have (1) and (2).
To prove (3), we first note that the standard and costandard objects in the equi-
variant derived category are obtained exactly as i∗(L) and i!(L) where i : PxK →֒ G
is the inclusion of a double coset and L is a K-equivariant local system on the cor-
responding K-orbit in G/P , cf. e.g. the discussion in [Soe01, Section 4]. Since
the realization functors are compatible with the six functors, it suffices to show
that local systems lift to the motivic categories MTDerK(Y ) where Y = K/K
′
denotes the K-orbit in G/P . Using the induction equivalence of Proposition I.7.4,
we have MTDerK(Y ) ≈ MTDerK′(pt) and therefore the K-equivariant local sys-
tems on Y correspond exactly to the motivic representations of the finite group of
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components of the stabilizer group K ′. Now, by the induction equivalence for the
ordinary equivariant derived categories, a local system (in the topological sense)
on Y corresponds similarly to a representation of the component group of K ′. For
such a representation, we then have obvious lifts to the motivic categories, and this
establishes (3).
Now we prove (1), (2) is proved similarly. Let M be a clean motive on a B-
orbit j : V → G/K. Then j∗M ∼= j!M by definition, hence its realization is an
intersection cohomology sheaf and therefore perverse. Now the other steps in the
construction of Bott–Samelson motives, cf. Definitions III.3.4 and III.3.26, pre-
serve the required perversity. Therefore, Bott–Samelson motives will map to direct
sums of intersection cohomology complexes and by Theorem III.4.15 and Propo-
sition III.4.16 this implies that Bott–Samelson motives are sent to direct sums of
even shifts of intersection complexes. Note that the shifts we obtain are only even,
this is the realization of the operation M 7→ M(1)[2]. We get every intersection
complex as a direct summand because we have explicit lifts of the relevant local
systems on orbits from (3).
(5) Realization is an exact functor, and faithfulness follows from conservativity
of realization on equivariant mixed Tate motives, cf. Proposition II.1.24. By (3)
we have lifts for the irreducible objects in DerbP×K(G) given by Bott–Samelson
motives. As in the proof of Theorem III.6.13, for two equivariant mixed Tate motives
M,N ∈MTDerP×K(G) we can compute⊕
i∈Z
MTDerP×K(M,N(i))
∼=−→ DerbP×K(RealM,RealN)
by writing the motives as iterated extensions of standard and costandard objects
from (3) and reducing the claim to morphisms between those with a standard
devissage argument. This reduces us to the claim for morphisms between motivic
local systems on K-orbits of G/P . Again, this reduces to a full faithfulness claim
for motives (equivariant for the stabilizer of the K-orbit) on the point where we
can employ conservativity, cf. Proposition II.1.24.
Finally, adjoining a root of the Tate twist on the motivic side is necessary to
get all shifts of intersection complexes, not just the even ones. 
Now we want to show that the motivic categories MTDerP×K(G) provide a
categorification of the module over the Schur algebroid considered in [MS98]. Ac-
tually, only the Hecke module MTDerB×K(G) was considered in loc.cit., but once
the idea of Schur algebroid is formulated explicitly, the results in [MS98] can be
extended to this setting. We first formulate explicitly the statements about the
convolution functors, this implies that the Grothendieck groups of the motivic cat-
egories MTDerP×K(G) will form a module for the Schur algebroid.
Proposition III.7.6. Assume the situation of III.7.1.
(1) We have, for every pair of standard parabolic subgroups P,Q ⊂ G, convo-
lution functors
− ⋆Q − : MTDerP×Q(G)×MTDerQ×K(G)→ MTDerP×K(G).
(2) These functors restrict to the hearts of the relevant weight structures:
− ⋆Q − : MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0 ×MTDerQ×K(G)wt=0 → MTDerP×K(G)wt=0.
(3) The above convolutions are compatible with the tilting functor of Proposi-
tion III.4.16:
tilt : Hotb(MTDerP×Q(G)wt=0)→ MTDerP×Q(G)
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(4) On the level of Grothendieck groups, these can be identified, via the iso-
morphisms from Theorem III.7.7, with the module structure for the Schur
algebroid developed in [MS98].
Proof. (1) The first statement is essentially the content of Proposition III.5.6,
together with the associativity of convolution, cf. Proposition I.8.3.
(2) Following the argument of Proposition III.5.6, we can actually show that the
convolution functors − ⋆Q − can be restricted to the hearts of the relevant weight
structures, cf. Section II.4. First, the exterior product M ⊠N = pr∗1M ⊗ pr∗2N of
pure weight 0 motives is pure of weight 0: the projections pri are smooth and there-
fore the restriction functors are weight-exact, cf. Proposition II.4.11, and the tensor
product of pure weight 0 motives is again pure of weight 0, cf. Proposition II.4.13.
The restriction along the diagonal P ×Q ×K →֒ P ×Q ×Q ×K is weight-exact
by Proposition II.4.11. Then the weight structures are constructed in such a way
that they are compatible with the quotient equivalence of Proposition I.7.1, and
finally the remaining proper pushforward mult! is also weight-exact by Proposi-
tions II.4.11 and II.4.12 since the relevant multiplication map G ×/Q G → G is a
G/Q-fiber bundle and hence projective.
(3) Compatibility with the tilting follows from the general results Theorem B.3.4
and B.3.5, noting that all the functors in the definition of convolution, cf. Defini-
tion I.8.2, are left adjoints or monoidal structures.
(4) The final statement concerning the categorification of the module structure
from [MS98], it is clear from the definition in Section 3.2 of loc.cit. that the module
structure is given by convolution (resp. the induced map on Grothendieck groups).
The claim then follows from the fact that the realization functors in the diagram in
III.7.2 are compatible with the full six-functor formalism, cf. Theorem III.7.5. 
Now we can formulate the compatibility of the above module structure with
the one discussed in [MS98] via the realization functors:
Theorem III.7.7. On the level of Grothendieck groups, the ℓ-adic case of the
diagram in III.7.2 induces the following commutative diagram of Hecke-modules
K⊕0 (MTDerB×K(G)wt=0)
Realℓ
//
∼= tilt

K⊕0 (AG/K)
∼=

K0(MTDerB×K(G))
H•(Realℓ)
// K0(CG/K),
where K0(AG/K) and K0(CG/K) are the Hecke-modules considered in [MS98]. The
horizontal maps become isomorphisms after extending scalars to Z[C] on the left-
hand side.
Proof. The Hecke module structures on the left-hand side have been estab-
lished in Proposition III.7.6, and the module structures on the right-hand side are
the ones from [MS98]. The left vertical isomorphism tilt is a consequence of Propo-
sition III.4.16, and the right vertical isomorphism is established in [MS98].
We want to show that the horizontal maps induced from ℓ-adic realization
functors are isomorphisms, after extending scalars to the ring Z[C] considered in
[MS98]. By Theorem III.7.5 (1), the real realization Realℓ maps Bott–Samelson
motives to direct sums of intersection complexes. This implies surjectivity: from
the definition in [MS98, Section 3.1], the group K0(AY ) is generated by the classes
of intermediate extensions j∗!(LZ [dimZ]) for LZ a local system on the K-orbit Z
in G/B. After extension of scalars on the left-hand side (to ensure existence of
odd-degree shifts) these intermediate extensions lift to Bott–Samelson motives by
Theorem III.7.5 (1).
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To prove injectivity, we note that the motivic Hecke modules on the left-hand
side of the diagram are free Z[q, q−1]-modules of finite rank. A basis is given by the
irreducible motivic local systems on the K-orbits of G/B. As in the proof of (5) of
Theorem III.7.5, the conservativity on equivariant mixed Tate motives, cf. Propo-
sition II.1.24, implies that we have a bijection between the motivic local systems
and the ℓ-adic local systems, induced by the realization functor. In particular, the
realization functor Realℓ : K0 (MTDerB×K(G)wt=0) → K0(AG/K) maps a basis of
the motivic Hecke module to a basis of the Hecke module of Mars–Springer. This
implies the required injectivity. 
III.7.3. Application to representation theory. We discuss some of the
representation-theoretic consequences of the previous results. The first point is that
the tilting results in Section III.4 are statements about the formality of the equi-
variant derived categories. In particular, we are able to establish the conjecture of
Soergel and Lunts for symmetric varieties, cf. [Soe01] and [Lun95]. A different
approach to formality of equivariant derived categories has been explored recently
in (yet unpublished) work of Brion and Joshua [BJ18].
III.7.8. To formulate the result, we need to set up some notation, cf. [Lun95,
0.1]. Let B # G/K be a symmetric variety with action by a Borel subgroup B ⊆
G. Let L1, . . . ,Lm be the collection of isomorphism classes of simple equivariant
perverse sheaves on G/K, and put L = ⊕Li. Consider the Ext-algebra A =
Ext•DerB(G/K)(L,L)op and the projective A-modules Qi = Aei where ei : L → Li is
the projection. Then we have a dg-algebra A = (A, d = 0) and denote by DerfA the
subcategory of the derived category DerA of dg-modules over A generated by the
dg-A-modules Qi.
Theorem III.7.9 (Soergel–Lunts conjecture). In the situation of III.7.8, there
is a natural equivalence of triangulated categories
DerbB(G/K) ≈ DerfA .
Proof. Recall from [Lun95, 0.3] that, parallel to III.7.8, the equivariant de-
rived category DerbB(G/K) is generated by finitely many objects F1, . . . , Fn and
we can consider the dg-algebra B = End•DerB(G/K)(
⊕
Fi,
⊕
Fi)
op. There are also
dg-modules Pi = Bei for the projection ei : F → Fi. Denoting by DerfB the subcate-
gory of the derived category of dg-B-modules generated by Pi, [Lun95, Proposition
0.3.1] establishes a natural equivalence of triangulated categories
DerB(G/K) ≈ DerfB .
The claim follows if we can prove that the natural inclusion A →֒ B is a quasi-
isomorphism.
Now we can apply Theorem III.7.5 (5) which states that MTDerB×K(G) is
a graded version of the equivariant derived category DerbB×K(G). This allows to
compute
EndDerB×K(G) (F, F )
∼=
⊕
j∈Z
MTDerB×K(F˜ , F˜ (j))
where F˜ is a lift of the generator F =
⊕
Fi to MTDerB×K(G). On the right-hand
side, only one of the summands for j ∈ Z can be non-trivial for any indecom-
posable object, due to weight reasons. In particular, the endomorphism-dg-algebra
EndDerB×K(G) (F, F ) is formal. But this implies that A →֒ B is a quasi-isomorphism
which proves the formality conjecture. 
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As a second application to representation theory, the results about equivariant
mixed Tate motives for symmetric varieties allow to prove Conjectures 4.2.2 and
4.2.3 of [Soe01].
III.7.10. We recall the relevant setup. The goal is to study the representations of
a real Lie group GR with maximal compact subgroup KR. However, the geometric
approach to representation theory of GR considers the complexified group G =
GR ×R C with maximal subgroup K = KR ×R C. By the Matsuki correspondence,
the orbits of GR on the complex flag variety G/B are in bijective correspondence
with the K-orbits on the flag variety G/B. The relation between representations of
the real Lie group (actually, Harish-Chandra-modules with trivial central character)
and perverse sheaves onK-orbits onG/B is discussed in [BB81] and more generally
(for the derived categories and arbitrary characters) in [BL95].
The geometric side of the conjectural Koszul duality for representations of real
Lie groups from [Soe01] considers the action of the reductive complex group on
suitable varieties X(χ). In a more recent formulation, cf. [Soe15], the relevant va-
rieties with action are of the form B # Z1γ(Gal(C/R), G) where a Borel subgroup
of G acts on the space of 1-cocycles for the Galois group, twisted by a holomorphic
involution γ of G.12 Since the stabilizer in G of such a 1-cocycle is a symmetric
subgroup, the variety with action above breaks up into a disjoint union of varieties
B # G/K ′ where K ′ is a symmetric subgroup (these correspond to complexifica-
tions of maximal compacts for inner forms of GR). In the original formulation of
[Soe01], the varieties considered wereG# G×BG/K ′ so that we have equivalences
of equivariant derived categories DerG(G×/BG/K ′) ≈ DerB(G/K ′). In particular,
the symmetric variety case discussed in this section is exactly the relevant case for
the Koszul duality question in the representation theory of real Lie groups.
III.7.11. Let now B # G/K (or G # G ×/B G/K) be a symmetric vari-
ety as considered above. As in III.7.8, we define the geometric extension algebra
ExtG(X) = Ext
•
G(L,L), where L is the direct sum of the finitely many simple
G-equivariant perverse sheaves on X .
Theorem III.7.12 (geometric part of Soergel’s conjectures). Adjoining a square
root of the Tate twist, the category MTDerG(X) satisfies the requirements for Dg
in [Soe01, Conjecture 4.2.2 and 4.2.3]. More precisely:
(1) The functor MTDerG(X)→ DerbG(X) is a degrading functor in the sense
of [BGS96].
(2) Motivic lifts of the standard and costandard objects in DerbG(X) are given
by i∗(L) and i!(L), respectively, where i : PxK →֒ G is the inclusion of
a P ×K-double coset in G and L is a K-equivariant local system on the
corresponding K-orbit of G/P . These lifts are unique up to Tate twist.
(3) There is a fully faithful embedding MTDerG(X) →֒ Der−(ExtG(X) -mod),
related to the “geometric t-structure” on the derived category of the geo-
metric extension algebra.
Proof. Actually the statements (1) and (2) have already been established
in Theorem III.7.5. It remains to note that Conjecture 4.2.2 of [Soe01] is really
the existence of a graded version of the equivariant derived category DerB(G/K)
together with the existence of lifts of the standard objects. Conjecture 4.2.3 of
[Soe01] is the existence of lifts of the costandard objects. The uniqueness required
in the conjecture follows from the uniqueness of the lifts of standard and costandard
12More precisely, we should probably be talking about the Langlands dual groups here; but
as we are not discussing Koszul duality issues, this doesn’t really matter.
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objects up to Tate twists together with the fact that the nontriviality of the Hom
implies that there is no choice of Tate twist.
For (3), the fully faithful embedding arises from
MTDerG(X)wt=0 →֒ Der−(ExtG(X) -mod)
which maps a weight 0 motive to the cohomology of its realization (similar to the
constructions in Sections II.2 and II.3), viewed as a module over the geometric ex-
tension algebra. Alternatively, we can map a motive into the motivic lift of the direct
sum of the simple objects Lx. This embeds MTDerG(X)wt=0 as a tilting subcate-
gory, and we can apply Theorem B.3.1 to extend this embedding to a fully faithful
embedding of Hotb(MTDerG(X)wt=0). The latter is, by Proposition III.4.16, equiv-
alent to MTDerG(X) and this proves the claim. 
III.7.13. There is one remaining claim in the geometric part of Soergel’s con-
jectures [Soe01]: the essential image of the embedding
MTDerG(X)wt=0 →֒ Der−(ExtG(X) -mod)
should be identified with the heart of the geometric t-structure on the derived
category of the geometric extension algebra.
III.7.14. We don’t discuss explicitly how the Koszul duality conjectures should
model Vogan’s character duality for real Lie groups. Further information on combi-
natorics in the representation theory of real Lie groups and Kazhdan–Lusztig–Vogan
polynomials can be found in [LV83, Vog82, ABV92, Soe01], cf. also [Spr98,
3.10].
Another direction, relating motivic theories with representation theory of real
Lie groups is opened up by work of Casian and Stanton [CS99]. Their work re-
lates the integral cohomology of real flag varieties with the geometric approach
to representation theory of real Lie groups via Beilinson–Bernstein localization of
Harish-Chandra-modules [BB81]. The motivic analogue of the integral cohomol-
ogy of real flag varieties is given by the Chow–Witt rings of flag varieties (over R
or more general fields) which have been studied and partially computed recently.
More work needs to be done to understand those connections properly.
III.8. Hecke modules for wonderful compactifications
In this section, we provide a model for the Hecke module associated in [Spr02]
to a wonderful compactification, which we will call the wonderful Hecke mod-
ule. The model uses equivariant mixed Tate motives, and we show that the ℓ-adic
realization induces an isomorphism from the category of B ×B-equivariant mixed
Tate motives on the wonderful compactification to Springer’s Hecke module.
For the comparison with Springer’s Hecke module of [Spr02], Remark III.7.4
applies again: Springer’s arguments work over finite fields while our motivic cat-
egories usually work over algebraically closed fields. But the descent statements
for equivariant mixed Tate motives imply that our descriptions of motivic cate-
gories work equally well over finite fields and thus can be compared to Springer’s
constructions via the ℓ-adic realization functors.
III.8.1. Let G be an adjoint semisimple group and letG×G# X be a wonderful
compactification of G. Assume that D = DAe´t(−; Λ) or D = MDer(−;C) and
denote by Real the appropriate realization functor. For fixed standard parabolic
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subgroups P,Q ⊂ G, consider the following diagram of Grothendieck groups:
K0(Hot
b(MTDerP×Q(X)wt=0))
Real
//
tilt

K0(Hot
b(PerssP×Q(X ; Λ)))
H

K0(MTDerP×Q(X))
Real
// K0(Der
b
P×Q(X ; Λ)).
On the left-hand side, we have the motivic categories of Section III.4; on the right-
hand side, we have the categories of equivariant perverse sheaves on X and the
equivariant derived category considered in [Spr02]. The left vertical functor is the
tilting functor of Proposition III.4.21 and the horizontal functors are the realization
functors of Proposition I.9.3. The other functors are set up in the same way as in
the case of symmetric varieties, cf. III.7.2.
Theorem III.8.2. Assume the situation in III.8.1
(1) Let k = Fq be a finite field of odd characteristic, and let D = DA
e´t(−;Qℓ)
be the homotopical stable algebraic derivator underlying the construction of
equivariant motives. Let G be an adjoint semisimple group, let G×G# X
be a wonderful compactification, and let P ×Q be a parabolic subgroup of
G×G. Then the ℓ-adic realization functor
Realℓ : MTDerP×Q(X)→ DerP×Q(X ;Qℓ)
is fully faithful on the heart of the weight structure, i.e., the category
of Bott–Samelson motives. The essential image consists of intersection
complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(2) Let k = C and consider D = MDer(−;C) as homotopical stable algebraic
derivator underlying the construction of equivariant motives. Let G be an
adjoint semisimple group, let G×G# X be a wonderful compactification,
and let P×Q be a parabolic subgroup of G×G. Then the Hodge realization
functor
RealH : MTDerP×Q(X)→ DerP×Q(X ;C)
is fully faithful on the heart of the weight structure, i.e., the category
of Bott–Samelson motives. The essential image consists of intersection
complexes concentrated in even degrees.
(3) Motivic lifts of the standard and costandard objects in the equivariant
derived categories above are given by i∗(L) and i!(L), respectively, where
i : PxQ →֒ X is the inclusion of a P × Q-orbit in X and L is a P ×Q-
equivariant local system (cf. [Spr02, Section 5]).
(4) The functors in points (1) and (2) are compatible with convolution and
Verdier duality.
(5) Adjoining a root of the Tate twist, the equivariant mixed Tate motives
provide a grading on the constructible equivariant derived categories in the
sense of II.4.5, with the realization functors in (1) and (2) as degrading
functors.
Proof. The arguments are the same as in the proof of Theorem III.7.5, with
the occasional replacement of the tilting and purity results for the symmetric case
by Theorem III.4.20 and Proposition III.4.21. 
Proposition III.8.3. Assume the situation of III.8.1
(1) We have, for standard parabolic subgroups P1, P2, Q1, Q2 ⊂ G, convolution
functors
− ⋆Q − : MTDer(P1×P2)×(Q1×Q2)(G×G)×MTDerP2×Q2(X)→ MTDerP1×Q1(X).
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(2) These functors restrict to the hearts of the relevant weight structures.
(3) The above convolution functors are compatible with the tilting functor of
Proposition III.4.21:
tilt : Hotb(MTDerP×Q(X)wt=0)→ MTDerP×Q(X).
(4) On the level of Grothendieck groups, the case P = Q = B can be identified,
via the isomorphisms of Theorem III.8.4, with the Hecke module structure
from [Spr02].
Proof. This is proved the same way as Proposition III.7.6, but using Theo-
rem III.8.2 for the identification of the Hecke module structure with the ones of
[Spr02]. 
Theorem III.8.4. On the level of Grothendieck groups, the ℓ-adic realization
functor induces the following commutative diagram of Hecke-modules
K⊕0 (MTDerB×B(X)wt=0)
Realℓ
//
∼= tilt

K⊕0 (AX)
∼=

K0(MTDerB×B(X))
H•(Realℓ)
// K0(CX),
where K0(AX) and K0(CX) are the Hecke-modules considered in [Spr02]. The hor-
izontal maps become isomorphisms after extending scalars to Z[C] on the left-hand
side, cf. [Spr02, Section 3].
Proof. Again, the proof is closely parallel to the one of Theorem III.7.7, using
Theorem III.8.2 and Proposition III.8.3. 
Theorem III.8.5 (Soergel–Lunts conjecture). There is a natural equivalence
of categories
DerbP×Q(X) ≈ DerfA,
where the category DerfA is the one discussed in [Lun95], cf. also III.7.8, obtained
from the simple equivariant perverse sheaves on the wonderful compactification G×
G# X.
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem III.7.9, using the graded versions from
Theorem III.8.2. 
III.8.6. Another approach to the formality of the equivariant derived category
for symmetric varieties has been explored by Brion and Joshua [BJ18].
APPENDIX A
Motives of classifying and homogeneous spaces
In this appendix, we provide a recollection on the structure of motives of clas-
sifying spaces of reductive groups as well as motives of homogeneous spaces. Most
important for us will be that these are mixed Tate motives, which is relevant for
having induction functors on categories of equivariant mixed Tate motives. We
would like to point out at the very beginning that we work, as always, with rational
coefficients. In fact, some of the assertions about motives being mixed Tate are
wrong integrally or with finite coefficients.
A.1. Bar constructions and their motives
Definition A.1.1. Let k be a field, and let G be an algebraic group over k.
Let (X " G) and (G# Y ) be varieties with right and left G-actions, respectively.
Then the two-sided bar construction is the following simplicial variety
B(X,G, Y )n := X ×Gn × Y.
Example A.1.2. The universal G-bundle can be written as the natural mor-
phism
EG = B(pt, G,G)→ B(pt, G, pt) = BG
induced from the morphism finG : G → pt. The Borel construction for a variety
G# X , cf. Definition I.3.23, is also a special case EG×/G X = B(pt, G,X).
More specifically, if G is an algebraic group with a closed subgroup H ≤ G,
the bar construction B(G,H, pt) for the variety with action G" H is a model for
the homogeneous space G/H . The claim that the natural projection B(G,H, pt)→
G/H is a weak equivalence in the A1-homotopy category (alternatively, induces an
isomorphism of motives) is established in the proof of Proposition I.4.6.
Lemma A.1.3. Let k be a field and let D be a homotopical stable algebraic
derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Let G be an algebraic group over k and
let (X " G) and (G # Y ) be varieties with right and left G-actions, respectively.
Assume that M(G),M(X),M(Y ) ∈ MTDer(pt), i.e., all varieties involved have
mixed Tate motives. Then we have M(B(X,G, Y )) ∈ Ind-MTDer(pt), i.e., the two-
sided bar construction is an Ind-mixed Tate motive.
Proof. By Definition II.1.1, the category MTDer(pt) is closed under trian-
gles and tensor products. Passing to the Ind-objects implies that we additionally
acquire closure under countable colimits. In particular, countable colimits exist in
the category Ind-MTDer(pt) of Ind-mixed Tate motives.
Now the functor M associating to a smooth variety X its motive M(X) ∈ D(pt)
can be extended to smooth simplicial varieties X• as follows: we apply the functor
M termwise to get a simplicial motive ∆op → D(pt) : [n] 7→ M(Xn), and then
the realization (alternatively, the homotopy colimit) is the motive M(X•) of the
simplicial object. In particular, the motive of the simplicial object is a (countable)
homotopy colimit of a diagram whose individual terms are of the form M(Xn). As
discussed in the first paragraph, the category of Ind-mixed Tate motives is closed
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under countable homotopy colimits, hence we see that M(X•) ∈ Ind-MTDer(pt) if
M(Xn) ∈MTDer(pt) for all n ∈ N.
Under the assumptions on the motives of G, X and Y , we know that the
individual termsX×Gn×Y , n ∈ N in the simplicial variety B(X,G, Y ) are all mixed
Tate because products of varieties correspond to tensor products of their motives.
By the previous discussion, M(B(X,G, Y )) ∈ Ind-MTDer(pt) which proves our
claim. 
A.1.4. The motive of a linear group G over a perfect field k is well-known to be
mixed Tate. Note that for any linear group G, the natural projection G→ G/RuG
to the reductive group G/RuG induces an isomorphism of motives. Moreover, if
π0(G) = G/G
0 is a direct sum of k-points, then G is a disjoint union of copies of G0,
hence the motive M(G) is a direct sum of copies of M(G0). Now, for a split reductive
group G over a perfect field k, the motive M(G) with rational coefficients was
computed in [Big12, Theorem 6.1]. From his computations, it follows in particular
that the motives of reductive groups are mixed Tate. Note that while Biglari’s
computations are done in Voevodsky’s category of motives, similar formulas can
be obtained by the same methods for any homotopical stable algebraic derivator D
satisfying the conditions of I.4.2.
Remark A.1.5. It should be pointed out that rational coefficients are really
necessary here, cf. [Tot14]. There are finite groups where the motive (with integral
coefficients) of the classifying space fails to be mixed Tate. This can be detected e.g.
by noting that the corresponding approximations of the classifying space An  G
fail to be stably rational and have non-trivial unramified invariants. Of course, with
rational coefficients, the motive of the classifying space of a finite group is trivial.
Corollary A.1.6. Let k be a perfect field and let G be a split reductive group
over k. Let D be a homotopical stable algebraic derivator satisfying the conditions
of I.4.2.
(1) The motive M(BG) is Ind-mixed Tate.
(2) For a closed subgroup H ≤ G, the motive M(G/H) ∼= M(B(G,H, pt)) is
mixed Tate.
Proof. (1) follows from Lemma A.1.3, using the fact that the motive M(G) is
mixed Tate. (2) also follows from Lemma A.1.3. Both M(G) and M(H) are mixed
Tate by Biglari’s result. The isomorphism of motives follows from Proposition I.4.6.
It remains to note that M(G/H) is a geometric motive because G/H is a smooth
scheme, so that M(G/H) is actually a mixed Tate motive (not a general Ind-object).

A.1.7. Having a good model B(G,H, pt) for the homogeneous space G/H ,
one could also set up a motivic version of the Eilenberg–Moore spectral sequence,
by considering suitable filtrations of the two-sided bar construction. This would
allow to compute motives of homogeneous spaces (with rational coefficients) from
the knowledge of the induced morphisms M(H) → M(G). An Eilenberg–Moore
spectral sequence for motivic cohomology with rational coefficients was discussed
in [Kri17].
Proposition A.1.8. Let G # X be a homogeneous variety with G-action. If
M ∈MTDerG(X), then fin! For(M) ∈MTDer(pt).
Proof. By assumption X = G/H , and the motive M(G/H) is mixed Tate
by Corollary A.1.6. In particular fin♯X ∈ MTDer(pt). Relative purity implies
fin!X ∈ MTDer(pt), and then also fin∗X ∈ MTDer(pt) by Verdier duality. If
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H is connected, any equivariant mixed Tate motive M ∈ MTDerG(X) is an exten-
sion of constant motives X, possibly twisted and shifted. In particular, for such
a motive we will have fin! For(M) ∈ MTDer(pt). If H is not connected, then
p : G/H0 → G/H is a finite e´tale map. By [Ayo07a, Lemme 2.1.165], the compo-
sition of canonical transformations id ⇒ p∗p∗ ⇐ p!p! ⇒ id is invertible, given by
multiplication with the degree of p. In particular, M appears as a direct summand
of IndHH0 Res
H0
H M
∼= p∗p∗M . But from the connected case, fin! p∗p∗M is the push-
forward of a mixed Tate motive on G/H0; so this is a mixed Tate motive by the
connected case discussed above. Since fin!M is a direct summand of fin! p∗p
∗M , we
have proved the claim. 
A.2. Motives of classifying spaces
In this section, we will provide motivic versions of well-known basic compu-
tations related to groups and their classifying spaces, describing the equivariant
cohomology rings as well as the behaviour of equivariant cohomology under the
six functor formalism. Most of this is well-known, cf. e.g. [Tot99, Tot14]. This
information will be relevant input for the tilting results in Sections II.2 and II.3,
allowing to describe the category of equivariant mixed Tate motives over a point in
terms of (a homotopy category of) modules over the equivariant cohomology ring.
In this section we work with varieties (satisfying the standing assumptions 1.14)
over a perfect field k and a derivator D satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. The
coefficient ring of the derivator D will be denoted by Λ, and assumed to be a field
of characteristic zero.
A.2.1. Algebraic preliminaries. We shortly discuss the coinvariant alge-
bras and twisted group rings which appear in the description of equivariant motivic
cohomology rings.
A.2.1. We recall the standard description of coinvariant algebras. Let G be a
split reductive group, with identity component G0. Let T ⊂ G0 be a split maximal
torus, let N = NG0(T ) be the normalizer of T in G
0, and letW = N/T be the Weyl
group of G0. Write X(T ) for the group of characters of T over k. Then W acts on
X(T ) in the evident way, and we set
SW = Sym(X(T )⊗Z Λ)W .
We view Sym(X(T )⊗Z Λ) (and consequently SW ) as a graded ring, with the gen-
erating character group in degree 1.
Example A.2.2. For G = GLn, the ring Sym(X(T )⊗Z Λ) is a polynomial ring
in n variables. The Weyl group W is the symmetric group Sn and the coinvariant
algebra SW is the algebra of symmetric polynomials, generated by the elemen-
tary symmetric polynomials. On the cohomological side, the elementary symmetric
polynomials correspond to the Chern classes.
A.2.3. Let G be a split reductive group with identity component G0. The finite
group π0(G) := G/G
0 of components acts on G0 via conjugation. This induces an
action of π0(G) on the coinvariant algebra S
W . Using this action, we can consider
the twisted group ring SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)], cf. [Soe01, Section 2.4]: the underlying
abelian group is the tensor product SW ⊗ Λ[π0(G)] of the coinvariant algebra and
the group ring Λ[π0(G)], and the multiplication is given by
(f ⊗ u) · (g ⊗ v) = (f · gu ⊗ u · v).
A more detailed discussion of the twisted group ring and its relevance in represen-
tation theory of real reductive groups can be found in [Soe01, Section 2.4].
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Example A.2.4. If G is a finite group, then finG : G → pt is a finite e´tale
morphism. Then (finG)∗ fin
∗
G pt
∼= Res1G IndG1 Λ is the group ring of the finite group
G.
A.2.2. Finite group torsors. We first describe the behaviour of motives in
torsors under finite groups. Note that for us, a finite group will be an algebraic
group G whose underlying variety is just a disjoint union of finitely many copies of
Spec k.
Let W be a finite group of cardinality n. Then fin∗W
∼=−→ ⊕ni=1pt, and the
composition
pt→ fin∗W
∼=−→
n⊕
i=1
pt
obtained by pre-composing with the adjunction map id→ finW∗fin∗W is the diagonal
map. Similarly,
n⊕
i=1
pt
∼=−→ fin∗W → pt
obtained by composing with the adjunction finW∗fin
∗
W → id is the evident sum
map. Consequently, the composition of the adjunction maps above
(1) pt→ fin∗W → pt
is multiplication with the cardinality of W .
Lemma A.2.5. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Let W
be a finite group and let π : X → Y be a W -torsor, and let M ∈ D(Y ) be a motive
on Y . Then the composition of the adjunction maps
M → π∗π∗M →M
is an isomorphism.
Proof. The projection formula reduces us to the case M = Y . As pullback
along surjective maps is conservative, it suffices to verify the assertion after pulling
back along X → Y . Now we have a cartesian square
W ×X //

X

X // Y
and the result follows by applying base change and (1). 
A.2.6. Now we want to consider endomorphism rings of motives. Assume the
situation of Lemma A.2.5.
Any element w ∈ W gives rise to an automorphism of X over Y , which we still
denote by w. For each motive M ∈ D(Y ), the identity π ◦ w = w gives rise to a
canonical isomorphism iso : w∗ ◦π∗M ∼=−→ π∗M . Now, given a motiveM ∈ D(Y ), we
can define a right action ofW on the endomorphism algebra EndX(π
∗M) of π∗M in
the category D(X) as follows: for w ∈ W and an endomorphism f ∈ EndX(π∗M),
we can set
fw = iso ◦ w∗(f) ◦ iso−1.
Using this right action, we can define an algebra EndX(π
∗M) ⋊ Λ[W ] (similar to
the twisted group ring in A.2.3) whose underlying set is EndX(π
∗M) ⊗ Λ[W ] and
whose multiplication is given by
(f ⊗ u) · (g ⊗ v) = (f ◦ gu ⊗ uv).
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A.2.7. Still keeping the same situation, the elements w ∈ W of the groupW also
provide endomorphisms of the motive π∗π
∗M in the category D(Y ). For w ∈ W ,
the composition
π∗π
∗M → π∗w∗w∗π∗M
∼=−→ π∗w∗π∗M
∼=−→ π∗π∗M
provides a map [w] ∈ EndY (π∗π∗M). The first map is the adjunction map id →
w∗w
∗, and the second and third isomorphism arise from the identity π ◦ w = w.
Theorem A.2.8. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2. Let W
be a finite group, and let π : X → Y be a W -torsor. For each motive M ∈ D(Y ),
the map
EndX(π
∗M)⋊ Λ[W ]→ EndY (π∗π∗M),
f ⊗ w 7→ π∗(f) ◦ [w]
is a canonical isomorphism of Λ-algebras.
Proof. Let f ∈ EndX(π∗M) and w ∈W . To show that our map is an algebra
morphism, it suffices to show
[w] ◦ π∗(f) = π∗(fw) ◦ [w].
This is immediate from the commutativity of the following diagram:
π∗π
∗M //
π∗(f)

π∗w∗w
∗π∗M
∼=
//
π∗w∗w
∗(f)

π∗w
∗π∗M
π∗(iso)
//
π∗w
∗(f)

π∗π
∗M
π∗(f
w)

π∗π
∗M // π∗w∗w
∗π∗M
∼=
// π∗w
∗π∗M
π∗(iso)
// π∗π
∗M
Now consider the composition
EndX(π
∗M)⋊ Λ[W ]→ EndY (π∗π∗M)
∼=−→ DX(π∗π∗π∗M,π∗M)
with the adjunction isomorphism. As π : X → Y is a W -torsor, we have a cartesian
square
W ×X
p

p
// X
π

X
π
// Y
By base change
DX(π
∗π∗π
∗M,π∗M)
∼=−→ DX(p∗p∗π∗M,π∗M).
Applying the projection formula yields
DX(p∗p
∗π∗M,π∗M)
∼=−→
⊕
v∈W
EndX(π
∗M).
So to check that our map is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to verify that the map
EndX(π
∗M)⋊ Λ[W ]→
⊕
v∈W
EndX(π
∗M),
obtained via the above identifications, is an isomorphism of (finitely generated free)
EndX(π
∗M)-modules. For f ∈ EndX(π∗M) and w ∈ W , this map sends f ⊗ w to
π∗(f) ◦ [w] and the projection formula sends the latter to the tuple which is f on
the w-component and 0 elsewhere, cf. [Ayo07a, Corollary 2.1.166]. This implies
that we have an isomorphism, as claimed. 
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A.2.3. Variety of maximal tori.
Lemma A.2.9. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions I.4.2 and the
grading condition II.1.2. Denote by Λ the coefficients of D, which we assume to be
a field of characteristic zero.
Let G be a split connected reductive group. Let T ⊂ G be a split maximal torus
and N = NG(T ) the normalizer of T in G. Then the canonical map pt→ fin∗G/N
yields an identification
Dk(pt, fin∗G/N(d)[2d]) ∼= Dk(pt, pt(d)[2d]) =
{
Λ if d = 0,
0 otherwise.
Proof. Let W = N/T be the Weyl group. Then G/T → G/N is a W -torsor,
and the projection G/T → G/B induces an isomorphism fin∗G/T ∼= fin∗G/B. Then
Lemma A.2.5 provides an identification
Dk(pt, fin∗G/N(d)[2d]) ∼= Dk(pt, fin∗G/B(d)[2d])W .
By the standard argument using the cellularity of G/B, the latter can be identified
with the W -invariants in the Chow ring CH∗(G/B). Since the W -representation on
CH∗(G/B) is known to be the regular representation, the result follows. 
Remark A.2.10. In the proof above one can avoid having to explicitly know
the W -action on CH∗(G/B) under the assumption that char(k) is coprime to |W |
using the cycle class map
CH∗(G/N)⊗Qℓ
∼=−→ H∗(G/N ;Qℓ),
where the right hand side denotes ℓ-adic cohomology with ℓ 6= char(k). In the case
G/N , the cycle class map is known to be an isomorphism, hence it suffices to show
that the ℓ-adic cohomology is trivial. As |W | is coprime to char(k), [IZ13, Corollary
3.3] yields ∑
i
(−1)iHi(G/N ;Qℓ) = 1|W |
∑
i
(−1)iHi(G/T ;Qℓ) = 1.
Now H∗(G/N ;Qℓ) vanishes in odd degrees, so this gets the job done.
In characteristic zero this is even simpler, using Betti realization and multi-
plicativity of Euler characteristics. The primary difficulty in characteristic p above,
requiring the restrictions on the characteristic, is that Euler characteristics are not
multiplicative e.g. for Artin–Schreier coverings.
Proposition A.2.11. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions I.4.2 and
the grading condition II.1.2. Denote by Λ the coefficients of D, which we assume to
be a field of characteristic zero.
Let G be a split connected reductive group. Let T ⊂ G be a split maximal torus
and N = NG(T ) the normalizer of T in G. Then the canonical map pt→ fin∗G/N
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let C be the cone of Λ→ fin∗G/N . Lemma A.2.9 implies
Hom(pt, C(d)[2d]) = 0
for all d. On the other hand, fin∗G/N is a direct summand of fin∗(G/B) as can be
seen by applying Lemma A.2.5 to the covering G/T → G/N and noting that the
A1-equivalence G/B → G/T induces an isomorphism fin∗(G/B) ∼= fin∗(G/T ). The
standard computation using the cell structure of G/B implies that
fin∗G/B ∼=
⊕
w∈W
pt(−l(w))[−2l(w)],
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where W = N/T is the Weyl group and l : W → Z≥0 is the length function. Now
fin∗G/N being a direct summand of the latter implies that C = 0. 
A.2.12. To compare the coinvariant algebra to the Chow ring of the classifying
space, we first define a morphism from the symmetric algebra to the Chow ring
of the classifying space of the maximal torus. Each character χ ∈ X(T ) has an
associated first Chern class
c1(χ) ∈ H2D,T (pt; Λ(1)),
induced in motivic cohomology from the map Bχ : BT → BGm. In slightly more
detail, let L(χ) be the 1-dimensional T -representation over k determined by χ,
viewed as a T -equivariant line bundle f : L(χ)→ pt. Let i : pt →֒ L(χ) be the zero
section. Apply fin∗ to the counit of adjunction i∗i
! → id, and use the isomorphism
i!L(χ)
∼=−→ Λ(−1)[−2] to obtain a map fin∗L(χ) → Λ(1)[2]. Then the first Chern
class c1(χ) is the map
Λ
∼=−→ fin∗L(χ)→ Λ(1)[2].
This determines a homomorphism of graded rings
Sym(X(T )⊗Z Λ)→
⊕
d
H2dD,T (pt; Λ(d)).
A.2.13. It now remains to provide a relation between the coinvariant algebra
and the Chow ring of the classifying space. We have canonical isomorphisms of
graded rings
(2) HiD,G0(pt; Λ(j))
∼=−→ HiD,N (pt; Λ(j))
∼=−→ HiD,T (pt; Λ(j))W ,
where the first map (induced from the inclusion N →֒ G0) is an isomorphism by
Proposition A.2.11, and the second isomorphism is a consequence of Lemma A.2.5.
Combining A.2.1 and A.2.12 with the above isomorphisms, we obtain a morphism
of graded rings
SW →
⊕
d
H2dD,G0(pt; Λ(d)).
Proposition A.2.14. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2
and the grading condition II.1.2, and let G be a split reductive group with identity
component G0. Then the canonical map
SW →
⊕
d
H2dD,G0(pt; Λ(d))
is an isomorphism.
Proof. By A.2.13, this reduces to the case of a split torus. This, in turn,
reduces to the case of Gm. In this situation, one can approximate the classifying
space BGm by projective spaces P
n. Then the computation of
H2dD,Gm(pt; Λ(d)) = DGm(pt)
(
pt, pt(d)[2d]
)
via these approximations, cf. Section II.2.2, proves the claim. 
A.2.15. Computations of the Chow rings of classifying spaces can also be found
in the literature, cf. e.g. [Tot99]. Most of the available literature focuses on integral
computations, but of course the above rational computations are well-known.
Proposition A.2.16. Let D be a derivator satisfying the conditions of I.4.2 and
the grading condition II.1.2. Let G be a split reductive group. Then the canonical
map
SW ⋊ Λ[π0(G)]→
⊕
d
H2dD,G(pt; Λ(d))
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is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let π0(G) = G/G
0 be the group of components of G. The canonical
isomorphism from Theorem A.2.8, applied to approximations of the Borel construc-
tion produces a canonical isomorphism
HomD(pt)(Ind
G
G0Λ, Ind
G
G0Λ(j)[i])
∼= HiD,G0(pt; Λ(j))⋊ Λ[π0(G)].
The claim then follows from Proposition A.2.14. 
Proposition A.2.17. Let G be a split reductive group.
(1) The motive of the classifying space BG is pure of weight zero (for the
weight structure on Ind-mixed Tate motives induced from Remark II.4.3).
(2) If M ∈ MTDerG(pt)wt=0 then (finBG)∗M ∈ MTDer(pt)wt=0.
Proof. (1) follows directly from the above explicit calculations.
(2) For a finite group H , we have Ind∗ ∼= Ind!, and hence by Proposition II.4.11
(5), the induction functor is weight-exact. Using the restriction-induction adjunc-
tion, we can reduce the second claim to the case of connected split reductive groups
G. In this case, all the mixed Tate motives are extensions of constant motives BG,
possibly Tate twisted and shifted. So the claim reduces to the case M = BG which
is the first assertion. 
A.2.18. One could also compute the motives with compact support of the clas-
sifying space as in [Tot14, Section 8]. With rational coefficients, the resulting for-
mulas would be much simpler than the ones in [Tot14]; they would agree with the
formulas for compactly supported cohomology of classifying spaces of the corre-
sponding complex Lie groups.
We can also draw some consequences for equivariant motivic cohomology of
homogeneous spaces.
Lemma A.2.19 (Cohomology of homogeneous varieties). Let G be a linear
algebraic group, let φ : H ⊂ G be the inclusion of a closed subgroup, and let φ∗ :
AG → AH be the induced homomorphism of Chow rings of classifying spaces. Then
AH is finitely generated for this AG-module structure.
Proof. Choose a maximal torus S ⊂ H , enlarge it to a maximal torus T ⊂ G,
and consider the commutative square
AG //

AH

AT // AS
By Proposition A.2.16, we know that the vertical maps are finite ring extensions
and each of our rings, in particular AH , is known to be of finite type over the
coefficient field. The lemma follows. 
Remark A.2.20. Essentially, the reason for the finiteness above is that the ho-
motopy fiber of Bφ : BH → BG is G/H , and the motive of the latter is mixed Tate.
Hence we only need finitely many generators to describe this motive in MTDer(pt).
As mentioned before, in specific situations, one can use the Eilenberg–Moore spec-
tral sequence to do explicit computations.
APPENDIX B
Derivators and tilting
(an appendix by F. Ho¨rmann and M. Wendt)
The appendix recalls basic definitions and statements about derivators, with
a particular view toward the homotopical stable algebraic derivators of [Ayo07a].
We provide a tilting result for derivators as well as various results related to com-
patibility of tilting with six functors which are used in the description of categories
of equivariant motives in terms of complexes of modules over the equivariant Chow
ring.
B.1. Derivators
We recall the definition of derivator from [Gro13, Definition 1.10]. As a pre-
liminary notion, a prederivator D is a strict 2-functor D : Catop → CAT where we
follow the post-Russell–Whitehead habit of ignoring set-theoretic issues. We’ll also
consider variations of the notion that have a source different from Catop, e.g. the
category of diagrams of schemes over some base S. The category with one object
(which only has an identity automorphism) is denoted by ∗. For every category I
and object i ∈ I, there is an induced evaluation functor evi : D(I)→ D(∗).
Definition B.1.1. A derivator D is a prederivator such that
(1) For two categories I1 and I2 the natural functor D(I1⊔I2)→ D(I1)×D(I2)
is an equivalence, and D(∅) is the terminal category.
(2) A morphism f : X → Y in D(I) is an isomorphism if and only if evi(f) :
evi(X)→ evi(Y ) is an isomorphism in D(∗) for every object i ∈ I.
(3) For every functor u : I → J there are homotopy left and right Kan
extensions along u:
u! : D(I)⇆ D(J) : u
∗ and u∗ : D(J)⇆ D(I) : u∗.
(4) The Kan extensions in (3) can be computed as homotopy colimits and
limits of suitable slice categories.
For the functors u : I → ∗, the left homotopy Kan extension u! is a version of
the homotopy colimit of I-diagrams, and the right homotopy Kan extension u∗ is
a version of the homotopy limit. Point (4) in the above definition provides a more
general relation between the Kan extensions and homotopy colimits and limits.
Since we will not need it we refrain from giving a more precise statement which
would require introducing a bulk of notation, see [Gro13, pp.8–10] for the precise
definitions.
Combining the evaluation functors evi : D(I) → D(∗) for all objects i ∈ I
together with the natural transformations induced from morphisms i→ j in I, we
get diagram evaluation functors
ev : D(I)→ Fun(I,D(∗)),
called underlying diagram functor in [Gro13]. A derivator is called strong if
the partial diagram evaluation D([1] × J) → Fun([1],D(J)) is full and essentially
surjective for every category J .
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By [Gro13, Section 2.1], a morphism of prederivators F : D → D′ is a
pseudo-natural transformation between the 2-functors D and D′, i.e., a collection of
functors FJ : D(J)→ D′(J) for every J ∈ Cat which is compatible with restriction
functors u∗ for u : J → K via explicit natural isomorphisms.
The following definitions are given in [Gro13, Definition 3.1, 4.1].
Definition B.1.2. A derivator D is pointed if the underlying category D(∗)
of D is pointed. A strong derivator D is stable if it is pointed and objects of D(✷)
are cartesian if and only if they are cocartesian.
Example B.1.3. Let A be an Grothendieck abelian category. For any diagram
I the category Fun(I,A) of I-diagrams in A is again an abelian category. Every
morphism of diagrams f : I → J induces a restriction functor f∗ : Fun(J,A) →
Fun(I,A) which is exact. Then we have an associated derivator DA, which sends
the diagram I to the derived category DA(I) := Der(Fun(I,A)) and which sends
the morphism f : I → J of diagrams to the induced functor f∗ : DA(J)→ DA(I).
All the examples of derivators appearing throughout the present paper are
derivators associated to localizations of suitable model categories as in [Gro13,
Theorem 1.38].
Now we recall the notion of monoidal derivators from [GPS14]. Prederivators
form a 2-category pDer whose morphisms were discussed above and whose 2-cells
are given by natural transformations. The category pDer is cartesian, with prod-
ucts computed pointwise in CAT. A monoidal prederivator is a strict 2-functor
D : Catop → MonCAT from small categories to not necessarily small monoidal cat-
egories. Similarly, we have the notions of symmetric monoidal prederivators and
strong resp. lax monoidal morphisms of prederivators. A monoidal derivator is
then a monoidal prederivator which is a derivator and whose product ⊗ : D×D→ D
is cocontinuous in each variable. For a precise discussion of what that means, we
refer to [GPS14, Section 3]; roughly speaking, monoidality of derivators requires
compatibility of the monoidal structures with the left homotopy Kan extensions.
Now we discuss Ayoub’s notion of homotopical stable algebraic derivator which
is the basis for his formulation of the six-functor formalism for motivic categories.
In the algebraic setting, the source category Cat is replaced by a more algebraic
category of diagrams of schemes over a suitable base scheme S. Effectively, one
fixes a suitable subcategory Dia of Cat of diagram shapes and then considers the
category DiaSch of Dia-diagrams of quasi-projective schemes over S with quasi-
projective morphisms, cf. [Ayo07a, Section 2.4.1]. An algebraic prederivator
is then a 2-functor D : DiaSch/S → TR from diagram of schemes to triangulated
categories.1
Now we can recall the definition of homotopical stable algebraic derivator from
[Ayo07a, Section 2.4.2].
Definition B.1.4. An algebraic prederivator D : DiaSch/S → TR is called
homotopical stable algebraic derivator if the following axioms are satisfied:
DerAlg 0: If (F , I) is a diagram of quasi-projective S-schemes with I a
discrete category, then we have an equivalence
D(F , I)→
∏
i∈Ob(I)
D(F (i)).
DerAlg 1: Let α : J → I an essentially surjective functor and a diagram
(F , I), the functor D(F , I)→ D(F ◦ α,J ) is conservative.
1Note that Ayoub’s definition doesn’t require the 2-functor to be strict.
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DerAlg 2R: For every morphism (f, α) : (F , I) → (G ,J ), the induced
functor (f, α)∗ has a right adjoint (f, α)∗.
DerAlg 2L: For every morphism (f, α) : (F , I) → (G ,J ) which is point-
wise smooth, the induced functor (f, α)∗ has a left adjoint (f, α)♯.
DerAlg 3R: For a diagram
(G ◦ α,J ) α //
f |J

(G , I)
f

(F ◦ α,J ) α // (F , I),
the natural exchange transformation α∗f∗ → (f |J )∗ ◦ α∗ is an isotrans-
formation.
DerAlg 3L: In a diagram as above, where f is cartesian and pointwise
smooth, the natural exchange transformation (f |J )♯ ◦ α∗ → α∗f♯ is an
isotransformation.
DerAlg 4: For every quasi-projective S-scheme X , the 2-functor D(X,−) :
Dia→ TR is a stable derivator in the sense discussed above.
DerAlg 5: The 2-functor H = D(−, ∗) : Sch/S → TR is a homotopical
stable 2-functor, i.e.,
(1) H(∅) = 0
(2) For every morphism f : X → Y the natural functor f∗ : H(Y ) →
H(X) has a right adjoint f∗, and for each immersion i the counit
i∗i∗ → id is an isotransformation.
(3) For every smooth morphism f : X → Y , the functor f∗ has a left
adjoint f♯. For smooth base-change squares, the exchange transfor-
mation f ′♯g
′∗ → g∗f♯ is an isotransformation.
(4) If j : U →֒ X is an open immersion with closed complement i : Z →֒
X , the pair (j∗, i∗) is conservative.
(5) For the canonical projection p : X × A1 → X , the unit id → p∗p∗ is
an isotransformation.
(6) For s the zero section of p : X ×A1 → X , the endofunctor p♯s∗ is an
auto-equivalence of H(X).
Remark B.1.5. It should be noted that there is some difference between Ay-
oub’s axioms for derivators in [Ayo07a, Definition 2.1.43] and the definitions above
taken from [Gro13]. Ayoub’s axioms 1 and 2 encode axioms 1 and 2 in Defini-
tion B.1.1 plus strongness, 3 is the existence of Kan extensions, 4 encodes the base
change formulas. Axiom 5 is the stability and 6 enforces a relation between induced
triangulated structure from the derivator-definition of suspension and the one given.
Note in particular that Ayoub’s definition implies that the derivators are also
pointed in the sense of [Gro13].
Finally, we recall from [Ayo07a, Definition 2.4.48] the appropriate notion of
monoidal structures. A monoidal homotopical stable algebraic derivator is a 2-
functor D : DiaSch/S → MonoTR from diagrams of schemes to monoidal triangu-
lated categories such that
(1) Forgetting the monoidal structure yields a homotopical stable algebraic
derivator.
(2) For a pointwise smooth morphism (f, α) : (G ,J ) → (F , I) of schemes,
the following morphisms are isomorphisms if either (i) α is the identity
and f is cartesian, or (b) the morphism of diagrams of schemes is the
identity of a single scheme X :
(f, α)♯((f, α)
∗A⊗G ,J B′)→ A⊗F ,I (f, α)♯B′
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(f, α)♯(A
′ ⊗G ,J (f, α)∗B)→ (f, α)♯A′ ⊗F ,I B.
By [Ayo07a, Corollaire 2.4.51 and Proposition 2.1.152], there is a monoidal
analogue of Axiom DerAlg 4: if D is a monoidal homotopical stable algebraic deriva-
tor, then for every quasi-projective S-scheme X , the induced 2-functor D(X,−) :
Dia→MonoTR is a monoidal stable derivator in the sense of [GPS14].
Notational convention B.1.6. In all of this work, we consider homotopical
stable algebraic derivators D over Var /k, i.e., we work over schemes which are
quasi-projective, separated and of finite type over some field k. When we speak of
motives, we are referring to objects in some category D(X).
In addition to these requirements, the following assumptions are made for all
the derivators D that appear:
(1) The derivators D are Λ-linear for some ring Λ ⊃ Q. Most of the time,
fields of characteristic zero will suffice.
(2) The derivators D are separated in the sense of Definition 2.1.160 of
[Ayo07a], i.e., for any surjective morphism f : X → Y of varieties, the
associated functor f∗ is conservative.
(3) The derivators D are monoidal in the sense discussed above. For a variety
X , the tensor unit in D(X) is denoted by X, cf. I.1.1. We denote X(1)[1]
the cone of the unit map X → Gm,X .
(4) The derivators D are equipped with a t-structure, i.e., for each varietyX ∈
Var /k, the category D(X) admits a t-structure such that the associated
six functors have the exactness properties detailed in [Ayo07a, Scholie
2.2.95].
(5) The derivators D are orientable in the sense that for a vector bundle E →
X of rank r we have MX(Th(E)) ∼= X(r)[2r], where Th(E) = E/(E\X) is
the Thom space of the vector bundle E and the motive MX(−) is defined
as in I.1.1.
Remark B.1.7. See Section I.1 for the construction of various motivic homo-
topical stable algebraic derivators that are used in this work. The above require-
ments are satisfied for these.
B.2. Tilting for derivators
The purpose of this appendix is to establish lifting results for diagrams in
derivators. This allows, under suitable conditions, to define a total complex or
tilting functor for complexes in derived categories of motives, which is needed in
the tilting statements for equivariant mixed Tate motives and their compatibilities
with the six functor formalism.
Remark B.2.1. In the following, we use “isotransformation” as a synonym
for “natural transformation, which is an isomorphism in the category of functors”.
Quite often we draw diagrams with categories in the corners and functors as arrows
and double arrows as transformations of functors filling the cells. These are meant
to convey which transformations or isotransformations of compositions of functors
we claim to exist or to even explicitly construct.
B.2.1. Dold–Kan correspondence. Let A be an abelian category, and let
X ∈ Fun(∆op,A) be a simplicial object. The normalized chain complex N(X)
is given by N(Un) =
⋂n−1
i=0 ker d
n
i with the boundary map (−1)n dnn, cf. [Stacks, Tag
0194, before Lemma 14.23.4]. This induces a functor N : Fun(∆op,A)→ Ch≥0(A)
which is an equivalence of categories, cf. [Stacks, Tag 019D, Theorem 14.24.3],
called the Dold–Kan correspondence.
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For an abelian category A, consider a complex
A =
(
An
dn−1−−−→ An−1 → · · · d1−→ A1
)
of objects in Ch(A), i.e., a complex of complexes. Under the Dold–Kan correspon-
dence, it corresponds to a simplicial object A∆ ∈ Fun(∆op,Ch(A)). An explicit
realization of an inverse of the Dold–Kan correspondence can be found in the proof
of [Stacks, Tag 019D, Theorem 14.24.3]. The total complex of the double complex
A is equivalent to the homotopy colimit of A∆, viewed as a simplicial diagram in
Ch(A), using the usual model structure on chain complexes in an abelian category.
This follows by applying the Dold–Kan correspondence once more, interpret the to-
tal complex of the double complex A as the diagonal of a bisimplicial set and then
see that the latter is equivalent to the homotopy colimit of the simplicial diagram
A∆.
The functors in the Dold–Kan correspondence are lax monoidal functors, but
not strict because the Eilenberg–Zilber map is only a homotopy inverse of the
Alexander–Whitney map. This provides a compatibility of the monoidal structures
induced on the derived categories. There are also properly monoidal versions of the
Dold–Kan correspondence, cf. e.g. [SS03].
B.2.2. Directed categories. The key tool in the discussion of the tilting
theorem are directed categories. This provides a structure encoding inductive con-
struction of diagrams; in the context of tilting theory, the structure of directed
categories allows to inductively lift diagrams from the homotopy category to the
respective diagram category of the derivator, provided suitable hom-sets vanish.
Definition B.2.2. A category I is called directed if there exists a functor
deg : I → N such that preimages of identity maps are identity. Here the category
structure on N is the one given by the total order ≤ on N: there exists a unique
morphism n→ m if and only if n ≤ m.
Definition B.2.3. The key example of a directed category is the category ∆
with the obvious degree function.
Remark B.2.4. For a directed category I, we denote by I≤n the full subcate-
gory of I of objects with deg ≤ n.
There is a diagram of embeddings of full subcategories
I<n i−→ I j←− In,
where the indices refer to preimages of [0, n− 1] and {n} under deg. In particular,
In is a discrete category. By [Gro13, 4.3], there is a distinguished triangle
j!j
∗Y → Y → i∗i∗Y → j!j∗Y [1]
for any Y ∈ D(I). For X,Y ∈ D, this triangle induces a long exact sequence of
abelian groups
· · · → D(X, j!j∗Y [k])→ D(X,Y [k])→ D(X, i∗i∗Y [k])→ D(X, j!j∗Y [k + 1])→ · · ·
Definition B.2.5. Let M be a category having all small limits and colimits.
The inclusion I≤n induces a restriction functor Fun(I,M) → Fun(I≤n,M). The
left adjoint skn of the restriction functor is called the n-skeleton, and the right
adjoint coskn of the restriction functor is called the n-cosekeleton.
Example B.2.6. Following [Stacks, Tag 017Z, Definition 14.12.1], denote by
∆≤n the full subcategory of the simplicial category ∆ with objects [0], [1], . . . , [n].
An n-truncated simplicial object in a category C is a functor∆op≤n → C. For any
simplicial object X ∈ Fun(∆op, C), the above notions of skeleton and coskeleton
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reduce to the classical notions. In particular, the n-skeleton functor is given as
left adjoint of the restriction along the inclusion ∆≤n →֒∆.
There are natural transformations τn : skn → coskn. A diagram X : I≤n−1 →
M together with a family of factorizations skn(X)c i
c−→ Xc p
c
−→ coskn(X)c of the
natural transformations τcn−1 : skn−1(X)
c → coskn−1(X)c for each object c ∈ I
with deg(c) = n uniquely determines a diagram X : In →M whose restriction to
degree n−1 coincides with the given diagram, cf. [RV13, Lemma 3.10]. The objects
skn−1(resn−1(X))
c and coskn−1(resn−1(X))
c with n = deg(c) are called the n-th
latching and matching objects of the diagram X , respectively. The associated
counit skn−1(resn−1(X))
c → Xc and unit Xc → coskn−1(resn−1(X))c are called
latching and matching maps of X , respectively.
In the setting of derivators, we can replace the latching objects by diagrams
over a suitably defined category:
Definition B.2.7. For a diagram I of length n, we define the latching cate-
gory Ln (a directed category of length n−1) as follows: the objects are morphisms
α : X → Y of I with deg(Y ) = n, deg(X) < n, and the morphisms are given by
the evident commutative diagrams. Mapping morphisms to source and target yields
functors pn : Ln → In and ιn : Ln → I<n.
Lemma B.2.8. Let I be a directed category of length n, let D be a derivator and
consider an object X ∈ D(I). Then there is an exact triangle in D(In) of the form
pn,!ι
∗
nX → j∗X → j?X → pn,!ι∗nX [1]
where j∗X → j?X is the adjoint map of j!X → j∗X arising from the composition
j!X
∼=←− j!j∗j∗X → j∗X.
Proof. We recall from [Gro13, Section 3.1] the description of the functor
j?X . Note that the functor j : In → I is a cosieve, cf. [Gro13, Definition 1.28],
and i : I<n → I is the complementary sieve. From [Gro13, Proof of Lemmma 3.7],
the cylinder diagram for the sieve i : I<n → I is given as the pushout
I<n
i
//
ι0

I
s

I<n × [1] // cyl
where ι0 : I<n → I<n × [1] is the inclusion at 0 and s : I → cyl denotes the
corresponding inclusion. Applying the universal property of the pushout to the two
functors id : I → I and I<n× [1] pr−→ I<n i−→ I induces a projection functor denoted
by q : cyl→ I. With this notation, the functor j? is given by the composition
j? : D(I)
s∗−→ D(cyl, I<n) q!−→ D(I, I<n) j
∗
−→ D(In),
cf. [Gro13, end of Section 3.1].
Consider the commutative diagram
cyl×/IIn α //
p

cyl
q

In
j
// I
where cyl×/IIn denotes the appropriate comma category. By an argument as in
[Gro13, proof of Theorem 1.31], the diagram is D-exact. In particular,
j? = j∗ ◦ q! ◦ s∗ = p! ◦ α∗ ◦ s∗.
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We can also write the comma category above as a pushout (obtained as the mapping
cylinder pushout above)
I<n ×/I In //

I ×/I In

I<n ×/I In × [1] // cyl×/IIn,
where I<n ×/I In is the latching category of Definition B.2.7.
Denoting by p the category (0, 1) ← (0, 0) → (1, 0), we have a functor F :
cyl×/IIn → p×In obtained via the universal property from the following two func-
tors: the functor
I<n ×/I In × [1]→ p×In : (α : x→ y, ǫ) 7→ (0, ǫ)× y
and the functor
I ×/I In → p×In : (α : x→ y) 7→
{
(0, 0)× y ν(x) < n
(1, 0)× y ν(x) = n.
Note that the two definitions are compatible because they send a morphism α : x→
y of I<n ×/I In to (0, 0)× y. We also have the projection functor P : p×In → In,
and it is clear that the composition P ◦ F = p. Consequently, j∗ = P!F!α∗s∗.
We now claim that the underlying diagram of F!α
∗s∗X is the diagram
pn,!ι
∗
nX //

j∗X
0
where the functors pn and ιn are the ones defined in Definition B.2.7. This will imply
the claim about the exact triangle. The corner of the underlying diagram of F!α
∗s∗X
has the In-indexed homotopy colimit over cyl×/IIn ×/p (0, 0) = I<n ×/I In = Ln,
and it is easy to check that ι∗n = α
∗s∗. The entry (1, 0) of the underlying diagram is
the In-indexed homotopy colimit over cyl×/IIn×/p (1, 0) = I×/I In. This is simply
j∗ because the only maps that appear are the idy, cf. the case distinction above.
The entry (0, 1) of the underlying diagram is the In-indexed homotopy colimit over
cyl×/IIn×/p (1, 0) = (1)× cyl×/IIn. But s∗X is, by definition, identically zero on
this part. 
B.2.3. The tilting theorem. Fix an abelian category A. Recall that the
Dold–Kan correspondence allowed to write the total complex for a double complex
in A as a homotopy colimit over a simplicial diagram in Ch(A). Defining total
complexes for complexes in the derived category Der(b)(A) is significantly more
complicated. In derivator language, there is a zig-zag of functors
Fun(∆op,DA(∗)) ev←− DA(∆op) hocolim−−−−−→ DA(∗)
where the first arrow is the evaluation (or underlying diagram) functor, sending an
object in D(∆op), represented by a complex of simplicial diagrams, to a simplicial
diagram of complexes by evaluating at every point of the diagram. The second
arrow takes the homotopy colimit of the simplicial object (corresponding to the
double complex). However, the evaluation functor DA(∆
op)→ Fun(∆op,DA(∗)) is
in general neither fully faithful nor essentially surjective. The problem in defining a
“total complex” for a complex in the derived category is to find a lift of the complex
along the evaluation functor, and to show that the resulting homotopy colimit is
independent of such choices.
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The purpose of the tilting result for derivators is now to identify conditions on
a subcategory of D(∗) such that the evaluation functor, when restricted to diagrams
with values in this subcategory, is an equivalence. This will imply the existence of
lifts, well-defined up to isomorphism, which then allows to define a total complex
or tilting functor.
Definition B.2.9. Let T be a triangulated category. We call a full additive
subcategory X ⊂ T a tilting subcategory if for all natural numbers k ≥ 1 and
all objects A,B ∈ X , we have
X (A[k], B) = 0.
Theorem B.2.10. Let D be a stable derivator, let I be a finite directed category
and let X ⊂ D(∗) be a tilting subcategory. Then the diagram evaluation ev : D(I)→
Fun(I,D(∗)) restricts to an equivalence
ev : D(I)|X → Fun(I,X ),
where D(I)|X denotes the preimage of Fun(I,X ) under the evaluation functor ev.
Proof. The result will follow from Propositions B.2.11 and B.2.13. 
Proposition B.2.11. In the situation of Theorem B.2.10, denote D = D(I)|X .
For any two objects X,Y ∈ D and any k > 0, the evaluation functor induces
isomorphisms
D(X,Y ) ∼= X (ev(X), ev(Y )) and D(X [k], Y ) = 0.
In particular, the restriction ev : D(I)|X → Fun(I,X ) of the evaluation functor is
fully faithful.
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for the categories I≤n, since a di-
rected colimit of isomorphisms will give an isomorphism (and the evaluation functor
commutes with colimits). Then the proof is by induction on the length of I.
The base case is given by index categories I of length 1, i.e., finite discrete
categories. In this case, the evaluation functor is an equivalence, by the derivator
axioms.
For the inductive step, consider the category I≤n, replace X and Y by the
appropriate restrictions, and consider the exact sequence of Remark B.2.4. By our
inductive assumption, we have
D(X, i∗i∗Y [k]) ∼= D<n(i∗X, i∗Y [k]) ∼=
{ X (ev(X), ev(Y )) k = 0
0 k < 0
Via the latching category and Lemma B.2.8, there is an adjunction j? ⊣ j! and
hence an isomorphism
D(X, j!j∗Y [k]) ∼= Dn(j?X, j∗Y [k]).
Using the distinguished triangle of Lemma B.2.8 produces a long exact sequence
· · · → Dn(pn,!ι∗nX, j∗Y [k − 1]) → Dn(j?X, j∗Y [k])→
→ Dn(j∗X, j∗Y [k]) → Dn(pn,!ι∗nX, j∗Y [k])→ · · ·
where the functors pn and ιn are the ones defined in Definition B.2.7. For the
middle arrow, we note that Lemma B.2.8 implies the commutativity of the following
diagram
D(X, j!j∗Y [k]) //
∼=

D(X,Y [k])
j∗

Dn(j
?X, j∗Y [k]) // Dn(j
∗X, j∗Y [k]).
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We first prove the required vanishing. Putting in k < 0 in the above exact
sequence implies Dn(j
∗X, j∗Y [k]) = 0 because In is discrete, and
Dn(pn,!ι
∗
nX, j
∗Y [l]) = 0
for l = k, k − 1 by the inductive assumption since Ln is of length ≤ n − 1. Con-
sequently, we have D(X, j!j∗Y [k]) = Dn(j?X, j∗Y [k]) = 0. Combined with the
previous exact sequence, this implies D(X,Y [k]) = 0 for k < 0.
Now we want to prove the identification in degree 0. We have the exact sequence
· · · → D(X, j!j∗Y )→ D(X,Y )→ X (ev(i∗X), ev(i∗Y ))→ D(X, j!j∗Y [1])→ · · ·
Considering the case k = 0 of the previous exact sequence, we still have the van-
ishing Dn(pn,!ι
∗
nX, j
∗Y [−1]) = 0 which yields
Dn(j
?X, j∗Y ) = ker (Dn(j
∗X, j∗Y )→ DLn(ι∗nX, p∗nj∗Y )) .
By induction assumption, we can rewrite this as
Dn(j
?X, j∗Y ) = ker (X (ev(j∗X), ev(j∗Y ))→ X (ev(ι∗nX), ev(p∗nj∗Y ))) =: T1.
Now assume k = 1 and consider the previous exact sequence. In this case, we
are interested in the kernel T2 = ker
(
Dn(j
?X, j∗Y [1])→ Dn(j∗X, j∗Y [1])
)
. By the
inductive assumption and the exact sequence, we can rewrite this as
T2 = coker (Dn(j
∗X, j∗Y )→ DLn(ι∗nX, p∗nj∗Y ))
= coker (X (ev(j∗X), ev(j∗Y ))→ X (ev(ι∗nX), ev(p∗nj∗Y ))) .
Putting these statements together allows to rewrite the previous sequence as
0→ T1 → D(X,Y )→ X (ev(i∗X), ev(i∗Y ))→ T2.
There is a ladder of exact sequences containing this and a similar exact sequence
where D(X,Y ) is replaced by X (ev(X), ev(Y )). By the 5-lemma, we obtain that
evaluation induces an isomorphism D(X,Y ) ∼= X (ev(X), ev(Y )), finishing the proof
of full faithfulness. 
Remark B.2.12. A similar result will hold for infinite directed categories if we
assume that the derivator is continuous, i.e., that the category D(I) is equivalent to
the 2-colimit of the diagram of categories D(I≤n) given by the natural restriction
functors. We’ll not really need this point.
Proposition B.2.13. In the situation of Theorem B.2.10, denote D = D(I)|X .
Then the restriction ev : D(I)|X → Fun(I,X ) of the evaluation functor is essentially
surjective.
Proof. Let Y ∈ Fun(I,X ) and assume by induction that we have constructed
preimages A ∈ D(I<n) and B ∈ D(In) of the restrictions i∗Y ∈ Fun(I<n,X ) and
j∗Y ∈ Fun(In,X ). From the relevant adjunctions we obtain
DI≤n(i∗A, j!B[1])
∼= DIn(j?i∗A,B[1]).
Now we use the exact sequence established in the proof of Proposition B.2.11:
0→ DIn(pn,!ι∗ni∗A,B)→ DIn(j?i∗A,B[1])→ DIn(j∗i∗A,B[1]) = 0.
This in particular means
ExtI≤n(i∗A, j!B)
∼= Hom(ev(ι∗nA), ev(p∗nB))
where the Hom on the right-hand side is taken in the category Fun(Ln,D(∗)),
i.e., we are considering morphisms of ordinary diagrams over the latching category
Ln. The diagram Y ∈ Fun(I,X ) defines an object of morphisms over the latching
category, and the above isomorphism yields a corresponding coherent lift of X to
the degree ≤ n part of I. 
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B.3. Consequences of the tilting theorem
Theorem B.3.1. Let D be a stable derivator and let ι : X ⊂ D(∗) be a tilt-
ing subcategory. Assume that hocolim : D(∆op) → D(∗) maps homotopic maps
of simplicial objects to the same maps in D(∗). Then ι extends to a fully faithful
triangulated functor
Hotb(X ) tilt−−→ D(∗).
Proof. We first note that we have the following composition:
Ch−(X ) ≈∆opX ev,≈←−−− D(∆op)|X ⊂ D(∆op) hocolim−−−−−→ D(∗).
The first equivalence is given by the Dold–Kan correspondence between complexes
bounded above by 0 and simplicial objects. The second functor is the evaluation
functor which is an equivalence by Theorem B.2.10. The last functor is the homo-
topy left Kan extension for the terminal functor ∆op → ∗, which is identified with
the homotopy colimit of a simplicial object. In other words, the condition that X is
a tilting subcategory allows to produce coherent lifts of simplicial diagrams, unique
up to isomorphism, and take their homotopy colimit.
Now we want to pass to the homotopy category. From the Dold–Kan cor-
respondence, we get an induced equivalence Hot(Ch−(X )) ≈ Hot(∆opX ) of ho-
motopy categories. The fact that the above functor factors through Hotb(X ) =
Hot(Ch−(X ))→ D(∗) follows from the assumptions.
Every step in the construction is triangulated, therefore the composition is a
triangulated functor.
We still need to prove that the tilting functor is fully faithful, i.e., that for all
complexes A,B ∈ Hotb(X ) we have induced isomorphisms
HotbX (A,B)→ D(∗)(tilt(A), tilt(B)).
This is done by an induction on the length of the complexes involved. By assump-
tion, X ⊂ D(∗) is fully faithful, so that the claim is true whenever the complexes
A and B have length 1. Now fix a complex A of length 1, and let B be a complex
sitting in an exact sequence 0→ B′ → B → C → 0 where B′ has length n− 1 and
C has length 1. Then we get a ladder of long exact sequences
· · · // Hot(A,B′) //
∼=

Hot(A,B) //

Hot(A,C) //
∼=

· · ·
· · · // D(tiltA, tiltB′) // D(tiltA, tiltB) // D(tiltA, tiltC) // · · ·
Note that we omitted decorations. The right isomorphism was the base case of the
induction, the left isomorphism is the inductive assumption, and the five-lemma
implies an isomorphism in the middle. A similar argument shows fully faithfulness
for arbitrary bounded complexes in X . 
Remark B.3.2. Note that the assumption that hocolim : D(∆op) → D(∗)
maps homotopic maps of simplicial objects to the same maps in D(∗) is satisfied for
all the derivators we consider since these arise as localizations of derived categories
of sheaves. This works more generally for derivators arising from simplicial model
categories.
Proposition B.3.3. Let D be a stable derivator and let ι : X ⊂ D(∗) be a
tilting subcategory. Then the essential image of the tilting functor tilt : Hotb(X )→
D(∗) is the triangulated subcategory 〈X 〉∆ generated by the tilting subcategory. If in
addition, X is idempotent complete, then the essential image is the thick subcategory
of D(∗) generated by T .
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Proof. First, we note that an induction on the length of the complexes implies
that the tilting functor lands inside the triangulated subcategory 〈T 〉∆. The base
case is clear since a complex of length 1 is sent to the respective object in the
tilting subcategory. For the induction step, let C be a complex of length n. We can
decompose C via a triangle C′ → C → A→ C′[1], where C′ has length n−1 and A
is a complex of length 1. Since the tilting functor is triangulated, and C′, A ∈ 〈T 〉∆,
we find that C ∈ 〈T 〉∆ as well.
Now it remains to show that every objectM ∈ 〈T 〉∆ is in the essential image of
the tilting functor. By definition, we can constructM by finitely many distinguished
triangles, starting with objects from T . The objects of T are obviously in the
essential image. Now assume thatM1,M2 are in the essential and there is a triangle
M1 → M2 → M → M1[1]. By Theorem B.3.1, the tilting functor is fully faithful,
hence we have a unique lift of the morphism M1 → M2 to Hotb(T ). This lift
M˜1 → M˜2 can be completed to a triangle in Hotb(T ), which maps to the triangle
M1 →M2 →M →M1[1] hence the cone of M˜1 → M˜2 maps to an object isomorphic
to M . Therefore, M is in the essential image. By induction on the number of
triangles needed to present an object in 〈T 〉∆, the claim is proved.
Finally, the last statement follows. Any projector which splits in D(∗) must also
split in the homotopy category of complexes by assumption. 
The next result provides a general condition on the compatibility of the tilting
functor of Theorem B.3.1 with morphisms of derivators. This will be applied in
Section II.3 to prove compatibility of tilting with restriction functors.
Theorem B.3.4. Let F : D1 → D2 be a morphism of derivators which preserves
homotopy left Kan extensions. Assume that there are tilting subcategories Xi ⊂
Di(∗) such that F factors through a functor F : X1 → X2. Then there is a diagram,
commutative up to isotransformation
Hotb(X1)
F

// D1(∗)
F

∼
o tt
tt
tt
tt
t
tt
tt
tt
tt
Hotb(X2) // D2(∗).
The horizontal functors are tilting functors which exist by Theorem B.3.1, and the
left vertical functor is the functor induced by applying F levelwise.
Proof. We need to check that every step of the construction in the proof
of Theorem B.3.1 is compatible with the functor F , i.e., yields isotransformations
filling the respective commutative squares.
First, we note that the Dold–Kan correspondence between complexes in X
and simplicial objects in X is functorial. In particular, we even get an isotrans-
formation without passing to homotopy categories. Moreover, under the Dold–Kan
correspondence, the homotopies for complexes correspond exactly to homotopies
for the simplicial objects, yields a diagram
Hot(Ch−(X1))
F

// Hot(∆op(X1))
F

∼
l  ♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
Hot(Ch−(X2)) // Hot(∆op(X2)).
Now we consider the evaluation functors ev : D(∆op)→ Hot(∆op). We required
that F : D1 → D2 is a morphism of derivators. This implies, in particular, that for
every functor of diagrams u : I → J , there are explicitly given isotransformations
u∗ ◦ FJ → FI ◦ u∗. Now the evaluation functors are given exactly by applying the
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evaluation to every object in the diagram. In particular, the isotransformations
encoding that F is a morphism of derivators assemble into an isotransformation
filling the commutative diagram
D1(∆
op)
F

ev
// Hot(∆op(X1))
F

∼
m ♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦
D2(∆
op) ev
// Hot(∆op(X2)).
Finally, we need to consider the homotopy colimit step. Since F is a morphism
of derivators, we have natural transformations γFu,! : u! ◦ FI → FJ ◦ u! for every
functor u : I → J . Requiring that F preserves homotopy left Kan extensions is
exactly the requirement that that these natural transformations are isomorphisms
for every functor u : I → J . In particular, we get the required isotransformation
D1(∆
op)
F

u!
// D1(∗)
F

∼
o ss
ss
ss
ss
s
ss
ss
ss
ss
s
D2(∆
op) u!
// D2(∗).
where u :∆op → ∗ is the terminal morphism.
Combining the three isotransformation described above proves the claim. 
Theorem B.3.5. Let D be a monoidal stable derivator, and let X ⊂ D(∗) be a
tilting ⊗-subcategory. Then the tilting functor Hotb(X )→ D(∗) is monoidal, where
the monoidal structure on Hotb(X ) is the natural one induced from the monoidal
structure on X .
Proof. We follow the structure of argument of Theorem B.3.4. In the first
step, the Dold–Kan correspondence induces lax monoidal functors on the cate-
gories of complexes. If we use the monoidal Dold–Kan correspondence instead,
the functor will be strongly monoidal. For the second step, since a prederivator
can be seen as a lift of Cat → CAT to monoidal categories with strong monoidal
functors, the functors u∗ : D(K) → D(J) for any functor u : J → K are strong
monoidal functors. This implies, in particular, that the diagram evaluation func-
tors D(∆op)→ Fun(∆op,D(∗)) are strong monoidal functors. Now the inverse of a
strong monoidal equivalence is also strong monoidal.2
The final step is now to consider the homotopy colimit. Since we assume that D
is a monoidal derivator in the sense of [GPS14], ⊗ is cocontinuous in each variable,
i.e., homotopy colimits in each variable commute with ⊗. Consider the following
diagram:
D(∆op)× D(∆op)
⊗

(u!,id)
//
⊗
((
D(∗)× D(∆op)
⊗

∼
k ❧❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧❧
❧
(id,u!)
// D(∗)× D(∗)
⊗

∼
l  ♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
D(∆op ×∆op)
u!
//
∆∗

D(∗ ×∆op)
u!
// D(∗)
D(∆op)
u!
22❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
The isotransformations written in the squares are direct consequences of the fact
that we have a monoidal derivator. There is an isotransformation in the left that
2This is exercise 1.4.6 in Turaev–Virelizier: Monoidal categories and topological field theory;
and is also discussed as MathStackExchange question 183285.
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identifies the internal tensor product as composition of the external tensor product
with the restriction along the diagonal, this is a consequence of [GPS14, Theorem
3.11]. Finally, there is also an isotransformation in the lower triangle, which is a
version of the basic theorem of bisimplicial sets: the realization of a bisimplicial set
by first taking horizontal and then vertical realization is equivalent to taking the
realization of the diagonal. Taking all these statements together, we find that the
outer diagram can be filled by an isotransformation. This implies the claim that
the tilting functor is in fact monoidal. 
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